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MODIFIED PRESIDING OFFICER’S DECISION REGARDING ALLEGATIONS
OF VIOLATIONS REGARDING PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY’S
OPERATIONS AND PRACTICES WITH RESPECT TO FACILITIES RECORDS
FOR ITS NATURAL GAS TRANSMISSION SYSTEM PIPELINES
1.

Summary
This decision finds that Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) has

violated American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) B.31.8, Pub. Util.
Code § 451, General Order 112, and regulations set forth in Part 192 of Title 49 of
the Code of Federal Regulations for failing to maintain its gas transmission
pipeline records in a manner to allow safe operation of its gas transmission
pipeline system. PG&E is also found to have violated Rule 1.1 of the
Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure for providing incorrect and
misleading responses to data requests to Commission staff. This decision finds
that PG&E committed 33 violations, many of them continuing for years, for a
total of 350,189 days in violation.
The proceeding remains open to consider, in a separate decision, monetary
fines and other remedies to be imposed on PG&E in light of this decision as well
as decisions addressing alleged violations in investigations into other aspects of
PG&E’s gas transmission system—Investigation (I.) 11-11-009 and I.12-01-007.
This proceeding also remains open to address various outstanding motions filed
by the City of San Bruno and by the Commission’s Consumer Protection and
Safety Division.
2.

Background
On September 9, 2010, a 30-inch diameter segment of a natural gas

transmission pipeline owned and operated by Pacific Gas and Electric Company
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(PG&E) ruptured in a residential area in San Bruno, California.1 The fire and
explosion caused by the rupture resulted in 8 fatalities, numerous injuries,
destruction of 38 homes and damage to 70 homes. Immediately after the
incident, the Commission's Consumer Protection & Safety Division (CPSD)2 and
the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) opened separate investigations
into the cause of the rupture on Line 132, Segment 180.
On January 3, 2011, the NTSB issued Safety Recommendation P-10-2 and -3
(Urgent) and P-10-4. In its Safety Recommendation, the NTSB expressed its
concern over the adequacy of PG&E’s recordkeeping practices. Shortly
thereafter, NTSB Chair Deborah Hersman also publically expressed her concerns
regarding the adequacy of PG&E’s recordkeeping practices.
Based primarily on the NTSB’s January 3rd Safety Recommendation, the
Commission opened this Order Instituting Investigation (OII) on February 24,
2011.3 The Commission subsequently opened two other investigations relating to
the San Bruno explosion. Investigation 11-11-009 (Class Location OII) is the
Commission’s investigation into whether any of PG&E's operations and practices
of its natural gas transmission pipeline system in locations with higher
population density were in violation of state or federal statutes and regulations
or Commission rules, general orders or decisions. Investigation 12-01-007

1

The affected pipeline is also known as Line 132. The segment which ruptured is identified as
Segment 180.
2

As of January 1, 2013, CPSD has been renamed the Safety and Enforcement Division (SED).
However, for consistency and to avoid confusion, this Decision continues to refer to SED by its
former name, CPSD.
3

The OII was initiated by the Commission’s Legal Division. On January 13, 2012, CPSD took
over for the Legal Division as the party pursuing the enforcement action against PG&E.
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(San Bruno OII) is the Commission’s investigation into whether PG&E violated
any state or federal statutes or Commission orders in connection with the
San Bruno explosion. Together, the three OIIs are referred to as the “Pipeline
OIIs.” In addition to the Pipeline OIIs, the Commission also opened Rulemaking
(R.) 11-02-019 to adopt new safety and reliability programs for natural gas
transmission and distribution pipelines.
This OII would determine whether PG&E had violated Section 451 of the
California Public Utilities Code, or any other applicable statute, law, general
order, or Commission decision with respect to PG&E’s recordkeeping practices.4
In particular, the OII would evaluate:
 the adequacy of PG&E’s recordkeeping for the entire life of
the San Bruno pipeline that ruptured on September 9, 2010,
under both state law and under federal standards and law
that the Commission is specifically empowered to enforce.
 the recordkeeping adequacy for all PG&E gas transmission
pipelines.5
The OII contemplated two separate phases. The first phase would
determine whether PG&E’s recordkeeping practices were inadequate or unsafe.
If violations were found in the first phase, the second phase would determine
whether penalties pursuant to Public Utilities Code section 2107 and 2108 were
warranted.6

4

OII at 11.

5

OII at 9.

6

OII at 12-13.
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The OII further directed PG&E to submit documents responsive to
directives set forth in the OII by April 18, 2011.7 At a prehearing conference held
on March 17, 2011, PG&E stated that it would not be able to respond to all the
directives in the OII by that date. PG&E was granted permission to respond to
the directives in paragraphs 1, 5 and 6 by that date and to the directives in
paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 7, and 8 by June 18, 2011.8 PG&E sought and was granted a
further extension of time to submit responsive documents to the directives in
paragraph 7. PG&E would submit data and documents responsive to Paragraph
7 for high consequence area (HCA) pipelines on a rolling production basis
between June 18, 2011 and September 30, 2011, and data and documents for nonHCA pipelines by December 31, 2012.9 The following documents were filed in
response to the directives in the OII:

7

 April 18, 2011

PG&E Initial Response

 April 25, 2011

Amendment to Initial Response

 April 29, 2011

Second Amendment to Initial Response

 June 20, 2011

PG&E’s Response (and 27 CD-ROMs)

 July 12, 2011

Third Amendment to Response (and 1
CD-ROM)

 September 13, 2011

Second Amendment to Response filed on
June 20, 2011 (and 1 CD-ROM)

OII at 17.

8

Assigned Commissioner and Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Extending Deadlines for Production
of Documents and Setting Prehearing Conference, issued March 24, 2011 at 2.
9

See Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Granting Motion for Extension of Time, issued
June 8, 2011, at 4 (Ruling Paragraph 1).
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 September 30, 3011

Third Amendment to Response filed on
June 20, 2011 (and 1 CD-ROM)

 January 15, 2012

Fourth Amendment to Response filed on
June 20, 2011 (and 1 CD-ROM)

 March 19, 2012

Fifth Amendment to Response filed on
June 20, 2011 (and 1 CD-ROM)

DRAFT

Prehearing conferences (PHC) were noticed and held on March 17, May 9,
June 6, September 6, and November 1, 2011. The Assigned Commissioner’s
Scoping Memo and Ruling (Scoping Memo) was issued on November 21, 2011.
Additional PHCs were held on January 17 and March 30, 2012.
CPSD submitted two separate reports on March 12, 2012. The first was
titled Report and Testimony of Margaret Felts, and the second was titled Records
Management within the Gas Transmission Division of Pacific Gas and Electric Company
prior to the Natural Gas Transmission Pipeline Rupture and Fire, San Bruno, California
September 9, 2010.10 The Utility Reform Network (TURN), the City and County of
San Francisco (CCSF) and the City of San Bruno (CSB) submitted intervenor
testimony on April 30, 2012. PG&E served responsive testimony on June 26,
2012. On May 18, 2012, CPSD filed a motion requesting permission to serve
rebuttal testimony. That motion was granted, and CPSD served its rebuttal
testimony on August 20, 2012.
Evidentiary hearings on violations were held from September 5-19, 2012;
October 2-5, 2012; and January 7, 9, 10, and 15-17, 2013. Due to overlap between

10

CPSD served Revised Report and Testimony of Margaret Felts on March 16, 2012. On March 30,
2012, CPSD served supplemental testimony for both Ms. Felts and Dr. Duller/Ms. North.
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this proceeding and the San Bruno Order Instituting Investigation (OII), joint
hearings were held to the extent there were common witnesses or issues.11
On September 7, 2012, CPSD filed two coordinated motions in the Pipeline
OIIs seeking leave to serve additional prepared testimony regarding PG&E’s
financial resources in the Pipeline OIIs and permission to file a single coordinate
brief regarding fines and remedies. The two motions were granted on
September 25, 2012. Since fines and remedies will be considered in a coordinated
fashion, there will be no need to conduct a second phase in this investigation if
violations are found.
Concurrent opening briefs on violations were filed on March 25, 2013, by
CPSD, PG&E, The Utility Reform Network (TURN), CCSF, the Division of
Ratepayer Advocates (DRA)12, and Californians for Renewable Energy (CARE).13
Concurrent reply briefs on violations were filed on April 24, 2013, by CPSD,
PG&E, TURN, CCSF, DRA, and CARE.
Although the filings, briefs, transcripts and exhibits in this proceeding are
available in hard-copy, the following are available only available on archival
CD-ROMs in the Commission’s Central Files:
1. Attachments to the following PG&E filings:
11

References to the Reporter’s Transcript of hearings in just this proceeding are “RT”.
References to the Reporter’s Transcript of joint hearings are “Joint RT”.
12

The Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) was renamed the Office of Ratepayer Advocates
(ORA) effective September 26, 2013, pursuant to Senate Bill 96. However, for consistency and to
avoid confusion, this Decision continues to refer to ORA by its former name, DRA.
13

Pursuant to an ALJ Ruling, PG&E was directed to refile its Opening Brief to remove citations
to documents that were determined to be outside the scope of the proceeding or for which
PG&E’s request for judicial notice had been denied. PG&E filed its revised Opening Brief on
April 18, 2013. All references to PG&E’s Opening Brief in this decision are to the revised
Opening Brief.
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a. PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response
b. Third Amendment to Response
c. Second Amendment to Response filed on June 20, 2011
d. Third Amendment to Response filed on June 20, 2011
e. Fourth Amendment to Response filed on June 20, 2011
f. Fifth Amendment to Response filed on June 20, 2011
2. Exhibit CPSD-18, which contains:
a. CPSD Testimony
b. Exhibits referenced by CPSD Testimony
c. PG&E Data Responses 1 – 86, including attachments
d. GIS-related exhibits
e. PG&E Data Response to Joint CPSD/TURN Data
Request 1, Question 1
Documents only available on archival CD-ROMS are identified by their
file names.
3.

The OII and the Alleged Violations
The description of the events that occurred on September 9, 2010, and the

earlier events which the NTSB and CPSD believed caused the explosion, are
presented in a number of reports, including the NTSB’s Pipeline Accident Report
NTSB/PAR-11/01, issued on August 30, 2011 and CPSD’s Incident Investigation
Report, released on January 12, 2011.
3.1.

The OII

The Commission opened this OII to determine whether PG&E “violated
any provision or provisions of the California Public Utilities Code, Commission
general orders or decisions, or other applicable rules or requirements pertaining
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to safety recordkeeping for its gas service and facilities.”14 At the time the
Commission opened the OII, both the NTSB and CPSD had not yet completed
their investigations of the San Bruno explosion. As part of its investigation, the
NTSB had requested extensive records and other information from PG&E about
its pipeline system.15
On January 3, 2011, the NTSB issued Safety Recommendation P-10-2 and -3
(Urgent) and P-10-4. The Safety Recommendation noted that the NTSB had
found a discrepancy between the ruptured pipeline segment for Line 132 that
had been examined and what had been recorded in PG&E's as-built drawings
and alignment sheets. The NTSB concluded that there was a possibility that
there were other “discrepancies between installed pipe and as-built drawings in
PG&E's gas transmission system.”16 Based on the Safety Recommendation, as
well as a January 26, 2011 statement by the Chair of the NTSB regarding the
safety implications of PG&E’s recordkeeping practices, the Commission
concluded:
[T]he NTSB has serious safety concerns about the adequacy of
PG&E’s recordkeeping, based on the documents and other materials
PG&E has provided to NTSB in the San Bruno investigation. From
this, we infer that the state of PG&E’s records regarding critical
infrastructure (in particular, its high-pressure gas transmission
pipelines) may have been inadequate to make critically important,
ongoing safety decisions about PG&E natural gas transmission
pipelines, particularly welded pipelines.17
14

OII at 1.

15

OII at 6.

16

Safety Recommendation P-10-2 and -3 (Urgent) and P-10-4 at 2.

17

OII at 8.
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In light of these concerns, the Commission decided to open “a formal
investigation into whether PG&E’s recordkeeping represents a deficient
engineering practice that has fostered unsafe PG&E decision making about its
transmission gas pipelines.”18 The Commission further noted that the NTSB’s
findings “foster our concerns that for Line 132 and other transmission pipelines
in populated areas, inaccurate, incomplete, and poorly organized and retrievable
data may have contributed to past unsound and unsafe PG&E risk assessment
and operational decisions.”19 As a result, the Commission determined that there
was good cause to open a formal investigation immediately, rather than wait for
CPSD staff to conclude its investigation. Although the OII was opened to
determine “whether PG&E’s gas safety recordkeeping has been conducted in a
manner that violates the general provisions of Section 451 or of any other
applicable law,”20 the Commission also put PG&E on notice that “if staff later
believes it has cause to assert a PG&E violation other than for recordkeeping,
staff may bring the matter to the Commission’s attention and request that it be
included in this investigation, or if a good reason exists for it, by commencement
of a separate proceeding.”21
The OII directed PG&E to “provide a report by April 18, 2011, to identify
all reasons of law and fact currently known to PG&E to establish that the
company has committed no violation of law with respect to its recordkeeping of

18

OII at 8.

19

OII at 10-11.

20

OII at 11.

21

OII at 13.
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data needed and appropriate for safety engineering.”22 As part of its April 18
report, PG&E was to serve certain information, identified on pages 17-20 of the
OII, on the Commission and all parties to the proceeding. Between April 18, 2011
and March 18, 2012, PG&E filed documents response to the directives in the OII.
3.2.

CPSD’s Reports

CPSD submitted two separate reports on March 12, 2012. The first was
titled Report and Testimony of Margaret Felts.23 Ms. Felts’ testimony focused on
“PG&E’s recordkeeping practices from an engineering perspective, focusing on
two primary areas: 1) recordkeeping issues related to the September 9, 2010
San Bruno incident, and 2) recordkeeping issues related to the integrity
management program and integrity management risk assessment model used to
prioritize the replacement of pipes within PG&E’s system.”24 The recordkeeping
issues related to the San Bruno incident were:
1. There were missing records about the source,
specifications, or history of the pipe of Segment 180 of
Line 132.25
2. There was an inconsistency in records on the Maximum
Allowable Operating Pressure (MAOP) for Line 132.26

22

OII at 16.

On March 16, 2012, CPSD submitted a revised version of Ms. Felts report and
testimony. This revised version is Exh. CPSD-2 and referred to in this decision as the
Felts Testimony.
23

24

Exh. CPSD-2 at 1.

25

Exh. CPSD-2 at 2.

26

Exh. CPSD-2 at 2 - 6.
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3. PG&E personnel failed to follow the company’s internal
clearance procedures for work performed at the Milpitas
Terminal on September 9, 2010.27
4. There was an out-of-date Operating and Maintenance
Instructions Manual at the Milpitas Terminal. As a result,
PG&E employees did not have the relevant information
necessary to respond in the event of an emergency.28
5. PG&E personnel may have been working with an outdated
map and control room personnel may have been working
with an incomplete diagram of the Milpitas Terminal.29
6. The Milpitas Terminal did not have a copy of backup
software in the event communications between the PLC
system and the Process Automation Controllers was lost.30
7. The Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
system failed to provide useful information to PG&E field
personnel regarding the pipe failure in Segment 180 of
Line 132.31
8. PG&E’s Emergency Response Plans were difficult to use
and out of date, thus contributing to PG&E’s delay in
responding to the incident on September 9, 2010 in a timely
manner. 32
The recordkeeping issues related to PG&E’s pipeline system were:
1. Prior to 1980, PG&E did not have a program in place to
inspect its pipelines and plan for orderly replacement
before they posed a safety risk. PG&E had records of early

27

Exh. CPSD-2 at 6 - 7.

28

Exh. CPSD-2 at 8.

29

Exh. CPSD-2 at 9 - 10.

30

Exh. CPSD-2 at 10 - 11.

31

Exh. CPSD-2 at 11 - 12.

32

Exh. CPSD-2 at 12 - 15.
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pipeline leaks and failures and was aware that there could
be many leaks in some sections of pipeline.33
2. In the 1980s, PG&E did not have adequate historical data
about its pipeline system to populate the required data
fields in its Gas Pipeline Replacement Plan. Consequently,
PG&E made assumptions based on incomplete or
unreliable data for variables such as pipe segment age, leak
history, weld types, pressure test type, and coating type.34
3. The integrity risk assessment model used in PG&E’s
Transmission Integrity Management Program (TIMP) to
identify pipeline segments with the highest risk of failure
contains data that is suspect (missing or assumed).
Consequently, this model cannot be an accurate
representation of the real likelihood of failure of
segments.35 Possibly in response to the lack of reliable
historical records, PG&E changed the weighting of the
variables in the TIMP model.36
4. PG&E’s failure to meet the data requirements of TIMP are
because it failed to keep up-to-date, complete and accurate
Pipeline History Files, as required under Federal Law,
GO 112 and its own internal policies, not because TIMP
regulations imposed new data requirements.37
5. PG&E has missing or incomplete records related to facility
design, construction, operations and maintenance. In
particular, PG&E is missing critical data from its records
systems in the following categories: 1) Pipeline History
Files, 2) Job Files (including pipe mill reports and any
QA/QC testing), 3) pipeline design and pressure test
33

Exh. CPSD-2 at 16 - 17.

34

Exh. CPSD-2 at 17 - 22.

35

Exh. CPSD-2 at 22 - 25.

36

Exh. CPSD-2 at 26.

37

Exh. CPSD-2 at 26.
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records, 4) weld maps and inspection reports,
5) operational history records, 6) leak records, and
7) salvaged and reused pipe records.38
6. PG&E’s Geographic Information System (GIS) was
“populated with faulty data, including assumed and
missing elements from earlier databases making it an
unreliable source of data for the integrity management risk
assessment models.” Additionally, there was insufficient
Quality Assurance/Quality Control to check for accuracy
and reasonableness of data entered from hard copy
records.39
7. It is difficult to review records and locate critical
documents in PG&E’s Enterprise Compliance Tracking
System (ECTS) Database because of the size and amount of
duplication in the database and inability to search by
keyword.40
On March 30, 2012, CPSD filed a supplement to the Felts Testimony
(Felts Supplemental Testimony), which addressed five more recordkeeping issues,
included a table that listed the violations resulting from the issues identified in
the Felts Testimony and corrected typographical errors and minor omissions.41
Additional recordkeeping issues raised by CPSD are:
1. Two recordkeeping issues concerned video recordings
from the security cameras located at the Brentwood
Control Room. PG&E provided two contradictory
responses regarding the existence of video recordings for
September 9, 2010. PG&E’s initial response, that the
recordings were overwritten, would lead to the conclusion
38

Exh. CPSD-2 at 27.

39

Exh. CPSD-2 at 47 - 48.

40

Exh. CPSD-2 at 48.

41

The Felts Supplemental Testimony is Exh. CPSD-3.
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that PG&E had violated the records preservation
requirements ordered by the Commission’s Executive
Director (and subsequently affirmed by the Commission in
Resolution No. L-403) and PG&E’s General Counsel.
PG&E’s subsequent response, that there were no video
recordings because the camera had not been configured
properly, would lead to the conclusion that PG&E
personnel either lied about checking the Brentwood
security cameras or provided false information about the
existence of the video recordings.42
2. PG&E failed to provide all copies of audio files and
transcripts for calls recorded in the San Francisco Control
Room for September 9 and 10, 2010, as requested by CPSD.
Additionally, some of the transcripts prepared by PG&E
contained substantive inconsistencies when compared to
independent transcripts made of the same audio file
recordings.43
3. PG&E failed to respond to CPSD’s data requests to identify
all of the people present at the Milpitas Terminal who were
handling the pressure problem on September 9, 2010.44
4. PG&E was unable to provide a copy of the Verint Service
Level Agreement that was in existence on September 9,
2010, saying that it could not locate the agreement. CPSD
had requested this document to determine what controls
were in place to access audio recordings. CPSD believes
PG&E’s failure to provide this agreement would suggest
that PG&E had violated instructions from PG&E’s General
Counsel to preserve all records.45

42

Exh. CPSD-3 at 1 - 5.

43

Exh. CPSD-3 at 6 - 8.

44

Exh. CPSD-3 at 8.

45

Exh. CPSD-3 at 8 - 9.
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The alleged violations raised by the Felts Testimony are summarized in
Table 1 below:46
Table 1
Alleged Violations Raised in Felts Testimony
Alleged Violation

Duration

1. No records for salvaged pipe installed into Segment 180
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451
Potential Violation of California Public Utilities Act, Article II Sec.
13(b)

1951-2010
Pre 1951

2. Failure to create/retain construction records for 1956 project
GM 136471
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1956-2010

3. Failure to retain pressure test records for L-132, Segment 180
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451
Violation of ASME Standards Section B.31.8

1956-2010

Violation of General Orders 112, 112A, and 112B Section 107

1955-2010
1961-1970

4. Lost underlying records to support MAOP of 390 on Segment 180
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451
Violation of ASME Standards Section B.31.8

1978-2010
1977-2010

5. Failure to Follow Procedures to Create Clearance Record
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

46

2010

The table of alleged violations found in the Felts Supplemental Testimony was subsequently
amended during cross-examination. This table represents the amended table of allegations,
which is Exh. CPSD-15.
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6. Out-of-date Operations and Maintenance instructions at Milpitas
Terminal
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1999-2010

7. Out-of-date Drawing and Diagrams of the Milpitas Terminal
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451
Violation of PG&E internal policies requiring retention of engineering
records

2008-2010
2008-2010

8. No Back-up Software at the Milpitas Terminal
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1999-2010

9. Unsafe design of Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
System
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

2008-2010

10. Emergency Response Plans too Difficult to Use
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

Apr. 2010 – Sept.
2010

11. Operated L-132 in excess of 390 MAOP (1 day each year)
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

2003, 2008, 2010

12. Failure to Attempt to Preserve Video Recordings that PG&E
Believed Was on Brentwood Camera 6
Violation of Commission Resolution Number L-403

2010-2012

Violation of Preservation Order from Commission Executive Director

2010-2012

13. PG&E’s Contradictory Data Responses Regarding Recorded
Brentwood Camera 6 Video
Violation of Commission Rules of Practice and Procedure Rule 1.1
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14. PG&E’s Data Responses Did Not Identify All of the People in
Milpitas Handling the Pressure Problem on September 9, 2010
Violations of Commission Rules of Practice and Procedure Rule 1.1

October 10 –
Dec. 17, 2010

15. INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
Alleged Violation

Duration

16. Job Files Missing and Disorganized
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1987-2010

Violation of ASME Standards Section B.31.8

1987-2010

Violation of PG&E internal policies requiring retention of engineering
records

1987-2010

17. Pipeline History Records Missing
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1987-2010

Violation of ASME Standards Section B.31.8

1987-2010

Violation of PG&E internal policies requiring retention of engineering
records

1987-2010

18. Design and Pressure Test Records Missing
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1950-2010

Violation of California Public Utilities Act Article II Section 13(b)

1930-1951

Violation of ASME Standards Section B.31.8

1955-2010

Violation of General Orders 112, 112A, and 112B Section 107

1961-1970

Violation of PG&E internal policies requiring retention of engineering
records

1964-2010

19. Weld Maps and Weld Inspection Records Missing or Incomplete
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1951-2010

Violation of California Public Utilities Act Article II Section 13(b)

1930-1951

Violation of 49 CFR 192.241 and 192.243

1970-2010

Violation of ASME Standards Section B.31.8

1955-2010

Violation of General Orders 112, 112A, and 112B Section 107

1961-1970
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20. Operating Pressure Records Missing, Incomplete or Inaccessible
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1951-2010

Violation of California Public Utilities Act Article II Section 13(b)

1930-1951

Violation of ASME Standards Section B.31.8

1955-2010

Violation of General Orders 112, 112A, 112B, 112C, 112E Section 107

1961-2010

Violation of PG&E internal policies requiring retention of engineering
records

1964-2010

21. Pre-1970 Leak Records missing, incomplete and inaccessible
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1951-2010

Violation of California Public Utilities Act Article II Section 13(b)

1930-1951

Violation of ASME Standards Section B.31.8

1955-2010

Violation of General Orders 112, 112A, 112B, 112C, 112E Section 107

1961-2010

22. Post 1970 Leak Records incomplete and inaccessible
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1970-2010

Violation of ASME Standards Section B.31.8

1970-2010

Violation of PG&E internal policies requiring retention of leak repair
records

1994-2010

Violation of PG&E internal policy requiring retention of leak survey
maps

2010

23. Records to track salvaged and reused pipe missing
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1954-2010

Violation of PG&E internal policies requiring retention of engineering
records April

1994-2010

24. Bad data in Pipeline Survey Sheets and the Geographic
Information System
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1974-2010

Violation of PG&E internal policies requiring retention of engineering
records

1974-2010

25. Use of an Integrity Management Risk Model that uses inaccurate
data
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451
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26. 1988 weld failure – no Failure Report
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1998-2010

27. 1963 weld failure – no Failure Report
Violation of Public Utilities Code Section 451

1963-2010

CPSD’s second report, titled Records Management within the Gas
Transmission Division of Pacific Gas and Electric Company prior to the Natural Gas
Transmission Pipeline Rupture and Fire, San Bruno, California September 9, 2010, was
prepared by Dr. Paul Duller and Mrs. Alison North (Duller/North Report).47 The
Duller/North Report focused on “organization, access, storage, preservation, and
retention of Gas Transmission records and related documentation”48 and used
the “Generally Accepted Record-keeping Principles” (GARP) and the
Information Maturity Model as the basis for its assessment of PG&E’s records
and management activities.49 The Duller/North Report identified the following
deficiencies in PG&E’s recordkeeping practices:
lack of a company-wide strategy for record keeping; poor
implementation of records management standard practices;
inappropriate disposal of Pipeline History Files; inadequate
management and control of job folders; poor metadata quality
control; and the uncontrolled distribution, duplication and
storage of pipeline-related job folders.50
The Duller/North Report identified the following issues of concern:
1. With respect to PG&E’s records management strategy:
47

The Duller/North Report is Exh. CPSD-6.

48

Exh. CPSD-6 at 1-7.

49

Exh. CPSD-6 at 1-8.

50

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-25.
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a. PG&E appeared to have a decentralized records
management structure and there was no apparent
company-wide strategy for managing records.51
b. There was no individual in the Gas Transmission Division
who had formal responsibility for records management
activities.52
c. There was a disconnect between what was listed in PG&E’s
Standard Practices and the records the Gas Transmission
Division was required to maintain to deliver a compliant
records management program.53
d. PG&E does not have an infrastructure to provide staff with
education and training in records management practices,
including retention and disposal.54
2. With respect to PG&E’s recordkeeping policies, standards
and procedures:
a. PG&E did not have a consistent framework of policies,
standards and procedures for managing records across
the organization.55
b. There was evidence to support the conclusion that
PG&E’s Standard Practice Document 210-4-4 on records
retention was not consistently followed. As a result,
there is a difference in the completeness and consistency
in the records maintained at each field office.56
c. Some of PG&E’s internal record retention requirements
do not require PG&E to retain certain records as long as
the applicable regulatory requirements. Examples
51

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-26 – 6-27.

52

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-27 – 6-28.

53

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-29 – 6-30.

54

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-30 – 6-31.

55

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-32.

56

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-32 – 6-33.
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included retention of leak survey maps, line patrol
reports, line inspection reports, gas high pressure test
records and transmission line inspections.57
d. Although PG&E personnel appeared to be aware of the
regulations and standard practices regarding the
retention period for specific types of documents, these
regulations and practices were not systematically
applied in the Gas Transmission Division.58
3. PG&E did not have the necessary records management
processes in place to ensure that its records were traceable,
verifiable, complete and accurate. Because PG&E did not
have the processes in place to maintain the integrity of its
pipeline-related records, gas transmission pipeline
information was not available in a timely manner.59
4. Prior to the San Bruno explosion, PG&E did not have a
single, central document storage facility that held a
complete and comprehensive collection of all pipelinerelated Job Files and folders. Rather, records on a single
job could be held at more than one PG&E office. Further,
despite PG&E’s decentralized approach for document
storage, there was no comprehensive index of all historical
pipeline records. Consequently, there may be copies of the
same job folder in more than one location with the
possibility that each one of these folders contained
different records.60
5. PG&E utilizes multiple electronic records storage systems
to manage its documents and store information. However,
these systems have data integrity (accuracy and
completeness) issues associated with them, are not well
57
58

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-34.
Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-37 – 6-38.

59

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-40 – 6-68.

60

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-69 – 6-82.
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integrated and may contain duplicate information. Among
other things, CPSD notes that PG&E’s electronic systems
contain inaccurate class location information (GIS), do not
allow efficient retrieval of information (ECTS and IGIS)
and are not complete or comprehensive (IGIS).61
The Duller/North Report applied the above findings to the GARP Principles
and the Information Maturity Model and found that “PG&E’s record
management activities in the Gas Transmission Division prior to the San Bruno
pipeline rupture and fire have been ‘substandard’”62
As a result of deficiencies identified in its analysis, the Duller/North Report
concluded:
PG&E’s historical pipeline records would not have been
readily available, traceable, verifiable or complete; there was
no single source of trusted pipeline-related documents;
records management was not optimized to support
operations, decision making, planning or safety; and
inconsistent, incomplete and out of date information would
have been present in a significant number of its pipeline
related job folders, as well as those systems, such as the GIS,
which relied upon them.63
On March 30, 2012, CPSD filed a supplement to the Duller/North Report.
The supplement identified the alleged general records management violations,
records retention violations and other safety/pipeline integrity record violations

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-83 – 6-90. GIS is the Geographical Information System, which provides
information on PG&E’s gas assets. ECTS is the Enterprise Compliance Tracking System, which
was developed after the San Bruno explosion, to provide compliance and regulatory support for
PG&E’s MAOP Records Validation Project. IGIS is the Integrated Gas Information System,
which was developed in 1999 to track and monitor gas leaks and their related information.

61

62

Exh. CPSD-6 at 7-93.

63

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-25.
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raised by the Duller/North Report. Table 2 below summarizes these alleged
violations: 64
Table 2
Alleged Violations Raised in Duller/North Testimony
A. GENERAL RECORDS MANAGEMENT VIOLATIONS
1. PG&E’s Gas Transmission Division lacked the necessary accurate and locatable records
essential for safe pipeline operation, due to sub-standard records management practices. PG&E
did not have all of the necessary processes in place to ensure that traceable, verifiable, complete
and accurate gas transmission pipeline records and related information was available in a timely
manner. Gas transmission pipeline records were widely distributed and poorly controlled across
the Division. This led to inefficient and unsafe working practices.
Alleged Violation

Duration

ASME B 31.8

1955 – Sept. 2010

49 CFR, Section 192.709

Aug. 1970 – Sept 2010

General Orders 112, 112A, and 112B Section 107

1961 - 1970

Public Utilities Code Section 451

1955 – Sept. 2010

B. RECORDS RETENTION VIOLATIONS
1. PG&E’s minimal compliance with some of its own retention policies regarding leak survey
maps violates other requirements.
Alleged Violation

Duration

49 CFR, Section 192.709

Apr. 2010 – Sept. 2010

Public Utilities Code Section 451

Apr. 2010 – Sept. 2010

64

The table of alleged violations found in the Duller/North Report was subsequently amended
during cross-examination. This table represents the amended table of allegations, which is Exh.
CPSD-16.
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2. PG&E’s minimal compliance with some of its own line patrol report retention policies violates
other requirements.
Alleged Violation

Duration

ASME B 31.8

Sept. 1964 – Sept. 2010

49 CFR, Section 192.709

Aug. 1970 – Apr. 2010

General Orders 112, 112A, and 112B Section 107

Sept. 1964 - 1970

Public Utilities Code Section 451

Sept. 1964 – Sept. 2010

3. PG&E's minimal compliance with some of its own line inspection report retention requirements
violates other requirements.
Alleged Violation

Duration

ASME B 31.8

1994 – Sept. 2010

49 CFR, Section 192.709

1994 – Apr. 2010

Public Utilities Code Section 451

1994 – Sept. 2010

4. PG&E’s minimal compliance with some of its gas high pressure test record retention policies
violates other requirements.
Alleged Violation

Duration

ASME B 31.8

1994 – Apr. 2010

49 CFR, Section 192.709

1994 – Apr. 2010

Public Utilities Code Section 451

1994 – Apr. 2010

5. PG&E's minimal compliance with some of its record retention policies of transmission line
inspections, including patrol maintenance reports, trouble reports and line logs violates other
requirements.
Alleged Violation

Duration

ASME B 31.8

Sept. 1964 – Apr. 2010

49 CFR, Section 192.709

Aug. 1970 – June 1996
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General Orders 112, 112A, and 112B Section 107

Sept. 1964 - 1970

Public Utilities Code Section 451

Sept. 1964 – Apr. 2010

6. At all times between 1955 and 2010, PG&E was aware of the requirement to retain and maintain
certain documents for various lengths of time but failed to implement their practices fully.
Alleged Violation

Duration

ASME B 31.8

1955 – Sept. 2010

49 CFR, Section 192.13(c)

Aug. 1970 – Sept. 2010

General Orders 112, 112A, and 112B Section 107

1961 - 1970

Public Utilities Code Section 451

1955 – Sept. 2010

C. OTHER PIPELINE SAFETY VIOLATIONS
1. In 2007, PG&E was informed that in 1995 it selected the wrong year as the upper limit for its
Gas Pipeline Replacement Program (1947 rather than 1948) and for assessing the excavation threat
to PG&E’s gas transmission pipelines. As a result both line 132 and line 151 were excluded from
PG&E’s 1995 Gas Pipeline Replacement Program. If line 132 had been included in this program
and replaced the San Bruno rupture and fire could have been avoided.
Alleged Violation
Public Utilities Code Section 451

Duration
1995 – Sept. 2010

2. PG&E’s lack of the necessary accurate and readily locatable gas transmission line records meant
that it was unable to precisely identify which of its pipelines were more prone to extensive
damage during some earthquakes and thereby ensure safe pipeline operation.
Alleged Violation

Duration

ASME B 31.8

1992 – Sept. 2010

Public Utilities Code Section 451

1992 – Sept. 2010

3. PG&E failed to maintain a definitive, complete and readily accessible database of all gas leaks
for their pipeline system as it failed to migrate all historical leak information from system to
system. The incompleteness of critical leak information has contributed to diminished PG&E
pipeline safety.
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Alleged Violation

Duration

General Orders 112, 112A, and 112B Section 107

1961 - 1970

ASME Standard B.31.8

1955 – Sept. 2010

49 CFR, Section 192.709

Aug. 1970 – Sept. 2010

Public Utilities Code Section 451

1955 – Sept. 2010

4.

Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Standards
4.1.

Public Utilities Code § 451

Many of the alleged violations raised by CPSD are based on Pub. Util.
Code § 451 or its predecessor, California Public Utilities Act, Article II Sec. 13(b).
Section 451 was enacted in 1951 and states, in relevant part:
Every public utility shall furnish and maintain such adequate,
efficient, just, and reasonable service, instrumentalities,
equipment, and facilities, including telephone facilities, as
defined in Section 54.1 of the Civil Code, as are necessary to
promote the safety, health, comfort, and convenience of its
patrons, employees, and the public.
Similarly, California Public Utilities Act, Article II Sec. 13(b), which was in
effect from 1911 to 1951, required that
Every public utility shall furnish, provide and maintain such
service, instrumentalities, equipment and facilities as shall
promote the safety, health, comfort and convenience of its
patrons, employees and the public.
PG&E has raised the issue of whether CPSD may allege violations under
Pub. Util. Code § 451 in its briefs. This issue is discussed in more detail in
Section 5.3 below.
4.2.

ASME B.31.8

In 1935, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) published
the American Tentative Standard Code for Pressure Piping, which set industry
standards for gas transmission operators. In 1955, ASME published ASME
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B.31.1.8,65 which substantially revised the 1935 standard. Among other things,
ASME B.31.8 established requirements for testing of pipeline prior to operation
(air, gas or hydrostatic) and required an operator to maintain test records for the
operational life of the asset.
ASME B.31.8 also included specific record-keeping requirements
associated with the design, installation, operations and maintenance of
transmission pipeline systems. These include:
ASME B.31.8 § 841.1 - Specifies the test requirements to prove
the strength of newly installed transmission pipelines to operate
at above 30% of is specified minimum yield strength (SMYS).
ASME B.31.8 § 841.417 - Requires the operating company
“maintain in its file for the useful life of each pipeline and main,
records showing the type of fluid used for its test and the test
pressure.”
ASME B.31.8 § 845.23 - Requires an operator to review its records
concerning the design, previous testing of the pipeline, field
inspections, maintenance, repairs, replacements or alterations
before it increases the MAOP of a high-pressure distribution
pipeline above 30% SMYS.
ASME B.31.8 § 851.4 – Requires records made of each pipeline
inspection for external or internal corrosion.
ASME B.31.8 § 851.5 – Requires records made covering all leaks
discovered and repairs made. This section further requires that
“[t]hese records along with leakage survey records, line patrol
records and other records relating to routine or unusual
inspections should be kept in the file of the operating company
involved, as long as the section of line involved remains in
service.”
65

ASME B.31.1.8 (1955) is now known as ASME B.31.8. Unless otherwise specified, all
references to ASME B.31.8 in this decision are to the 1955 version. A copy of the 1955 version of
ASME B.31.8 may be found in Exh. PG&E-47.
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Although compliance with ASME B.31.8 was not required, PG&E stated
that it voluntarily followed these industry standards.66
4.3.

General Order 112

In 1959, the Commission opened a proceeding to determine, among other
things, whether to adopt a General Order governing the design, construction and
operation of gas transmission pipeline systems. On December 28, 1960, the
Commission issued Decision 61269, which adopted General Order 112 (GO 112),
Rules Governing Design, Construction, Testing, Maintenance and Operations of Utility
Gas Transmission and Distribution Piping Systems.67 GO 112 incorporated, unless
specifically excluded, the standards contained in the 1958 version of ASME
B.31.8. Specifically, GO 112 § 107 stated:
§ 107.1 Gas transmission and distribution facilities shall be
constructed and operated in compliance with the provisions
of Section 8 of the American Standard Code for Pressure
Piping, known as the American Standard Code for Gas
Transmission and Distribution Piping Systems, ASA B 31.8 –
1958, and in compliance with the further requirements of the
additional rules herein prescribed.
§ 107.2 Where there is any conflict between the provisions of
ASA B 31.8 – 1958 and any rule specifically set forth herein,
the latter shall govern, and ASA B 31.8 – 1958 shall be deemed
to have been modified, amended, or revised to comply with
the provisions of Chapter II of this Order.
§ 107.3 For the purpose of complying with the rules herein
adopted and prescribed, gas companies shall be governed by
Exh. PG&E-4 at 4. PG&E further notes that some of its former employees were members of
the ASME B.31.1.8 subcommittee. (Pacific Gas and Electric Company Response, April 18, 2011,
Ch. 1 at 1-5.)
66

67

Exh. PG&E-4. Pursuant to D61269, GO 112 was effective July 1, 1961.
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the provisions of ASA B 31.8 – 1958 and any other codes,
standards or specifications contained therein, in so far as any
such codes are herein made applicable, which were in effect
on January 1, 1959, and shall not be governed by any
deletions, additions, revisions, or amendments thereof, made
after said date, unless and until said deletions, additions,
revisions and amendments have been authorized by the
Commission.
§ 107.4 Anything contained in ASA B 31.8 – 1959 to the
contrary notwithstanding, there shall be no deviation from
this General Order except after authorization by the
Commission.68
GO 112 also contained a specific section on records.69 In adopting GO 112,
the Commission noted:
Public utilities serving or transmitting gas bear a great
responsibility to the public respecting the safety of their
facilities and operating practices.
It is recognized that no code of safety rules, no matter how
carefully and well prepared can be relied upon to guarantee
complete freedom from accidents. Moreover, the
promulgation of precautionary safety rules does not remove
or minimize the primary obligation and responsibility of [gas
utilities] to provide safe service and facilities in their gas
operations. Officers and employees of the [gas utilities] must
continue to be ever conscious of the importance of safe
operating practices and facilities and of their obligation to the
public in that respect.70

68

Exh. PG&E-4 (GO 112 § 107).

69

Exh. PG&E-4 (GO 112, Chapter III).

70

Exh. PG&E-4 at 12 (Findings and Conclusions No. 7 & 8).
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In 1963, and again in 1964, GO 112 was updated to reflect changes to
ASME B.31.8.71 However, there was no change in Chapter III regarding records.
In 1970, the Commission adopted the minimum Federal Pipeline Safety
Standards (49 CFR Part 192), as well as some additional state requirements, in
GO 112-C.72 Among other things, Subpart B of Section I retained the
recordkeeping requirements.73 Sections 107.1 – 107.3 regarding compliance with
the ASME standards were no longer applicable and deleted “because G.O. 112-C
incorporates the Minimum Federal Safety Standards.”74
Between 1971 and 1977, GO 112-C was modified to reflect changes in
various provisions of 49 CFR Part 192. In 1979, the Commission issued D.90372,
which adopted GO 112-D.75 Between 1972 and 1995, the Commission regularly
updated GO 112-D to stay current with revisions to 49 CFR Part 192. In 1995, the
Commission issued D.95-08-053, as modified by D.95-12-065, which adopted
GO 112-E.76 GO 112-E included a new section, 104.1, that automatically
incorporated any revisions to the Federal Pipeline Safety Standards, 49 CFR
Parts 190, 191, 192, 193 and 199. Further, GO 112-E provides:
§ 101.4 – The utilities shall maintain the necessary records to
ensure compliance with these rules and the Federal Pipeline
Safety Regulations, 49 CFR, that are applicable. Such records

71

See Exh. CPSD-36A (D.66399, with GO 112-A attached); Exh. CPSD-60 (D.73223, with
GO 112-B attached).
72

Exh. PG&E-5 (D.78513, with GO 112-C attached).

73

Exh. PG&E-5 (GO 112-C §§ 121-123).

74

Exh. PG&E-5 at 5.

75

1979 Cal PUC LEXIS 556.

76

Exh. PG&E-7.
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shall be available for inspection at all times by the
Commission or Commission Staff.
§ 103.3 – Compliance with these rules is not intended to
relieve a utility from any statutory requirements.
4.4.

Federal Recordkeeping Requirements

In 1970, the Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) promulgated rules regarding
the minimum federal safety standards. These rules, found at Title 49 CFR
include reporting requirements (Part 191) and design, construction, operation
and maintenance of natural gas pipeline facilities (Part 192).77 Reporting
requirements in Part 191 include incident reports (49 C.R.F. § 191.15), annual
reports (49 CFR 191.17) and reports on safety-related conditions, such as cracks
or other material defects, malfunction or operating error or leaks (49 CFR 191.23).
Recordkeeping requirements contained in Part 192 include:
49 CFR 192.517(a) - Requires records for strength tests for steel
pipeline operating at 30% or more of SMYS (49 CFR 192.505)
or at less than 30% SMYS and at or above 100 p.s.i. (49 CFR
192.507) be retained for the useful life of the pipeline. This
section also specifies the minimum information that must be
included in the test records.
49 CFR 192.709 - Requires:
(a) Records concerning the date, location, and description of
each repair made to pipe must be retained for as long as the
pipe remains in service.
(b) Records concerning the date, location, and description of
each repair made to parts of the pipeline system other than
pipe must be retained for at least 5 years.
(c) A record of each patrol, survey, inspection, and test
required by subparts L (Operations) and M (Maintenance) of
77

These rules became effective on November 12, 1970. (Exh. PG&E-5 at 3.)
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Part 192 must be retained for at least 5 years or until the next
patrol, survey, inspection, or test is completed, whichever is
longer.
In addition to these recordkeeping requirements, 49 CFR 192.13(c) is a
general requirement for operators to “maintain, modify as appropriate, and
follow the plans, procedures and programs that it is required to establish” under
49 CFR 192. These would include procedural manuals for operations,
maintenance and emergencies (49 CFR 192.605); studies associated with changes
in class location (49 CFR 192.609); procedures for continuing surveillance
(49 CFR 192.603); emergency plans (49 CFR 192.615); patrol program
(49 CFR 192.705); and integrity management program (49 CFR 192.901 et seq).
4.5.

PG&E Standard Practices

In addition to the statutory and regulatory requirements for
recordkeeping, PG&E had its own internal policies and practices concerning the
acquisition, maintenance and retention of records. PG&E states that its record
retention obligations “stem from various regulatory sources: PHMSA
regulations, FERC regulations, FPC regulations, and commission regulations
adopting or incorporating the federal regulations.”78 Attachment 2A of PG&E’s
June 20, 2011 Response includes a summary of the various PG&E record retention
and disposal policies and practices between 1955 and 2010.
PG&E identifies the following as its primary retention policies as of
August 2010, or immediately thereafter.

78

Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Response (PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response), filed June 20, 2011
at 2A-5.
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Table 3
PG&E Primary Policies Associated With Record Retention Periods for
Gas Transmission Pipeline79
Document Date
10/01/2008
05/22/2008
04/16/2010
10/01/2010

Title
Utility Standard Practice (USP) 4, Record
Retention and Disposal80
Guide to Record Retention
Records Retention and Disposal Guidance for
Transmission & Distribution Systems
GOV-7001S: Record Retention and Disposal
Standard

Attachment P2#
P2-228
P2-227
P2-230
P2-233

PG&E further states that the retention policies applicable to certain
categories of records identified in the OII are as follows:
As-built drawings, documents and photos – Starting in 1961
with the adoption of GO 112, and in 1970 with the adoption of
the federal code, PG&E’s retention policies have required
these documents be retained for the life of the pipeline.81
Pipe specifications – PG&E’s policies have required pipe
specification information generally be retained for the life of
the pipeline, as required by federal regulations. However,
“[p]re-existing pipeline facilities were exempt from
construction, design and initial testing requirements when
regulations were first introduced.”82
Operating history of the pipe, including but not limited to
pressure – PG&E states that 49 CFR 192.603(b) does not
specify a retention period for operating pressure records and
79

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-5 (Table 2A-1).

80

USP 4 was rescinded on October 1, 2010 with the publication of GOV-7001S. (P2-233.pdf
at 7.)
81

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-6.

82

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-6.
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other similar records (e.g., operator logs). PG&E states that its
internal policies therefore set the retention periods.83
Maintenance and repair history – PG&E’s internal policies set
retention periods consistent with the pertinent sections of
49 CFR 192, subpart M (Maintenance). These include:
 Records of repairs made to a segment of pipe is retained
for as long as the pipe segment remains in service.
 Repair records for non-pipe components are retained for at
least five years.
 Records related to patrols, surveys, inspections, and tests
required by subparts L and M of Part 192 are retained for
five years, or until the next patrol, survey, inspection or
test is completed, whichever is longer.84
Risk Assessment – PG&E retains records produced in connection
with its integrity management process for the useful life of the
pipeline, as required under 49 CFR 192, Subpart O
(Gas Transmission Pipeline Integrity Management).85
Finally, as of 2010, PG&E’s Corporation Standard GOV-2001S, Guidance
Documents Standard Rev. 0, issued on July 12, 2010, establishes the standards for
PG&E Corporation’s and its affiliates’ and subsidiaries’ creation, review,
maintenance and cancellation of all procedural guidelines and manuals.86

83

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-7.

84

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-7.

85

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-7 – 2A-8.

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-3 – 2A-4. A copy of GOV-2001S may be found at
P2-243.pdf.

86
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Issues of General Applicability
5.1.

Standard of Proof

It is well settled that the standard of proof in Commission investigation
proceedings is by a preponderance of the evidence.87 PG&E acknowledges that
“preponderance” is the usual standard but argues that the Commission should
apply the higher “clear and convincing” standard here due to the “importance of
the proceeding” and the Commission’s “readiness to impose daily fines for a
significant period of time.”88
PG&E contends that a “clear and convincing” standard is required “in
certain civil cases of exceptional importance” and cites two professional license
suspension cases where the California courts have applied the clear and
convincing standard: Hughes v. Bd. of Architectural Examiners, 17 Cal. 4th 763
(1998) and Grubb v. Department of Real Estate, 194 Cal. App. 4th 1494 (2011).89
PG&E maintains this proceeding presents a more compelling case for requiring a
higher standard of proof because CPSD has alleged multiple continuing
violations spanning as many as 80 years and that a finding of even a single
violation could subject PG&E to a minimum penalty of $15 million.
Finally, PG&E contends that Investigation re Qwest Communications
Corporation (Qwest), D.03-01-087, also supports a heightened standard in this
case. It notes that in Qwest, the Commission rejected an analogy between the

See, e.g., Modified Presiding Officer’s Decision Finding Tracfone Wireless, Inc. Acted Unlawfully by
Failing to Pay Telecommunication user Fees and Public Purpose Program Surcharges, D.12-02-032,
at 4 (slip op.); Opinion Ordering Penalties and Reparations [Cingular], D.04-09-062, at 13 (slip op.);
Final Decision [Communication Telesystems International] (1997) 72 CPUC 2d 621, 642.
87

88

PG&E Opening Brief at 21-24.

89

PG&E Opening Brief at 21.
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statutory penalties authorized by Pub. Util. Code § 2107 and punitive damages,
which by statute require “clear and convincing evidence of oppression, fraud, or
malice.”90 The Commission concluded that the higher evidentiary standard for
punitive damages was unwarranted because Pub. Util. Code § 2107 penalties are
determined within a range and capped by the Legislature, whereas punitive
damages are determined by a fact finder (judge or jury).91 PG&E contends that,
unlike in Qwest where the total fine was driven by a large number of violations,
the alleged continuing violations in this proceeding could lead to Commission
discretion far beyond the statutory range that would apply to a single violation
that occurred on a single day. This, PG&E argues, could effectively negate Pub.
Util. Code § 2107’s penalty cap, leaving the Commission with as much discretion
as a jury would have to return a large punitive damages award.92
PG&E’s reliance on these cases is misplaced. Both Hughes and Grubb
concern the suspension or revocation of a professional license and their grounds
for concluding that a higher standard of proof was necessary are not applicable
here. As stated by the Hughes court: “an individual, having obtained the license
required to engage in a particular profession or vocation, has a ‘fundamental
vested right’ to continue in that activity.”93 However, revocation of PG&E’s
certificate of public convenience and necessity is not a potential remedy in this
proceeding.94 Additionally, no fundamental vested right is implicated here.95
90

Order Denying Rehearing of Decision No. 02-10-059 [D.03-01-087] at 8 (slip op.).

91

Order Denying Rehearing of Decision No. 02-10-059 [D.03-01-087] at 9 (slip op.).

92

PG&E Opening Brief at 24.

93

Hughes v. Bd. of Architectural Examiners (1998) 17 Cal. 4th 763, 788-789.

94

CPSD Opening Brief at 21; CPSD Reply Brief at 9.
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Moreover, the fact that the Commission may impose other appropriate relief
under the law does not warrant a higher standard of proof. Indeed, none of the
potential “significant non-monetary sanctions” identified by PG&E (rate
reduction or requiring PG&E to bring its future behavior in line with
Commission expectations) rise to the level of depriving PG&E of a fundamental
right.
Equally unavailing is PG&E’s argument that our findings in Qwest support
a finding that a small number of violations, committed over several decades,
should have a higher standard of proof than a large number of violations
committed a single time. Such a conclusion would effectively reward utilities for
committing violations that could not be detected immediately and render Pub.
Util. Code § 2108 meaningless.
Under Pub. Util. Code § 2108, each day’s continuance of a continuing
violation is a separate and distinct offense. Thus, where an ongoing violation of
many years is proven to have occurred, a large number of offenses will have
occurred. However, with respect to any particular offense, the Commission has
no more discretion here than it did in Qwest. The statutory range and cap in Pub.
Util. Code § 2107 are the same. The reason the fines are potentially large here is
that the alleged violations, to the extent proven, continued for decades
unremediated by PG&E. PG&E itself will have been solely to blame for allowing
dangerous conditions to exist and continue unabated, and PG&E will have been
solely responsible for the length of time such violations continued. It would not

CSB Reply Brief at 19; CCSF Reply Brief at 9-10 (noting “The courts also have not required
clear and convincing evidence to suspend or revoke non- professional or occupational
licenses.”).
95
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be logical or fair to make it more difficult to prove violations against PG&E for
the sole reason that PG&E allowed the violations to continue undetected for
decades. PG&E’s attempt to recast Qwest as supportive of its position therefore
lacks merit.
Finally, we note that the Commission has declined to apply the clear and
convincing standard even in cases where license revocation was at issue. For
example, in D.05-08-033, the Commission revoked Globe Van Lines’ license to
operate as a household goods carrier, and in doing so applied the preponderance
standard.96 Also, in a case involving North Shuttle Service, a passenger stage
corporation and charter-party carrier, one of the requested remedies (by CPSD)
was possible revocation of North Shuttle’s operating authority, and the
Commission applied the preponderance of the evidence standard.97
For the reasons discussed above, PG&E’s arguments for application of the
clear and convincing standard of proof are not persuasive and are therefore
rejected.
5.2.

Burden of Proof

CPSD acknowledges that generally in an enforcement proceeding, it has
the burden of proving a violation. However, it argues that it should not bear the
burden in this proceeding. CPSD asserts that, as a result of PG&E’s
recordkeeping failure, the Commission must shift the burden of proof onto
PG&E or draw an inference adverse to PG&E, effectively placing the burden on

96

Investigation into Globe Van Lines Inc. (D.05-08-033) (2005) at 10 (slip op.).

97

Investigation into North Shuttle Service Inc. (D.98-05-019) (1998) 80 CPUC 2d 223, 232.
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PG&E to prove that it has maintained its natural gas transmission pipelines in
accordance with applicable codes, rules, and regulations.98
PG&E, on the other hand, asserts that the burden of proof rests with CPSD
and that CPSD improperly seeks to have the Commission draw broad inferences
from the absence of information.99 As an example, PG&E notes that CPSD
witness Felts could not substantiate when her alleged continuing violations
ended, and thus had that portion of her testimony struck during evidentiary
hearings.100 PG&E contends
CPSD had the means and opportunity to attempt to prove
violations with evidence rather than suppositions. In the case of
missing or incomplete records, for instance, it could have
identified a specific record that a regulation required PG&E to
maintain, e.g., an operating pressure record it believed a specific
regulation required to be retained, and then shown that PG&E
lacked that particular record. But CPSD did not identify any
specific missing or incomplete record, preferring instead to allege
violations in terms of sweeping generalities, e.g., “Operating
Pressure Records Missing, Incomplete or Inaccessible,” 1930 –
2010.101
5.2.1. CPSD’s Allegations
CPSD raises two assertions regarding burden of proof and negative
inferences. First, it asserts that the doctrine of spoliation of evidence must apply
to the magnitude and duration of PG&E’s recordkeeping failure. CPSD asserts
that this doctrine supports a burden shift onto PG&E. Second, notwithstanding
98

CPSD Opening Brief at 17.

99

PG&E Opening Brief at 49.

100

PG&E Opening Brief at 49.

101

PG&E Opening Brief at 51.
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issues regarding burden of proof, CPSD asserts that an adverse inference must be
drawn against PG&E for its failure to fully produce records demonstrating that it
has complied with industry-accepted standards and statutory requirements. For
reasons discussed below, we find that while the burden of proof remains with
CPSD, it is appropriate to draw inferences that any missing or destroyed
documents are unfavorable to PG&E.
5.2.1.1. Spoliation of Evidence & Burden of Proof
CPSD asserts that, while the burden of proving a violation typically falls
on CPSD, this burden should be shifted to PG&E due to the degree and extent of
PG&E’s recordkeeping shortcomings. CPSD argues that this burden shift is
justified under the doctrine of spoliation of evidence.102 PG&E does not dispute
its recordkeeping shortcomings. However, PG&E asserts that the doctrine of
spoliation of evidence is inapplicable under these circumstances. Further, PG&E
asserts that even if the doctrine of spoliation of evidence does apply to these
circumstances, a remedy consisting of a burden shifting approach constitutes
procedural error.
PG&E relies on Millenkamp v. Davisco Foods Int’l Inc. (Millenkamp)103 to
support its assertion that the doctrine of spoliation of evidence may only apply if
a party has knowledge prior to destruction that the destroyed evidence is
relevant to a specific or pending litigation. PG&E acknowledges that there are
missing and destroyed records. The production of these documents would
certainly serve as evidence to either support or refute CPSD’s allegations

102

CPSD Opening Brief at 17.

103

See Millenkamp v. Davisco Foods Int’l (9th Cir. 2009) 562 F.3d 971.
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regarding PG&E’s alleged recordkeeping violations in this particular proceeding.
However, PG&E notes these documents were not destroyed in response to this
specific investigation, nor was the destruction made in response to pending
litigation. Instead, PG&E asserts that the documents were lost or misplaced prior
to the San Bruno fire and explosion.104
PG&E notes that CPSD is not asking the Commission to find that PG&E
had destroyed a particular record and to therefore draw an adverse inference
from that fact. Rather, PG&E states that CPSD has improperly assumed that
PG&E’s records failings were so massive that there is no evidence bearing on the
facts CPSD has put at issue, thus warranting a shifting of the burden of proof.105
As a result, PG&E asserts, the doctrine of spoliation of evidence cannot apply.
We find PG&E’s reliance on Millenkamp misguided. Millenkamp applies
Idaho law, not California law, and thus is not binding authority. A review of
California law finds that the doctrine of spoliation may apply when litigation
was reasonably foreseeable and when there is a duty to preserve evidence. This
standard is articulated in Reeves v. MV Transportation (Reeves), where the
California Court of Appeal defined spoliation as “the destruction or significant
alteration of evidence, or the failure to preserve property for another’s use as
evidence in pending or reasonably foreseeable litigation.”106 Thus, in contrast to
Idaho state law, California state law expands the doctrine of spoliation of
evidence to include the destruction of evidence relevant to “reasonably
PG&E Opening Brief at 11-12 (noting that certain safety recordkeeping documents have been
missing for more than eighty years).
104

105

PG&E Reply Brief at 11-13.

106

Reeves v. MV Transportation (2010) 186 Cal. App 4th 666, 681 (emphasis added).
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foreseeable litigation,” especially when there is a statutory obligation to preserve
evidence.107
Based on Reeves,108 the doctrine of spoliation of evidence does, indeed,
apply in this instance. PG&E has a statutory obligation to preserve records
related to testing and or maintenance of its pipeline system, but is unable to
produce those records as part of CPSD’s investigation. Further, these records not
only ensure that PG&E operates is gas transmission pipeline system in a safe
manner, but also serve to protect PG&E against future litigation should a
safety-related injury occur. PG&E operates underground natural gas pipelines.
Given the breadth of PG&E’s operations, it would be logical to conclude that
PG&E should have reasonably foreseen some sort of future litigation resulting
from the safety of something as inherently dangerous as flammable natural gas.
Although the doctrine of spoliation is applicable, traditional remedies for
spoliation do not include a burden-shifting approach.109 Rather, as discussed
below, we consider whether it is appropriate to draw an adverse inference from
the missing records.
5.2.1.2. Adverse Inference
CPSD asserts that if the Commission declines to shift the burden of proof
onto PG&E, the Commission should draw an adverse inference against PG&E in
reference to the missing records.110 PG&E does not dispute that this would be the
107

Id. at 681-82.

108

See generally Id.

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center v. Superior Court (1998) 18 Cal. 4th 1, 11-13 (listing remedies for
spoliation of evidence, including the application of an evidentiary inference as well as the
imposition of monetary sanctions).

109

110

CPSD Opening Brief at 18-19.
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appropriate remedy. “The most drastic evidentiary remedy courts impose based
on a finding of spoliation is an adverse inference as to particular facts.”111
In order to assess whether to impose an adverse inference against PG&E,
we apply the three-part test articulated in Reeves:112
1. Did PG&E have an obligation to preserve the documents at the
time they were destroyed?
2. Did PG&E destroy the documents with a “culpable state of
mind”?
3. Are the missing documents relevant to CPSD’s investigation of
PG&E?
As discussed below, we find that the answer to each of these questions is
“yes.” As such, we agree with CPSD that an adverse inference should be drawn
that the missing records are unfavorable to PG&E.
California gas pipeline operators have had an ongoing duty to ensure the
safe operations of their pipeline systems since 1912. Although there were no set
industry standards for testing and retention of records until the ASME B.31.8
standards were established, in 1935, Pub. Util. Code § 451 (and Article II,
Section 13(b) of the Public Utilities Act before that) clearly expected pipeline
operators to test their pipeline systems and maintain the necessary records.
PG&E’s voluntary compliance of the ASME standards (including recordkeeping
requirements) became mandatory with the adoption of GO 112. Since 1970,
Federal Regulations require PG&E to keep and maintain for the life of the
pipeline component various documents about pipeline repairs and to keep for

111

PG&E Reply Brief at 13.

112

186 Cal. App 4th at 681-82.
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five years or longer other specified pipeline data.113 Accordingly, there is no
question that PG&E had an obligation to preserve documents relating the
maintenance and operation of its pipeline system.
Next, we find that PG&E had destroyed the documents with a culpable
state of mind. Although PG&E asserts that it did not deliberately destroy
documents that it was legally required to retain,114 it is irrelevant for this analysis
whether PG&E intentionally or accidentally destroyed the records. A culpable
state of mind can be satisfied by demonstrating that “the records were destroyed
knowingly, even without the intent to violate [a] regulation [requiring their
retention], or negligently.”115 In this instance, PG&E has conceded that it had
“lost, transferred to another form, or discarded” documents that it was legally
obligated to retain.116 Given PG&E’s legal duty to maintain specific safety
records, PG&E’s subsequent breach of this duty, and the resulting injury to the
investigation, we conclude that PG&E’s failure to maintain such important safety
recordkeeping documents would be considered negligent at best.117 Thus, PG&E
has met the requisite culpable state of mind.
PG&E has also effectively situated itself into a position in which its failure
to produce the requested safety recordkeeping documents denies CPSD the
evidence necessary to prove facts at issue. As CPSD notes:
113

See 49 CFR 192.709.

114

PG&E Reply Brief at 12.

115

Reeves, 186 Cal. App 4th at 682.

116

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-9.

See County of Sacramento v. Superior Court (2012) 209 Cal. App. 4th 147 (defining negligence
as a duty on the part of the defendant, a breach of duty by the defendant, and an actual and
proximate cause of the injury).
117
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The adequacy of PG&E recordkeeping is the heart of this case,
not a minor or peripheral issue. … This missing evidence – the
best evidence – is indisputably relevant and its loss prejudicial
to CPSD because it would have allowed CPSD to verify the
actual testing and maintenance performed on PG&E’s
pipeline.118
Consequently, the Commission “must draw the strongest allowable
inferences” against PG&E.119
In light of the above discussion and our determination that the doctrine of
spoliation applies in this instance, we agree with CPSD that PG&E’s failure to
produce the records requested by CPSD concerning PG&E’s design, operation
and maintenance of its gas transmission pipeline system warrants a drawing of
adverse inferences. Accordingly, we infer from PG&E’s failure to produce the
documents required to demonstrate safe operations and maintenance of its gas
pipeline system that such documents, if produced, would serve to negatively
prejudice PG&E and support CPSD.
5.2.2. PG&E’s Allegations
PG&E’s allegations regarding the burden of proof are based on what is
generally required in an enforcement proceeding. However, as discussed in
Section 5.2.1 above, we find that it is appropriate in this instance to draw adverse
inferences with respect to the missing records. As noted by CPSD, PG&E
“controlled, but could not produce the relevant evidence.”120 Although CPSD
did not specifically identify a missing document by name, PG&E, as keeper of

118

CPSD Opening Brief at 19.

119

See National Ass’n of Radiation Survivors v Turnage (1987) 115 F.R.D. 543, 557.

120

CPSD Reply Brief at 30.
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the records, could have refuted CPSD’s alleged violations simply by
demonstrating that it had the necessary records and information to operate and
maintain its transmission pipeline facilities safely.
PG&E specifically calls out that CPSD did not have evidence to prove the
start or end dates of most of the alleged continuing violations. However, CPSD
witnesses Duller and North explained the basis for their start and end dates.121
CPSD witness Felts also explained the basis for her start dates.122 Unlike
witnesses Duller and North, however, Felts did not have an independent basis to
support her end dates, since those dates had been supplied by CPSD’s
attorneys.123
We find that CPSD’s witnesses have sufficiently explained the starting
dates of the alleged violations, with many of the starting dates based on when
regulations went into effect or the installation date of pipeline. However, it is
unclear whether the alleged violations have been cured. Accordingly, these
violations may still be continuing. Indeed, the ALJ had noted this possibility
when she struck the end dates in witness Felts’ Revised Table of Violations (Exh.
CPSD-15).124 Therefore, based on the discussion above, PG&E has the burden of
producing evidence that any violations found to be continuing offenses have
either been cured or are incapable of being cured. Nonetheless, we note that at
the time the Commission opened this investigation, it also opened R.11-02-019 to
adopt new safety and reliability regulations for natural gas pipeline operators.
121

See, generally, 4 RT at 649-658 (CPSD/Duller/North).

122

See, generally, 2 RT at 277-357 (CPSD/Felts).

123

2 RT at 270:5-10 (CPSD/Felts).

124

2 RT 277:9-10 (ALJ Yip-Kikugawa).
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Decisions issued in R.11-02-019 have required operators, including PG&E, to
address their recordkeeping shortfalls. Most relevant here is Decision Mandating
Pipeline Safety Implementation Plan, Disallowing Costs, Allocating Risk of Inefficient
Construction Management to Shareholders, and Requiring Ongoing Improvement in
Safety Engineering (PSEP Decision) [D.12-12-030] which adopted a Pipeline Safety
Enhancement Plan for PG&E. Among other things, the PSEP Decision directs
PG&E to improve its recordkeeping system. Consequently, unless demonstrated
in the record, the latest date we will set for a continuing violation will be
December 20, 2012.
Accordingly, we find that PG&E’s allegations are without merit.
5.3.

Pub. Util. Code § 451

As discussed in Section 4.1 above, the applicability of Pub. Util. Code
§ 451, and in particular the second paragraph, is a threshold issue in this
proceeding. CPSD maintains that since 1912, Pub. Util. Code § 451, and its
predecessor, California Public Utilities Act, Article II, section 13(b) has
established “PG&E’s duty to act reasonably – to perform necessary testing and
maintenance, and to maintain the necessary records for the safe operation of its
natural gas pipelines.”125 Of the 37 separate violations that CPSD alleges in this
proceeding, all but 3 invoke Pub. Util. Code § 451. CPSD contends that Pub. Util.
Code § 451 creates a general duty for utilities to act reasonably to protect the
public. “PG&E has a general duty under § 451 even though § 451 does not
specifically prescribe each and every application of the duty and § 451 is not

125

CPSD Opening Brief at 9.
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limited to the reasonableness of rates, but also defines utility obligations to the
public.”126
PG&E asserts that CPSD and intervenors cannot rely on Pub. Util. Code
§ 451 as a basis for finding pipeline safety violations and imposing fines and
penalties against PG&E. It argues that under the rules of statutory construction,
Pub. Util. Code § 451 is a ratemaking provision, not a “free-floating source of
pipeline safety requirements.”127 PG&E further contends that if Pub. Util. Code
§ 451 mandates a “best engineering practices” standard, then other code sections
and regulations are superfluous. PG&E also raises a due process argument,
stating that CPSD cannot show that the Commission ever put PG&E on notice
that Pub. Util. Code § 451 created a requirement to comply with a best
engineering standards practice. Additionally, PG&E argues that it had no notice
that its conduct would violate Pub. Util. Code § 451 since the Commission has
never applied Pub. Util. Code § 451 to punish a utility for “generally shoddy gas
recordkeeping practices.”128
For the reasons discussed below, we find PG&E’s arguments to be without
merit. Both the plain meaning of the language of Pub. Util. Code § 451 and wellestablished precedent uphold CPSD’s reliance on the statute to allege violations.
PG&E has been on notice since 1909, as affirmed in the 1960 decision adopting
GO 112, that it must at all times maintain safe facilities and operations.

126

CPSD Opening Brief at 10.

127

PG&E Opening Brief at 24.

128

PG&E Opening Brief at 33.
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5.3.1. Statutory Construction
In support of the argument that Pub. Util. Code § 451 is a ratemaking
provision that cannot serve as a “free-floating” source of pipeline safety
requirements, PG&E first notes that Pub. Util. Code § 451 appears in Chapter 3,
Article 1 of the Public Utilities Act under the heading “Rates” and that all the
substantive provisions of that article address ratemaking. In contrast, PG&E
observes, Chapter 4 of the Act, entitled “Regulation of Public Utilities,” contains
statutory provisions that confer authority on the Commission to promulgate and
enforce safety standards.129
PG&E argues that, based on the rules of statutory construction, a code
section must be construed “in the context of the statute as a whole and the
overall statutory scheme.”130 PG&E also notes that “it is well established that
‘chapter and section headings [of an act] may properly be considered in
determining legislative intent . . . and are entitled to considerable weight.’”131
PG&E thus argues that the statutory structure, reflected in its headings, weighs
considerably against interpreting Pub. Util. Code § 451 as a free-floating safety
standard.
PG&E also observes that Pub. Util. Code § 451’s only reference to safety
appears in one dependent clause within a multi-paragraph provision. As framed
by PG&E the first paragraph of Pub. Util. Code § 451mandates that a utility
charge just and reasonable rates, while the second paragraph specifies what level
of service a utility must furnish in exchange for receiving just and reasonable
129

PG&E Opening Brief at 25.

130

PG&E Opening Brief at 25 (quoting Smith v. Superior Court (2006) 39 Cal. 4th 77, 83).

131

PG&E’s Opening Brief at 25 (quoting People v. Hull (1991) 1 Cal. 4th 266, 272).
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rates. As such, PG&E argues that Pub. Util. Code § 451 requires a balancing of
these considerations to determine “just and reasonable rates, and commensurate
levels of service.”132
PG&E’s “statutory scheme” argument is not persuasive. While it is true
that Chapter 4 of the Public Utilities Act is entitled “Regulation of Public
Utilities,” PG&E fails to point out that Chapter 3, where Pub. Util. Code § 451
resides, is entitled “Rights and Obligations of Public Utilities.” It is entirely
consistent with the Legislature’s statutory scheme to find a utility safety
obligation in Chapter 3 of the Public Utilities Act.
PG&E’s attempt to frame Pub. Util. Code § 451 as a balancing of rates and
service is not supported by the law. In Pacific Bell Wireless (Cingular) v. PUC
(2006) 140 Cal.App. 4th 718, the California Court of Appeal upheld the
Commission’s imposition of a fine on a wireless carrier under Pub. Util. Code
§ 451 even though the court found that the Commission was preempted by
federal law from regulating rates of wireless carriers. In other words, the court
held that the Commission may find violations under the second paragraph of
Pub. Util. Code § 451, even where the first paragraph is inapplicable and no
balancing of rates and service is at issue.133 Moreover, even under the construct
described by PG&E, i.e., that Pub. Util. Code § 451 provides for a balancing of
rates and other considerations that include safety, there is nothing to suggest that
safety is not an absolute duty under Pub. Util. Code § 451. The fact that the
safety obligation appears in an article entitled “Rates” does not diminish the
significance of that obligation.
132

PG&E Opening Brief at 33.

133

Pacific Bell Wireless (Cingular) v. PUC 140 Cal.App. 4th at 723.
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PG&E is, in effect, suggesting that any safety obligation created by Pub.
Util. Code § 451 is recalibrated each time the Commission considers the setting of
rates. That proposition is unsupported and a distortion of the regulatory
compact that PG&E finds in Pub. Util. Code § 451. Contrary to PG&E’s
argument, the safety obligation established by Pub. Util. Code § 451 is not a
residual, variable byproduct of a particular rate level set by the Commission. To
be clear, public utilities are not permitted to adopt anything other than safe
operations and practices, even if they believe that rates approved by the
Commission are inadequate.
Finally, we note that PG&E’s efforts to apply rules of statutory
construction in its efforts to characterize Pub. Util. Code § 451 as a ratemakingonly statute are misplaced. Where statutory language is clear and unambiguous,
there is no need for judicial construction.134 The text of Pub. Util. Code § 451 is
unambiguous—it simply, clearly, and without qualification requires all public
utilities to provide and maintain “adequate, efficient, just, and reasonable”
service and facilities as are necessary for the “safety, health, comfort, and
convenience” of its customers and the public. The California Courts have
affirmed our interpretation that Pub. Util. Code § 451 imposes a safety
requirement and that we have general and specific powers to enforce it, noting:
the commission has broad authority to determine whether the
service or equipment of any public utility poses any danger to
the health or safety of the public, and if so, to prescribe
corrective measures and order them into effect. Every public
utility is required to furnish and maintain such “service,
See, e.g., California School Employees Assn. v. Governing Board (1994) 8 Cal. 4th 333, 340; Ladd v.
County of San Mateo (1996) 12 Cal. 4th 913, 921; California Fed. Savings & Loan Assn. v. City of Los
Angeles (1995) 11 Cal. 4th 342, 349.
134
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instrumentalities, equipment and facilities … as are necessary
to promote the safety, health, comfort and convenience of its
patrons, employees and the public.” (§ 451, italics added.)
The Legislature has vested the commission with both general
and specific powers to ensure that public utilities comply with
that mandate.135
Moreover, as noted by TURN, if Pub. Util. Code § 451 did not serve as a separate
and individual basis for finding safety violations, as asserted by PG&E, that
would mean that “prior to the effective date of GO 112 in 1961, California had no
laws mandating the safe operation of gas and electric facilities – meaning that for
the prior 50 years that PG&E operated gas facilities, it could engage in unsafe
practices with impunity.”136 Clearly, the Legislature would never have intended
such an absurd result.
5.3.2. Alleged Redundancy Between Pub. Util. Code
§ 451 and Other Safety Provisions
PG&E takes the position that if Pub. Util. Code § 451 mandates a “best
engineering practices” standard, as put forth by CPSD, then other code sections
and regulations dealing with “any safety measure of any kind” are
superfluous.137 PG&E asserts that if CPSD’s assertions were true, it would not
have been necessary to adopt GO 112 since “Section 451 already obligated
California utilities to adhere to the [ASME] voluntary standards because they
reflected the best engineering practices available.”138 Furthermore, PG&E
maintains that it would not have been necessary for the Legislature to
135

San Diego Gas & Electric Co. v. Superior Court (“Covalt”) (1993) 13 Cal. 4th 893, 924.

136

TURN Reply Brief at 7.

137

PG&E Opening Brief at 27 (citing Klein v. United States (2010) 50 Cal. 4th 68, 80).

138

PG&E Opening Brief at 28; see also, PG&E Opening Brief at 37-39.
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incorporate a “best practices in the gas industry” standard in the “Natural Gas
Pipeline Safety Act of 2011” if Pub. Util. Code § 451 already imposed that
standard.139
We find no redundancy or superfluity in the co-existence of the general,
overarching safety obligation established by Pub. Util. Code § 451 and specific
safety requirements such as those set forth in GO 112. In 1960, when the
Commission adopted GO 112, it recognized that utilities had a pre-existing and
continuing responsibility to the public to provide safe service that goes beyond
GO 112 because no code of safety rules can cover every conceivable situation.140
GO 112 clearly states that Pub. Util. Code § 451 continued to apply separately
and independently of the new rules by specifying in Section 104.4 that
“[c]ompliance with these rules is not intended to relieve a utility from any
statutory requirement.” Further, as noted by TURN,
GO 112 and its successors were efforts by the Commission to
establish clear “minimum requirements” for transmission
pipeline safety, as much as could reasonably be expressed in a
code of safety rules. Furthermore, GO 112 explicitly did not
address requirements for “abnormal or unusual conditions”
and did not prescribe “all details of engineering and
construction.”141
Additionally, we disagree with PG&E’s assertions that it would not have
been necessary to adopt GO 112 because the application of a “best engineering
practices” standard under Pub. Util. Code § 451 would have made compliance
with the ASME B.31.8 provisions mandatory. There is no question that PG&E
139

PG&E Opening Brief at 29.

140

Decision (D.) 61269 (1960) 58 Cal. P.U.C. 413, 420.

141

TURN Reply Brief at 8.
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had an obligation to safely maintain its pipeline facilities prior to the adoption of
GO 112. Regardless of whether it is characterized as “best engineering practices”
or some other term, ASME B.31.8 represented the industry standard at the time.
PG&E, as well as the other California gas pipeline utilities, had admitted that it
voluntarily complied with ASME B.31.8.142 As noted by PG&E witness Dunn,
where there is no specific requirement, a best industry practice would reflect the
industry consensus of what should be done.143 Thus, while compliance with
ASME B.31.8 was relevant to assessing whether PG&E fulfilled the safety
obligation under Pub. Util. Code § 451 prior to 1960, it was not a separate,
complementary safety requirement until made mandatory in GO 112.
Similarly, we do not find PG&E’s arguments that it would not have been
necessary to include a “best practices in the gas industry” standard in the
Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 2011 under CPSD’s interpretation of the safety
obligation under Pub. Util. Code § 451 to be persuasive. As noted by TURN
“Section 451 and the GO 112 series of regulations are complementary efforts
designed to ensure that utilities promote safety in every aspect of their gas
operations.”144 Similarly, the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act serves as a
complement to the general safety obligation under Pub. Util. Code
§ 451 by mandating the establishment of specific requirements for certain aspects
of pipeline operations, such as emergency response standards (Pub. Util. Code
142

Exh. PG&E-4 at 4 (noting that PG&E, Southwest Gas Corporation, San Diego Gas & Electric
Company and the Pacific Lighting group had claimed that the gas utilities in California
“voluntarily follow the American Standards Association (ASA) code for gas transmission and
distribution piping systems.”).

143

9 RT at 1363:28 - 1364:8 (PG&E/Dunn).

144

TURN Reply Brief at 9.
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§ 956), automatic shutoff or remote-controlled sectionalized block valves (Pub.
Util. Code § 957), pressure testing (Pub. Util. Code § 958) and a safety plan (Pub.
Util. Code § 961).
We note that the complementary relationship between Pub. Util. Code
§ 451 and other, specific gas pipeline safety requirements has some parallels with
the relationship between California’s basic speed law145 and other, specific speed
laws. Just as California motorists must simultaneously observe both the basic
speed law and other speed limits that may be in effect, California gas
corporations must observe a basic safety law – Pub. Util. Code § 451 – and
specific gas pipeline safety rules and regulations such as GO 112 and Title
49 C.F.R. The basic speed law does not render other speed limits superfluous,
and Pub. Util. Code § 451 does not render other pipeline safety rules superfluous.
5.3.3. Alleged Vagueness and Lack of Notice
PG&E claims that Pub. Util. Code § 451, especially as interpreted by CPSD,
is too vague to form the basis of recordkeeping violations. PG&E argues that
“due process requires that laws that regulate persons or entities must give fair
notice of conduct that is forbidden or required.”146 PG&E relies on Carey v. Pacific
Gas and Electric Company (D.99-04-029) 1999 Cal PUC Lexis 215 and Pacific Bell
Wireless (Cingular)v. PUC (2006) 140 Ca. App. 4th 718 to support this argument.
It notes that in Carey, the Commission stated that “any reasonable service
145

Vehicle Code Section 22350 states: “No person shall drive a vehicle upon a highway at a
speed greater than is reasonable or prudent having due regard for weather, visibility, the traffic
on, and the surface and width of, the highway, and in no event at a speed which endangers the
safety of persons or property.”

146

PG&E Opening Brief at 34 (citing FCC v. Fox Televisions Stations, Inc. (2012) 132 S.
Ct. 2307, 2317).
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obligation imposed by Section 451 was objectively ascertainable by reference to
an existing definition, standard, or common understanding.”147 Similarly, PG&E
notes that the Cingular court found that Cingular had notice because Cingular
had been alerted by the marketplace (Cingular’s customers) that its conduct was
not reasonable and was unlawful under Pub. Util. Code § 451.148 In contrast,
PG&E contends that in the course of this proceeding, CPSD has changed the
standard under which PG&E’s past recordkeeping practices should be judged
from “good engineering practices” to “best engineering practices.” Because
CPSD articulated more than one standard, PG&E believes that it was not
provided notice of what conduct would be found to be unlawful under Pub. Util.
Code § 451. Additionally, PG&E argues that the Commission “has never applied
Section 451 to punish a utility for what CPSD claims to have been general shoddy
gas recordkeeping practices.”149
We disagree with PG&E’s arguments that it had no prior notice that it
could be found to have violated Pub. Util. Code § 451’s safety requirements
because of deficient recordkeeping practices. GO 112 specifically put pipeline
operators on notice that “the promulgation of precautionary safety rules does not
remove or minimize the primary obligation and responsibility of [California
pipeline operators] to provide safe service and facilities in their gas
operations.”150 We agree with DRA that in order to safely operate a high
pressure gas pipeline system,
147

PG&E Opening Brief at 30.

148

PG&E Opening Brief at 32-33.

149

PG&E Opening Brief at 33.

150

D.61269 (Decision adopting GO 112), 58 Cal.P.U.C at 420.
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PG&E needed to maintain and have readily available records
regarding its gas pipeline facilities, including: their size,
where they were located, when they were installed,
manufacturing records, pressure test and any other test
records, injury records, leak history records, inspection
records, repair records, and any other records that would
provide information about the history or structural condition
of a gas pipeline. Thus, PG&E’s obligations to maintain and
operate its system safely under § 451, and common sense,
dictated that PG&E would need to maintain records regarding
its facilities for the life of its facilities.151
As noted by DRA, PG&E has been previously put on notice that its
recordkeeping practices and integrity management program were deficient.152
Moreover, it is somewhat surprising that PG&E claims that it did not know
what recordkeeping practices were necessary to operate its pipeline system in a
safe manner. PG&E witness Howe acknowledged that the federal regulations set
the minimum requirements.153 For example, 49 CFR 192.517 states:
(a) Each operator shall make, and retain for the useful life of
the pipeline, a record of each test performed under
§§ 192.505 and 192.507. The record must contain at least
the following information:
(1) The operator's name, the name of the operator's
employee responsible for making the test, and the
name of any test company used.
(2) Test medium used.
(3) Test pressure.
(4) Test duration.C

151

DRA Opening Brief at 14.

152

DRA Opening Brief at 12-13.

153

9 RT at 1256:21-24 (PG&E/Howe).
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(5) Pressure recording charts, or other record of pressure
readings.
(6) Elevation variations, whenever significant for the
particular test.
(7) Leaks and failures noted and their disposition.
(b) Each operator must maintain a record of each test
required by §§ 192.509, 192.511, and 192.513 for at least
5 years.
Additionally, Mr. Howe testified
I believe actually that the regulations talk about that operators
should use their judgment especially considering the
particular risks that they see on their system to determine how
they are going to deal with those risks and what information
they need to be able to deal with those risks.154
It is unlikely that PG&E did not know what records it would need to meet
the minimum federal requirements. Indeed, failure to retain such records would
mean that PG&E was not complying with the federal regulations. Additionally,
PG&E would recognize that failing to have the records necessary to operate its
system safely would violate Pub. Util. Code § 451.
PG&E additionally argues that application of a “best engineering
practices” standard is essentially a free-floating strict liability standard. It argues
that under CPSD’s articulated standard, a pipeline would be considered unsafe
any time a pipeline accident occurs, even if “the specific safety hazard may have
been unforeseeable.”155 However, in its discussion of PG&E’s requirement to
exercise the “best engineering practices” to comply with
Pub. Util. Code § 451, CPSD notes:
154

9 RT at 1265:20-27 (PG&E/Howe).

155

PG&E Opening Brief at 28.
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CPSD also expects PG&E to recognize when a regulation
implies a requirement of good recordkeeping, although it may
not explicitly mandate it. From a safety perspective, virtually
all engineering data relevant to the safety of the pipelines
must be maintained, regardless of whether a regulation
explicitly requires it. As examples, engineers need to know
the life service history of a pipe and its chemical and weld
characteristics before they can make integrity management
decisions on whether to replace, repair, or test each pipe. The
best and often the only practical means for engineers to assess
these matters it by adequate recordkeeping.156
PG&E’s “free floating” theory might be valid if CPSD alleged violations
under Pub. Util. Code § 451 in an arbitrary or capricious manner. However,
CPSD’s allegations are based on assessing PG&E’s compliance with federal and
state regulations, ASME B.31.8, industry standards and PG&E’s own standard
operating procedures. These requirements, as well as the need to act reasonably,
are not vague and cannot be unknown to PG&E.157
Further, PG&E was well aware that its recordkeeping and integrity
management programs were deficient. In 1981, the NTSB investigated a gas
pipeline leak in San Francisco where PG&E took 9 hours and 10 minutes to stop
the flow of gas because it could not locate one emergency valve due to inaccurate
records. Bechtel advised PG&E in 1986 of the risk to its integrity management
program caused by missing pipeline data, and the need for additional research to
resolve these “uncertainties.” The NTSB reports on the incidents in San

156

Exh. CPSD-1 at 3:12-19 (CPSD/Halligan).

As noted by DRA, “It is not a mystery, nor has it been a mystery for as long as gas utilities
have existed, that pressurized natural gas is an explosive material, transporting pressurized
natural gas is a highly dangerous activity, and it therefore requires a high degree of care to
safely operate a high pressure gas pipeline system.” (DRA Opening Brief at 14.)
157
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Francisco in 1981 and the 2008 Rancho Cordova gas explosion both put PG&E on
notice that many of its practices were deficient, unsafe, and needed to be
modified. A 2009 PG&E-commissioned audit of its integrity management risk
algorithm put PG&E on notice that its risk assessment methodology suffered
from “significant weaknesses” causing the safety of its system to be
compromised. In 2005, the Commission opened an investigation against PG&E
based solely on electrical safety violations under Pub. Util. Code
§ 451, stating that “Section 451 requires a public utility to maintain its equipment
and facilities in a safe and reliable manner. We hereby place PG&E on notice and
provide an opportunity for PG&E to be heard on the issue of whether it violated
section 451, and whether penalties should be imposed.”158
Finally, PG&E raises an argument that it had no notice that it could be
charged for deficient recordkeeping practices because no pipeline utility had
previously been charged for violating Pub. Util. Code § 451 (or any other
applicable statute or regulation) on those grounds. Further, PG&E notes that
CPSD has audited PG&E’s facilities and records in the past without “previously
raising the generalized recordkeeping violations now asserted in this
enforcement action.”159 We do not find these arguments to be persuasive.
PG&E has always been on notice that it is required to operate its pipeline
system safely. As noted above, federal and state regulations require pipeline
operators to maintain records on how the pipes were manufactured, installed,
Investigation on the Commission's Own Motion Into the Operations and Practices of Pacific Gas and
Electric Company; Notice of Opportunity for Hearing; and Order to Show Cause Why the Commission
Should Not Impose Fines and Sanctions for the December 20, 2003 PG&E Mission Substation Fire and
Electric Outage Pursuant to Public Utilities Code Section 451 (I.05-03-011) at 10 (slip op.).

158
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PG&E Opening Brief at 33.
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operated and maintained in order to operate their systems safely. While it is true
that CPSD had regularly conducted audits of PG&E’s gas operations in the past,
there was never any representation by CPSD that these audits were a
comprehensive review of PG&E’s recordkeeping practices. Indeed, CPSD
witness Halligan had testified that the audits only reviewed a sample of tests to
check for compliance. Consequently, as CPSD notes, the fact that a particular
audit had not found any violations should not be taken to mean that none
existed.160
The fact that CPSD had not found any recordkeeping violations in its past
audits does not mean it could not allege violations in the future. Similarly, the
fact that no other natural gas pipeline operators has been charged with violating
of Pub. Util. Code § 451 for poor recordkeeping practices does not foreclose
CPSD from charging PG&E on these grounds. Indeed, it would have been
remiss of CPSD to not investigate PG&E’s recordkeeping practices after the San
Bruno fire and explosion brought to light deficiencies in PG&E’s recordkeeping
practices. Further, the California Courts have held
To govern themselves, the people act through their
instrumentality which we call the State of California. The
State of California functions through persons who are for the
time being its officers. The failure of any of these persons to
enforce any law may never estop the people to enforce that
law either then or at any future time. It would be as logical to
argue that the people may not proceed to convict a defendant
of burglary because the sheriff perhaps saw him and failed to

160

See, 1 RT at 152:5-24 (CPSD/Halligan).
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stop him or arrest him for another burglary committed the
night before.161
For the reasons discussed above, we find no merit in PG&E’s assertions
that it is being subjected to arbitrary or “free-floating” standards and that there is
a “vagueness” problem in the way in which CPSD has applied Pub. Util. Code
§ 451.
5.4.

Continuing Offenses

Of the 37 violations alleged by CPSD, all but 3 are alleged to have occurred
over some period of time. PG&E challenges CPSD’s conclusion that these
alleged violations should be considered a continuing offense under Pub. Util.
Code § 2108 on three grounds.162
First, PG&E contends that each day a required record is missing cannot
constitute a separate violation or a continuing violation because such an
interpretation is contrary to the plain language of Pub. Util. Code § 2108. It
asserts that Pub. Util. Code § 2108 applies only to violations that continue over
time, not to specific instances of violations.163 PG&E bases this assertion on the
grounds that the violation was failing to preserve the record, and that the
missing record is simply a “natural consequence” of the violation.164
Caminetti v. State Mut. Life Ins. Co. (1942) 52 Cal. App. 2d 321, 326 (citations omitted); see also,
West Washington Properties, LLC v. Department of Transportation (2012) 210 Cal. App. 4th 1136,
1146 (“government inaction rarely forms a proper basis to estop the government from enforcing
a law intended to benefit the public.”)
161

Pub. Util. Code § 2108 states “Every violation of the provisions of this part or of any part of
any order, decision, decree, rule, direction, demand, or requirement of the commission, by any
corporation or person is a separate and distinct offense, and in case of a continuing violation
each day’s continuance thereof shall be a separate and distinct offense.”
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PG&E next argues that to consider a missing record a continuing violation
would also lead to absurd results. “Once a record goes missing, it rarely, if ever,
can be recreated.”165 Thus, the violation would continue even though PG&E was
“incapable of locating the record or correcting the problem.”166 PG&E argues
that since curability is an “essential element of a continuing violation,” and the
alleged records violations cannot be cured, CPSD cannot establish continuing
violations under Pub. Util. Code § 2108.167
Finally, PG&E asserts that since it is unable to cure the violation (i.e., locate
the missing record), CPSD’s interpretation would mean that PG&E would be
subject to a disproportionate penalty in relation to the loss of a single record.168
By way of illustration, PG&E states that if it lost a leak repair record in 1930, and
that loss were considered a continuing violation, PG&E would be subject to a
fine of $14.6 million to $150 million.169 PG&E contends that such a result would
violate California’s Excessive Fines Clause.
We do not find these arguments to have merit. PG&E frames the violation
as the loss of a single record (individual document), which would lead to a
document being missing over a period of time. However, the failure to preserve
a required record would mean that PG&E is missing information (e.g., pipe
specifications, operating history or maintenance history) required by regulations
or statue relevant to the safe operations of its transmission system. If this
165

PG&E Opening Brief at 41.

166

PG&E Opening Brief at 41.

PG&E Opening Brief at 41 (citing Strawberry Prop. Owners Assn’n v. Conlin-Strawberry Water
Co., Inc. (D.97-10-032) 1997 Cal. PUC LEXIS 954 at *9).
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recordkeeping deficiency is not cured, PG&E’s failure to comply with
recordkeeping requirements would continue over a period of time. As PG&E is
well aware, the Commission has consistently relied on Pub. Util. Code § 2108 for
assessing fines for violations that have occurred for a period of time.170 Thus, a
recordkeeping deficiency that is not cured is properly considered a continuing
violation under Pub. Util. Code § 2108.
PG&E’s next argument, that the alleged violations could not be considered
continuing because it was unable to cure them, is also without merit. Contrary to
PG&E’s assertions, neither Conlin-Strawberry (D.97-10-032) nor Investigation of
S. Cal Edison Co. (D.04-04-065) interpreted Pub. Util. Code § 2108 as only
applying to violations that are curable. While both decisions discuss the
applicability of Pub. Util. Code § 2108 and the utility’s failure to cure a
violation,171 neither decision makes any determination whether Pub. Util. Code §
2108 can be applied when a utility has made a good faith effort to cure the
violation but is unable to do so. Moreover, contrary to PG&E’s representation,
the alleged recordkeeping violations could be cured. As noted by CPSD, the
MAOP validation and hydrotesting ordered in Decision (D.) 12-12-030 are
correcting and updating PG&E’s gas records.172 The fact that PG&E made no

See, e.g., Carey v. Pacific Gas & Electric Co. [D.99-04-029] (1999) 85 Cal. P.U.C. 2d 682; Qwest
(D.03-01-087) 2003 Cal. PUC LEXIS 67.
170

Strawberry Prop. Owners Assn’n v. Conlin-Strawberry Water Co., Inc. (D.97-10-032) 1997 Cal.
PUC LEXIS 954 at *9; Investigation of S. Cal Edison Co. (D.04-04-065) 2004 Cal PUC LEXIS 207
at *23.
171

CPSD Reply Brief at 21 (citing PSEP Decision [D.12-12-030] 2012 Cal.P.U.C. LEXIS 660 at
*154-155, 163-164).

172
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attempt to cure the record deficiencies until ordered by the Commission do not
render them not curable.
Finally, PG&E’s arguments concerning the magnitude of the penalty in
relationship to the violation and the Excessive Fines Clause are more
appropriately addressed when we consider fines and remedies. However, we
note that the potential fine resulting from the continuing violations alleged here
may be significant due to PG&E’s failure to cure its recordkeeping deficiencies at
the time it was aware they existed.
5.5.

Administrative Laches

PG&E maintains CPSD is barred by the doctrine of laches from alleging
any records violations that existed prior to September 9, 2010.173 It states that
while CPSD has been reviewing, auditing and examining PG&E’s gas pipeline
records for years, CPSD had not alleged any deficiencies in PG&E’s gas
recordkeeping practices until 2012. Consequently, PG&E argues that CPSD
unreasonably delayed bringing forward any charges concerning PG&E’s gas
recordkeeping practices and that PG&E has suffered prejudice as a result of this
delay.
PG&E’s arguments are without merit. The public safety mandate in Pub.
Util. Code § 451, as well as the recordkeeping requirements in ASME B.31.8,
GO 112 and 49 CFR 192 are intended to protect the public from the inherent
dangers associated with transporting gas under high pressure. PG&E has an
ongoing obligation to operate its transmission pipeline system in a safe manner.
To conclude that this enforcement action is barred by laches would undermine

173

PG&E Opening Brief at 43 - 44.
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this public safety mandate. As held by the California Supreme Court, no
equitable principle (such as laches) may be invoked against a governmental body
“where it would operate to defeat the effective operation of a policy adopted to
protect the public.”174
Even if the application of administrative laches were not barred as a matter
of law, PG&E has failed to demonstrate that CPSD unreasonably delayed
bringing forward these charges. Although PG&E correctly notes that CPSD had
conducted regular audits of PG&E’s gas pipeline records, these audits “did not –
was not able to look at every single issue.”175 Consequently, there was no basis
for CPSD to conclude or suspect that PG&E’s records were so deficient so as to
create a safety concern until after the San Bruno explosion. Indeed, once the
severity of these deficiencies was identified, the Commission acted promptly and
initiated this proceeding within months of the San Bruno explosion.
Moreover, PG&E failed to demonstrate that it suffered prejudice as a result
of the alleged unreasonable delay in bringing forward this enforcement
proceeding. To the extent that PG&E may be prejudiced because the alleged
violations were not raised prior to the San Bruno explosion, that prejudice is the
result of PG&E’s own failure to remedy its recordkeeping deficiencies at the time
it had become aware of them. As noted previously, PG&E knew by 1984, if not
earlier, that there were recordkeeping deficiencies in its gas system.176

Kajima/Ray Wilson v. Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (2000) 23 Cal.
4th 305, 316.

174

175

1 RT at 152:23-24 (CPSD/Halligan).

176

See Exh. CPSD-55 at 14.
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Finally “[t]he system of notices and fines that we have historically
employed to accomplish that goal [to maximize the safety and reliability of the
electric distribution system] balances encouragement to the utility to correct
violations in order to avoid fines, on the one hand, with fines for failures to act,
on the other.”177 To find that the doctrine of laches would serve as a bar to
bringing enforcement proceedings for longstanding violations that were only
recently discovered would limit the Commission’s ability to impose penalties to
deter future wrongdoing. Such a result would provide no incentive to utilities to
correct violations once they became aware of the violations and be contrary to
the overarching objectives of Pub. Util. Code § 451 to provide safe and reliable
service.
Based on the discussion above, we find that the doctrine of laches does not
bar CPSD from bringing this enforcement action.
5.6.

The NTSB’s “Traceable, Verifiable
and Complete” Requirement

PG&E contends that the Duller/North Report improperly applies the
“traceable, verifiable, and complete” requirement as a measure for judging the
quality of all PG&E gas records and a standard in the GARP principles. PG&E
notes that the NTSB had articulated the “traceable, verifiable, and complete”
requirement in Safety Recommendation P-10-2 and -3 (Urgent) issued on
January 3, 2011 in connection with the need for records to support PG&E’s
MAOPs for class 3 and 4 locations and class 1 and 2 locations in high
consequence areas.178 It disputes witnesses Duller’s and North’s conclusion that
177

In re Southern California Edison Company [D.04-04-065] 2004 Cal. PUC LEXIS 207 at *22-23.

178

PG&E Opening Brief at 58.
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these terms were implicit in the ASME standards or prior works of quality
management experts. Instead, PG&E asserts that the “traceable, verifiable and
complete” requirement is perceived by all operators as a new regulatory
obligation. As such, PG&E believes that to apply this requirement to PG&E’s
recordkeeping activities prior to January 3, 2011 is both contrary to the record
and a violation of due process.179
While we agree with PG&E that the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials
Safety Administration (PHMSA) used new terms to define the quality of pipeline
operator’s records, we disagree that PHMSA established a new recordkeeping
requirement. On May 7, 2012, PHMSA issued an Advisory Bulletin to clarify the
verification of records in which it stated that Advisory Bulletin 11-01, issued on
January 10, 2011:
reminded operators that if they are relying on the review of
design, construction, inspection, or other related data to
establish MAOP and MOP, they must ensure that the record
used are reliable, traceable, verifiable, and complete.180
By using the word “reminded,” PHMSA signaled that it was not establishing a
new requirement, but rather bringing to the attention of pipeline operators the
expectations for an existing requirement.
Additionally, the May 7, 2012 Advisory Bulletin clarified PHMSA’s
interpretation of the terms “traceable, verifiable and complete”:
Traceable records are those which can be clearly linked to
original information about a pipeline segment or facility.
Traceable records might include pipe mill records, purchase
requisition, or as- built documentation indicating minimum
179

PG&E Opening Brief at 63.

180

77 Fed. Reg. 26822 (May 7, 2012).
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pipe yield strength, seam type, wall thickness and diameter.
… Verifiable records are those in which information is
confirmed by other complementary, but separate,
documentation. Verifiable records might include contract
specifications for a pressure test of a line segment
complemented by pressure charts or field logs. … Complete
records are those in which the record is finalized as evidenced
by a signature, date or other appropriate marking. For
example, a complete pressure testing record should identify a
specific segment of pipe, who conducted the test, the duration
of the test, the test medium, temperatures, accurate pressure
readings, and elevation information as applicable. An
incomplete record might reflect that the pressure test was
initiated, failed and restarted without conclusive indication of
a successful test. A record that cannot be specifically linked to
an individual pipe segment is not a complete record for that
segment.181
This clarification emphasizes that pipeline operators have always had the
responsibility to retain sufficient records regarding a pipeline’s design,
installation, testing, maintenance, and operations. PHMSA’s interpretation of
these terms does not impose any requirements that were not already required
under 49 CFR 192.
Moreover, as noted by DRA, PG&E had a statutory obligation under
Pub. Util. Code § 451 to maintain and operate its system safely well before
January 3, 2011, and that obligation included “maintaining accurate, complete,
and accessible records of its pipeline system.”182 Additionally ASME B.31.B,
GO 112 (and its subsequent revisions) and 49 CFR 192 all contained
recordkeeping requirements. Thus, the requirement to maintain records that will
181

77 Fed. Reg. 26823.

182

DRA Reply Brief at 22.
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allow for the safe operation of a pipeline system is not new, but something that
has been expected at all times.
We therefore agree with CPSD that the terms “traceable, verifiable and
complete” boil down to the concept that the records must be readily available
and trustworthy of providing full and accurate information.”183 There is no error
or violation of due process in applying this requirement to PG&E’s
recordkeeping activities prior to January 3, 2011.
5.7.

The “Grandfather” Clause

The maximum allowable operating pressure (MAOP) represents the
maximum pressure at which a pipeline can be operated safely. It is a fraction
(i.e. less than 100%) of the pipe’s design pressure and set based on class location,
with lower MAOPs in areas with higher population density (i.e., Class 3 and
Class 4) or designated as high consequence areas. Although various conditions
may limit the actual operating pressure of a pipeline segment (the Maximum
Operating Pressure or MOP), a pipeline operator may only operate a pipeline
segment up to its MAOP.
Prior to July 1, 1961 (the effective date of GO 112), pipeline operators in
California voluntarily followed the ASME B.31.8 standards, which included
standards for pressure testing for pipe after construction and before operation
and the type of test to be performed.184 ASME B.31.8 § 841.417 specified that
records of these pressure tests were to be retained for the useful life of the
pipeline. As of July 1, 1961, GO 112 made compliance with the ASME B.31.8

183

CPSD Reply Brief at 36-37.

184

Exh. PG&E-47 (ASME B.31.8 §§ 841.411 & 841.412).
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standards mandatory.185 Section 209 of GO 112 also contained pressure-testing
requirements applicable “only to pipelines and mains operating or intended to
be operated at hoop stresses of 20% or more of the specified minimum yield
strength.” Additionally, Chapter III of GO 112 contained specific recordkeeping
requirements.
In 1970, the Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) promulgated rules and
regulations establishing minimum federal pipeline safety standards. These rules
were contained in 49 CFR Parts 191 and 192. Requirements for strength test of
steel pipe to operate at a hoop stress of 30% or more of SMYS were specified in
49 CFR 192.505. Pursuant to 49 CFR 192.517, the pipeline operator was to retain
a record of these tests for the useful life of the pipeline. The requirements for
setting the MAOP for a pipeline was specified in 49 CFR 192.619. Subsection c of
this regulation states:
The requirements on pressure restrictions in this section do
not apply in the following instance. An operator may operate
a segment of pipeline found to be in satisfactory condition,
considering its operating and maintenance history, at the
highest actual operating pressure to which the segment was
subjected during the 5 years preceding the applicable date in
the second column of the table in paragraph (a)(3) of this
section. An operator must still comply with § 192.611.
PG&E states that this subsection, sometimes referred to as the
“Grandfather Clause,” recognized that “historical operating pressure
documentation might be the only records available for operators to establish
MAOP, even if a pipeline had been tested according to the ASA/ASME

185

Exh. PG&E-4 (GO 112 § 107.1).
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standards in place at the time of installation.”186 Thus, PG&E contends that
49 CFR 192.619(c) “’grandfathered’ existing pipelines such as Line 132, Segment
180 based on prior operating pressure history, and did not require that existing
pipelines be pressure tested to establish the appropriate MAOP.”187 Further,
PG&E witness DeLeon asserts that since the Grandfather Clause did not require
an operator to have any records before 1970 and was silent on whether an
operator was required to maintain these records after 1970, an operator could
destroy records for pipelines installed prior to the adoption of the federal
regulations in 1970.188
Both CPSD and CCSF dispute PG&E’s assertions. CPSD notes that the
Commission had previously considered and rejected PG&E’s argument that it
had no obligation to maintain accurate and accessible records of the components
of its natural gas transmission system because the Grandfather Clause did not
require these records. It cites the PSEP Decision, where the Commission stated:
To comply with [49 CFR 619(c)], a natural gas system operator
must undertake four separate affirmative obligations:
1. Examine and determine that the pipeline segment is in
satisfactory condition;
2. Obtain and evaluate its operating history;
3. Obtain and evaluate its maintenance history; and

186

Exh. PG&E-61 at 1-16:13-16 (PG&E/DeLeon).

187

PG&E Opening Brief at 20.

See, e.g., 5 RT at 735:22-23 (“you don’t have to keep the records of pipelines built before
1970”); 5 RT at 775:12-13 (“So I would say that yes, they could destroy [the records] since you
don’t have to have it.”); see, also, 5 RT at 809:5 – 810:16 (concluding that GO 112 relieved
operators from retaining records for pipeline installed prior to 1961).
188
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4. Determine the highest actual operating pressure during
the five year period.
No natural gas system operator can comply with these
requirements without creating and preserving accurate and
reliable system installation, operating, and maintenance
records. Thus, we find that PG&E has failed to demonstrate
that long-standing regulations excuse incomplete and
inaccurate natural gas system record-keeping.189
CCSF similarly disputes PG&E’s assertions, asserting that the Grandfather
Clause “is based on the assumption that an operator had records of its pipeline
materials as well as pressure test records to validate the historic MAOP, and the
fact that the Department of Transportation could not determine that the historic
pressures were unsafe.”190 CCSF asserts that the DOT allowed grandfathered
pressures because it assumed the pipelines that would operate pursuant to the
grandfather clause would primarily be those pipelines that:
 had been installed from 1935 to 1951; and
 either applied lower class location design factors than the
industry applied since 1952 up until the 1968, or
 only been tested to 50 psi above the MAOP.191
CCSF further contends that “setting the MAOP for a pipeline is distinct
from the recordkeeping obligation associated with the pipeline.”192 As CCSF
witness Garwonski testified:
when the grandfather provision was enacted it was intended
to avoid having to re-test lines that did not meet current class
189

PSEP Decision (D.12-12-030) 2012 Cal.P.U.C. LEXIS 660 at *168-169.

190

Exh. CCSF-4 (Garwonski) at 6:21-24.

191

CCSF Opening Brief at 25 (citing 35 Federal Register 13248 (August 19, 1970)).

192

CCSF Opening Brief at 23.
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location design limits or had only been tested to 50 psi above
MAOP. It was not intended to be used as carte blanche for
operators lacking important pipeline records.193
We agree with CPSD and CCSF that the Grandfather Clause cannot, and
should not, be interpreted as relieving pipeline operators from maintaining, and
retaining, records necessary for the operation and maintenance of pipelines
installed prior to 1971. Nothing in 35 Federal Register 13248 or 49 CFR 192.619
suggests that existing pipeline records are no longer to be retained. Indeed,
49 CFR 192.619(c) states in the first sentence “The requirements on pressure
restrictions in this section do not apply in the following instance.” Thus, any
exemption provided under this subsection is limited to the setting of MAOP, and
does not excuse an operator from complying with the recordkeeping
requirements in the Federal Regulations, GO 112 or Pub. Util. Code § 451.
Further, the language in the Grandfather Clause takes into consideration
the operating and maintenance history of the pipeline segment in determining
whether pressure testing under 49 CFR 192.619(a) did not need to be performed.
This, along with the recordkeeping requirements contained in other sections of
49 CFR 192, lead us to conclude that pipeline operators were still required to
retain pipeline design, construction, operating history, material and component
records, as well as pressure test records for pipelines installed prior to 1971.
While the Grandfather Clause provided an exception for those situations
where an operator did not have complete records to confirm the MAOP of
pipeline installed prior to 1970, we find no basis to conclude that this subsection
exempted operators from the recordkeeping requirements mandated under
193

Exh. CCSF-4 (Garwonski) at 9:10-13.
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ASME B.31.8, 49 CFR 192, or GO 112-E and its predecessors. Accordingly, this
provision cannot be used to support a theory that an operator was not required
to maintain, or retain, detailed pipeline records or to justify destruction of
records for pipelines installed prior to 1970.194 Thus, in those instances where
PG&E has set MAOP based on the Grandfather Clause, we consider whether it
had sufficient records of the pipeline’s operating and maintenance history to do
so without additional testing.
5.8.

Independent Monitor

DRA notes that the Report of the Independent Review Panel San Bruno
Explosion (IRP Report) found many weaknesses related to PG&E’s recordkeeping
practices and quality assurance.195 It argues that the IRP Report leads to the
conclusion that PG&E “never had a gas safety culture, systematic and effective
record retention and integration policies, or quality assurance or risk assessment
mechanisms in place to ensure the safe operation of a high pressure gas
transmission pipeline system.”196 As such, DRA urges the Commission to
employ independent monitors to oversee and monitor PG&E’s work testing and
replacing its gas transmission system and updating its records with accurate
information.

PG&E witness DeLeon may be correct that it makes sense for private consulting firms or
PHMSA to destroy records because “there’s a lot of paper” or there are “too many records.”
(5 RT at 776:7-15 & 812:10-17.) However, neither of these entities operates a high pressure gas
transmission line and, thus, it is not appropriate to extend this line of reasoning to gas pipeline
operators.

194

DRA Opening Brief at 22. The IRP Report may be found at
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/85E17CDA-7CE2-4D2D-93BAB95D25CF98B2/0/cpucfinalreportrevised62411.pdf.
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DRA’s proposal does not address alleged violations, but rather proposes a
remedy. As such, this proposal is more appropriately considered at the time we
address fines and remedies. Indeed, DRA has included the appointment of an
independent third party as part of its briefs concerning fines and remedies.197
Further the OII states:
If, after hearings, the Commission were to find that
management practices and policies contributed towards
recordkeeping violations of law that adversely affected safety,
the Commission would have an obligation to consider the
imposition of statutory penalties pursuant to Section 2107 of
the California Public Utilities Code, and other appropriate
relief under the law.198
Accordingly, we consider whether appointment of an independent third
party is an appropriate remedy in our subsequent decision on fines and
remedies.
5.9.

Pub. Util. Code § 463

Both DRA and TURN note the relationship between the Pipeline OIIs and
R.11-02-019. They note that in the PSEP Decision, the Commission approved cost
recovery and associated rate increases for the first phase of PG&E’s Pipeline
Safety Enhancement Program (PSEP). However, these rate increases were
subject to refund based on adjustments adopted in the Pipeline OIIs.199
DRA maintains that in addition to Pub. Util. Code § 451, Pub. Util. Code
§ 463 “requires the Commission to disallow direct and indirect expenses when
Opening Brief of the Division of Ratepayer Advocates Regarding Fines and Remedies, filed
May 6, 2013, at 36.

197

198

OII at 11.

199

DRA Opening Brief at 19; TURN Opening Brief at 7-8.
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they are related to the unreasonable errors or omissions of a utility and add more
than $50 million to the cost of providing service.”200 Thus, in light of the
language in D.12-12-030 and Pub. Util. Code § 463, DRA contends that this
proceeding should consider whether “PG&E’s deficient recordkeeping practices
constitute unreasonable errors or omissions that have led to the need to perform
certain pipeline replacements” and, if so, to include such findings to “facilitate
disallowance of both direct and indirect costs associated with correcting those
errors or omissions to the extent they add $50 million or more to the cost of
providing services.”201
TURN raises similar arguments, noting that any findings in this
proceeding would relate to not only fines and other remedies, but also whether
there should be additional disallowances.202 It further maintains that PG&E
bears the burden of proof on the issue of prudence and is not entitled to a
“presumption of prudence.”203 Thus, while TURN believes that the record
demonstrates the violations alleged by CPSD, it also urges to the Commission to
make a separate determination regarding the prudence of PG&E’s conduct in
question to determine whether there should be a disallowance for PG&E
managerial imprudence.
PG&E contends that it had no prior notice that it needed to defend the
prudency or reasonableness of its actions in this proceeding.204 It maintains that
200

DRA Opening Brief at 18.

201

DRA Opening Brief at 21.

202

TURN Opening Brief at 8; see also, Exh. TURN-16 at 2-3.

203

TURN Opening Brief at 9 (citing D.93-05-013, 49 CPUC 2d 218, 220)

204

PG&E Reply Brief at 16.
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such notice was constitutionally required pursuant to Cal. Const., art. 1, § 7(a).
As such, it argues that TURN’s suggestion that PG&E bears the burden to prove
that its actions were prudent and reasonable are “constitutionally defective.”205
PG&E further maintains that consideration of whether a utility’s actions
are prudent or reasonable under Pub. Util. Code § 463 should take place in a
ratesetting, not an enforcement, proceeding.206 It argues that “parties’ attempt to
use Section 463 to, in effect, impose duplicative and continuing penalties into the
future against PG&E based on findings in an enforcement proceeding, is not
supported by the statute, Commission precedent or due process.”207
We find PG&E’s arguments to be unpersuasive. As discussed in
Section 5.2 above, the facts in this proceeding warrant that negative inferences
be drawn against PG&E. Additionally, PG&E’s reliance on D.05-07-010208 to
support its assertions that it is “constitutionally defective” to impose on PG&E
the burden to prove that its actions are prudent or reasonable is misplaced. In
that enforcement proceeding, the Commission was considering whether to
petition the superior court to appoint a receiver for Conlin-Strawberry Water
Company.209 In that decision, the Commission determined that appointment of a
receiver was similar to a license revocation and, thus, imposed on the
Commission’s Water Division the burden of going forward with the evidence.
As we have discussed already, the Commission is not considering whether to
205

PG&E Reply Brief at 16.

206

PG&E Reply Brief at 17.

207

PG&E Reply Brief at 18.

208

PG&E Reply Brief at 16, fn. 73.

Presiding Officer’s Decision Authorizing Petition for Receiver and Ordering Reparations
(D.05-07-010) at 15 (slip op.).

209
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revoke PG&E’s CPCN. Moreover, as discussed above regarding Pub. Util. Code
§ 451, PG&E has always been on notice that it was required to act reasonably
with respect to the operations of its natural gas transmission pipeline system.
PG&E’s arguments that it had no prior notice that it would need to defend
itself against allegations relating to the prudency or reasonableness of its
recordkeeping practices is also without merit. TURN witness Long notes in his
testimony:
Violations and imprudence have overlapping, but different,
standards. Violations require a showing that PG&E has failed
to meet the requirements of a statute, regulation, order, or
decision. A finding of imprudence would be appropriate
whenever the evidence shows that PG&E did not behave in
the manner that would be expected of a gas utility engaged in
the transport of a dangerous, highly combustible commodity
that is acting in a reasonable manner given industry standards
and knowledge available at the time.210
PG&E itself argues that it should not be found to have violated various
recordkeeping requirements because its actions were consistent with industry
practices. If this is the case, it is entirely appropriate to evaluate whether, in
those instances where PG&E did not follow industry practices, it was acting
reasonably.
Finally, we disagree that we cannot consider whether to disallow any
portion of costs approved for rate recovery in the PSEP Decision. That decision
specifically noted
We do not foreclose the possibility that further ratemaking
adjustment may be adopted in those [the Pipeline OII]

210

Exh. TURN-16 at 2:2-7.
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investigations; thus all ratemaking recovery authorized in
today’s decision is subject to refund.211
Moreover, as discussed above, the OII contemplates that the Commission
will consider imposition of other appropriate relief allowed under the law in
addition to any fines imposed. Thus, the issue of disallowances pursuant to Pub.
Util. Code § 463 shall be considered in our subsequent decision on fines and
remedies.
5.10. Intervenor Authority to Allege Violations
In its reply brief, PG&E asserts that TURN, DRA, CSB and CCSF (jointly,
Intervenors) lack the authority to independently assert violations in this
proceeding.212 Specifically, PG&E contends that although Intervenors could
participate in this proceeding, only CPSD has authority to allege violations in
Commission-initiated enforcement proceedings such as this. According to
PG&E, while the Commission invited Intervenors to participate in this
proceeding, it did not delegate its investigatory and enforcement authority
them.213
In support of its assertions that only CPSD may allege violations, PG&E
cites to Investigation of Prime Time Shuttle International, Inc. [D.96-08-034] (1996)
67 CPUC 2d 437 and Union Pacific Railroad Co. [D.93105] (1981) 6 CPUC 2d 196.214
PG&E further argues that the “staff-as-prosecutor framework is consistent with
several defining features of enforcement proceedings,” most notably the

211

PSEP Decision (D.12-12-030), 2012 Cal.P.U.C. LEXIS at 600 *28.

212

PG&E Reply Brief at 157.
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assignment of the burden of proof to CPSD.215 We do not find these arguments
persuasive.
Although the role of our enforcement staff is similar in some respects to
the role of a prosecutor, that does not foreclose the authority of Intervenors to
allege separate and distinct violations. None of the above cases cited by PG&E
speaks directly to that issue. PG&E cites Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821, 831-32
(1985) for its argument that an enforcement agency must retain discretion to
exercise its enforcement authority, or to exercise it in a particular way. However,
as noted by PG&E, we have exercised our discretion by inviting full intervenor
participation:
The Commission invites interested parties to participate
actively in this formal investigation, as it involves safety
matters important on a local, state, and national basis.
Participation by informed parties can facilitate the
Commission reaching a decision that is both informed and
fair.216
PG&E does not show how CPSD’s prosecutorial independence and
discretion would be, or was in this proceeding, in any way usurped by the ability
of Intervenors to participate by alleging violations. We find no legal requirement
to preclude such participation, and as a matter of policy we approve it here as we
have in the past.217 Allowing Intervenors to allege violations in this case is
PG&E Reply Brief at 157 (citing Union Pacific Railroad Co. [D93195] 6 Cal PUC 2d at 200;
Investigation re. Conlin-Strawberry Water Co. Inc. [D.05-07-010] (2005) 2005 Cal.P.U.C. LEXIS
294 at *22).

215

216

OII at 9.

In D.04-12-058, Investigation on the Commission’s Own Motion into the Operations,
Practices, and Conduct of Pacific Bell Wireless LLC dba Cingular Wireless (2004), the
Commission penalized Cingular based on the extensive evidence submitted by all parties,
including the Utility Consumers’ Action Network as well as CPSD. Similarly, in D.08-09-038,

217
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entirely consistent with our invitation to Intervenors to participate in this
proceeding and does not constitute a delegation of our investigatory and
enforcement authority.
PG&E further argues that permitting Intervenors to “allege independent
violations would also be incompatible with the carefully calibrated procedures
that apply in enforcement proceedings.”218 In particular, PG&E cites to the rules
prohibiting ex parte communications and the separation of prosecutorial and
quasi-judicial functions. PG&E concludes that “[a] scheme in which Intervenors
could independently assert violations exposes the respondent (in this case
PG&E) to procedural uncertainty and potential abuse of prosecutorial
discretion.”219
While we allow Intervenors to allege violations in this proceeding, this has
not changed the adjudicatory nature of this proceeding and the associated
procedural rights set forth in our Rules of Practice and Procedure. Further, we
hold Intervenors to the same standard of notice to which we hold CPSD, i.e.,
Intervenors must provide adequate notice of alleged violations and there must be
an opportunity for PG&E to respond to the allegations.
6.

Issues Addressed in this Decision
There is no dispute that PG&E does not possess every single document

relating to the design, operation and maintenance of every segment in its
transmission pipeline system. There is also no dispute that PG&E’s files and
Investigation on the Commission’s Own Motion into the Practices of Southern California Edison
Company (2008), the Commission considered proposals by DRA and TURN.
218
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information databases contain incorrect and/or missing data. However, these
facts alone do not lead to a conclusion that PG&E has maintained and operated
its gas pipeline system in an unsafe manner or in violation of the Public Utilities
Code, state or federal regulations or PG&E’s own operating standards.
The OII divided this proceeding into two phases. The first phase would
address the alleged violations, while the second phase would consider any
penalties resulting from violations pursuant to Pub. Util. Code §§ 2104.5, 2107,
and 2108. As identified in the Scoping Memo, the issues to be considered in the
first phase are:
1. Was PG&E’s gas transmission pipeline recordkeeping and
its knowledge of its own transmission gas system, in
particular the San Bruno pipeline, deficient and unsafe?
2. Did PG&E’s recordkeeping practices violate any provisions
of the Public Utilities Code, General orders, or Commission
decisions?
3. Did PG&E’s recordkeeping practices violate any federal
gas safety regulations and laws that the Commission is
authorized to enforce in California?
4. Did PG&E’s recordkeeping practices violate other
recordkeeping-related rules or requirements regarding its
procedures, training, and supervision?220
As noted previously, this decision will only address the violations alleged
by CPSD and intervenors. The penalties and remedies to be imposed for any
violations found in this decision will be addressed in a separate decision.

220

Scoping Memo at 2.
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Alleged Records Violations Relating to Line 132,
Segment 180, San Bruno Incident
7.1.

Design and Installation of Segment 180

CPSD alleges two violations associated with the availability and reliability
of records related with the installation of Segment 180 of Line 132. It contends
that since PG&E did not maintain accurate, complete and accessible records of
the design, manufacture and installation of pipe for Line 132, it could not have
maintained or operated the Segment 180 in a safe manner.221 In particular, CPSD
contends that PG&E “failed to keep complete and accurate construction records
for the project GM 136471, the project that installed Segment 180 in 1956,
replacing a part of line 132 that had been installed in 1948.”222
7.1.1. Violation 1: Salvaged Pipe Records
CPSD notes that PG&E could not produce historical records that show the
source or specifications for the piece of Segment 180 pipe that failed on
September 9, 2010. It states that Job File GM 136471 for the 1956 project that
installed Segment 180 contains primarily accounting records, and does not
contain any information concerning pipe specifications (e.g., design
specifications, as-built drawings, inspections reports, weld x-ray inspection
results or hydrostatic test records) or source records of the section of pipe that
failed.223 CPSD further states that based on the records in Job File GM 136471,
there is a possibility that 90 feet of installed pipe was salvaged pipe.224

221

CPSD Opening Brief at 26.

222

CPSD Opening Brief at 33; see also, Exh. CPSD-4 at 5:13-16.

223

CPSD Opening Brief at 27.

Exh. CPSD-4 at 3:20 – 4:6. CPSD also contends that there is also a possibility the pipe that
failed in Line 180 was to have been junked. CPSD supports this assertion by noting that the

224

Footnote continued on next page
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CPSD notes that if reconditioned pipe had been installed in Segment 180,
the lack of records means that PG&E cannot show that the pipe had been
cleaned, inspected or hydrostatically tested to establish the minimum MAOP as
specified under ASME B.31.8 §§ 811.25 – 811.27.225 CPSD further notes that while
ASME B.31.8 provides for conservative values in the absence of certain data
elements, such as yield strength and joint efficiency, PG&E assumed values
above these conservative levels.226 In light of the above, CPSD alleges that PG&E
“failed to meet the minimum requirements for the safe reuse of salvaged pipe.”227
As such, CPSD alleges that PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451.
PG&E states that it did not purchase pipe for the Segment 180 project, but
rather used pipe held in inventory.228 It further concedes the “Segment 180 job
file documents do not foreclose the possibility that some pipe used in the
Segment 180 job may have been reused.”229 However, it argues that that CPSD
had not presented any proof that salvaged pipe was used in Segment 180. It
asserts that “without proof that such pipe was present, no argument can be made
regarding the lack of records.”230

NTSB had noted that the failed pipe ‘had metal characteristics of scrap, that it was rolled in an
abnormal direction, and that it had a number of pups contrary to good construction practices.”
(CPSD Opening Brief at 29.)
225

CPSD Opening Brief at 28.

226

CPSD Opening Brief at 30-31.

227

CPSD Opening Brief at 28.
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PG&E Opening Brief at 65.
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PG&E Opening Brief at 65.

230

PG&E Opening Brief at 63.
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PG&E further argues that even if the pipe had been reconditioned, there
was no legal requirement to maintain “a ‘perfect’ chain of custody” or to
maintain records to the level of detail that would have disclosed the defects in
Segment 180. PG&E notes that if it had a record that pipe was substandard, it
would have removed the pipe from the ground. Moreover, PG&E argues that
even if salvaged pipe had been used, Segment 180 ruptured because of a defect
in the long-seam of the pipe, not because of poor recordkeeping.231
We disagree with PG&E’s argument that CPSD bears the burden of
proving that PG&E used salvaged pipe in Segment 180. As we have discussed in
Section 5.2 above, PG&E is responsible for retaining records concerning the
installation, maintenance and operations of its pipeline system. While PG&E is
correct that there is no expectation that there be “perfect” records, there is an
expectation that PG&E would have records about pipe source and specifications,
regardless of whether the pipe is new or reconditioned. However, as a result of
no records regarding the source of pipe, CPSD cannot determine whether
salvaged pipe was used, and, if so, whether PG&E failed to perform the
necessary steps prior to its installation in Segment 180. In light of this, we believe
that it would be reasonable to infer that PG&E had used salvaged pipe in
Segment 180 and did not follow ASME B.31.8 requirements with respect to the
re-use of used pipe.232
Our inference is supported by the record in this proceeding. PG&E has
testified that in the 1950’s and early 1960’s, PG&E reconditioned pipe and placed

231

PG&E Opening Brief at 66.

232

See Section 5.2.1.2 regarding adverse inferences.
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it in stock for future use at the DeCoto Pipe Yard.233 During that same time
period, PG&E also purchased new gas transmission pipe and held it in general
inventory at the DeCoto Pipe Yard.234 Further, PG&E admits that it pulled pipe
from its inventory for the Segment 180 job, but has no records to demonstrate
whether the pipe removed from inventory was new or reconditioned. PG&E has
conceded that there is a possibility that salvaged pipe was used in Segment
180.235
PG&E’s assertion that poor recordkeeping practices did not contribute to
the San Bruno explosion and fire is not a determining factor in considering
whether it complied with recordkeeping requirements to ensure safe operation of
its pipeline system. It is difficult to conclude that Segment 180 could be operated
in a safe manner when PG&E’s records could not even identify what type of pipe
had been installed in 1956. PG&E states that it “designed Segment 180 to be
constructed from 0.375-inch wall thickness, X-52 grade … DSAW pipe … and has
confirmed that the majority of the pipe used on the job meets those
specifications.”236 PG&E’s confirmation, however, is the result of the MAOP
validation efforts ordered after the San Bruno explosion, not records at the time
Segment 180 was installed. Furthermore, even though the design specified X-52
grade, DSAW pipe, Segment 180 was identified as X-42 grade, seamless pipe in
233

Exh. PG&E-48.

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 16) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 10, Q2 at
1(OII_DR_10_Q2.pdf).

234

PG&E Opening Brief at 65; see also Joint RT at 434:16 – 436:2 (PG&E/Harrison) (stating
PG&E will not know where every piece of re-used pipe is located in its transmission system
until the MAOP validation effort is complete, as there is no comprehensive list of the location of
reconditioned pipe.)

235

236

PG&E Reply Brief at 42.
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PG&E’s GIS system. Documents in PG&E’s Job File GM 136471 consisted mainly
of accounting records.
Based on the above, we find that PG&E’s lack of accurate and sufficient
records regarding the design and installation of pipeline impacted its ability to
safely maintain and operate Segment 180 of Line 132. This includes the
possibility that PG&E used salvaged pipe in Segment 180 without proper
reconditioning. As such, we find that PG&E has violated Pub. Util. Code § 451.
CPSD contends that this violation began prior to 1956, when records
related to GM 136471 were initiated. However, it concedes that it is unknown
when the records were included in the job file.237 As such, CPSD also suggests
that the violation potentially occurred prior to 1951, which would mean that
PG&E also violated Section 13(b) of the Public Utilities Act. We do not believe
that it is appropriate to set the violation at the earliest possible date. Segment 180
was installed in 1956. Up until that date, PG&E had an opportunity to identify
any reconditioned pipe used in Segment 180 installation and ensure that the
segments complied with the ASME B.31.8 requirements regarding reconditioned
pipe. Consequently, we find that the violation began in 1956. Consistent with
Section 5.4 above, we find that this was a continuing violation. As discussed
above, there was a possibility that Segment 180 contained reconditioned pipe.
Although PG&E knew of this possibility, and that it had no records regarding the
source of the pipe, there are no records that PG&E had conducted any
inspections to confirm the type of pipe that had been used. PG&E had multiple

237

2 RT at 278:21 – 279:18 (CPSD/Felts).
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opportunities to inspect Segment 180 over the years, but had not done so. The
violation ended on September 9, 2010, when the pipeline ruptured.
7.1.2. Violation 2: Construction Records
for 1956 Project GM 136471
As discussed in Violation 1, Job File GM 136471 did not contain design or
construction records for the installation of Segment 180, but rather accounting
records. However, CPSD notes “PG&E created detailed engineering records in
the course of its regular records practice from 1948 to 1967.”238 CPSD believes
that if these detailed engineering records had been retained in Job File
GM 136471, the existence of the pups would have been discovered during
PG&E’s review of records for Integrity Management and, presumably,
investigated further.
CPSD notes, however, that PG&E did not even know that it did not have a
construction job file for Segment 180 until after the pipe in San Bruno
exploded.239 As a result, PG&E could not have reviewed Segment 180 as part of
its data collection effort for Integrity Management. Since PG&E has testified that
Job Files are PG&E’s “file of record,” CPSD believes that the “lack of critical
information about the design and construction of Segment 180 [places]
employees and the general public in danger.”240
CPSD states that in addition to not containing complete and accurate
construction records, the job file also provided erroneous specifications of the
pipe. It notes that while PG&E’s accounting records had an X52 SMYS material
238

CPSD Reply Brief at 44.

239

CPSD Reply Brief at 42.

240

CPSD Opening Brief at 33.
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requirement for Segment 180, PG&E’s GIS system showed the pipes with X42
SMYS material requirement. In addition to the discrepancy in the SMYS material
requirements, the NTSB had found that four of the pups in the failed pipe
segment did not meet either of these requirements.241
CPSD concludes “the absence of records detailing the construction of
Segment 180 created an unsafe condition because PG&E lacked sufficient basic
information to specify safe operating parameters for the pipe, such as the
maximum allowable operating pressure (MAOP) and maximum operating
pressure (MOP). PG&E endangered its employees and the public by operating
Line 132 without knowing the details of the construction of Segment 180 and
made no effort to find or recreate the original construction file from 1956 to
2010.”242 CPSD therefore contends that the absence of records detailing the
construction of Section 180 created an unsafe condition and violated Pub. Util.
Code § 451.
PG&E states that the information in the job file was “consistent with
Company and industry practice, and included information sufficient for PG&E to
identify the type of pipe specified and requisitioned from Company storage for
use in constructing Segment 180.”243 Moreover, it asserts that ASME B.31.8 “did
not require an operator to document pipeline construction jobs at the
joint-by-joint level necessary to show the presence of the pups.”244 PG&E further
argues that, based on the “degree of detail” in GM 136471, the absence of any
241

CPSD Opening Brief at 35.

242

CPSD Opening Brief at 36 (citations omitted).

243

PG&E Reply Brief at 46.

244

PG&E Reply Brief at 46.
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information regarding the defective pups supported its conclusion that the
defective pipe was unknowingly installed.
Finally, PG&E refutes CPSD’s assertion that it was unsafe to operate
Segment 180 at an MAOP of 400 psi. PG&E notes that Segment 180 was
designed to support and safely operate at an MAOP of 400 psi.245 Further, PG&E
asserts that CPSD ignores 49 CFR 192.619(c), which allowed pipeline operators to
“establish a pipeline MAOP based upon the highest operating pressure
experienced during a five year period between 1965 and 1970.”246
We disagree with PG&E’s assertions that Job File GM 136471 contained
information sufficient for PG&E to identify the type of pipe specified. As noted
in the NTSB Accident Report, construction documentation for Segment 180
consisted of “journal vouchers, material transfers, paving receipts and various
other cost accounting sheets. PG&E did not provide any design/material or
construction specifications, inspection records, as-built drawings, or radiography
reports.”247 As discussed in Violation 1 above, PG&E’s lack of accurate and
sufficient records regarding the design and installation of pipeline impacted its
ability to safely maintain and operate Segment 180 of Line 132. As such, we find
that PG&E has violated Pub. Util. Code § 451.
We further do not find PG&E’s arguments that the absence of any
information regarding the defective pups in Job File GM 136471 to support a
conclusion that there were no recordkeeping deficiencies or that the defective

245

PG&E Reply Brief at 47.

246

PG&E Reply Brief at 47.

National Transportation Safety Board Pipeline Accident Report NTSB/PAR-11/01, adopted
August 30, 2011, at 25 - 26.
247
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pups were installed without PG&E’s knowledge. ASME B.31.8 § 811.27(A),
states:
All pipe shall be cleaned inside and outside, if necessary, to
permit good inspection, and shall be visually inspected to
insure that it is reasonable round and straight, and to discover
any defects which might impair its strength or tightness.
However, the NTSB Accident Report notes: “The fabrication of five of the pups
in 1956 would not have met generally accepted industry quality control and
welding standards then in effect, indicating that those standards were either
overlooked or ignored. The weld defect in the failed pup would have been
visible when it was installed.”248 Thus, even if PG&E was not required to
“document pipeline construction jobs at the joint-by-joint level necessary to show
the presence of the pups” as it claims, its failure to notice the presence of the
pups at the time the pipe segment was installed would suggest that it failed to
comply with the ASME standards.
Finally, we find that PG&E’s arguments that it properly installed
Segment 180 based on its design specifications to be without merit. GM 136471
does not contain documentation to confirm that the actual pipe installed in
Segment 180 did in fact meet the design specifications. Moreover, as discussed
above, PG&E concedes that it may have used reconditioned pipe in Segment 180.
Thus, mere reliance on design specifications, with nothing more, does not
support PG&E’s conclusion that Segment 180 could be safely operated at an
MAOP of 400 psi. We also do not find PG&E’s reliance on the Grandfather
Clause (49 CFR 192. 619(c)) to be compelling. As discussed in Section 5.7,
National Transportation Safety Board Pipeline Accident Report NTSB/PAR-11/01, adopted
August 30, 2011, at x.
248
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49 CFR 192.619(c) was never intended to serve as the basis for setting the MAOP
in every instance where there is an absence of other records that could establish
MAOP. In this instance, PG&E has not provided any records to support that
pipe used in Segment 180 met the design specifications to operate safely at an
MAOP of 400 psi.
CPSD contends that this violation began in 1956, when Segment 180 was
installed. We agree. As with our finding in Violation 1 above, we determine that
this is a continuing violation, which ended on September 9, 2010, when
Segment 180 ruptured.
7.2.

Pipeline Operations and Maintenance

7.2.1. Violation 3: Pressure Test Records
As part of its June 20, 2011 response, PG&E states that Segment 180 was
tested for leaks using the “soap test” upon completion of construction.249
Segment 180 was also “gas tested” in 1961.250 CPSD contends that a soap test is a
gas leak test, not a hydrostatic strength (pressure) test. It states that although
both tests were used to confirm the integrity of welds under pressure, “the
two tests are distinct from each other, and were done in different periods of time
for different purposes and under different standards and effectiveness.”251
CPSD states that starting in 1955, PG&E represented that it followed the
ASME B.31.8 standards. ASME B.31.8 § 841.4 required “a test to prove strength
of pipelines and mains that will operate at hoop stresses of 30% or more of the

249

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 6D-4.

250

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 6D-4.

251

CPSD Opening Brief at 40.
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specified minimum yield strength of the pipe.”252 These tests were conducted to
confirm that the pipe is fit for service at a specific operating pressure.
Additionally, ASME B.31.8 § 841.417 required that the test records be maintained
for the life of each pipeline and main.”253 Both ASME B.31.8 § 841.4 and ASME
B.31.8 § 841.417 have been incorporated in the federal regulations and, by
extension, GO 112.254
CPSD contends that based on PG&E’s representations and the ASME
B.31.8 standards, PG&E was required to retain pressure test records for the pipe
installed in Job File GM 136471.255 However, CPSD notes that PG&E admits that
it has not located records showing that a post-installation pressure test had been
conducted on Segment 180 and therefore could not confirm the integrity of the
segment.256 Consequently, CPSD asserts that PG&E has violated ASME B.31.8
§ 841.4 and GO 112, 112-A and 112-B § 107.
CPSD further maintains that even if PG&E had not been required to retain
test records under GO 112 or the federal regulations, PG&E would have been in
violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451 because the absence of pressure test records
meant that “PG&E was operating the high pressure pipeline without the benefit
of knowing the construction limitations of Segment 180 of Line 132, placing its

252

CPSD Opening Brief at 39.

253

CPSD Opening Brief at 39.

254

See, 49 CFR 192.505 & 192.507.

255

CPSD Opening Brief at 40.

256
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employees and the public at risk of exposure to a pipeline failure under normal
operating conditions.”257
PG&E disputes that the lack of any post-installation pressure test records
for Segment 180 constitutes a violation of ASME B.31.8, Pub. Util. Code § 451 or
GO 112, 112-A and 112-B § 107. First, it asserts that while it used the ASME
standards as “guidance in its gas pipeline construction practices during the
1950s,” post-installation pressure testing was neither mandatory nor accepted
industry-wide practice until after Segment 180 was installed.258 Additionally,
PG&E contends that there was no requirement to conduct a strength test in
1956.259
PG&E further argues that when GO 112 was adopted in 1961, § 104.3
“manifested the Commission’s intent not to regulate the initial testing of pipeline
facilities installed prior to 1961.”260 As such, it concludes that any requirement
for post-installation pressure testing contained in GO 112 did not apply to
existing pipeline, including Segment 180.261
Finally, PG&E maintains that CPSD’s allegation that there is safety threat
in operating Segment 180 without a post-installation pressure test is contrary to
the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act and the Grandfather Clause. It notes “the
grandfather clause allowed an operator to establish a safe MAOP based solely on

257

CPSD Opening Brief at 40.

258

PG&E Opening Brief at 69.

259

PG&E Opening Brief at 69.

260

PG&E Opening Brief at 70.

261
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the highest operating pressure experienced during a five year period between
1965 and 1970.”262
We do not find PG&E’s arguments regarding ASME B.31.8 compelling.
Although the ASME standards were not mandatory, PG&E had decided to
comply with the standards. Between 1955 and 1961, PG&E represented to the
Commission that it followed the ASME B.31.8 standard.263 It was on the basis of
its voluntary compliance that PG&E, along with other gas utilities, argued that
there was no need to adopt a general order regarding the design, construction,
testing, maintenance, and operations of gas transmission pipeline systems.264
ASME B.31.8 § 841.411 states all pipelines and mains operated at a hoop
stress of 30% or more of SMYS to be given a field test to prove strength after
construction and before being placed in operation. ASME B.31.8 § 841.412
specifies the type of test to be performed based on class location, while ASME
B.31.8 § 841.417 requires the operator to “maintain in its file for the useful life of
each pipeline and main, records showing the type of fluid used for test and the
test pressure.” Segment 180 was installed in a class 2 location, and therefore
should have been tested with air or hydrostatically to at least 1.25 times the
maximum operating pressure.265 Although PG&E states that it followed ASME
B.31.8, it also testified that it did not perform a pressure test, but rather a “soap

262

PG&E Reply Brief at 50.

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 17)PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 15, Q6 at 1-2
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_015-Q06_redacted.pdf).

263

264

Exh. PG&E-4 (Decision No. 61269 at 4).

265
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test,” which was likely only to check for leaks on girth welds.266 As PG&E
argues, and CPSD concedes, a soap test is not a hydrostatic test – and clearly not
the type of test articulated in ASME B.31.8 § 841.412.
We find PG&E’s response to be troubling, as it suggests that PG&E did not
conduct any pressure tests on Segment 180 at the time it was installed, or any
time thereafter.267 Although PG&E states that the ASME B.31.8 standards were
not mandatory, PG&E represented that it voluntarily followed these standards,
not that it was picking and choosing to follow only certain sections of the ASME
B.31.8 standards.268 Indeed, PG&E stated at a November 22, 1955 hearing on
Line 300B269 that its construction practices in 1955 included:270
 Pipe was to be tested hydrostatically at the mill;
 All buried pipe was to be protected from external corrosion
through primer, paint, two coats of asphalt, and two layers
of felt. This wrapping was to be inspected both in the
yeard where the pipe was stored before installation and on
the job site; and
 The pipe was to be strength tested using gas or water as
the test medium. In sections closer to the Milpitas
266

PG&E Opening Brief at 70.

This conclusion is also supported by the NTSB Accident Report, which identifies various
deficiencies in quality control associated with the installation of Segment 180, included lack of
records to indicate that hydrostatic testing had been performed. (NTSB Accident Report at 95.)

267

As noted in Decision No. 61269, the gas utilities, including PG&E, had argued that there was
no need for additional installation and testing requirements, since they were voluntarily
following the ASME B.31.8 standards.

268

Line 300B was constructed in 1955 pursuant to ASME B.31.8. PG&E represented that this
line was designed to exceed ASME B.31.8 requirements in varying degrees and that “had a built
in safety margin beyond that called for by ASME B.31.8.” (PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at
6A-5.)
269
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terminal, PG&E planned to conduct hydrotests up to 125%
working pressure, as specified by ASME B31.8 section
841.412-D (1955). PG&E was also exploring the feasibility
of conducting hydrotests in class 2 locations, and planned
to conduct such testing where practical[.]
Based on PG&E’s representations, the Commission could reasonably
expect that PG&E was performing the pressure tests provided in ASME B.31.8
§ 841.412 and retaining records of these tests as provided in ASME B.31.8
§ 841.417. As CPSD notes, “PG&E cannot turn its claimed compliance with an
engineering safety standard on and off light a light switch.”271 “Otherwise, the
safety assertions of PG&E – and the decision of the Commission which rely on
those assertions – would be meaningless and false.”272
We further do not find PG&E’s arguments regarding GO 112 § 104.3 or the
Grandfather Clause to be persuasive. Both of these presume that a pressure test
had been conducted. However, as PG&E has testified, no pressure test of
Segment 180 had been performed. As we discuss in Section 5.7 above, the
Grandfather Clause is not a “Get Out of Jail Free” card that can be used any time
there are no records confirming a pipeline segment’s MAOP.
Since PG&E represented that it was complying with the ASME B.31.8
standards in 1956, it should have conducted a pressure test to ensure the safe
operation of Segment 180 and retained records of that test. By failing to do so,
PG&E violated ASME B.31.8. In addition, PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451,
as it failed to verify that Segment 180 could be safely operated at the operating

271

CPSD Opening Brief at 41.

272

CPSD Opening Brief at 41.
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pressure for Line 132. We find no violation of GO 112. As PG&E notes, GO 112
was adopted in 1961, after Segment 180 had been installed.
Based on the above, we find that this violation commenced in 1956, with
the installation of Segment 180. We further agree with CPSD that this violation is
a continuing violation. As evidenced by PG&E’s MAOP validation effort, PG&E
could, and has, conducted hydrostatic pressure tests of pipes and created reports.
Thus, it could have cured this violation with respect to Segment 180 at any time
before September 9, 2010.
7.2.2. Violation 4: Underlying Records Related to
Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure
on Segment 180
According to PG&E, Line 132 was designed to operate at an MAOP of
400 psi. PG&E has also stated that Segment 180 was designed to safely operate at
400 psi. However, in 1978, PG&E lowered the MAOP of Line 132 between
mileposts 35.84 and 46.59 to 390 psi. This portion of Line 132, which includes
Segment 180, retained this lower MAOP between 1978 and 2004.273 In 2003,
PG&E states that it discovered that it had erroneously decreased the MAOP in
1978. Consequently, PG&E increased the MAOP back to 400 psi and maintained
Line 132 at that level until 2010.274
CPSD states that since PG&E did not have installation or pressure test
records for Segment 180, it should not have increased the MAOP without first
performing a hydrostatic test.275 It notes that PG&E did not have the records

273

Exh. PG&E-61 at 4-10.

274

Exh. PG&E-61 at 4-11.

275

CPSD Opening Brief at 45.
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supporting the recommendation to reduce the MAOP to 390 and had conflicting
MAOP records for Line 132 from 1978 to 2004.276 It alleges that PG&E’s failure to
perform a hydrostatic test is a violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451 since it “placed
employees and the public at risk of exposure to a pipeline failure.”277
PG&E disagrees with CPSD’s conclusion on various grounds. First, PG&E
argues that pressure logs from October 16 and 28, 1968 showed that the
maximum MAOP for Line 132 had measured at 400 psi.278 Thus, it contends that
the MAOP for all of Line 132 was 400 psi pursuant to the Grandfather Clause
(49 CFR 192.619(c)).279 PG&E next argues that since there is no pressure limiting
equipment at milepost 35.84, it would not have been possible to have the MAOP
set at 400 psi upstream of that location and 390 psi downstream.280 Thus, PG&E
states that the amendment in 2003 did not change the conditions along the line
and was not setting a new higher pressure for Line 132.281 As such, PG&E asserts
that it could properly rely on the Grandfather Clause to establish the MAOP of
Line 132 from Milpitas Terminal (milepost 0.00) to Martin Station (mile post
46.59) at 400 psi. Further, PG&E argues that the San Francisco Division’s basis
for decreasing the MAOP between mileposts 35.84 and 46.59 to 390 psi was based
on information that “did not reflect an actual pressure observation on

276

CPSD Opening Brief at 45.

277

CPSD Opening Brief at 45.

278

Exh. PG&E-42 (PG&E Data Response to CPSD DR 3, Q 20).

279

PG&E Opening Brief at 72.

280

Exh. PG&E-61 at 4-12 (Phillips).

281

PG&E Opening Brief at 72-73.
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Line 132.”282 Rather, PG&E states that reference to milepost 35.84 “reflects the
point at which the San Francisco Division’s responsibility for Line 132 began.”283
Finally, PG&E notes that while it has documentation that Line 132 had been
operated at an MAOP of 400 psi, CPSD has provided no evidence to conclude
that this operating pressure is incorrect.284
We do not find PG&E’s arguments persuasive. As discussed previously in
Section 5.7, an operator could use the Grandfather Clause to set MAOP when it
did not have complete records under certain circumstances. However, as we
have discussed in connection with Violations 1 – 3 above, PG&E did not have the
necessary installation, testing, maintenance and operating history records to
allow us to conclude that the pipe installed for Segment 180 met the design
requirements. While PG&E has stated that Line 132 had been designed to
operate at an MAOP of 400 psi, it has failed to retain records demonstrating that
all segments installed had met these design requirements and had been pressure
tested at 400 psi.
Despite the absence of records, PG&E still concluded that the 1978
reduction was in “error” based on a 1976 memo that included two single
instances in 1968 when Line 132 was operated at 400 psi.285 It is unclear how
PG&E personnel were unaware of this memo two years later (in 1978) when it
determined that the MAOP should be set at 390.286 However, given the lack of
282

Exh. PG&E-61 at 4-10: 17-18. (Phillips).

283

Exh. PG&E-61 at 4-11: 14-16. (Phillips).

284

PG&E Reply Brief at 51-52.

285

Exh. PG&E-42.

286

Exh. PG&E-43.
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records for Segment 180 and conflicting data on the MAOP for Line 132, the
MAOP for this line cannot be conclusively determined as 400 psi as it is
unknown whether these two instances represented operating Line 132 up to its
MAOP or operating Line 132 above its MAOP. Under these circumstances,
PG&E should not have increased the MAOP of Line 132 in 1978 without first
conducting a hydrostatic test. We agree with CPSD that failure to do
demonstrated a failure to operate Line 132 safely, as required by Pub. Util.
Code § 451.
We also do not find PG&E’s explanations why there was no change in
operating conditions by increasing the MAOP to 400 psi to be convincing. While
PG&E has testified that since there was no pressure limiter at mile post 35.84,
there are no records to allow us to understand why the San Francisco Division
concluded that the MAOP for Line 132 was 390 psi. Thus, the absence of a
pressure limiter does not demonstrate that the MAOP for Line 132 should have
been 400 psi, not 390 psi. As we have previously determined, PG&E is the
keeper of the records for its pipeline system. As such, we draw an adverse
inference from its failure to present records that would explain how such an
“erroneous” conclusion had been reached. This inference is that in 1978, the
San Francisco Division had properly concluded that the MAOP should be
reduced to 390 psi and that PG&E’s increase of MAOP in 2004 constituted an
uprating of the pipeline that required a hydrostatic test.
Finally, we express our concern that PG&E’s determination to amend the
MAOP from 390 psi to 400 psi was made on December 10, 2003, one day after the
initial inquiry that the level may be incorrect, and the day before a scheduled
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pressure test/check of Line 132 for integrity management purposes.287 E-mail
communications suggest that PG&E amended the MAOP to 400 psi without
further investigation or verification to allow pressure testing at the higher level
and ensure that “our MAOP isn’t lowered again because we haven’t operated at
the MAOP.”288 This gives the impression that PG&E was more concerned with
preserving a certain MAOP, rather than ensuring that their pipeline system was
operated safely.
Based on these considerations, we find that PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code
§ 451 by increasing the MAOP of Line 132 from 390 psi to 400 psi without
conducting a hydrostatic test. This violation commenced on December 10, 2003,
the date PG&E conducted its pressure test at the higher MAOP and ended on
September 9, 2010, the date of the San Bruno explosion.
7.2.3. Violation 11: Incidents of Operating
Line 132 above 390 psi
In addition to contending that PG&E failed to have records to substantiate
increasing the MAOP on Line 132 from 390 psi to 400 psi, CPSD also asserts that
PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by operating Line 132 above 390 psi on
December 11, 2003, December 9, 2008, and September 9, 2010.289 CPSD notes that
between 1978 to 2003, the MAOP for Line 132 was 390 psi and the maximum
operating pressure of that line for the preceding 5 years (1998-2003) was
375 psi.290 However, on December 11, 2003 and December 9, 2008, PG&E tested

287

See, Exh. PG&E-45.

288

Exh. PG&E-44.

289

CPSD Opening Brief at 72.

290

CPSD Opening Brief at 70.
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Line 132 at 400 psi.291 On September 9, 2010, PG&E documented the pressure on
Line 132 at 396 psi.292 CPSD maintains that PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451
because it operated Line 132 at pressures greater than safety and specific law
permitted.
PG&E contends that it properly established that the MAOP for Line 132
was 400 psi, and that the prior reduction to 390 psi MAOP was in error.293 Thus,
PG&E maintains that it was allowed to operate Line 132 above 390 psi, up to
400 psi. It further notes that even if the portion of Line 132 that includes
Segment 180 (mileposts 35.84 to 46.59) had an MAOP of 390 psi, federal
regulations “contemplate that operators will experience excursions above MAOP
from time to time” and thus “require operators to set their overpressure
protection so that the pressure does not exceed the MAOP plus 10 percent.”294
Finally, PG&E notes that CPSD has no records showing the pressures for Line
132 between mileposts 35.84 and 46.59 ever reached or exceeded 390 psi on any
of the three days in question.295
We have considered and addressed PG&E’s first argument in Violation 4
above. As we concluded, PG&E did not present any records to explain why the
1978 decrease in MAOP was in error and lacks records to support a conclusion
that Segment 180 had been installed and tested to meet an MAOP of 400 psi.

291

CPSD Opening Brief at 72; CPSD Reply Brief at 64-65.

292

CPSD Opening Brief at 73.

293

PG&E Opening Brief at 94.

294

PG&E Opening Brief at 95 (citing 49 CFR 192.195 & 192.201(a)(2)(i)).

295

PG&E Opening Brief at 94-95.
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Consequently, there is no basis to conclude that PG&E could operate Line 132
above 390 psi without first conducting a hydrostatic test.
We also find PG&E’s other arguments unpersuasive. PG&E’s briefs
appear to suggest that 49 CFR 192.195 and 192.201(a)(2)(i)allow an operator to
exceed MAOP at any time, so long as the pressure does not exceed the MAOP
plus 10 percent. However, a closer examination of 49 CFR 192.195 and
192.201(a)(2)(i) finds that PG&E has interpreted these two regulations too
broadly. First, 49 CFR 192.195 address the need for pressure relieving or
pressure limiting devices in the event MAOP is “exceeded as the result of
pressure control failure or some other type of failure.” PG&E cannot reasonably
argue that a plan to operate Line 132 at 400 psi for 2 hours is an “accident” or
“pressure control failure.” Similarly, 49 CFR 192.201(a)(2)(i) states: “If the
maximum allowable operating pressure is 60 p.s.i. (414 kPa) gage or more, the
pressure may not exceed the maximum allowable operating pressure plus 10
percent, or the pressure that produces a hoop stress of 75 percent of SMYS, whichever is
lower.”296 This provision can hardly be read as permitting an operator to operate
its pipeline at MAOP plus 10 percent under all circumstances.
Finally, PG&E seeks to have us believe that although Line 132 had no
pressure limiting equipment at milepost 35.84 and PG&E had recorded a
pressure reading of 403 psi at milepost 32.92,297 the operating pressure between
mileposts 35.84 and 46.59 never exceeded 390 psi. This argument, however, is
undermined by PG&E’s own testimony that there could not be two different

296

49 CFR 192.201(a)(2)(i) (emphasis added).

297

CPSD Reply Brief at 64.
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MAOPs upstream and downstream of milepost 35.84. Thus PG&E’s arguments
are unsupported by the facts presented and its own witness’ testimony.
CPSD contends that the operation of Line 132 above 390 psi on
December 11, 2003 and December 9, 2008 are continuing violations because these
incidents weakened Segment 180 and PG&E continued to fill the pipes with
pressurized gas every day.298 CPSD sets the end date of these violations as
September 9, 2010. CPSD further states that the involuntary operation of
Line 132 above 390 psi on September 9, 2010 is a one-day violation.299
Consistent with our determinations in Violation 4, we find that operating
Line 132 above 390 psi on December 11, 2003 and December 9, 2008 constitute
violations of Pub. Util. Code § 451. Operating a high pressure gas transmission
line above its MAOP is inherently unsafe because it could damage the integrity
of the pipe and result in pipe failure. We further find that these are continuing
violations that ended on September 9, 2010. PG&E did not have sufficient
records demonstrating that Line 132 between mileposts 35.84 and 46.59 could be
operated at a pressure above 390 psi. Therefore, its actions on these two dates
compromised the safety of Line 132 and, thus, should be considered continuing
violations. PG&E could have assured that Line 132 was operating at the proper
MAOP by conducting a hydrostatic test. These violations continued until
September 9, 2010. We also find that had Segment 180 not ruptured on
September 9, 2010, that incident would also have constituted a continuing
violation.

298

CPSD Opening Brief at 72.

299

CPSD Opening Brief at 73.
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The San Bruno Explosion

7.3.1. Violation 5: Clearance Procedures
CPSD notes that PG&E’s Utilities Work Procedure WP4100-10, outlines the
process for planning the work performed at “any facility if the work could
potentially effect ongoing gas supply operations.”300 However, CPSD contends
that PG&E failed to follow these procedures to create records required for a
clearance for work performed at the Milpitas Terminal on September 9, 2010.301
“The work procedure provides very specific instructions designed to lead
operating and maintenance personnel through a project in a way that will ensure
the safety of the worker, the plant and the public.”302 This would include
providing step-by-step guidance for the project so that employees could
troubleshoot any problems. CPSD notes, however, that the clearance application
submitted for approval on August 27, 2010 was “substantially incomplete.”303
Additionally, CPSD notes that PG&E performed the maintenance work with a
minimum work crew that did not include an engineer, a supervisor and a control
operator.304 CPSD believes that if PG&E had prepared an adequate Clearance
Procedure, it could have made recovery quicker, as every change that had been
made to the electrical system would have been fully documented.305 Therefore,
CPSD contends that PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by failing to follow its
procedures to create records required for a clearance for work performed at the
300

CPSD Opening Brief at 50-51.

301

CPSD Opening Brief at 51.

302

CPSD Opening Brief at 51.

303

CPSD Opening Brief at 52.

304

CPSD Reply Brief at 48-49.

305

CPSD Opening Brief at 50.
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Milpitas Terminal. CPSD contends that this is a continuing violation that began
10 business days before starting work.
PG&E concedes that the clearance documentation for the electrical work at
Milpitas Terminal did not fully comply with its written clearance policy and
procedure, and thus constituted a violation of 49 CFR 192.13(c).306 However, it
notes that despite the shortcoming in clearance documentation, the field crew
conducting the electrical work did communicate with gas control operators and
kept them “informed of the status and potential impacts of the work.”307 PG&E’s
witnesses further testified that the work would impact data going into SCADA,
not gas flowing into the line.308
There is no dispute that PG&E violated Work Procedure WP4100-10. As
outlined in WP4100-10, the Clearance Coordinator was to confirm that the
clearance package was complete and all forms were filled out completely.309
Clearance for installation of a new uninterruptible power supply (UPS) at the
Milpitas Terminal consisted of two steps:
1. Report on daily
2. Report off310
These steps provide no information regarding the work that had actually
been performed. In fact, the work was more than just replacing a UPS at the
306

PG&E Opening Brief at 74.

307

PG&E Opening Brief at 75.

308

2 Joint RT at 150:24-26 (PG&E/Kazmirsky).

309

P3-10034 at 1.

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 28) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 47, Q 4 at 7.
(OIR_DR_47_Q04_Attch_1.pdf). Utility Work Procedure WP4100-10 states that “Reporting On”
refers to work commencing, while “Reporting Off” refers to work completed. (P3-10034
at 6 & 7.)

310
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Milpitas Terminal. PG&E employee “Larry” states “while they were doing that
[installing a new UPS at Milpitas Terminal], they had to do the genius block and
all the other stuff and bam. So it’s safer to say replacing the UPS.”311 Larry goes
on further to describe that the genius block is the “thinking part” of the
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). As described in the O&M Instructions
manual for the Milpitas Terminal, the PLC “monitors operating data from field
transducers and provides automatic flow control algorithms for the incoming
line.”312 In other words, the PLC would control whether the valves are open or
closed. Given the critical nature of the genius block “and all the other stuff,” the
Clearance Procedure should have included more steps than “report on daily”
and “report off.”
Notwithstanding PG&E’s assertion that there was communication between
the work crew and Gas Control operators regarding the work, we agree with
CPSD that there was no written record to determine what work had been
performed. By failing to provide the required records, PG&E violated its own
procedures for ensuring the safety of its employees and customers for the work
performed. This is true regardless of the events following the installation project.

TRANSCRIPT_SF_9.9.2010_2.05.43_PM_11.57.23_PM_20110113.pdf at
9.9.2010_7.39.36_PM_607939000394100_002. Earlier in the transcript, Larry describes the events
leading up to the explosion and states “They were replacing the genius block under a regular
clearance that was approved.”
(TRANSCRIPT_SF_9.9.2010_2.05.43_PM_11.57.23_PM_20110113.pdf at
9.9.2010_7.39.36_PM_607939000394100_001.)

311

312

Exh. PG&E-32 (OIR_DR_01_Q01b_Atch_42.pdf) at 77.
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As such, we find that failure to provide the proper clearance procedures
constitutes a violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451.313
We agree with CPSD that this should be considered a continuing violation.
PG&E submitted its clearance paperwork on August 27, 2010. It could have
revised this paperwork any time between then and September 9, 2010, the date
the work was performed.
7.3.2. Violation 6: Operations and Maintenance
Instructions
On July 5, 2011, CPSD send a data request to PG&E asking it to identify
“all records stored and maintained at the Milpitas Station as of September 9,
2010.”314 Attachment 2 of PG&E’s response lists the inventory of the Milpitas
Terminal documents, which includes “O&M Instructions for Milpitas Terminal
(Issued 1991, January 2011 update)”315 CPSD states that based on the date of this
version of the O&M instructions, the January 2011 update was not at the Milpitas
Terminal on September 9, 2010. CPSD further states that because PG&E could
not conclusively determine that the then-current version of the O&M manual
(issued in 2009) was at the Milpitas Terminal on September 9, 2010, “the

PG&E discusses in great detail why the “shortcoming” in its clearance documentation
should not be considered severe. (PG&E Opening Brief at 74-76.) This discussion, however, is
relevant to determining the appropriate penalty, not whether there is a violation.

313

314

Exh. CPSD-18 Gas Transmissions Systems Records OII_DR_Legal Division_001-Q07.pdf.

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disk Exhibits 2: Felts Public Initial and Supplemental Testimony Exhibits)
Summary Inventory of Milpitas Documents
GasTransmissionsSystemsRecordsOII_DR_LegalDivision_001-Q07attch_2.pdf at 3. PG&E’s
response was submitted to CPSD on August 1, 2011.

315
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Commission should conclude that the O&M manual was not current and may
have been as old as Version 0 from 1991.”316
CPSD asserts that since procedures and equipment at a particular facility
change over time, incorrect decisions could be made based on the outdated
information contained in the manual.317 It notes that 49 CFR 192.615 requires
pipeline operators to maintain effective emergency procedures and written
material, and effective training in implementing them. Based on its belief that
there was an outdated manual, CPSD contends that PG&E created unsafe
operating conditions at the Milpitas Terminal in violation of Pub. Util. Code
§ 451.
PG&E contends that CPSD’s assertions are speculative. It states that it has
informed CPSD that the Milpitas Terminal’s operating manual has been updated
five times prior to September 9, 2010, and that a hardcopy of version 6 of that
manual (dated 2009) was at the Milpitas Terminal on September 9, 2010.318
PG&E maintains that CPSD has elected to ignore this response, but fails to
provide any evidence to support its theories other than PG&E’s responses to the
July 5, 2011 Data Request.319
We agree with PG&E. CPSD is requesting that we conclude that while the
O&M Instructions manual for the Milpitas Terminal was revised 5 times
316

CPSD Opening Brief at 55.

317

CPSD Opening Brief at 56.

PG&E Opening Brief at 78-79; PG&E Reply Brief at 55-56. PG&E also refers to its response to
Data Request 30, question 9, where it responded “Yes” to the question “Was there a hard cop
version of the most recent Operating and Maintenance instructions at the Milpitas Terminal
(“Terminal”) on September 9, 2010?”
(GasTransmissionsSystemsRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_030-Q09.pdf.)

318

319

PG&E Opening Brief at 76.
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since 1991, no hard copy version of the updates were sent to Terminal. However,
CPSD does not explain how such a conclusion is supported by the evidence.
Indeed, the record in this proceeding supports a conclusion that PG&E did have
the 2009 version of the O&M Instructions manual at the Milpitas Terminal on
September 9, 2010. While it is true that PG&E’s response to Data Request 1,
question 7 does not accurately reflect “all records stored and maintained at the
Milpitas Station as of September 9, 2010,” PG&E did clarify in a subsequent data
response that a hard copy version of the most recent O&M Instructions was at
the Milpitas Terminal on September 9, 2010. Based on the record presented
before us, we find that while PG&E was sloppy in responding to CPSD’s July 5,
2011 data response, this does not rise to the level of a violation of Pub. Util. Code
§ 451. Accordingly, there is no basis for finding a violation in this instance.
7.3.3. Violation 7: Drawing and SCADA Diagrams
of the Milpitas Terminal
In addition to alleging that PG&E had an outdated O&M Instructions
manual at the time of the San Bruno explosion and fire, CPSD also contends that
PG&E did not have an updated hard copy drawing of the Milpitas Terminal
pipelines system at the Milpitas Terminal and failed to update the electronic
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA) diagrams to
accurately display and pipelines and valve positions.320 CPSD states that PG&E
has admitted that the drawing that shows a schematic of piping and valves for
the Milpitas Terminal and the computer diagram for the Milpitas Terminal were
inaccurate.321 CPSD contends that inaccuracies in the drawing and the computer
320

CPSD Opening Brief at 57.

321

CPSD Opening Brief at 57-58.
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diagrams were responsible for some of the confusion experienced at the Milpitas
Terminal and the San Francisco Control Room on September 9, 2010.
Among other things, CPSD notes that the 30-300 By-pass line was not
visible to the control room operators on the SCADA display diagram. CPSD
states that this by-pass line was “installed for emergency purposes so that PG&E
could supply gas to the Peninsula in the event that the Terminal became
inoperative.”322 CPSD asserts that safe operating conditions require that all gas
lines designed and installed for use during emergencies should be displayed and
concludes that “the absence of this information in SCADA during the
September 9, 2010 emergency was a safety issue.”323
CPSD contends PG&E personnel could make incorrect decisions as a result
of inaccurate drawings of the Milpitas Terminal. As a result, CPSD believes that
“operators lacked the data essential for fully understanding what was happening
in [PG&E’s] gas transmission system when things went wrong at the Milpitas
Terminal on September 9, 2010.”324
CPSD notes that PG&E’s internal policies, including the PG&E Guide to
Records Retention,325 required PG&E to retain, for the life of the facilities, all
engineering records pertinent to the facilities. By failing to have the necessary
(accurate) drawing and computer diagrams of the Milpitas Terminal, CPSD
alleges that PG&E violated both its internal policies and Pub. Util. Code § 451.
CPSD contends that these violations began at least in 2008, the date of the last
322

CPSD Opening Brief at 59.

323

CPSD Opening Brief at 59.

324

CPSD Opening Brief at 60.

325
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change to operating drawing # 383510 (Milpitas Operating Diagram), and
continued until September 9, 2010.326
PG&E does not dispute that there was incorrect information regarding
valve and pipelines on the drawing of the Milpitas Terminal or that the 30-300
by-pass line was not on the SCADA display on September 9, 2010. However,
PG&E disputes that the drawing of the Milpitas Terminal were out-of-date or
inaccurate. It states that the updated drawings reflected operational changes
ordered by the Commission after the San Bruno explosion and that the corrected
valve and pipeline information was unrelated to the events on September 9,
2010.327 Similarly, PG&E contends that the “missing” by-pass line on the SCADA
display was not involved in the events of September 9, 2010.328 PG&E notes that
the alternate station bypass system was added to the SCADA display on
October 27, 2010 for “operational reasons unrelated to the events of September 9,
2010.”329
We agree with PG&E that operating drawing # 383510 would not be
inaccurate or outdated to the extent the updates reflect orders by the
Commission after September 9, 2010. However, the same cannot be said of
corrections identified by PG&E, such as the November 2010 correction of the
MAOP of Line 100 and the January and July 2011 corrections to pipe information.
These corrections support CPSD’s assertions that the operating drawing were

In its reply brief, CPSD changed the starting date of the alleged violation to December 2,
2009 in response to comments in PG&E’s Opening Brief. (CPSD Reply Brief at 53.)

326
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inaccurate or out of date. We do not agree with PG&E’s theory that the
inaccuracies are not violations or present no safety concerns merely because they
were “unrelated” the San Bruno explosion. The fact that the inaccuracies in this
instance may not directly relate to the San Bruno explosion does not mean there
is no violation. As noted by CPSD, “[c]urrent and accurate facility drawings are
essential to the safe operation of a gas transmission system.”330
We further agree with CPSD that PG&E’s failure to include the 30-300
by-pass line on the SCADA display constitutes unsafe operation of PG&E’s gas
transmission system. The by-pass line was purposely installed for emergency
purposes. PG&E, however, only appears to display lines that are used in “daily”
operations, and states that it only decided to display the 30-300 by-pass line
because PG&E contemplated using this line on a daily basis.331 However,
common sense would suggest that having a by-pass line appear and disappear
on the SCADA display based on whether the line is used daily or only for
emergencies would be confusing to gas systems operators. This is especially true
when a SCADA display that did not show the by-pass line would be inconsistent
with the drawing of the Milpitas Terminal facility.332
Based on the above, we find that PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by
failing to have accurate drawings and SCADA diagrams. We adopt CPSD’s
proposed starting date of December 2, 2009, which is the date of the drawing
330

CPSD Reply Brief at 53.

PG&E Opening Brief at 81. Is it somewhat confusing whether the by-pass line will continue
to be visible on the SCADA display. PG&E states in the same sentence that the by-pass line was
contemplated for “daily use” and configured visibility so that gas systems operators would see
a line that “would be temporarily used.”

331
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provided to CPSD.333 We agree that the violation is a continuing violation, which
would run until the errors were corrected. As we have discussed previously,
PG&E is tasked with ensuring that the information in the terminal drawing and
the SCADA diagrams are accurate. Since PG&E maintains control of the
drawings and SCADA information, it could, and should, have reviewed these
documents on a regular basis to ensure the information is correct. Had it done
so, it would likely have discovered the errors prior to September 9, 2010.
We find that the violations continued until the errors were corrected. For
the drawings of the Milpitas Terminal, the termination date would be July 2011.
For the SCADA display, the end date would be October 27, 2010.
7.3.4. Violation 8: Back-up Software at
Milpitas Terminal
Immediately before the San Bruno explosion and fire, the Milpitas
Terminal lost electrical power. As a result the valve controllers no longer
functioned properly to control line pressure. CPSD contends that once power
was restored, PG&E did not have the software or cable connection needed to
reprogram the three valve controllers that experienced problems.334 CPSD notes
that PG&E’s Operating and Maintenance Instructions Manual required a copy of
back-up software on site at the Milpitas Terminal.335 By failing to have a copy of
back-up software on site, CPSD contends that PG&E violated its own policies.
CPSD further alleges that failing to retain a copy of the backup software on-site

333
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334

CPSD Opening Brief at 62.

335

CPSD Opening Brief at 61.
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created a safety risk, in violation of § 451.336 It states that the “loss of
programming that cannot be immediately restored renders equipment
inoperative” and could “expose employees and the public to potential
catastrophic pipeline and/or equipment failures” at the Terminal and/or on
PG&E’s gas pipeline system.337
PG&E acknowledges that the gas technician at the Milpitas Terminal did
not have the software or cable connection to reprogram the three valve
controllers that had experienced problems. However, it asserts that the
malfunction would not have been resolved any faster if the technician had the
software or cable.338 Moreover, PG&E maintains that the lack of software and
cable played no role in the response to the unexpected pressure increase and that
the valve controllers continued to function as normal. Finally, PG&E notes that
the backup software to be retained on-site is for the PLC system, not the valve
controllers.339 Therefore, PG&E asserts that CPSD has failed to establish any
basis for the alleged substantive violation.
We are not convinced by PG&E’s arguments. As an initial matter, the
transcript of the Milpitas Terminal suggests that the valve controllers were not
functioning normally, since once the genius block failed “it opened a couple of
the valves that weren’t supposed to go open.”340 Additionally, PG&E’s
testimony and briefs suggest that the valve controllers and the PLC operate
336

CPSD Opening Brief at 61.

337

CPSD Opening Brief at 62.

338

PG&E Opening Brief at 84.

339

PG&E Opening Brief at 85; see also Exh. PG&E-32 (OIR_DR_01_Q01b_Atch_42.pdf) at 78.

TRANSCRIPT_SF_9.9.2010_2.05.43_PM_11.57.23_PM_20110113.pdf at
9.9.2010_7.39.36_PM_607939000394100_001.

340
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independent of each other. However, the O&M Instructions manual suggests
otherwise, stating “The 3 Ethernet Interface modules in each PLC rack are to
provide communication with the Process Automation Controllers (PAC).”341 The
PACs control the electrically operated regulating valves.342
Finally, PG&E is wrong that a violation can only be found if CPSD can
prove that “the unavailability of the backup software was involved in the
unplanned pressure increase, or hindered PG&E’s response thereto, in any
way.”343 As CPSD explained, this alleged violation related to record or data
related violations that could be tied directly or indirectly to the pipeline failure
and explosion at San Bruno.344 Thus, contrary to PG&E’s arguments, the
violations alleged in this proceeding are not limited to the factors contributing to
the San Bruno explosion on September 9, 2010.
CPSD notes that in order for PG&E to operate its gas transmission system
in a manner that is safe at all times, PG&E employees must have the necessary
software to respond to an emergency.345 CPSD notes that backup software is an
electronic record and should have been readily available to ensure safe operation
of PG&E’s gas transmission system. We agree. The conversation among PG&E
personnel on September 9, 2010 included significant discussion over why the
controllers were not working and the need to fix this problem. By failing to have

341

Exh. PG&E-32 (OIR_DR_01_Q01b_Atch_42.pdf) at 78.

342

Exh. PG&E-32 (OIR_DR_01_Q01b_Atch_42.pdf) at 79.

343

PG&E Reply Brief at 59.

344

CPSD Opening Brief at 24.

345

CPSD Reply Brief at 55.
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the necessary backup software readily available, PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code
§ 451.
We agree with CPSD that this should be considered a continuing violation.
However, we do not find the arguments presented by CPSD on the starting date
of the violation to be persuasive. In this instance, CPSD selects a beginning date
of 2008, stating that it “represents a conservative assumption that PG&E had the
proper back-up software in 2008.”346 CPSD, however, fails to explain the basis
for this “conservative assumption.” We do not find it reasonable to establish a
beginning date for this violation based on an unexplained and unjustified
“conservative estimate.” In the absence of any means to set the duration for the
continuing violation, we conclude that in this instance the violation be set as a
single day – September 9, 2010.
7.3.5. Violation 9: Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition System
The SCADA system is used by operators in PG&E’s Gas Control to
continuously monitor and operate the gas transmission system. It is equipped
with alarms that are triggered to alert Gas Control that a line may be
approaching above- or below-normal pressures. Operators may then control
pressure in transmission lines through the use remotely-controlled valves and
compressor stations along PG&E’s transmission system.347
CPSD states that under PG&E’s policies, once an alarm is sounded, Gas
Control operators are to acknowledge the alarms and then have 10 minutes to

346

CPSD Opening Brief at 63

347

PG&E June 20, 2011 Response at 6B-13 & 6B-16.
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analyze and respond to the alarm.348 However, on September 9, 2010, many
alarms went unacknowledged and the operators could not analyze and respond
to the problem within the specified time.
CPSD maintains that “a company that chooses to monitor its system using
electronic communication is [ ] required to create, operate and maintain an
electronic system that will promote safety in the operation of the transmission
system.”349 However, CPSD believes that the information in the SCADA system
is deficient. As support, CPSD notes that the NTSB had found that “PG&E’s
supervisory control and data acquisition system limitations contributed to the
delay in recognizing that there had been a transmission line break and quickly
pinpointing its location.”350 CPSD therefore contends PG&E violated Pub. Util.
Code § 451 by failing to provide its control room operators with accurate and
useable SCADA displays. CPSD alleges that this is a continuing violation from
2008 to 2010.
PG&E concedes that the SCADA system displayed both reliable and
unreliable data due to power issues and the pressure increase at the Milpitas
Terminal on September 9, 2010. Due to the large number of alarms triggered at
the time and the inability to determine the reliability of all the alarms, gas control
operators did not respond immediately to the low-low alarms at Martin
Station.351 However, PG&E maintains that operators were able to take
appropriate remedial steps to address the pressure increase at the Milpitas
348

CPSD Opening Brief at 64.

349

CPSD Opening Brief at 64.

350

CPSD Opening Brief at 65.

351

Exh. PG&E-61 at 4-27 (Slibsager/Kazmirsky).
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Terminal.352 PG&E states that Line 132 ruptured before the remedial steps could
take effect.
PG&E further disputes that it took gas system operators thirty minutes to
recognize that there was a drop in pressure. It states that gas system operators
were notified by Concord Dispatch twelve minutes after the first low pressure
indication came on to report that there were flames in the San Bruno area.353
PG&E’s arguments are not persuasive. As its witnesses have testified,
SCADA information on September 9, 2010 was not entirely reliable due to power
issues and the pressure increase at the Milpitas Terminal.354 Consequently gas
control operators could not fully utilize the SCADA system to analyze the
incoming alarms or detect the location of the pipeline rupture. Further, PG&E’s
own testimony indicates that it was only after gas control operators were
contacted by Concord Dispatch regarding a report of flames in the San Bruno
area that they established that the low pressure alarm at Martin Station was
reliable.
As we have discussed in Violation 7 above, PG&E has violated Pub. Util.
Code § 451 by failing to have accurate SCADA diagrams on September 9, 2010.
We believe that the allegations raised by CPSD here are part of that violation, not
a separate violation. Accordingly, while we agree with CPSD that PG&E was
unable to utilize its SCADA system to quickly identify and address the low
pressure alarms at Milpitas Terminal, we do not find this to be a separate
violation.
352

PG&E Opening Brief at 86-87.

353

PG&E Opening Brief at 87-88.

354

Exh. PG&E-61 at 2-26.
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7.3.6. Violation 10: Emergency Response Plans
CPSD notes that federal regulations require each pipeline operator to
“establish written procedures to minimize the hazard resulting from a gas
pipeline emergency” and specify the minimum information the procedures must
contain, including procedures for the prompt and effective response to an
“explosion occurring near or directly involving a pipeline facility.”355 CPSD
contends that the PG&E’s emergency response plans were ineffective in guiding
personnel during the San Bruno incident because it was complex and difficult for
personnel to implement.356 CPSD notes that the checklists for overpressure
situations and fire/explosion situations were vague regarding the actions to be
taken and the responsible employee. Further, it notes that managers off-site had
to explain the emergency process to gas control operators. Based on these facts,
CPSD contends that there was a problem in the way the emergency plan was
written and/or accessed and the plan did not serve the needs of PG&E
employees and the public. CPSD therefore asserts that PG&E violated § 451
because its emergency response plan contributed to delays in responding to the
pipeline explosion in San Bruno.357
PG&E contends that CPSD’s arguments are unfounded. It first notes that
CPSD had audited PG&E’s emergency response plans in 2009 and 2010 and did
not find them to be deficient or difficult to use.358 PG&E further states that PG&E
witness Bull had reviewed the emergency plan and concluded that it was
355

49 CFR 192.615(a)(3)(iii).

356

CPSD Opening Brief at 66.

357

CPSD Opening Brief at 67.

358

PG&E Opening Brief at 90.
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compliant with all applicable regulatory guidance.359 Finally, PG&E argues that
CPSD witness Felts had concluded that the emergency plan was “too difficult to
use” based on hindsight and without the benefit of any training on the plan.360
We find that CPSD has failed to provide sufficient evidence to support a
conclusion that PG&E’s emergency response plan was difficult to use or
contributed to delays in responding to the pipeline explosion in San Bruno.
PG&E’s emergency response plan is to be used by transmission district field
personnel when responding to an emergency. PG&E has stated that these
individuals have been trained on the plan.361 PG&E notes that CPSD’s witness
Felts was not trained on the plan. As stated by PG&E witness Bull “A person
unfamiliar with the organization and text of an operator’s emergency plan, and
without the training, skills, and knowledge assessments required by the plan for
emergency responders, may well be confused by the plan’s layout and
organization.”362 Consequently, we do not find Ms. Felts’ criticism of the
organization of PG&E’s emergency response plan to support CPSD’s allegation
that it was difficult to use and contributed to PG&E’s delay in responding to the
San Bruno explosion.
7.4.

Violations Arising from CPSD Investigation

CPSD contends that PG&E impeded its investigation of the San Bruno
explosion and fire by failing to provide requested information. Violations 12 and
13 concern whether PG&E had a video recording of the Brentwood control room
359

PG&E Opening Brief at 91; see also, Exh. PG&E-61 at 4-43 – 4-46.

360

PG&E Opening Brief at 93.

361

Exh. PG&E-61 at 4-35:13-23.

362

Exh. PG&E-61 at 4-51:22-25.
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on September 9, 2010. Violation 14 concerns whether PG&E failed to fully
respond to CPSD’s data request regarding PG&E personnel at the Milpitas
Terminal on September 9, 2010.
7.4.1. Violation 12: Preservation of Records Related to
Brentwood Video Camera Six and Violation 13:
PG&E Data Responses Regarding Brentwood
Camera Six Video
7.4.1.1. Background
PG&E’s Gas Control room is located in San Francisco, with a backup
control room in Brentwood. The Brentwood facility is generally unoccupied, and
there are video surveillance cameras to monitor security system activation
events. Camera 6 monitors the Brentwood control room. On the evening of
September 9, 2010, there were gas personnel at both the San Francisco and the
Brentwood control rooms as part of PG&E’s quarterly testing of the Brentwood
facility.363
On September 13, 2010, the Commission’s Executive Director sent a letter
to PG&E directing, among other things that it:
7) Preserve all records related to the incident, including
work at the Milpitas Terminal during the month of
September 2010);
8) Preserve all records related to the maintenance or
modification of Line 132 by PG&E and/or its contractors
performed within the City of San Bruno over the past ten
(10) years364

363

Exh. CPSD-65 at 3:101- 4:125.

364

Exh. PG&E-26 at 1.
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This letter was subsequently affirmed by the Commission in Resolution L-403,
issued on September 24, 2010.365 In addition, PG&E’s General Counsel issued an
email on September 11, 2010 to all employees regarding records retention. This
email, titled “URGENT: Document Retention Relating to 9/9/10 San Bruno
Incident,” required employees to:
Preserve in its present state any potentially relevant
information and, in the case of any doubt, to preserve
information. We want nothing discarded that may contain
potentially relevant information.
1. “Potentially relevant information” includes all paper and
electronic documents (as described further below) … that
relate in any way to any potential gas leak or report of a
potential gas leak in San Bruno, the events of September 9,
2010 in San Bruno, or the operations, maintenance, and
controls of the Company’s natural gas transmission or
distribution systems in general and in San Bruno in
particular. If you have any doubt as to whether
information is potentially relevant, then you must
preserve that information.366
On September 21, 2011, CPSD issued Data Request 8. Question 16 of that
data request asked for “complete, unedited, and unredacted copies of all video
recordings and audio recordings from the Gas Control Rooms in San Francisco
and Brentwood for the period 4 p.m. September 9, 2010 through 6 a.m.
September 10, 2010.”367 On October 10, 2011, PG&E responded that there was no
video from the Brentwood control room because

365

Exh. PG&E-27 at 12 (OP 16 & 17).

366

Exh. PG&E-28 at 1-2 (emphasis in original).

367

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 16) GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_008-Q16 at 1.
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[v]ideo is recorded and retained on a digital video recorder
until it is automatically overwritten when the disk array
becomes full, which occurs after approximately 60 days. The
video recording from the Brentwood facility for September 9
and 10, 2010, was overwritten in this manner.368
PG&E subsequently revised its response on March 9, 2012. In the revised
response, PG&E stated that it had mistakenly believed the video recording of the
Brentwood control room had been overwritten when in fact no recording ever
existed. PG&E explained that it had recently discovered the digital video
recorder for Camera 6 had never been configured to record.369
7.4.1.2. Parties’ Positions
CPSD alleges two violations related to this event. First, it asserts that
PG&E failed to comply with the records preservation requirements
(Violation 12).370 It notes that neither of PG&E’s responses states that PG&E
“took any steps to comply with the preservation order” because PG&E’s revised
response suggests that PG&E had failed to check Camera 6 to determine whether
it was actually recording and to disengage the overwriting function.371 Second,
CPSD states that PG&E’s contradictory statements misled Commission staff and
impeded staff’s fact-finding process. Thus, CPSD alleges in Violation 13 that
PG&E’s actions resulted in a violation of Rule 1.1 of the Commission’s Rules of
Practice and Procedure (Rule 1.1).372
368

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 16) GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_008-Q16 at 1.

CPSD Opening Brief at 76; see also Exh. PG&E-25 at 2 (stating that Camera 6 was connected
to the Brentwood Terminal DVR, but due to an installation error, Camera 6 did not record).

369

370

CPSD Opening Brief at 77.

371

CPSD Opening Brief at 79.

372

CPSD Opening Brief at 83.
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PG&E disputes CPSD’s assertions. It contends that there could not have
been a violation of the preservation order because there was no video to
preserve. PG&E further argues that the “security camera at the Brentwood
facility provides no information other than possibly assisting in identifying the
physical movements of operators; it provides no operational information that
would have informed CPSD’s investigation.”373
PG&E also contends that there is no violation of Rule 1.1. While it
concedes that its original data response contained incorrect information, PG&E
states that CPSD was never misled with respect to the “central fact in the data
response – that the video did not exist.” Further, PG&E maintains that it had no
intention of misleading the Commission and did not know it had provided
incorrect information when it submitted its response on October 10, 2011.
Finally, PG&E notes that it self-disclosed as soon as it discovered the incorrect
information. This action, PG&E argues, demonstrates that its mistake was
“unknowing and unintentional.”374
7.4.1.3. Discussion
We agree with PG&E that the central fact is that the video recording for
Camera 6 does not exist. However, this fact is not the basis of CPSD’s alleged
violations, but rather the reasons why this is the case. In its Opening Brief, CPSD
had argued in Violation 12 that no video recording of Camera 6 exists because
PG&E failed to preserve the recording. However, in its Reply Brief, CPSD
withdrew Violation 12 with no explanation. Thus, the only issue here is whether

373

PG&E Opening Brief at 96.

374

PG&E Opening Brief at 99.
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PG&E’s October 10, 2011 data response about the video recordings for Camera 6
misled Commission staff and impeded their investigation in violation of Rule 1.1,
as alleged in Violation 13.
The e-mail from PG&E’s General Counsel specifically directed employees
to preserve “any potentially relevant information, and in the case of any doubt,
to preserve information.”375 It further emphasized: “If you have any doubt as to
whether information is potentially relevant, then you must preserve that
information.”376 PG&E witness Cochran testified that the cameras in Brentwood
facility were to address security needs, not operational needs.377 As such, the
security personnel did not think the directive from PG&E General Counsel
applied to security matters. However, these PG&E employees did not make any
further inquiries to Corporate Affairs to see if the security tapes at Brentwood
facility would be covered under the preservation order.378 Thus, despite having
doubts whether the tapes were subject to the preservation order, no further
inquiries or efforts to preserve the video recordings were made. PG&E’s General
Counsel’s e-mail clearly notes that determination of relevance (and thus, the
need to preserve a record) was to be made by Corporate Affairs, not line
employees. Regardless, the directives were to err on the side of caution, and
preserve all records. Had PG&E security employees made efforts to preserve the
video recordings as required by both the Commission and PG&E’s General

375

Exh. PG&E-28 at 1.

376

Exh. PG&E-28 at 2.

377

10 RT at 1520:14-16 (PG&E/Cochran).

378

10 RT at 1528:21 – 1529:6 (PG&E/Cochran).
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Counsel, they would have discovered that Camera 6 had not been properly
configured shortly after the San Bruno explosion, rather than 18 months later.379
Although PG&E is correct that there was no video recording of Camera 6
to preserve, it would not have known this to be a fact until after checking the
camera to see if there was a recording. The failure to inquire whether the
preservation order applied to security recordings at the Brentwood Facility, and
then to check for a video recording in Camera 6, meant that PG&E’s response to
CPSD’s data request was incorrect and misleading.
We disagree with PG&E that there was no violation of Rule 1.1 because
PG&E had not intended to mislead the Commission in its October 10, 2011 data
response. Rule 1.1 states:
Any person who signs a pleading or brief, enters an
appearance, offers testimony at a hearing, or transacts
business with the Commission, by such act represents that he
or she is authorized to do so and agrees to comply with the
laws of this State; to maintain the respect due to the
Commission, members of the Commission and its
Administrative Law Judges; and never to mislead the
Commission or its staff by an artifice or false statement of fact or
law.380
Under Rule 1.1, there is no requirement that there be an intention to
mislead the Commission. Rather, prior Commission decisions have held that a

Although not within the scope of this investigation, we find PG&E’s failure to verify that the
security system for the unmanned Brentwood Facility had been properly installed and
configured to work as specified to be of concern. Equally troubling is PG&E’s admission that,
although its procedures call for annual inspection of all security cameras and systems, the
security cameras at the Brentwood Facility have not been inspected for over two years. (10 RT
at 1529:37 – 1530:8 (PG&E/Cochran.)

379

380

Rules of Practice and Procedure, Rule 1.1 (emphasis added).
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violation of Rule 1.1 can result from a reckless or grossly negligent act. As we
have previously held:
there is also a line of Commission decisions which holds that
situations involving a failure to correctly cite a proposition of
law, a lack of candor or withholding of information, and a
failure to correctly inform and to correct the mistaken
information, are actionable Rule 1 violations. (See D.93-05-020,
D.92-07-084, D.92-07-078, D.90-12-038.) We believe that this
line of decisions supports the proposition that a violation of
Rule 1 can result from a reckless or grossly negligent act. The
misleading or misrepresentation that occurs as a result of the
reckless or grossly negligent act can cause the Commission to
expend additional staff resources in trying to resolve the
misleading statement.381
Moreover, as we noted in D.01-08-019, “the question of intent to deceive
merely goes to the question of how much weight to assign to any penalty that
may be assessed. The lack of direct intent to deceive does not necessarily,
however, avoid a Rule [1.1] violation.”382
In this instance, PG&E may very well have mistakenly believed that the
video in Camera 6 had been overwritten. However, this conclusion was because
it had failed to verify that its security system had been configured to operate as
specified, failed to take steps to preserve any recordings from the security
cameras at the Brentwood Facility, and failed to inquire with Corporate Affairs
Re Facilities-based Cellular Carriers and Their Practices, Operations and Conduct in Connection
with their Siting of Towers (D.94-11-018) (1994) 57 Cal. PUC 2d 176, 204; see also, Order Instituting
Investigation Into Southern California Edison Company's Electric Line Construction, Operation, and
Maintenance Practices Southern California Edison Company (D.04-04-065) 2004 Cal. PUC LEXIS
207 at *53.

381

In re Competition for Local Exchange Service; Order Instituting Investigation on the Commission’s
Own Motion into Competition for Local Exchange Service (D.01-08-019) (2001) 2001 Cal. PUC LEXIS
653 at *14.
382
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whether the security tapes were subject to the preservation order. We find
PG&E’s actions to be grossly negligent, as PG&E could and should have
discovered that Camera 6 had not been properly configured shortly after the San
Bruno explosion and fire. Based on its negligence, PG&E’s provided incorrect
information, which caused staff to expend additional time and resources. We
therefore find that PG&E violated Rule 1.1 at the time it submitted its October 10,
2011 data response.
Finally, PG&E appears to suggest that there is no harm even if it had failed
to preserve the video recording, since it believes there was little valuable
information that could have been obtained from the recording. PG&E is
reminded that a violation under Rule 1.1 is not based on whether the attempt to
mislead the Commission or its staff resulted in harm. Moreover, it is up to CPSD
to determine the value of information obtained from its data responses, not
PG&E. Indeed, as testified by witness Felts,
The video would have helped us understand who was
present, what hours they were present, who was sitting at the
controls. What we would have been able to see at least on two
of the dashes or the computers what was being viewed, if
anything, was being viewed. So there is quite a bit of
information that we could have obtained that would have
covered the entire time that people were present in the
facility.383
For the reasons stated above, we find that PG&E violated Rule 1.1 of the
Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure. We find this to be a continuing
violation that began on October 10, 2011, the date of PG&E’s initial response, and
continued until March 9, 2012, the date PG&E provided the amended response.
383

2 RT at 242:26-243:7 (CPSD/Felts).
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7.4.2. Violation 14: PG&E Data Responses
Regarding Personnel at Milpitas Terminal
on September 9, 2010
As part of its investigation in this proceeding, CPSD issued various data
requests requesting PG&E to identify all employees present at the Milpitas
Terminal who were working on the pressure problem on September 9, 2010.384
CPSD states that PG&E’s data responses failed to identify the Supervisor for the
Milpitas Terminal, who was present after 5:00 p.m. It contends that this
individual was not drug tested or deposed after the incident, and theorizes that
the NTSB never learned that he had been present. CPSD contends that PG&E’s
omission of the Supervisor’s presence at the time of the incident was a false or
misleading statement under Rule 1.1 and prejudiced CPSD’s investigation.385
PG&E maintains that CPSD’s data requests failed to ask PG&E to identify
the people in Milpitas Terminal handling the pressure problem on September 9,
2010 or who were present at the Milpitas Terminal after 5:00 p.m. on that date.
PG&E contends that since these questions were not asked, it did not provide the
name of the Supervisor in its data responses.386 PG&E believes that it “provided
good faith and complete responses to the questions it understood CPSD to be
asking.”387 Therefore, it states that CPSD has failed to establish that “PG&E acted
with purposeful intent, recklessness or gross negligence” when responding to the
data requests.
384

CPSD Opening Brief at 84.

385

CPSD Opening Brief at 86.

PG&E Opening Brief at 100-102. PG&E further notes that this individual was the acting
Supervisor for the Milpitas Terminal, and therefore was not headquartered at the Milpitas
Terminal. (PG&E Opening Brief at 101.)

386

387

PG&E Opening Brief at 102.
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We do not find PG&E’s explanations why it did not include the name of
the Supervisor in its response to CPSD’s data requests to be persuasive. PG&E
states that it “understood CPSD to be asking PG&E to identify the personnel on
the field crew who were involved in responding to the power and pressure
issues at Milpitas Terminal.”388 Based on the San Francisco Control Room
transcript, the Supervisor was working with one of the employees identified in
PG&E’s response to Data Request (DR) 8, Q. 8.d to “figure out what went wrong
with the PLC or the genius block there or whatever it was to cause this thing to go
haywire.”389 Based on its understanding of the question, PG&E should have
included the name of the supervisor who was working directly with an
employee responding to the power issues at Milpitas Terminal in its data
response. PG&E’s failure to do so, and its explanation why this name was not
included, leads us to conclude that PG&E’s October 10, 2011 response to DR 8,
Q. 8.d was misleading. Accordingly, we agree with CPSD and find that PG&E
violated Rule 1.1 in its response to this data request.
We further find PG&E violated Rule 1.1 in its December 17, 2011 response
to DR 30, Q.2. Contrary to PG&E’s assertion, CPSD’s data request did not ask for
an employee’s scheduled work hours on September 9, 2010, but to “[s]pecify the
hours each person identified was present on September 9, 2010 and summarize
388

PG&E Opening Brief at 100.

See TRANSCRIPT_SF_9.9.2010_2.05.43_PM_11.57.23_PM_20110113.pdf at 9.9.2010- 6.13.32PM- 607939000393895- 0001; see, also
TRANSCRIPT_SF_9.9.2010_2.05.43_PM_11.57.23_PM_20110113.pdf at 9.9.2010- 6.49.52- PM607939000393968- 0004 (“Right before the change of shift, we had [Transmission Mechanic] and
[Supervisor] at Milpitas working and something that happened while they were working was
all the data at Milpitas went out of range and we over pressured the mixer and we got up to 394
pounds on the outgoing line.”)
389
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the work that person performed during that time.”390 Given that this supervisor
was present at the Milpitas Terminal and was involved with trying to address
the power failure issues, PG&E should have provided a more complete response
to this data request. By failing to do so, PG&E violated Rule 1.1 by misleading
CPSD.
We agree with CPSD that these two violations should be considered
continuing violations. CPSD has asked that the violations be found to be
continuing until either the date of the decision in this proceeding or alternatively
until January 15, 2012, the date CPSD learned that PG&E’s responses to the data
requests were misleading. We find that it would be more appropriate to set the
termination date as January 15, 2012. Although it may well be that PG&E’s
failure to candidly respond to the data responses will negatively impact our
ability to reach an informed decision, the disclosure of PG&E’s misleading
information will ensure that we will not make a decision based on incomplete
facts.
7.5.
8.

Violation 15: WITHDRAWN

Alleged Violations Related to All Transmission
Lines including Line 132
PG&E contends that Violations 16-27 in the Felts Testimony and Felts

Supplemental Testimony substantially overlap Violation A.1 in the Duller/North
Testimony.391 It further asserts that one alleged violation, concerning PG&E’s GIS
assumed SMYS values, also overlaps with allegations raised in the Class Location

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 24) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 30, Q2, at 1
GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_030-Q02.pdf.

390

391

PG&E Reply Brief at 29.
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OII and the San Bruno OII.392 PG&E asserts that CPSD has created two violations
– one based on the cause and the other based on the effect – from the same
conduct. It argues that due process prohibits multiple penalties for the same
conduct. Moreover, PG&E notes that the two sets of violations raise the same
allegations and negative effects. As such, PG&E argues that the violations
overlap and should not be considered separately. Further, it maintains that it can
only be penalized once for this course of conduct.393
We find that PG&E overstates the findings in De Anza Santa Cruz Mobile
Estates Homeowners Ass’n v. De Anza Santa Cruz Mobile Estates (2001) 94 Cal. App.
4th 890 and Troensegaard v. Silvercrest Industries, Inc. (1985) 175 Cal. App. 3d 218.
In both those cases, the courts held that a single plaintiff was precluded from
recovering both punitive and statutory damages.394 Here, PG&E is subject to
statutory fines for any violations found in this proceeding. Further, PG&E may
be fined more than once for the same action, to the extent that action violates
more than one statute, regulation or rule. Any fines or remedies imposed by the
Commission as a result of the violations found in this proceeding are statutory,
not punitive. Consequently, the due process arguments raised by PG&E are
without merit.
The allegations raised by CPSD witness Felts in Violations 16-27 are
similar to the allegations raised by CPSD witnesses Duller/North in that they
pertain to PG&E’s entire gas transmission pipeline system. However, the

392

PG&E Reply Brief at 30.

393

PG&E Reply Brief at 32-33.

De Anza Santa Cruz Mobile Estates Homeowners Ass’n v. De Anza Santa Cruz Mobile Estates, 94
Cal. App. 4th at 912; Troensegaard v. Silvercrest Industries, Inc., 175 Cal. App. 3d at 228.

394
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violations alleged by witness Felts looks at PG&E’s various records on an
individual basis, while witnesses Duller/North consider the impact of PG&E’s
overall recordkeeping practices on these records. To the extent these violations
overlap, they reflect the severity of PG&E’s actions. As we have previously
discussed, the number and severity of the violation is a factor to be considered at
the time fines and remedies are imposed.
8.1.

Violation 16: Job Files

From at least 1929, PG&E construction jobs were assigned a job file
number by the accounting department.395 The purpose of Job Files is “[t]o record
original and as-built design and construction data concerning gas transmission
pipelines.”396 Job Files contain:
 Design drawings
 Job estimates
 Bills of materials
 Account documents
 Pressure test documents
 Weld inspection reports
 Information on pipe covering or coating, or cathodic protection system
(if installed as part of a job)
 Original design class location
 Manufacturing mill test records (for large jobs)
 Construction standards and specifications (for contractors)
 Permitting and environmental records397
395

CPSD Opening Brief at 88-89.

396

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-19 (Table 2A-3).

397

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-19 – 2A-20 (Table 2A-3).
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In this proceeding, PG&E refers to the Job File that contains original
documents as the “master job file.”398 PG&E states that that the master Job File would

be the file of record. Upon completion of a job, copies of the Job File are made
and PG&E has “historically sent copies of the job file (and its folders) to the
relevant mapping office, the gas transmission office in Walnut Creek and the
Bayshore storage facility.”399 According to PG&E witness Harrison, as-built
documentation would be in the Job Files sent to the Walnut Creek storage
facility, while Job Files sent to the Bayshore facility would contain plant
accounting cost reports.400
CPSD raises various violations related to the Job Files. First, it asserts that
many master Job Files are missing.401 In support of this assertion, CPSD notes
that although PG&E stated that the Emeryville facility served as the central
repository for master Job Files, many job folders were located outside of this
facility. Further, the Emeryville facility’s Job File index contained numerous
gaps in the sequence of job numbers. Finally, PG&E had acknowledged that it
did not have a system-wide index of all its pipeline Job Files.402 CPSD states that
because a Job File would contain detailed records of individual construction
projects, “loss of a job file represents the loss of virtually all of the information
about a particular construction project, which includes the physical
characteristics and the status of that segment of pipe as of the date of the
Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 17) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 17, Q5 at 1
GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_017-Q05supp.pdf

398

399

Exh. CPSD-36 at 10.

400

See, 3 Joint RT at 305:4 – 306:2 (PG&E/Harrison).

401

CPSD Opening Brief at 89.

402

CPSD Opening Brief at 168-169.
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project.”403 Consequently, “PG&E is missing data required for a successful risk
assessment of its pipelines.”404
CPSD additionally asserts that many Job Files were incomplete.405 Based
on its review of “thousands of records in the ECTS database of Job Files,” CPSD
concludes that many Job Files are missing “design and construction drawings,
[and] x-ray and pressure test reports.”406 For example, CPSD notes that as part of
the MAOP Records Validation Project, PG&E was able to find weld records in
only 5.7% of the transmission Job Files held in Emeryville. CPSD believes this
would lead to an inference that at least 94% of the Job Files in Emeryville were
incomplete.407 Additionally, PG&E stated that in connection with the MAOP
Validation Project, it found that “many of the underlying operating pressure
records that had been reviewed from 1973-1975 for grandfathered pipelines were
no longer available.”408 CPSD further notes that PG&E has admitted that records
may have been discarded or misplaced as a result of moves.409
CPSD further notes that in addition to no central repository for Job Files,
PG&E had copies of Job File documents in various field offices, leading to
duplicate Job Files. However, individual personnel could add other documents

403

Exh. CPSD-4 at 23:11-13 (Felts).

404

CPSD Opening Brief at 90.

405

CPSD Opening Brief at 89 & 167-168.

406

Exh. CPSD-4 at 23:21-22. & fn. 120.

407

CPSD Opening Brief at 167.

408

Exh. PG&E-61 at 4-9:21-22.

409

CPSD Opening Brief at 89.
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(e.g., construction inspection notes) to their own copies of Job Files that would be
not part of the master job file.410
Finally, CPSD contends that documents in Job Files are disorganized.
CPSD witness Felts states
There’s no means for going into a job file – or now ECTS – and
finding what you need within the file because there’s no
structure to the file. So even if you had a file that was
complete, for instance, one of them has 80,000 pages in it,
there would be no way to find what you’re looking for
without rum imagining [sic] through the entire 80,000
pages.411
CPSD concludes that these deficiencies in the Job Files make it “impossible
for PG&E engineers with safety responsibility to efficiently and timely use Job
Files to promote safety.”412 Consequently, CPSD asserts that PG&E has violated
Pub. Util. Code § 451, ASME B.31.8 and PG&E’s own internal policies requiring
retention of engineering records.413
PG&E does not dispute that records have been discarded or misplaced.414
However, it argues that CPSD has failed to demonstrate that any Job Files were
in fact missing, or that the organization of the Job Files constituted a violation of
the law.415 PG&E further notes that it has historically taken a decentralized
approach to records management due to the company’s large geographic
Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 17) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 17, Q5 at 1,
GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_017-Q05.

410

411

2 RT at 317:12-20 (CPSD/Felts).

412

CPSD Opening Brief at 87.

413

CPSD Opening Brief at 88.

414

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-9.

415

PG&E Opening Brief at 102.
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footprint. In order to share critical information, “some measure of duplication of
records have historically been necessary to effectively and safely manage PG&E’s
extensive natural gas system.”416 Further, “given the technology available, the
logistics involved in copying and moving copies of drawings and other
documents around the state, a decentralized approach made sense.”417 Finally,
PG&E notes that nobody from PG&E had found that the Job Files were
organized in an unsafe of inaccessible fashion.418
PG&E disputes CPSD’s conclusion that there are missing Job Files. It
states that gaps in the sequence of job numbers do not mean there are missing
Job Files. It notes that PG&E issues job numbers for jobs in all lines of business
within the utility. Consequently, “[g]aps between one gas transmission job
number and another may reflect intervening gas distribution, electric, hydro and
other projects – not missing gas transmission jobs.”419 As such, PG&E contends
that CPSD is unsupported because CPSD fails to provide any facts to support
that Job Files were missing.420
We do not find PG&E’s argument persuasive. As previously discussed,
PG&E is the keeper of all its records. As such, it is in the best position to identify
the “gas distribution, electric, hydro and other projects” that had been assigned
job numbers between gas transmission jobs. PG&E cannot claim that CPSD
failed to present evidence to support its claim that the gaps in the sequence of job
416

PG&E Opening Brief at 103.

417

Exh. PG&E-62 at MD-22 (PG&E/Dunn).

418

PG&E Opening Brief at 104.

419

PG&E Opening Brief at 103; see also Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-37 (Harrison).

420

PG&E Reply Brief at 76-78.
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numbers represented missing gas transmission Job Files if PG&E does not first
identify the job numbers assigned to non-gas transmission jobs. Further, CPSD
states
Despite PG&E assertions that the missing job numbers were
used by PG&E divisions other than gas, the evidence proves
that they were not. Nearly half (49%) of the job numbers
reviewed in the 1 – 10,000 range in PG&E’s new GIS were
from these missing Job Files – files that had been identified on
the primary source documents and plat sheets used to
populate the GIS.421
Based on the evidence presented by CPSD, and PG&E’s inability to demonstrate
that the missing job numbers were assigned to PG&E Divisions other than gas,
we find that it would be reasonable to infer that the gaps in the sequence of Job
Files include missing gas transmission Job Files.
We are also not persuaded that a decentralized approach to recordkeeping
excuses PG&E from not maintaining complete and accurate Job Files. PG&E
states that despite having multiple copies of Job Files in the field, “standard
operating procedures” required copies of any redlines or other updates to be
incorporated into the master job file in a timely manner.422 However, PG&E
witness Dunn then testifies that it was not feasible for PG&E to create “an
updated Master Job File and a central catalog or index.”423 Further, witness
Dunn could not confirm that PG&E employees had actually complied with the
standard operating procedures to update the master Job Files. We find that
while PG&E’s decentralized approach to recordkeeping may have made sense
421

CPSD Reply Brief at 75 (citing Exh. CPSD-9 at 1-3).

422

Exh. PG&E-62 at MD-23 (PG&E/Dunn).

423

Exh. PG&E-62 at MD-23 (PG&E/Dunn).
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from an operational standpoint, the lack of a master job file index and multiple
copies of Job Files, created a situation where PG&E did not necessarily know
which job file was the “master.”424 Thus, regardless of PG&E’s approach to
recordkeeping, it should have had a means to track the location of the master Job
Files and to ensure that they were updated in accordance with standard
operating procedures.
We agree with CPSD that missing or incomplete Job Files would adversely
impact PG&E’s ability to operate its pipeline system in a safe manner. Since
PG&E has represented that the hardcopy Job Files containing original documents
are the file of record, it should ensure that these hardcopy files are accounted for,
complete and accurate. As noted by CPSD, the Job Files it reviewed were
missing important safety information, including “hydrotest records, pipe
manufacturer records, [and] age of pipe (as opposed to date of installation.”425
PG&E has stated that all of these types of records are to be included in Job
Files.426 Since PG&E states that the Job Files are one of its primary sources of
data in its integrity management program,427 missing and incomplete Job Files
would affect its risk assessment and pipe replacement program.
Finally, we find that the evidence supports the conclusion that the contents
of the Job Files were disorganized to the point of creating an unsafe situation.
424

As a further source of concern, since employees at the various locations may add their own
documents or notations to the Job Files, the copies are only substantially similar to the master
Job Files, not duplicates. This would present further problems if different copies contain
different or conflicting information.

425

CPSD Reply Brief at 76-77 (citations omitted).

426

See, PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-19 – 2A-20 (Table 2A-3).

427

See Section 8.9 below; see also, PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-26 (Table 2A-3).
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Although PG&E witness Harrison testified that in his experience, the Job Files for
large projects, such as Line 300, would be well organized, he also stated that
Job Files for small jobs, such as GM 136471 which installed Segment 180, would
not be as well organized.428 Additionally, CPSD notes that PG&E employees
have spent “a total of 250,000 man days of work from January 2011 through to
March 26, 2013 to gather, review, catalogue and index, copy, and analyze PG&E
Job Files for all phases of MAOP validation.”429 This would suggest that, despite
the fact that no PG&E employee had expressly stated that the Job Files were
difficult to use, the master Job Files were not updated on a regular basis, were
not readily located, nor organized in a consistent manner.
In light of these considerations, we find that PG&E’s recordkeeping
practices with respect to Job Files adversely impacts its ability to operate its gas
transmission pipeline system in a safe manner. This constitutes a violation of
Pub. Util. Code § 451. Moreover, PG&E’s internal procedures specify the records
to be retained in Job Files. Thus, incomplete Job Files also constitute a violation
of PG&E’s own internal policies.
CPSD states that Violation 16 is a continuing violation that began in 1987.
CPSD explains that it selected 1987 as the starting date for Violation 16 because
that was when PG&E purposely discontinued keeping the Pipeline History Files,
which were based on the Job Files.430 Ms. Felts further notes that based on her
review of the records, “it appeared that it’s the mid to late ‘80s when files started

428

3 Joint RT at 282:4-6 & 310:24-26 (PG&E/Harrison).

429

CPSD Reply Brief at 79 (citation omitted).

430

2 RT at 320:4-25 (CPSD/Felts).
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to sort of become disorganized and disappear.”431 CPSD further contends that
this violation will continue until the missing job file is found or the piece of pipe
related to the job file is replaced.432
PG&E contends that CPSD has not demonstrated that this should be
considered a continuing violation. First, it notes that CPSD has no proof of the
start date of the violation.433 Further, it notes that since CPSD cannot identify the
records that are missing, PG&E has no “reasonable opportunity to cure” the
alleged violation.434
As we have discussed in Section 5.2.2, CPSD’s witnesses have provided
sufficient evidence to support the starting dates for their alleged violations.
Here, CPSD witness Felts explained that the start date was based on when
records in the Job Files became disorganized and the date that Pipeline History
Files were discontinued. We agree that this start date is appropriate. As the
keeper of the records, PG&E could have refuted this by demonstrating that it had
the necessary records in its Job Files after 1987.
We further agree with CPSD that this should be considered a continuing
violation. Although PG&E correctly states that CPSD cannot identify the records
that are missing, it is able to cure the missing information through the testing of
its pipelines and ensuring that there are records to ensure their ongoing safe
operations. Indeed, the PSEP Decision adopted a Pipeline Safety Enhancement
Plan for PG&E, which consisted of the following two programs:
431

2 RT at 320:10-12 (CPSD/Felts).

432

2 RT at 322:1 – 323:12 (CPSD/Felts).

433

PG&E Reply Brief at 81.

434

PG&E Reply Brief at 82.
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The first program, PG&E’s Pipeline Modernization Program,
provides for testing, replacing, reducing operating pressure,
conducting in-line inspections as well as retrofitting to allow
for in-line inspection, and adding automatic or remotelycontrolled shut-off valves. The second program, the Pipeline
Records Integration Program will enable PG&E to finish its
records review and establish complete pipeline features data
for the gas transmission pipelines and pipeline system
components, and the Gas Transmission Asset Management
Project, a substantially enhanced and improved electronic
records system.435
While the programs adopted in the PSEP Decision will not immediately
cure this violation, we find that it sets in place the means by which PG&E shall
do so. Additionally, PG&E’s failure to comply with the mandates of the PSEP
Decision shall subject it penalties under Pub. Util. Code § 2107. In light of these
considerations, we find that the end date of this violation should be set as
December 20, 2012, the effective date of the PSEP Decision.
8.2.

Violation 17: Pipeline History Files

In addition to the Job Files, PG&E maintained information in Pipeline
History Files between 1969 and 1987. The Pipeline History File was located in
the various field offices and “was the same information [as the Job Files] but it
was organized linearly along the line” by mile point.436 PG&E witness Harrison
states that engineers would find these files a “more convenient way to look at the
files” since all jobs for a particular line would be located together.437 The Pipeline
History Files were the source of the data used to develop PG&E’s Pipeline
435

PSEP Decision 2012 Cal.P.U.C. LEXIS 660 at *44.

436

3 Joint RT at 286:23-25 & 288:2. (PG&E/Harrison.)

437

3 Joint RT at 288:3-25. (PG&E/Harrison.)
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Survey Sheets.438 The data from the Pipeline Survey Sheets were ultimately
transferred into PG&E’s GIS system.439
Standard Practice 463.7, effective December 1, 1969,440 required a Pipeline
History File to contain the following information for the life of the facility:
a. Pipeline or main number;
b. Dates of original installation and subsequent changes
requiring work orders;
c. Design and construction data covering the original
installation and subsequent revisions requiring work
orders or GM estimates;
d. MAOP of each section;
e. Type of protective coating originally or subsequently
installed and the existing condition of the coating;
f. Cathodic protection installations showing locations,
ratings, and installation dates;
g. Record of pipeline or main inspections;
h. Record of pipeline or main leakage surveys and repairs;
i. Record of location class surveys;
j. Record of pipeline or main sections where hoop stress
corresponding to MAOP exceeds that permitted for new
pipelines or mains in the particular class location;
k. Initial or most recent strength test data;
l. Special studies and surveys made as a result of unusual
operating or maintenance conditions, such as earthquakes,
slides, floods, failures, leakage, internal or external

438

Exh. PG&E-61 at 2-22.

439

Exh. PG&E-61 at 2-23.

440

PG&E Documents P2-1336.pdf and P2-1337.pdf.
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corrosion or substantial changes in cathodic protection
requirements;
m. Annual summary of existing condition of pipelines and
mains based upon available records as per Exhibit A; and
n. Specifications for materials and equipment, installation,
testing, and fabrication shall be included or
cross-referenced to this file.
This Standard Practice was discontinued in 1987.441 Although PG&E
cannot locate any records maintained pursuant to Standard Practice 463.7, it
cannot state conclusively whether they were discarded or destroyed.442 Further,
“PG&E is unable to state what steps it took to ensure that all information kept
and maintained pursuant to Standard Practice No. 463.7 would continue to be
available after the standard practice was eliminated.”443
CPSD contends that Standard Practice 463.7 was implemented in response
to requirements under GO 112-B.444 It notes that the stated purpose of the
Pipeline History Files was “to provide a current and uniform history record for
pipelines (and mains) that have a Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure
(MAOP) resulting in hoop stress equal to or greater than 20% of the Specified
Minimum Yield Strength (SMYS).”445 It further argues that even if the Pipeline

441

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 25)PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 34, Q1(f) and Attachment 5.
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_034-Q01;GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_
DR_CPUC_034-Q01Atch05.)

442

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 25) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 34, Q1(h) at 3.
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_034-Q01.)

443

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 25) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 34, Q1(g) at 3
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_034-Q01.)

444

CPSD Opening Brief at 93.

445

CPSD Opening Brief at 93 (citing P2-400.pdf at 91).
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History Files were duplicative of Job Files, data in the Pipeline History Files were
used to complete the Pipeline Survey Sheets. The Pipeline Survey Sheets, in turn,
served as the source of data for GIS and PG&E’s integrity management model.446
CPSD maintains that since PG&E did not retain a good and complete set of
Job Files (see Violation 16 above), the Pipeline History Files may have contained
the only copy of some records.447 CPSD further notes
PG&E’s engineers must have known that Job Files were not
updated with annual survey-type data that was stored in the
Pipeline History Files. If PG&E did knowingly and purposely
purged the Pipeline History Files from all offices, it did so
knowing it was destroying unique records underlying the
Pipeline Survey Sheets, the GSAVE data base and, ultimately,
GIS data.448
CPSD contends that failure to retain the Pipeline History Files constitutes a
violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451, ASME B.31.8, PG&E’s internal policies
requiring the retention of engineering records and GO 112-B through 112-E.449
CPSD contends that this violation began in 1987, based on testimony from PG&E
witness Phillips450 and continued through 2010.
PG&E contends that there is no legal requirement to maintain Pipeline
History Files. Rather, these files were required under Standard Practice 463.7.
However, once this Standard Practice was rescinded, there was no longer any

446

CPSD Opening Brief at 101.

447

CPSD Opening Brief at 95.

448

CPSD Opening Brief at 96.

449

CPSD Opening Brief at 92-93.

450

CPSD Opening Brief at 100-101; see also, Exh. PG&E-61 at 2-21:27 (“When SP 463.7 was
rescinded no later than October 1987…”).
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requirement to maintain the Pipeline History Files.451 Additionally, PG&E
argues that even though the Pipeline History Files were no longer available, the
Pipeline Survey Sheets were retained after Standard Practice 463.7 was
rescinded.452 These sheets contained a plan view scale map showing the location
of the pipeline, as well as tabular information of pipe data, test data, operating
data, pipe casing diameter and footage and location data.453 Therefore, PG&E
maintains that discarding the Pipeline History Files did not result in the loss of
any data that PG&E was required to maintain.
PG&E further notes that one of the reasons the Pipeline History Files did
not need to be maintained is because these files contained copies of documents
maintained elsewhere.454 Consequently, PG&E asserts that even if the Pipeline
History Files were disposed, the information contained in those files was
available from other sources, including Job Files.455
We find that CPSD has not demonstrated that PG&E’s failure to retain the
Pipeline History Files constitutes a violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451, ASME
B.31.8, PG&E’s internal policies requiring the retention of engineering records
and GO 112-B through 112-E. CPSD’s own witnesses have acknowledged that
the Pipeline History Files contain copies of records obtained from other sources.
Thus, although Pipeline History Files contained copies of records that were not
included in Job Files, the original records would have been retained elsewhere.
451

PG&E Opening Brief at 106.

452

Exh. PG&E-61 at 2-22 (PG&E/Phillips).

453

Exh. PG&E-61 at 2-22 (PG&E/Phillips).

454

3 Joint RT at 286:12-25 (PG&E/Harrison).

455

7 RT at 1115:19 – 1116:4 (PG&E/Phillips); see also Exh. PG&E-61 at 2-21.
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We find no statutory or regulatory requirement for PG&E to retain duplicate
copies of documents in a separate file. CPSD may be correct that the Pipeline
History Files may have “contained important safety information that cannot now
be located in Job Files.”456 However, that safety information should have been
part of the Job Files. Thus even if the Pipeline History Files had this information,
that would not have alleviated PG&E’s responsibility to maintain complete and
accurate Job Files.
We are also not persuaded by CPSD’s arguments that PG&E violated Pub.
Util. Code § 451 and the applicable industry codes by rescinding Standard
Practice 463.7. PG&E has stated that Pipeline History Files provided a more
convenient way to look at information regarding pipe segments. However, as
PG&E notes, there was no requirement to maintain Pipeline History Files. While
pipeline operators are required to maintain certain records, there are generally
no specifications on how these records are to be organized (e.g. by job as in the
Job Files or by pipe segment as in the Pipeline History Files). PG&E’s decision to
eliminate duplicate records and to no longer maintain files organized by pipe
segment may have been shortsighted, but does not rise to the level of a violation.
8.3.

Violation 18: Design and Pressure Test Records

As discussed in Section 7.2.1 in connection with Segment 180, PG&E
represented that it conducted strength tests since at least 1955, consistent with
the ASME B.31.8 standards, GO 112 and/or the federal regulations. Although
these standards and regulations require the retention of pressure test records,
PG&E has admitted “it has not located some historic pipeline records, including

456

CPSD Reply Brief at 82.
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strength test reports that should have been retained.”457 Although PG&E’s
standards require that strength test records be maintained in Job Files, CPSD
notes that PG&E has identified 23,760 pipe segments (approximately 435.7 miles)
in Class 3 and 4 High Consequence Areas as lacking strength test records.458
CPSD maintains that the Commission should infer that PG&E’s inability to locate
the files means that PG&E never conducted strength tests for these pipe
segments, conducted strength tests but never created test records, or destroyed
the strength test records.459
CPSD concludes that in the absence of pipe strength test results, “PG&E
cannot ensure the safety of the pipe without digging it up and testing it again.”460
CPSD maintains that PG&E should be found to have committed thousands of
violations, based on the information contained in Exhibit TURN-4.461 Further, it
maintains that the failure to keep pressure test records should be considered a
continuing violation since “PG&E transports gas daily through its pipes – each
day it does so without the lawfully required information causes a diminishment
of gas safety.”462
CPSD contends that failure to maintain strength test records constitutes a
violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451, ASME B.31.8, GO 112 through 112-B and

457

Exh. PG&E-61 at 1-1:20-21.

458

CPSD Opening Brief at 104 & 166; see also, Exh. TURN-4.

459

CPSD Opening Brief at 101 & 166.

460

CPSD Opening Brief at 108.

461

CPSD Opening Brief at 109.

462

CPSD Opening Brief at 108.
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PG&E’s internal records retention policies.463 CPSD contends that these are
continuing violations which run from 1956 to 2010.464 CPSD states that it selected
this date because “beginning in 1956, [PG&E] was required to hydrostatically
test, to record the results accurately and fully, and to retain the test results for the
entire operational life of the pipe installed.”465
PG&E disputes CPSD’s allegations, noting “the problem of missing or
incomplete pipeline records, particularly for vintage pipelines, is an
industry-wide phenomenon by no means confined to PG&E.”466 It argues “logic
dictates that any attempt to impose liability for violation of ‘good engineering
standards’ must consider the actual standards and practices widely employed
across the industry.”467 Additionally, PG&E notes that 49 CFR 192.517(a)
requires operators to retain records for each strength test conducted, not to retain
records of strength tests on a segment by segment basis.468 Further, it argues that
since 49 CFR 192.505(a) (relating to the pressure tests) does not define the term
“segment,” PG&E’s use of that term in Exhibit TURN-4 “could also be multiple
segments from this spreadsheet.”469 Thus, PG&E contends that the requirement
is based on the section of pipe tested, not the segments.470 As such, it argues that

463

Exh. CPSD-3 at 12.

464

CPSD Opening Brief at 108.

465

CPSD Opening Brief at 106.

466

PG&E Opening Brief at 108.

467

PG&E Reply Brief at 87.

468

PG&E Reply Brief at 86.

469

6 RT at 1004:26-27 (PG&E/Singh).

470

6 RT at 1005:6-12 (PG&E/Singh).
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CPSD and TURN cannot base the number of missing strength test records on the
number of segments for which PG&E has not located a written pressure test
record.471 Moreover, PG&E maintains that CPSD has not proven that the
pressure test records are in fact missing. As PG&E witness Harrison states,
PG&E has not given up looking for those records and still hopes to find them.472
PG&E further asserts that CPSD failed to cite to any evidence to support
the 1956 start date.473 It contends that there was no law or statute dating from
1956 that “required operators to maintain in perpetuity records for those
pressure tests that they did conduct.”474 Finally, PG&E argues that since this
violation could not be cured (i.e., the lost records could not be retrieved), it
cannot be considered a continuing violation.475
PG&E’s arguments appear to attempt to minimize the significance and
number of missing pressure test records. The fact that other operators may also
have missing pressure test records, does not excuse PG&E’s recordkeeping
shortcomings. PG&E has not, and cannot, cite to any authority that would lead
us to conclude that failure to comply with a statute or regulation is not a
violation on the grounds that its actions are the same as “a hundred different
operators across the U.S.” Further, we do not find it credible that a “good
engineering standard” would be to have missing pipeline records.

471

PG&E Reply Brief at 85.

472

2 Joint RT at 256:15-19 (PG&E/Harrison).

473

PG&E Reply Brief at 87-88.

474

Id.

475

PG&E Opening Brief at 110.
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Similarly, we do not find any of PG&E’s other arguments to be persuasive.
Although the Federal Regulations do not define the term “segment”, PG&E has
defined this term as part of its implementation of the regulations and tracks
pipeline information based on its definition. PG&E cannot now argue that CPSD
and TURN have incorrectly determined the number of missing pressure test
records based on information provided by PG&E. Further, even if PG&E were
correct that each pressure test record would contain several pipe segments, there
would still be a significant number of pressure test records that have not yet been
located. Despite PG&E’s hope that it will locate these missing records in the
future, such an outcome becomes increasingly unlikely with the passage of time.
Finally, PG&E is reminded that it is responsible for retaining the pressure
test records, not CPSD or TURN. Contrary to PG&E’s arguments, there was no
requirement that a pressure test be maintained “in perpetuity.” Rather, there
was a requirement that they be retained for the life of the pipe. As CPSD notes, it
is impossible to ascertain whether pressure test records are missing because no
pressure test had been conducted, no record of the pressure test had been created
or the record of the pressure test had been lost or destroyed. By failing to do so,
we may draw an adverse inference that the missing records have been discarded.
For the reasons discussed above, we find that PG&E has failed to retain
pressure test records as required by Pub. Util. Code § 451, ASME B.31.8, GO 112
through 112-B and PG&E’s internal records retention policies. We agree with
CPSD that this violation commenced in 1956. CPSD has provided a reasonable
explanation for selecting this date. Further, we find this to be a continuing
violation. PG&E operates its pipelines every day, and the failure to have records
to ensure that they are operating at the proper pressure presents a safety risk.
PG&E may cure this violation by retesting the pipelines with missing pressure
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reports. Indeed, as part of its MAOP validation project, it is doing so. Consistent
with our discussion regarding the end date for Violation 16 in Section 8.1 above,
we find that the end date of this violation should be set as December 20, 2012, the
effective date of the PSEP Decision.
8.4.

Violation 19: Weld Maps and Weld Inspection Records

PG&E states that over the past 55 years, it has generally conducted two
types of tests to identify weld defects before putting pipe into service:
1. inspection of girth welding using x-ray, visual, ultrasonic,
and magnetic particle imaging as appropriate.
2. pressure tests.476
For pipe in service, the primary way PG&E would identify weld defects or
failures was at the time it detected and repaired a pipe leak.477
Prior to 2008, A-Forms included construction defects and
material failures as options for the cause of the leak. In March
2008, PG&E modified the A-Form to enable field employees to
record weld failure as the cause of the leak.”478
PG&E states that whenever pre-service weld tests were performed, the test
records would be placed in the Job Files.479 Copies of the A-Forms would be
maintained in either Job Files or in separate files located in the local office.480
CPSD states that weld inspection reports “document the integrity of the
installed pipe” and are “an important source of information about the quality of
476

PG&E June 20, 2011 Response at 7-3.

477

PG&E June 20, 2011 Response at 7-5.

478

PG&E June 20, 2011 Response at 7-5. A-Forms have previously been known as “Leak Test
Reports” and “Pipe Shut Down” records.
479

PG&E June 20, 2011 Response at 7-3.

480

PG&E June 20, 2011 Response at 7-5.
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welds.”481 It notes that PG&E’s Standard Practice 1605 required weld inspections
and that PG&E retain the weld inspection reports for the life of the facility.482
However, based on discussions with PG&E in its Rocklin Office and review of
PG&E’s Enterprise Compliance Tracking System (ECTS) database, CPSD
determined that very few weld records could be found in the Job Files and that
PG&E did not retain any weld records beyond 5 years.483
CPSD asserts that PG&E failed to retain weld maps and weld inspection
records in violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451, ASME B.31.8, 49 CFR 192.241 and
192.243, GO 112, GO 112-A, GO 112-B and PG&E’s Standard Practice 1605.484
CPSD contends that this violation applies to all missing weld inspection reports
starting from 1930 and will continue until the records are found or the pipe is
replaced.485
PG&E asserts that there is no regulatory requirement to maintain weld
maps and weld inspection records.486 Additionally, it notes that CPSD had even
conceded that it was not industry practice to create weld maps, much less retain
them for the life of the pipe.487 According to PG&E, weld maps have limited
value and, thus, are not records that need to be created and retained.488 Finally,
481

CPSD Opening Brief at 110 & 111.

482

CPSD Opening Brief at 110-111; see also P2-1286 (SP 1605, Standard Procedure for Inspection of
Welds on Gas Piping Systems, dated October 28, 1963).

483

Exh. CPSD-2 at 34-36.

484

CPSD Opening Brief at 110.

485

2 RT 331:15-19 (CPSD/Felts).

486

PG&E Opening Brief at 110.

487

PG&E Opening Brief at 112.

488

PG&E Opening Brief at 110.
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PG&E argues that even if CPSD could prove there were missing weld maps and
weld inspection records, CPSD failed to establish that this was a continuing
violation.489
There is no dispute that PG&E, through its voluntary compliance with
ASME B.31.8, or as directed pursuant to GO 112 or 49 CFR 192, has been required
to conduct weld inspection prior to putting pipelines into service. ASME B.31.8
§ 828.2 addresses the inspection and tests of welds intended to operate at 20% or
more of SMYS, while §§ 829.1 – 829.9 specify the standards of acceptability of
welds and repair of defects.490 The ASME B.31.8 weld inspection requirements
were incorporated into GO 112, GO 112-A, and GO 112-B with minor
modifications.491 Additionally, § 206.1 of these General Orders specified the
minimum inspections of various types of welds and stated “A record shall be
made of the results of the tests and the method employed.”492 49 CFR 192.241(b)
required non-destructive testing of pipelines operated at or above 20% of SMYS
unless:
(1) the pipeline has a nominal diameter of less than six inches;
or
(2) the pipeline is to be operated at a pressure that produces a
hoop stress of less than 40 percent or SMYS and the welds
are so limited in number that nondestructive testing is
impractical.

489

PG&E Reply Brief at 91.

490

Exh. PG&E-47.

491

Exh. PG&E-4 (GO 112); Exh. CPSD-36A (GO 112-A); Exh. CPSD-60 (GO 112-B).

492

Exh. PG&E-4 (GO 112) at 4; CPSD-36A (GO 112-A) at 4; Exh. CPSD-60 (GO 112-B) at 4.
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49 CFR 192.243(f) requires that an operator “retain, for the life of the
pipeline, a record showing by milepost, engineering station, or by geographic
feature, the number of girth welds made, the number nondestructively tested,
the number rejected, and the disposition of the rejects.”
We do not find PG&E’s arguments that it was not required to retain weld
inspection reports to be supported by the record. As noted above, since 1955,
PG&E has either voluntarily or been required to conduct weld inspections.
PG&E represented that its construction practices in 1955 included “x-ray
inspections of all tie-in welds, welds to fittings, and welds near river crossings, as
well as between five and ten percent of all other girth welds.”493 PG&E’s June 20,
2011 Response states that weld inspection reports were part of the Job Files.494
Based on PG&E’s construction practices in 1955 and the contents in a job file, it
would be reasonable for CPSD to conclude that every job file would contain at
least one weld inspection report reflecting tests conducted at the time the
pipeline was installed. Since the job file is the master file for PG&E’s operations,
maintenance and integrity management programs, it would be expected that all
documents in that file would be retained for the life of the pipeline. However, as
CPSD notes, only 6% of PG&E’s Job Files contain weld inspection reports.495
Further, even absent the legal requirement to retain weld inspection
records, PG&E’s own internal practices mandated that they be retained. PG&E
adopted Standard Practice 1605 in 1963 to establish a minimum weld inspection
procedure for all gas pipelines in accordance with GO 112. The standard practice
493

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 6A-4.

494

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-19 (Table 2A-3).

495

CPSD Reply Brief at 89.
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required that inspection reports be retained for the life of the pipeline facility.
Additionally, PG&E document D-40, Weld Inspection, required records of visual
and magnetic particle inspections be maintained in the job file, and that these
records “be retained for the life of the facility in the job file.”496
Since PG&E is responsible for retaining and maintaining these reports, we
infer that PG&E has lost or destroyed weld inspection reports. This is a violation
of ASME B.31.8 § 828.2, GO 112 § 206.1, GO 112-A § 206.1, GO 112-B § 206.1,
49 CFR 192.241 and 192.243, and PG&E’s Standard Practice 1605.
We do not find, however, that CPSD has demonstrated a violation
regarding the weld maps. CPSD has shown that, in retrospect, weld maps would
have facilitated the location of a weld. However, failure to retain the weld maps
does not render PG&E’s operations unsafe – just more difficult. Further, PG&E’s
practices do not require the retention of weld maps in Job Files. As such, we
agree with PG&E that there was no requirement to retain weld maps.
Finally, we do not agree with CPSD that this violation commenced in 1930.
Although it states “there were no regulatory requirements to inspect girth
welds” prior to GO 112, CPSD contends that “doing so would have been a
necessary practice to ensure the integrity of installed pipe and safe operations.”497
However, there is no evidence in the record that this was in fact an industry
practice or a practice followed by PG&E in the 1930’s. Consequently, we find
that it is more appropriate to set the date this violation commenced as 1955,
which is when PG&E represented to this Commission that weld inspections were

496

D-40, Weld Inspection (P2-15), dated March 23, 2009, at 3.

497

CPSD Opening Brief at 110.
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part of its construction practices.498 This starting date is further supported, since
the 1955 ASME B.31.8 included a procedure for weld inspections, and PG&E has
represented that it followed ASME standards.499
We also agree with CPSD that this is a continuing violation. PG&E had
notice that it was required to conduct weld inspections and retain these
inspection reports. While it may not have been possible to locate the missing
weld records, PG&E could have cured this violation through inspection of all
welds. Consistent with our discussion regarding the end date for Violation 16 in
Section 8.1 above, we find that the end date of this violation should be set as
December 20, 2012, the effective date of the PSEP Decision.
8.5.

Violation 20: Operating Pressure Records

Operating pressure records track the operating pressure history over the
life of a pipe. CPSD states that these records would contain pressure readings at
certain points in time and provide a history of the maximum and minimum
pressures over time.500 CPSD states that information regarding the highest
operating pressure and the duration at that level could affect the condition of the
pipe and welds and is relevant in determining the remaining life of the pipe.501
Thus, it maintains that pipeline operating pressure records are important for risk
assessment and determining the expected life of the pipe.502 Further, CPSD notes

498

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 6A-4.

499

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 17) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 15, Q6 at 1-2,
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_015-Q6.pdf).

500

2 RT at 338:26 – 339:10 (CPSD/Felts).

501

Exh. CPSD-2 at 37:13-18.

502

CPSD Opening Brief at 115-116.
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that large differentials over time in operating pressure of a pipe would lead to
failure of PG&E’s pipes as a consequence of cyclic fatigue. It contends that
pursuant to 49 CFR 192.617(e)(2) gas operators must evaluate this information for
integrity management purposes.503
CPSD next argues that PG&E does not maintain its operating pressure
records in an accessible manner. For example, it states that in order to obtain
operating pressure records for a certain period of time, an engineer would need
to search through all the Job Files.504 CPSD therefore concludes that the records
are essentially unavailable.505
CPSD further contends that PG&E “has no ‘life of the plant’ record of
operating pressures for the life of its pipelines” and has acknowledged that it no
longer has historic pressure records from 1999 for all pipelines in its system.506
CPSD asserts that without operating pressure records, “there is no means to
safely manage pipes other than to test them, inspect them using inline
technology or to replace them.”507 It contends that PG&E has, as a matter of
routine, failed to retain operating pressure records for the life of the facility
starting from 1930 and continuing through 2010. CPSD contends that the loss of
operating pressure records means that PG&E does not have an accurate
accounting of instances where operating pressure exceeded MAOP. CPSD states
503

CPSD Opening Brief at 116.

504

2 RT at 339:13-26 (CPSD/Felts).

505

CPSD Opening Brief at 114.

506

CPSD Opening Brief at 116; see also Exh. CPSD-18(Disc 17) PG&E Response to CPSD Data
Request 15, Q10 at 1-2 (GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_015-Q10).

507

CPSD Opening Brief at 118.
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that this would mean PG&E could not accurately assess the condition of any of
its pipes.508
CPSD asserts that failure to retain operating pressure records constitutes a
violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451, ASME B.31.8, GO 112, 112A and 112B, and
PG&E’s own internal policies.509 CPSD further argues that this violation will
continue until the records are found, completed or made accessible, or until the
pipelines replaced.510
PG&E asserts that there was no general requirement for pipeline operators
to maintain operating pressure records for the life of the pipeline prior to the
effective date of the Integrity Management rules in 2004.511 It further states that
“to the extent specific records retention guidance has existed, it has generally
treated pressure recording instrument charts as subject to finite retention
periods.”512 PG&E notes that 49 CFR 192.917(e)(3)-(4) “requires operators to
prioritize for assessment pipe segments with certain specified characteristics
whose operating pressure increases above the maximum operating pressure
experienced in the five years preceding the date the segment was identified as an
HCA segment.”513 PG&E states that this would require that relevant operating
pressure history needed to be retained back to December 17, 1999.514 PG&E
508

CPSD Opening Brief at 116.

509

CPSD Opening Brief at 115.

510

2 RT at 344:4-11 (CPSD/Felts).

511

PG&E Opening Brief at 113 (citing Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-11).

512

PG&E Opening Brief at 113.

513

PG&E Opening Brief at 113.

514

PG&E Reply Brief at 114.
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maintains that, with the exception of 1999, pressure history information is
available through its SCADA system from 1998 to present day.515
Finally, PG&E acknowledges that it “inadvertently and irretrievably lost
operating pressure data for 1999.”516 However, it argues that this lack of
documentation would not adversely the establishment of its maximum operating
pressure.517 “The loss of data for the applicable period in 1999 does not
negatively affect any integrity management consideration, as recovery of this lost
data would only have the ability to increase the highest observed pressure the
five year period (which would raise the level to which these pipe segments could
operate without requiring a hydro test).”518
PG&E’s arguments address only one use of operating pressure records – to
establish maximum operating pressure for integrity management purposes.
However, 49 CFR 192.917(e)(2) requires an operator to evaluate whether cyclic
fatigue or other loading conditions could lead to a failure of a deformation or
defect in the pipe. Cyclic fatigue refers to the repeated application and removal
of nominal load from a metal part. The magnitude of the cyclic stress will impact
how quickly the metal will break. As CPSD has argued, operating pressure
records are important to evaluating cyclic fatigue and determining the expected
life of the pipe. This has been true even before the implementation of the 2004
Integrity Management rules.

515

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-59 (PG&E/Harrison).

516

PG&E Reply Brief at 93.

517

PG&E Opening Brief at 114; PG&E Reply Brief at 94.

518

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-59:4-9 (PG&E/Harrison).
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Moreover, PG&E’s arguments regarding CPSD’s ability to present
evidence that PG&E had lost various records has been considered and rejected.
Further, PG&E’s reliance on an absence of specific rules regarding the
requirement to retain operating pressure records prior to 2004 is misplaced.
ASME B.31.8 § 850.2 states that while national rules regarding the safe operation
and maintenance of gas transmission and distribution systems would be
prescriptive,
[i]t is possible [ ] for each operating company to develop
operating and maintenance procedures based on experience,
knowledge of its facilities and conditions under which they
are operated, which will be entirely adequate from the
standpoint of public safety.
Consequently a basic requirement for gas operators is to keep necessary
records to administer its operations and maintenance procedures and to modify
its plans “from time to time as experience with it dictates and as exposure of the
public to the facilities and changes in operating conditions require.”519 PG&E has
represented that it voluntarily complied ASME B.31.8. Therefore, since at least
1955, PG&E would have created and retained operating pressure records to
allow it to ensure that its gas transmission pipelines were operated and
maintained safely. By failing to do so, PG&E did not maintain records necessary
to ensure the safe operations of its gas transmission system.520 We find that this
constitutes a violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451.

519

Exh. PG&E-47, ASME B.31.8 § 850.3(c) and (d).

520

We do not address here whether PG&E also violated its own internal procedures, as there is
insufficient evidence in the record to determine whether PG&E had updated its operations and
maintenance procedures as contemplated by ASME B.31.8 § 850.3.
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Although CPSD asserts that this violation began in 1930, it does not
provide sufficient support for that date. Based on our discussion above, we find
that the start date of this violation should be 1955, the publication date of ASME
B.31.8. Further, we agree with CPSD that this should be considered a continuing
violation. We find that this violation ended on December 17, 2004, at the time the
Integrity Management rules became effective.
8.6.

Violations 21 and 22: Leak Records

PG&E states that it has engaged in leak surveying, inspection and repair
throughout the period covered by the OII.521 Starting in 1958, PG&E Standard
Practice 460.21-4, Gas Leakage, Routine Inspection For, established the procedures
for routine inspection of mains and the detection and reporting of leaks,
including the schedule for the frequency and extent of surveys.522 For gas mains
operating at more than 60 psi, records of leaks discovered, repairs and routine
leak survey tests were to be retained for “for as long as that section of main
involved remains in service plus six years.”523 Additionally, PG&E used Form
62-4637, Leak and/or Shutdown Report, throughout the company “for reporting
specific data on pipeline leakage.”524 This form is also referred to as an A-Form,
Leak Repair, Inspection and Gas Quarterly Incident Report.525

521

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 6B-22.

522

See P2-1149.pdf.

523

P2-1149.pdf at 5 (Retention of Test Records).

524

P3-10005.pdf at 118. A copy of the 1961 form may be found at P3-10005.pdf at 119.

525

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-60.
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A-Forms were historically used “as a source of data from which to
complete annual reports, such as those required in PHMSA 7100.2-1.”526 Over
time, the A-Form “has involved to call for field employees to gather increasing
amounts of data, including pipe specifications, soil type, cathodic protection and
external pipe condition.”527 Completed A-Forms would be included in
Job Files.528
In the 1970s, PG&E began retaining information from the A-Forms in an
electronic recordkeeping leak system on a mainframe computer (Mainframe
Leaks system).529 Leak information was entered by field personnel and
transmitted to the mainframe system on a monthly basis. In the late 1980’s,
PG&E developed a PC program called PC Leaks, which decentralized the data
collection efforts to the local divisions and office. This allowed employees to
enter and track leak information on a local level, and information from the local
systems would be uploaded to a mainframe database system monthly.530 PC
Leaks, however, did not allow PG&E employees to view leak information across
PG&E’s entire system.
In 1999, PG&E developed a leak and repair tracking database called the
Integrated Gas Information System (IGIS). Only data in PC Leaks for “open
leaks” (i.e., leaks not yet repaired) was transferred over to IGIS. IGIS allowed
PG&E to “record, update, retrieve, and report information regarding gas leak
526

PG&E Opening Brief at 116.

527

PG&E Opening Brief at 116-117.

528

CPSD Opening Brief at 119.

529

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-61.

530

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-61.
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locations, readings, repairs, incidents, inspections, and dig-in data for all gas
transmission and distribution facilities.”531 Additionally, PG&E used IGIS as a
source for leak information in its integrity management program.532
Although PG&E did not migrate information regarding closed or repaired
leaks from PC Leaks into IGIS, it states that leak and leak repair data collected
from 1970 – 1999 could be accessed on its Mainframe Leaks system through a
searchable Microsoft Access database program.533 Additionally, PG&E maintains
some leak information in GIS. The GIS data was obtained from pipeline survey
sheets, IGIS data, and A-Forms.534
In Violation 21, CPSD contends that prior to 1970, PG&E’s leak records
were inadequate. It maintains that the forms were frequently only partially
completed and were not saved in a way that would make the data retrievable.535.
CPSD states that since leak records are vital to the safe operations of a gas
transmission pipeline, an incomplete or missing leak record would mean that
many of PG&E leaks would go unattended.536
In Violation 22, CPSD alleges that after 1970, PG&E failed to keep a
complete set of leak records due to various reasons, including:
 Failure to migrate leak records from its Mainframe Leaks
system into IGIS.
531

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-61:31-33.

532

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-62.

533

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 29) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 69, Q6 at 2.
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_069-Q06.pdf).

534

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-62.

535

CPSD Opening Brief at 119.

536

CPSD Opening Brief at 121.
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 Failure to retrieve leak data from locally archived PC Leaks
into IGIS.
 Failure to properly map jobs and perform timely leak
surveys.
 Inaccurate leak records
 Problems checking and ensuring the accuracy of leak
information in IGIS.537
CPSD maintains that as a result of the incomplete and inaccurate
information in IGIS, many of PG&E’s leaks go unattended.538 Although it alleges
similar violations as for pre-1970 leak records (Violation 21), CPSD distinguishes
these violations due to additional regulatory requirements for leak reports
created after 1970. Consequently, Violation 22 alleges violations of ASME B.31.8
(2004 version), and PG&E’s internal policies requiring retention of leak records
and leak survey maps.539 CPSD maintains that these are continuing violations
that run from 1970 to 2010. CPSD explains that it divided the leak records
violations into two groups based on when GO 112-C adopted the federal
regulations, as “PG&E had a more standardized format for tracking leaks” after
1970.540
CPSD contends that the failure to properly maintain leak records is a
violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451, ASME B.31.8, and GO 112, 112-A and 112-B.541
“The risks of allowing leaks to go unattended include exposing people to
537

CPSD Opening Brief at 122-123.

538

CPSD Opening Brief at 124.

539

CPSD Opening Brief at 122.

540

2 RT at 346:18 – 347:27 (CPSD/Felts).

541

CPSD Opening Brief at 118.
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harmful gas, the potential for explosions where gas accumulates in closed areas,
and total pipe failures resulting in catastrophic damage like the San Bruno pipe
failure in September 2010.”542
CPSD maintains that Violation 21 started in 1930, while the start date for
Violation 22 is 1970. CPSD states that the start date for Violation 21 represents
the oldest pipe that CPSD found that did not have pressure records.543 CPSD
further contends that both Violations 21 and 22 are continuing violations.
PG&E argues that both Violation 21 and 22 are unfounded. It notes that,
with respect to Violation 21, CPSD’s allegation that leak records were missing is
based on the fact that its witness could not locate certain A-Forms in the
company’s Job Files.544 However, PG&E states that its prepared testimony had
specified that A-forms could also be retained in separate “leak library” files
located at the company’s local offices.545 It further notes that as part of its Third
Amendment to the June 20, 2011 Response, it had produced weld-related leak
offices stored in local offices.546 Additionally, it maintains that CPSD had failed
to provide specific examples of “incomplete” records of pre-1970 leaks and was
unsure of its basis why leak records were “inaccessible.”547
PG&E further finds fault with CPSD’s conclusion that its leak records were
deficient or incomplete because certain information was missing. PG&E notes
542

Exh. CPSD-2 at 41:12-14. (CPSD/Felts).

543

2 RT at 346:3-9 (CPSD/Felts).

544

PG&E Opening Brief at 115.

545

PG&E Reply Brief at 95.

546

PG&E Reply Brief at 95.

547

PG&E Opening Brief at 115-116.
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that over time, A-Forms have been revised to include more detailed leak
information in response to changes in the industry and changes in regulatory
reporting requirements.
Over time, these reporting requirements have required
increased granularity. Accordingly, the A-Form has evolved
to call for field employees to gather increasing amounts of
data, including pipe specifications, soil type, cathodic
protection and external pipe condition. Far from signaling
some kind of violation, this evolution demonstrates and
appropriate adaptation to a changing industry.548
With respect to Violation 22, PG&E notes that ASME B.31.8 (2004) and the
federal integrity management regulations were not in effect at the time it had
made its decisions regarding the migration of data and functionality regarding
its electronic leak data records systems.549 As such, PG&E argues “there was no
compliance-related reason to integrate large volumes of historic leak data into a
new database.”550
We agree with CPSD that retention of leak records is important to the safe
operation of a gas pipeline system. These records would not only serve to
identify leaks in PG&E’s transmission pipeline system, but also specify when the
leak is repaired and provide other information regarding the condition of the
pipe. PG&E identifies these records as being used to perform maintenance work,
to conduct leak repairs, to calculate risk for integrity management using

548

PG&E Opening Brief at 116-117.

549

PG&E Opening Brief at 118.

550

PG&E Opening Brief at 118.
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historical data.551 Further, PG&E uses both the hardcopy and electronic leak
records as source documents.552
Although PG&E has had a long-standing program to discover and repair
gas leaks, the information to be recorded in the A-Forms appears to be largely
dictated by the reporting requirements. PG&E notes that increases in PHMSA’s
reporting requirements have required pipeline operators to change how it
identifies and quantifies leaks.553
We agree with PG&E that it cannot be faulted that its A-Forms do not
contain the same level of specificity in 1930 as in 2014. Nonetheless, information
on the A-Forms should be complete and accurate, whether they are completed
80 years ago or yesterday. Both CPSD and PG&E have stated that the A-Forms
have not always contained complete and accurate data.554 However, PG&E
contends that one cannot make broad generalizations about the quality of its leak
data based on CPSD’s limited analysis of PG&E’s leak records.
While CPSD only conducted a limited review of PG&E’s leak records, we
do not believe that CPSD’s findings were an anomaly. We are also not convinced
that, as PG&E appears to suggest, the incomplete or inaccurate data are
associated with historic records that would have contained insufficient
information to rise to the level of a violation.555 PG&E states it has conducted

551

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-24 (Table 2A-3).

552

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-24 (Table 2A-3).

553

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-63 (PG&E/Cowsert-Chapman).

554

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-63 (PG&E/Cowsert-Chapman); Exh. CPSD-2 at 41 (CPSD/Felts); see also,
P3-24246.pdf (examples of A-Forms).

555

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-63 (PG&E/Cowsert-Chapman).
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leak surveys, inspections and repair throughout the period covered by the OII.
We believe that it would be reasonable to conclude that during that time period,
leak records were prepared (either as an A-Form or its predecessor) and that
some portion of these records contained inaccurate and incomplete data.
Although we find a violation for failing to retain leak records and for
having leak records with inaccurate and/or missing data, we do not conclude
that the starting date of this violation was 1930. As PG&E explained, its earliest
leak inspection and repair reports contained limited information. It is unclear
that the limited data on those forms impacted PG&E’s ability to maintain its
pipeline system in a safe manner. Rather, we find that the appropriate start date
is 1955. As of that date, PG&E represented that it was voluntarily complying
with the ASME B.31.8 standards which required more detailed information. As
discussed in Section 4.2 above, ASME B.31.8 set industry standards for the safe
operation of gas pipeline systems.
Therefore, we find that starting in 1955, inaccurate and/or incomplete data
in PG&E’s hardcopy and electronic leak reports, as well as missing leak reports,
prevented PG&E from operating its pipeline system safely as required by Pub.
Util. Code § 451. Consistent with our discussion regarding the end date for
Violation 16 in Section 8.1 above, we find that the end date of this violation
should be set as December 20, 2012, the effective date of the PSEP Decision.
8.7.

Violation 23: Records to Track Salvaged
and Reused Pipe

As discussed in Section 7.1.1 above, CPSD states that PG&E commonly
reused pipe in its transmission system prior to 1970. However, PG&E did not
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keep track of where the used pipe was reinstalled.556 CPSD states that the life of
the facility includes the entire life of the pipe, failure to track reused pipe “makes
it impossible to accurately determine the correct age of any pipe in any segment,
and makes it impossible for PG&E to identify, test, inspect or remove its most
risky pipes and pipelines.”557 Further, CPSD notes that PG&E was unable to
locate any standards for the reconditioning of used pipe until 1988.
CPSD further notes that although PG&E’s Pipeline Features List (PFL)
includes a column for reconditioned/salvaged pipe, this column was added after
“over 2.2 million job file documents [had been] scanned into the ECTS database,
viewed and catalogued.”558 Consequently, to add this information to the PFL
would require review of each scanned document to catalog those containing
information regarding reconditioned or reused pipe.
Finally, CPSD notes that GIS equates the date of pipe installation to be the
date of manufacture. CPSD states
[i]f a pipe was manufactured in 1929, was in service for 35
years, and was then dug up and reinstalled in 1965, GIS
identifies the date of pipe manufacture as 1965. There should
be no doubt that integrity management engineers assign a
higher different degree of risk of failure to a pipe
manufactured in 1929 than a pipe manufactured in 1965.559

556

CPSD Opening Brief at 125. CPSD also distinguishes between the proper reuse of pipe and
the failure to track where reused pipe is installed. It notes “the latter makes it impossible for a
utility to meaningfully consider the history of a pipe’s use, maintenance, testing and
inspection.” (CPSD Opening Brief at 156.)

557

CPSD Opening Brief at 125.

558

CPSD Opening Brief at 126.

559

CPSD Opening Brief at 127.
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CPSD asserts that PG&E’s failure to retain records regarding reused and
reconditioned pipe is a continuing violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451 that runs
from 1954 to 2010. CPSD states that although it could have selected an earlier
start date, it selected 1954 based on the Line 132 records.560 Additionally, CPSD
asserts that PG&E has also violated its internal policies requiring retention of
engineering records between April 1994 and September 2010.561
As a general matter, PG&E notes that use of reconditioned pipe is
permitted pursuant to ASME B.31.8 § 817, which states “Removal of a portion of
an operating line, and reuse of the pipe in the same line, or at a line operating at
the same, or lower pressure, is permitted, subject only to the restrictions of
paragraphs A, F and I in 811.27.”562 PG&E disagrees with CPSD’s allegation that
the reconditioned pipe installed in its system was unsatisfactory. It notes that
that CPSD bases its allegation on accounting, transfer and shipping documents,
which are not “the sort of documents that would be used to maintain detailed
material specification.”563 It further states that CPSD’s witness “conceded that
she has no affirmative evidence that PG&E reconditioned pipe without
inspection.”564 Consequently, PG&E argues that there is no support in the record
that the reconditioned pipe is unsatisfactory.
We do not find this argument compelling. It is unclear what steps PG&E
took to ensure that reconditioned pipe was inspected and found to be in
560

2 RT at 350:12-14 (CPSD/Felts).

561

CPSD Opening Brief at 124.

562

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-32, fn. 19. (PG&E/Harrison).

563

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-33:9-10 (PG&E/Harrison).

564

PG&E Opening Brief at 119.
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satisfactory condition prior to installation. “PG&E has not yet located internal
specifications for reconditioning pipe for the time frame from 1948 to 1956.”565
Further, PG&E’s description of the process for reconditioning A.O. Smith pipe in
the 1950’s was based on a memorandum written in 1988.
PG&E witness states that although there is a process for reconditioning
pipe, there is no report generated to confirm that the reconditioning work had
been performed. Rather, there would just be “charges and related lists of
expenses related to these – this work.”566 Based on this information, we can
reasonably infer that if reconditioned or reused pipe had been inspected, there
would be charges or expenses associated the inspection. PG&E cannot fault
CPSD for not finding documents that were never retained while also discounting
the only documentation (accounting, transfer shipping documents) available
related to the reuse or reconditioning of existing pipe.
PG&E also disputes CPSD’s assertion that PG&E had lost records about
reused pipes. It notes that notes that Job Files would sometimes include records
such as job estimates, shipping notices and journal entries or vouchers that
demonstrated the use of reconditioned or reused pipe.567 While there may not be
records for older pipes, “industry standards from the past did not require it to
[capture this type of data] or even suggest the practice.”568 Further, PG&E argues

565

Exh. PG&E-47 PG&E Response to CPSD’s Data Request 3, Q10 at 1.

566

4 Joint RT at 467:8-9 (PG&E/Harrison).

567

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-33:25-31 (Harrison).

568

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3:28:19-22 (Harrison).
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that until it has completed the MAOP validation process, there is no evidence
that any records are missing or lost.569
In addition to not retaining records to confirm that it had properly
reconditioned used pipe prior to reinstallation, we find that PG&E has failed to
keep track of where the reused or reconditioned pipe has been installed in its
transmission pipeline system. PG&E’s response to CPSD Data Request 24,
Q1 and Q2 acknowledges that it did not have a centralized database that tracked
reused or reconditioned pipe. Instead, “information on the reconditioned pipe
that exists in PG&E’s gas transmission system historically has been gleaned from
documents contained in Job Files.”570 PG&E further notes that a catalog of
reconditioned pipe for the entire transmission system will be available at the
conclusion of its MAOP validation efforts.571 As part of its response to CPSD’s
Data Request 24, Q2, PG&E provide reconditioned pipe information it had
collected and verified.572 While PG&E had (as of January 12, 2012) been able to
locate documents to identify pipe reconditioned and the year it was reinstalled, it
was largely unable to determine the age of the reconditioned pipe based on the

569

PG&E Opening Brief at 120.

570

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 23) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 24, Q1
at 1.(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_024-Q01); see also Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 23)
PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 24, Q2 at 2.
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_024-Q02).

571

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 23) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 24, Q2 at 2.
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_024-Q02).

572

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 23) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 24, Q2, Attachment
1.(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_024-Q02Atch01).
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manufacture date.573 This is of particular concern since the manufacture date of
reconditioned pipe that is known ranges from 1929 – 1949, while the year of
re-install ranges from 1940 – 1983. Thus, taken to the extreme, a segment of
pipeline may be 54 years older than specified. As CPSD notes, the risk of failure
of a pipe manufactured in 1929 is greater than the risk of pipe manufactured in
1983.
Based on the above, we find that PG&E has failed to retain records of
reconditioned and reused pipe. This failure impedes PG&E’s ability to safely
operate and maintain is transmission pipeline system in violation of Pub. Util.
Code § 451. We find PG&E’s arguments that CPSD cannot allege there are any
missing records until it has completed the MAOP validation process to be
without merit. Regardless of whether PG&E has documents identifying the
location of reconditioned or reused pipe, it has failed to track this information in
a manner that is easily accessible. PG&E’s efforts to identify reconditioned and
reused pipe commenced in 2011, and was estimated to be completed in early
2013.574 Moreover, for reconditioned pipe that has been identified, PG&E still
lacks documents to confirm manufacture date. At this point, PG&E has had
more than ample time and opportunity to demonstrate that its records are not
missing or lost. However, it has not been able to do so. Therefore, we draw the
inference that PG&E does not have records concerning reconditioned or reused
pipe.

573

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 23) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 24, Q2, Attachment 1,
Column 24-2(d) (GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_024-Q02Atch01).

574

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 23) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 24, Q2 at 2
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_024-Q02).
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Based on the record, we find that this violation started in 1940. This
represents the earliest year of reinstalled pipe where the year of manufacture is
unknown. Moreover, we agree with CPSD that this is a continuing violation. As
we have discussed in Section 7.1.1, the continued use of unidentified reused or
reconditioned pipe presents safety risks, especially when this pipe is attributed
higher specifications that reflect installation, but not manufacture, date.
Consistent with our discussion regarding the end date for Violation 16 in
Section 8.1 above, we find that the end date of this violation should be set as
December 20, 2012, the effective date of the PSEP Decision.
8.8.

Violation 24: Data in Pipeline Survey Sheets
and the Geographic Information System

In the early 1990s, PG&E began to develop its Gas Transmission
Geographic Information System (GIS). The purpose of this system was “to
enhance [PG&E’s] capabilities in managing assets and facilities, and to provide a
central access point for pipeline information within many groups in Gas
Transmission.”575 For example, PG&E used GIS “to store information used in
integrity management.”576 To populate GIS, PG&E “imported pipeline data from
existing pipeline survey sheets, and accepted the accuracy of those records.”577
CPSD asserts “[t]he accuracy of the GIS data is critical to safe operation
and maintenance of PG&E’s gas transmission system because gas control
operators, engineers, maintenance personnel, and emergency responders rely on
575

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-66:16-18.

576

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2B-7.

577

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-67:3-5. PG&E notes that once GIS was up and running, it no longer
updated the Pipeline Survey Sheets, thus rendering those documents obsolete. (PG&E’s June 20,
2011 Response at 2A-1.)
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this data in making their decisions.”578 It maintains that PG&E failed to quality
check the information in the pipeline survey sheets, and thus errors contained in
those sheets were carried into GIS.
CPSD argues that since GIS was populated with faulty data, GIS was an
unreliable source of data for the integrity management risk assessment models.
By way of example, CPSD states that GIS shows that a gas pressure test was
performed on Line 132, Segment 180. However, PG&E has not identified any
records related to a 1961 gas test and there are no records of such a test in the job
file.579 As noted in Section 7.2.1 above, pipeline operators are to retain copies of
pressure tests for the life of the facility.
Further, CPSD contends that despite GIS’s importance to engineering and
operations, the database’s usefulness is limited because it “is populated with
many erroneous information, and, blank and assumed entries.”580 CPSD asserts
that this creates a safety problem since “GIS is the only ready and easily
accessible source of data for gas control room operators.”581
CPSD contends that PG&E’s failure to quality check GIS data and
continued use of the erroneous data in the GIS system constitutes a violation of
Pub. Util. Code § 451.582 It further reiterates that failure to retain pressure test
records is a violation of PG&E’s internal policies regarding the retention of

578

CPSD Opening Brief at 133.

579

CPSD Opening Brief at 132.

580

CPSD Opening Brief at 131.

581

CPSD Opening Brief at 133.

582

CPSD Opening Brief at 130.
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engineering records.583 CPSD contends that this is a continuing violation that
began in 1974.584 CPSD selected this date because that was the date pipeline
survey sheet data was either created or transferred to GIS.585 CPSD states that
this violation would continue until the next level GIS is implemented, assuming
that none of the data from the previous GIS system is used in the new
database.586
PG&E disputes CPSD’s assertions about the importance of GIS data. It
states that GIS is not the primary source of data for most day-to-day pipeline
operations, but only provides a centralized source of information.587 PG&E states
that GIS was used as a tool to assist with data collection. However, as part of the
pre-assessment phase for integrity assessment, PG&E would gather additional
data from Job Files and information sources.588 It notes that the information
obtained during this phase will be used to address the data gaps and update
assumed values.589
Further, PG&E contends that while GIS serves as a central reference for
pipeline information within many groups in Gas Transmission, “it does not serve
as [PG&E’s] system of record for pipeline documents, which are maintained in

583

CPSD Opening Brief at 130.

584

CPSD Opening Brief at 133.

585

2 RT at 351:4-7 (CPSD/Felts).

586

2 RT 351:20-27 (CPSD/Felts).

587

PG&E Opening Brief at 122.

588

10 Joint RT at 1075:17-24 (PG&E/Keas).

589

PG&E Reply Brief at 107.
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hardcopy format in Job Files.”590 It notes “GIS is not PG&E’s primary source of
data for most day-to-day pipeline operations, and PG&E maintenance personnel
would generally use the actual system of record in connection with daily
operations.”591 Consequently, it contends that there is no basis to conclude that
errors in the data in GIS constitute a violation of any law.
PG&E acknowledges that it is “aware that data errors exist within the
current GIS system (either from original pipeline data or introduced during the
transfer), and [has] established a process by which field personnel can identify
data inaccuracies and update that information in GIS.”592 Nonetheless, PG&E
argues that there is no evidence to suggest that its initial population of GIS
lacked sufficient quality control efforts.593 Instead, PG&E asserts that it was
industry standard to populate GIS systems with data from pipeline survey sheets
without verifying that the data on these sheets were correct.594 Further, PG&E
notes that PG&E personnel conducted random quality control checks of selected
plat sheets against the data entered into GIS.595 Additionally, PG&E notes that it

590

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-67:12-13.

591

PG&E Reply Brief at 108.

592

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-66:26-29. PG&E refers to Risk Management Instruction No. 6, Rev. 1
(RMI-06) for the process to update changes to GIS. (P3-27411.pdf.) However, RMI -06 was
adopted in 2008, with Revision 1 adopted in 2011. (P3-27410.pdf.) We have not identified any
specific written procedures used by PG&E to update/change GIS data between the early 1990’s
and 2008.

593

PG&E Opening Brief at 123.

594

PG&E Reply Brief at 103-104.

595

PG&E Opening Brief at 124.
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has a process in place to investigate potential discrepancies in GIS and to allow
for updating GIS entries.596
PG&E notes that while there were blank and assumed values in GIS, many
of these values were associated with the name of the pipe’s manufacturer or
depth of cover.597 PG&E further argues that CPSD has failed to demonstrate that
use of conservative assumed values in populating GIS violates any law or
industry standard. It contends that “the use of assumed values is accepted in the
integrity management context” and that ASME B.31.8S specially provides for the
use of assumed values.598 Furthermore, PG&E states that the assumed values
used in GIS are “based upon known attributes such as the pipe’s year of
installation and PG&E’s pipe purchasing specifications from the relevant time
period.”599
PG&E’s testimony downplays the importance of GIS within the company.
It argues that the purpose of this system was to provide a central access point for
pipeline information within many groups in Gas Transmission and played no
role in day-to-day operations. However, PG&E also notes that once GIS was
operational, it stopped updating the underlying documents, thus rendering them
obsolete. This would mean that the only source of updated pipeline information
would be found in GIS. It is difficult to believe that operations and maintenance
personnel would refer to outdated and obsolete source documents rather than
GIS.
596

PG&E Opening Brief at 126.

597

PG&E Reply Brief at 108.

598

PG&E Opening Brief at 124.

599

PG&E Opening Brief at 125.
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Further, PG&E has noted “[e]lectronic recordkeeping may improve (and at
times has improved) the retrievability of source and summary data.”600 The data
in GIS was obtained from the pipeline survey sheets. Pipeline survey sheets
were prepared using information from the Pipeline History Files. The Pipeline
History Files contained primarily documents from the Job Files. PG&E has
represented that the master Job Files contain original documents associated with
a pipeline’s design, construction and testing. Given the ease in retrieving data
from GIS, and the source and type of data retained in the system, it is difficult to
believe that GIS is not accessed and used by PG&E employees on a day-to-day
basis, but only utilized for integrity management purposes.
Despite PG&E’s arguments that GIS is not the only or primary source of
data used in integrity management, PG&E witness Keas was unable to
specifically identify any other sources of data that were used outside of Job
Files.601 Indeed, Ms. Keas was not employed by PG&E at the time of the
San Bruno explosion and had no first-hand knowledge of how PG&E gathered
data for integrity management purposes during the period under review in this
OII.602 Further, Ms. Keas could only discuss PG&E’s data gathering process in
broad terms and demonstrated a lack of knowledge where documents that could
be used for integrity management purposes would be located within PG&E’s
organization.603 We therefore do not find her testimony regarding how GIS is
used for integrity management purposes to be credible.
600

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-9.

601

10 Joint RT at 1074:10 – 1075:24 (PG&E/Keas).

602

10 RT at 1441:16 – 1442:26 (PG&E/Keas).

603

10 Joint RT at 1076:3 – 1079:5 (PG&E/Keas).
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We find it troubling that PG&E states that it did not verify the accuracy of
the data in underlying source documents. As noted above, the Job Files are the
ultimate source of data for GIS. As we have discussed in Section 8.1 above, since
the Job Files are the official records for PG&E’s pipeline system, they should be
complete and accurate. While it may not have been necessary to perform this
verification at the time it populated GIS, PG&E should have, during the course of
the last 30 years, verified that there were no inconsistencies between information
in the Job Files and GIS data. In particular, we are concerned by PG&E’s use of
assumed SMYS values, especially since PG&E does not track re-conditioned and
re-used pipe.
We want to be clear that we support PG&E’s efforts to provide critical
pipeline information to its employees in an easily accessible manner. However,
this information must be accurate in order to ensure that PG&E’s pipeline system
is operated and maintained in a safe manner. As CPSD notes, inaccurate and
missing data, whether in paper or electronic format, presents safety concerns and
reduces its reliability for integrity management purposes.
For these reasons, we find that the inaccurate, missing or assumed data
PG&E’s GIS system does not allow PG&E to operate its gas transmission system
in a safe manner. Accordingly, we find that PG&E has violated Pub. Util. Code
§ 451.
CPSD asserts that this violation commenced in 1974, based on when the
pipeline survey sheet data was first created. We agree with PG&E that this date
is not appropriate, since GIS was not yet developed. As such, we set the start
date of this violation as 1995, when the GIS system was populated with data
from the pipeline survey sheets. We agree with CPSD that the inaccurate,
missing and assumed data values in GIS are a continuing violation. Consistent
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with our discussion regarding the end date for Violation 16 in Section 8.1 above,
we find that the end date of this violation should be set as December 20, 2012, the
effective date of the PSEP Decision.
8.9.

Violation 25: Data Used in Integrity
Management Risk Model

CPSD defines integrity management as the process by which a pipeline
operator “evaluates the safety risk to its gas pipelines and prioritizes the
replacement of pipe or other safety measures to most effectively reduce that risk
and the danger to the public of gas pipe failure.”604 PG&E summarizes its risk
management efforts as follows:
Before 1985, PG&E sought to reduce risk on its gas
transmission system principally through pipeline-specific
analyses and projects. Beginning in 1985, PG&E consolidated
many of these activities into the Gas Pipeline Replacement
Program (GPRP), a programmatic initiative approved in
PG&E’s rate cases, which focused on replacing specific
categories of pipeline. Since the late 1990s, PG&E has
performed risk assessments on its gas transmission pipelines
through a Risk Management Program. That program
anticipated the Integrity Management regulations in 49 C.F.R.
Part 192 Subpart O, which were introduced in 2003.605

604

CPSD Opening Brief at 135.

605

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 6C-1 – 6C-2. On January 28, 2003, the Office of Pipeline
Safety issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on pipeline integrity management in high
consequence areas. (68 Fed. Reg. 4278.) In that notice, the Office of Pipeline Safety stated that
the rules were “intended to require pipeline operators to develop integrity management
programs for their entire systems, and to conduct baseline and periodic assessments of pipeline
segments the failure of which could impact the health and safety of nearby residents and cause
significant damage to their property. These integrity management programs, … are designed
with the goal of identifying the best method(s) for maintaining the structural soundness
(i.e., integrity) of transmission pipelines operating across the United States.” (Id.) The final
Footnote continued on next page
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As it pertained to recordkeeping requirements, PG&E states that the
regulations
[D]id not materially alter the nature of historical pipeline data
that operators were required to maintain. Rather, the rules
provided operators with a structure for integrating this
historical pipeline data into a comprehensive assessment of
the integrity of pipelines in service and provided guidance
regarding the creation and maintenance of certain records
specific to the Integrity Management process.606
CPSD contends that since at least as early as 1985, PG&E was aware that its
pipeline data and records were “incomplete, inaccurate, and inadequate.”607 As
support, it references a 1984 risk analysis study by Bechtel Petroleum, Inc.
(Bechtel Report).608 The purpose of this report was to develop a methodology and
database to prioritize replacement of transmission line segments and distribution
mains. The Bechtel Report noted the inaccuracy and lack of various data variables
and stated
The presence of unknowns and highly suspect data variables
combined with the lack of mathematical precision in the
evaluation of risk parameters places limitations on the
applicability of the risk values.609
CPSD asserts that the absence of adequate and accurate pipeline records
and data for design, manufacture, construction, and operations has resulted in
rules were adopted on December 15, 2003, with an effective date of January 14, 2004. (68 Fed.
Reg. 69788.)
606

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-9:2-8 (Zurcher).

607

CPSD Opening Brief at 134.

See Exh. CPSD-55, Pipeline Replacement Program Transmission Line Risk Analysis (Bechtel
Report), dated January 1984.
608

609

Exh. CPSD-55, Bechtel Report at 14.
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skewed and unsafe integrity management decisions.610 It maintains that
although PG&E’s Risk Management Procedure, RMP-08, recognizes the need to
verify the quality and consistency of data used for integrity management,
PG&E’s data is deficient in many areas, including:
 Pipe Age: CPSD states that pipe age is important to
integrity management risk assessment because certain
other characteristics (e.g., type of weld) are associated with
older pipe. Further, pipe age would also reflect the
operational conditions (e.g., ground movement, third party
damage) the pipe has been subject to.611 CPSD maintains
that data regarding pipe age is deficient because: (1) the
Job Files, which serve as the primary source of pipe age
data, are incomplete, inaccurate or missing; and (2) PG&E
cannot identify the age of pipe in its system.612
 Pipe Manufacturer: CPSD states that the identity of the
pipe manufacturer is an important factor for maintaining
pipe safety because PG&E had identified problems
associated with certain manufacturers.613 CPSD notes that
PG&E had known since at least 1984 that “its data
establishing pipe manufacturer was grossly inaccurate.”614


Pipe Hydrostatic Testing: As discussed in Section 7.2.1,
hydrostatic testing and its associated records are to be
retained for the life of the facility. However, as discussed
by CPSD, PG&E is unable to locate hydrostatic testing

610

CPSD Opening Brief at 134..

611

CPSD Opening Brief at 138.

612

CPSD Opening Brief at 137-139.

613

CPSD Opening Brief at 139.

614

CPSD Opening Brief at 140.
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records for all of the pipeline in its gas transmission
system.615
 Pipe Leaks: CPSD states that pipe leaks are critical to
assess the remaining life and safety of pipes because “the
more leaks on a pipe or segment, the more likely it is that
pipe replacement will become necessary.”616 CPSD notes
that the Bechtel Report established the importance of leak
data and determined that PG&E’s leak data was inaccurate
and undercounted.617
 Pipe Specification: CPSD notes that pipe specifications
“differ depending on the date of manufacture, the legal
requirements at the time of manufacture, the pipe’s
purpose and location within the gas system, and expected
operating conditions such as pressure.”618 CPSD presents
various situations where the pipe specification information
has been missing or inaccurate and concludes that “in the
absence of accurate and complete knowledge about pipe
specifications … PG&E’s integrity management of its pipes
became largely meaningless and unsafe.”619
 Pipe Reuse: CPSD notes that PG&E’s transmission
currently has an unknown number of reused pipe.
However, because PG&E’s records and data shortcomings,
PG&E cannot identify the existence or location of this
reused pipe.620 CPSD maintains that PG&E’s failure to
track reused or reconditioned pie makes it “impossible for

615

CPSD Opening Brief at 141.

616

CPSD Opening Brief at 141.

617

CPSD Opening Brief at 142.

618

CPSD Opening Brief at 143.

619

CPSD Opening Brief at 144.

620

CPSD Opening Brief at 146.
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PG&E to even consider the existence and location of reused
pipe in its integrity management of its pipes.”621
 Pipe Construction: CPSD states that the Bechtel Report
noted that the relationship between “the practices followed
during a pipeline’s installation and its performance
reliability.”622 CPSD notes that construction information
would be located in the Job Files. However, Job Files
cannot be relied on for integrity management because they
are missing, incomplete and inaccurate.623
 Operations: CPSD notes that the operating conditions of
the pipes will be considered to determine whether the
pipes are to be replaced.624 It notes that one of the
operating conditions considered is operating pressure. As
discussed above, CPSD states that PG&E does not have
complete and accurate operating pressure records for all
pipe in its system.625 CPSD notes that “the Code of Federal
Regulations gas rules in place since 2004 explicitly require
PG&E to consider pressure cyclical fatigue and ground
movement in its system integrity management
consideration of potential threats.”626
CPSD notes that due to incomplete records, PG&E’s Integrity Management
Program revised it risk management weighting of threats by “de-emphasis of
both the fact and importance of missing data, and by heightened weighting
priority to corrosion and third party damage, areas not so dependent on data.”627
621

CPSD Opening Brief at 146.

622

CPSD Opening Brief at 147.

623

CPSD Opening Brief at 147.

624

CPSD Opening Brief at 148.

625

CPSD Opening Brief at 149.

626

CPSD Opening Brief at 149.

627

CPSD Opening Brief at 152.
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For example, CPSD notes that the weighting for leak history changed from 16%
in 1984 to 4% in 1995, and the weighting for pipe age was reduced from 40% in
1984 to 4% in 1995.628
CPSD further argues that PG&E’s use of assumed values to replace
unknown values caused by missing data cannot support integrity management.
“Integrity management assessments and decisions ascertain relative risk of a
particular pipe or segment as compared to the relative risk of other pipes or
segments.”629 CPSD argues that if large numbers of pipes have been assigned the
same conservative value, “a risk comparison between the pipes becomes largely
meaningless for integrity management purposes” and the ability to prioritize
pipeline inspection, testing and replacement is lost.630 CPSD concludes:
The priorities that result from running the Integrity
Management model with inaccurate, incomplete, and
assumed data are erroneous. Thus, PG&E may or may not be
replacing the pipe that presents the highest risk.631
CPSD contends that PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 because its IM
Model was distorted due to missing data and did not accurately reflect actual
safety risks on PG&E’s transmission system.632 It asserts that this is a continuing
violation which ran from 2004 to 2010.
DRA supports CPSD’s assertions. It further notes that PG&E witness
Zurcher’s testimony only compared PG&E’s written integrity management
628

CPSD Opening Brief at 152.

629

CPSD Opening Brief at 154.

630

CPSD Opening Brief at 155.

631

CPSD Opening Brief at 153.

632

CPSD Opening Brief at 134.
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program protocols to the federal regulations. However, he did not observe
PG&E’s actual practices. Consequently, DRA argues that PG&E’s witnesses
“assiduously ignore the evidence suggesting that PG&E employees were not
actually complying with these policies and protocols.”633
PG&E states that CPSD incorrectly contends that its integrity management
program relies solely on the GIS database and Job Files for information. It states
that while GIS may be the first source of data, “a second step of the data
gathering process occurs during the pre-assessment phase of each integrity
assessment.”634 This second step would include evaluating hardcopy records
and physical assessments. GIS would then be update to reflect any potential
threats that had not been previously identified.635
PG&E further notes that the federal rules and ASME B.31.8 provide for the
use of conservative, assumed values.636 Consequently, PG&E maintains that
there is no violation of law in using assumed values to fill in missing pipeline
specifications.
We have already considered and addressed many of the data deficiencies
alleged by CPSD in other parts of this decision and do not repeat them here.
Additionally, we have considered and addressed CPSD’s allegations regarding
GIS. We have found sufficient evidence to support CPSD’s allegations on most
of these issues.

633

DRA Opening Brief at 30.

634

PG&E Opening Brief at 127; see also, 11 Joint RT at 1176:27-1177:7 (PG&E/Keas).

635

PG&E Opening Brief at 128.

636

PG&E Opening Brief at 128; see also, Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-54 (Keas).
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PG&E has stated that its integrity assessment includes accessing data in
GIS, reviewing hardcopy records and physical assessments. As we have
previously determined, GIS contained inaccurate, missing and assumed data
values, while hardcopy records may be incomplete, inaccurate, or missing.
Under these circumstances, there is a risk that the faulty data is used in
assessment of risks.
Finally, as noted by CPSD, PG&E used assumed data values in GIS. We
discuss this issue elsewhere in this decision.637 However, we note that while the
use of assumed values is permitted under the Federal Regulations, the record
demonstrates that PG&E has not used the most conservative values in those
instances where there was missing pipeline information.
We agree with DRA that PG&E has failed to demonstrate that PG&E’s
actual integrity management practices did in fact follow its written procedures.
Although PG&E witness Keas testified extensively on PG&E’s data gathering
processes for performing risk assessments, she has no first-hand knowledge that
these processes were in fact followed between 2004 and September 9, 2010.638
Similarly, PG&E witness Zurcher’s testimony of PG&E’s integrity management
procedures was based solely on his review of PG&E’s manuals and documents,
not actual observation of the procedures.639 For these reasons, we give no weight
to the testimony of these witnesses regarding the actual data used in PG&E’s
integrity management processes.

637

See, e.g., Section 8.8 and 9.2.1.

638

10 RT 1441:16-26 (PG&E/Keas).

639

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-5 – 3-6.
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Based on these considerations, we find that PG&E’s ability to assess the
integrity of its pipeline system and effectively manage risk is compromised by
the availability and accuracy of its pipeline data. This presents safety risks to the
public and is, thus, a violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451. CPSD asserts that the
start date of this violation should be 2004, with the implementation of the
integrity management rules. We agree and set the start date as December 17,
2004. Pursuant to 49 CFR 192.907(a), this is the this is the last date by which an
operator “must develop and follow a written integrity management program
that contains all the elements described in § 192.011 and that addresses the risks
on each covered transmission pipeline segment.” Consistent with our discussion
regarding the end date for Violation 16 in Section 8.1 above, we find that the end
date of this violation should be set as December 20, 2012, the effective date of
D.12-12-030.
8.10. Violation 26: Missing Report for 1988 Weld Failure
CPSD alleges that at the time of the San Bruno explosion, PG&E was
unaware of a 1988 weld failure on another section of Line 132 because the weld
failure report was missing.640 CPSD maintains that as a result of losing this
report, PG&E did not include information regarding a manufacturing threat to
Line 132 in its integrity management model.
The documents relied on by CPSD in this violation may be found in
Exh. PG&E-65 at Exhibit 3-17. The documents include a Material and/or
Equipment – Problem or Failure Report which identified a pinhole leak on a

640

CPSD Opening Brief at 157.
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longitudinal weld in a section of 30 inch pipe on Line 132.641 This section of pipe
was subsequently replaced. Additionally, there is a letter dated March 1, 1989
which references the removed section of transmission pipe and states, in part,
X-ray, dye penetrant, and magnetic particle inspections were
performed on the submitted section, but these did not locate
the leak. The x-ray and subsequent metallographic
examination identified several weld shrinkage cracks, but they
did not extend through the wall. The cracks are pre-service
defects, i.e., they are from the original manufacturing of the
pipe joint.642
CPSD maintains that the results of these inspections and examinations
would have been contained in a report. CPSD contends that this report should
have been retained for the life of the pipe consistent with PG&E Standard
Practice, S.P. 1605.643 CPSD believes that this report “could have led to discovery
and repair of the bad welds in Segment 180.”644 Because PG&E does not have a
copy of the report, CPSD asserts that PG&E violated both its standard practice
and Pub. Util. Code § 451. CPSD contends that this is a continuing violation that
ran from 1988 to 2010.
PG&E contends that CPSD has not proved that a weld failure report was
ever created. Moreover, PG&E states that even if a report had been created, there
was no legal requirement that it be retained for the life of the pipe and that the

641

This report may also be found as Attachment 1 to PG&E’s supplemental response to CPSD
Data Request 41, Q5 (GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_041Q05Supp01Atch02.pdf).

642

Exh. PG&E-65 at Exhibit 3-17.

643

CPSD Opening Brief at 157-158.

644

CPSD Opening Brief at 161.
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information contained in the report had little engineering significance.645 Under
those circumstances, and based on the testimony of PG&E witness Zurcher,
PG&E concludes that the presence of pinhole leaks was not relevant to its
pipeline system.646 Finally, PG&E asserts that CPSD has failed to meet its burden
of proof that if a failure report existed, it went missing.647
We are not convinced, based on the evidence presented, that PG&E had
prepared a separate report as part of its inspection of the weld failure. As
explained by PG&E, the reference to the “attachment” to the March 1, 1989 letter
may have been to the initial material failure report. Further, the information
provided in the letter may be the extent of the “report” provided by the
inspection.
Additionally, CPSD appears to be suggesting that the only way PG&E
would have known about the weld failure would have been by reading the
report.648 However, given all the other documentation, it is clear that PG&E
knew about the weld failure and that the weld shrinkage cracks were from the
original manufacturing of the pipe. PG&E’s failure to conduct inspections of
other pipes with similar longitudinal welds cannot be attributed to poor
recordkeeping practices, but rather a management decision to not consider this
type of defect to be significant or relevant.649 Management decisions based on

645

PG&E Opening Brief at 130.

646

PG&E Opening Brief at 130.

647

PG&E Opening Brief at 130-131.

648

CPSD Opening Brief at 158.

649

PG&E Reply Brief at 117.
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accurate and available information that compromise the safety of PG&E’s gas
transmission pipeline system are outside the scope of this proceeding.
For the reasons discussed above, we do not find a violation.
8.11. Violation 27: Missing Report for 1963 Weld Failure
This violation arises from a 1963 fire and explosion on Line 109. As part of
the investigation into this incident, PG&E requested a report from a consulting
metallurgist on the quality of a circumferential weld and the probable causes of
its rupture. According to a transmittal letter dated March 13, 1963, a copy of the
report was transmitted to the Commission.650 Although PG&E was able to
provide this cover letter, it could not locate a copy of the report.651 CPSD asserts
that PG&E’s failure to retain this metallurgical report means that the probable
cause of the rupture was not incorporated into PG&E’s inspection program or
integrity management program.652 Further, CPSD asserts that the information in
the report “might have been used in the ongoing inspection and preventative
maintenance of pipe of similar manufacturing history that is installed in the
PG&E transmission system.”653
CPSD contends that PG&E’s failure to retain this report is a violation of
Pub. Util. Code § 451 since the report “is an engineering record directly relevant
to the integrity of PG&E’s transmission pipelines” and should have been retained

650

P7-7094.pdf at 1. A copy may also be found in Exh. PG&E-65 at Exhibit 3-16.

651

PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 41, Q5
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_041-Q05.pdf).

652

CPSD Opening Brief at 162.

653

CPSD Opening Brief at 162-163.
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for the life of the pipe. CPSD further asserts that this is a continuing violation
that ran from 1963 to 2010.
PG&E’s arguments regarding this violation is similar to those raised in
response to Violation 26. It contends that there was no legal requirement for it to
retain a metallurgical report relating to a 1963 pipe failure near Alemany
Boulevard. Further, PG&E argues that CPSD failed to identify any specific rule,
regulation or industry standard that would have required that this record be
maintained. Finally, PG&E maintains that CPSD did not provide an evidentiary
basis for determining when this report went missing. As such, PG&E contends
that CPSD has failed to meet its burden that this was a continuing violation.
In this instance, we find that CPSD’s alleged violation is supported by the
evidence. Unlike Violation 26 above, a consultant’s report regarding the weld
failure was prepared, and a copy was provided to the Commission. The report
in question was not a regarding a routine inspection, where a pinhole leak was
found. Rather, this report concerned the quality of a circumferential weld and
the probable causes of the rupture of a 26-inch gas line. We would find it
difficult to conclude that such an event would be considered insignificant or
irrelevant. Thus, from a safety standpoint, this record should have been
retained. PG&E’s comment that it provided a copy of this report to the
Commission does not absolve it from having responsibility for retaining a copy.
Responsibility for maintaining records to ensure safe operations of a natural gas
pipeline system rests on the operator, not the regulator.
We further note that PG&E lists weld inspection reports as being part of a
job file. Thus, PG&E’s own policies specified that these types of records should
be retained for the life of the pipe. Further, since the Job Files are the source of
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data for integrity management, this report should have been available so that it
could be included in PG&E’s assessment of manufacturing threats.
For the reasons discussed above, we find that PG&E’s failure to retain the
metallurgist report constitutes a violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451. We find that
this violation occurred in 1963, after PG&E submitted a copy of the report to the
Commission. Consistent with our discussion regarding the end date for
Violation 16 in Section 8.1 above, we find that the end date of this violation
should be set as December 20, 2012, the effective date of the PSEP Decision.
9.

Alleged Violations Predicated on the Reports
and Testimony of Dr. Paul Duller and Allison North
9.1.

Methodology for Reviewing PG&E’s
Records Management

CPSD witnesses Duller and North reviewed PG&E’s records management
activities using the Generally Accepted Record-keeping Principles (GARP) and
the Information Maturity Model defined by ARMA International.654 According
to CPSD’s witnesses, GARP and the Information Governance Maturity Model are
“widely adopted by records managers in the USA; and, engineering and pipeline
standards and guidelines that include record-keeping practices that are directly
relevant to PG&E gas safety.”655
The GARP principles used to assess the maturity of PG&E records
management were: accountability, transparency, integrity, protection,
compliance, availability, retention and disposition.656 CPSD witnesses

654

Exh. CPSD-6 at 1-8:12-14.

655

Exh. CPSD-6 at 3-14:10-12.

656

Exh. CPSD-6 at 3-15 – 3-16.
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Duller/North state that these principles are consistent with other standards used
to evaluate PG&E’s recordkeeping activities.
The GARP principles of Compliance, Availability and
Integrity are directly related to the three National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) documentation quality
criteria cited in their reports and urgent safety
recommendations (i.e. Traceable, Verifiable, and Complete), in
that an increase/decrease in one or more of the NTSB
parameters would result in a corresponding
increase/decrease in the GARP Integrity value. The remaining
GARP principles of Accountability, Transparency, Retention,
Protection, Security, and Disposition, while still important to
the records management process, have a more indirect and
convoluted link with these parameters.657
PG&E challenges the Duller/North Report on various grounds. First, it
notes CPSD witness Halligan had testified that a violation of Pub. Util. Code
§ 451 was based on a failure to use “best engineering practices.”658 However,
Dr. Duller and Mrs. North are not engineers and “did not evaluate PG&E’s
records management practices to determine if they comported with best
engineering or best records practices.”659
We have addressed the “best engineering practices” standard in
connection with Pub. Util. Code § 451 in Section 5.3 above. As discussed there,
in order to safely operate a high pressure gas transmission pipeline system and
make decisions on the need to test, replace or repair a pipe, an operator must
have the necessary design, installation, operating history and testing records.

657

Exh. CPSD-6 at 3-16:12-20.

658

PG&E Opening Brief at 52 & 136.

659

PG&E Opening Brief at 52 & 137.
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Moreover, as noted by PG&E witness Zurcher, industry practices must meet or
exceed existing regulations.660 As such, failure to properly manage and maintain
pipeline records to ensure safe operation of a natural gas transmission system
would be contrary to the “best engineering practices” and a violation of Pub.
Util. Code § 451.
PG&E next notes that GARP and the Information Governance Maturity
Model were not published until 2009. As such, PG&E raises concerns that it was
not provided fair notice at the time of the events that give rise to alleged
violations occurred that it would be held to these standards.661 PG&E further
asserts that since GARP is not the regulatory standard in California, applying the
principles would be a violation of due process.662 As support, PG&E notes that
neither CPSD nor its recordkeeping consultants had previously used GARP as an
assessment tool.663
Although GARP and the Information Governance Maturity Model were
not published until 2009, we do not agree that they create a new standard for
evaluating PG&E’s recordkeeping practices. A review of the principles reveals
that an operator must:
1. Have management oversight over its recordkeeping
program (Accountability);
2. Have policies and procedures regarding the creation,
retention and disposition of records (Transparency,
Retention and Disposition);
660

8 Joint RT at 752:1-11 (PG&E/Zurcher).

661

PG&E Opening Brief at 53-54.
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PG&E Opening Brief at 54.

663

PG&E Opening Brief at 133.
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3. Have records that “have a reasonable and suitable
guarantee of authenticity and reliability” (Integrity);
4.

Protect records and information that is private,
confidential, privileged, secret or essential to business
continuity (Protection);

5. Have recordkeeping policies that comply with applicable
laws and regulations, as well as internal policies
(Compliance); and
6. Maintain records in a manner that allows them to be
timely and efficiently retrieved (Accessibility).
Thus, while GARP was not published until 2009, we do not believe PG&E
could have safely operated its gas transmission pipeline system in 1955 if it were
not performing these activities. Further, PG&E witness Dunn, also states “the
GARP principles themselves are fairly innocuous and do not represent anything
new or earth shattering in the industry.”664 PG&E has always been required to
maintain and retain its pipeline records in compliance with federal and state
statutes and regulations. While GARP may represent a new methodology for
assessing compliance, it does not create new standards. For these reasons, PG&E
was aware of and had notice of the record management standards at all times.
We are also not persuaded by PG&E’s argument that CPSD is precluded
from using GARP to assess PG&E’s records management because it had never
used GARP before. That is not a surprise, since the GARP principles were not
published until March 2009. However, it is likely that with the passage of time,
more companies will be using the GARP principles to assess records
management. This conclusion is supported a survey cited by PG&E witness
Dunn, which notes that as of May 19, 2012, approximately 80% of those
664

Exh. PG&E-62 at MD-9:10-11 (PG&E/Dunn).
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responding had or would be planning to use GARP.665 While PG&E downplays
the number of companies using GARP, we note that consultants at PwC used
GARP as a source for the PG&E Gas Records and Information Management
Assessment effort.666 Based on the increasing acceptance and use of GARP, we
find that CPSD is not precluded from using this assessment methodology simply
because it has not previously used this methodology before.
PG&E additionally contends that even if the GARP model were applicable,
it would only be appropriate for a current, not a historical, assessment of
records.667 It argues that the Duller/North Report does not take “full account of
evolving records retention schedule development, changes in information
technology or changes in the legislative and regulatory environment in which
PG&E operated.”668 PG&E’s arguments would be given more weight if it were
not for the fact that many of the deficiencies identified in the Duller/North Report
concern records that were to have been retained for the life of the pipeline. Thus,
the fact that PG&E’s current records have missing, incorrect or incomplete data
do reflect PG&E’s past recordkeeping practices, as it is highly unlikely that these
deficiencies occurred overnight.
PG&E further challenges the conclusions reached in the Duller/North
Report. Among other things, PG&E contends that the report fails to consider the
reasons why PG&E had adopted a decentralized approach recordkeeping and

665

See, Exh. PG&E-62 at MD-8 – MD-9.

666

Exh. TURN-16, Appendix B, Gas Operations Records and Information Management Assessment
at 14.

667

PG&E Opening Brief at 134.

668

PG&E Opening Brief at 134.
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does not acknowledge the evolution of PG&E’s records management program
over time.669 PG&E notes that in contrast PG&E witness Dunn considered
PG&E’s records management practices in light of PG&E’s business structure and
utility operations.670
As we have already discussed, regardless of whether PG&E takes a
decentralized or centralized approach to records management or retains records
in paper or electronic format, it is still required to retain records to ensure the
safe operation of its gas transmission pipeline system. The fact that the 1994
retention schedules may provide more information and “references to
‘justification’ for the retention period”671 than the 1964 schedules does not
address this requirement. Moreover, as CPSD notes, PG&E witness Dunn did
not review any Job Files or any other pipeline records in her assessment of
PG&E’s recordkeeping practices.672 As such, she has no first-hand knowledge of
PG&E’s actual records management practices. Consequently, we give
Ms. Dunn’s testimony concerning records management little weight.
Finally, PG&E argues that the Duller/North Report fails to “benchmark
PG&E’s practices against those of others in the industry” to determine whether
they were reasonable.673 PG&E contends that if CPSD had done so, it would

669

PG&E Opening Brief at 137-138.

670

PG&E Opening Brief at 137.

671

Exh. PG&E-62 at MD-13.

672

CPSD Reply Brief at 108; see also Exh. PG&E-62 at MD4 – MD-5 & MD-B-1 – MD-B-5 (listing
information sources used by Ms. Dunn).

673

PG&E Opening Brief at 139.
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have found that “PG&E’s practices did not ‘stand out from the pack’ of other
operators.”674
Contrary to PG&E’s belief, whether PG&E’s practices “stand out from the
pack” is not the basis for determining whether it has violated 49 CFR 192, Pub.
Util. Code § 451, GO 112, or any other statute, regulation or requirement.
Indeed, none of the witnesses who have noted recordkeeping “challenges” faced
by gas operators has stated that the prevailing industry practice is to maintain
records in violation of the law. Further, it is unclear whether any of the gas
operators referred to by the witnesses as having recordkeeping deficiencies are
subject to regulation by this Commission, Pub. Util. Code § 451 or GO 112. Thus
there is no reason to consider whether PG&E’s actions were “reasonable” in
comparison to other operators if PG&E is violating the law.
9.2.

General Records Management (Violation A)

Based on their review of PG&E’s policies, procedures, practices and
records, witnesses Duller/North concluded:
PG&E failed to maintain the records management practices
necessary to promote the safety of its patrons, employees and
the public. Examples of these failures include the lack of a
company-wide strategy for record keeping; poor
implementation of records management standard practices;
inappropriate disposal of Pipeline History Files; inadequate
management and control of job folders; poor metadata quality
control; and the uncontrolled distribution, duplication and
storage of pipeline-related job folders.675

674

PG&E Opening Brief at 140.

675

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-25:6-11.
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CPSD alleges the following deficiencies associated with PG&E’s
management of its gas transmission pipeline records:
 Many of PG&E’s records and data are missing, inaccurate,
incomplete and duplicative. As a result, many records are
not traceable or verifiable.
 PG&E executive management failed to comprehensively
address its mandatory recordkeeping requirements.
As a result of these deficiencies, CPSD contends that PG&E practiced
substandard records management. CPSD concludes that these are violations of
49 CFR 192.709; Pub. Util. Code § 451; Section 107 of GO 112, 112A and 112B; and
ASME B.31.8.676 CPSD maintains that these are continuing violations that run
from 1955 to 2010.677
9.2.1. Missing, Inaccurate, Incomplete or
Duplicative Records and Data
CPSD identifies the following types of records were missing, inaccurate,
incomplete or duplicative:


Missing strength test records



Missing weld records



Incomplete Job Files



Missing Job Files



Duplicate Job Files



Missing operating pressure records



Inaccurate and erroneous GIS data



Missing GIS data and failure to use the most conservative
values when there was missing GIS records

676

CPSD Opening Brief at 165.

677

CPSD Opening Brief at 189.
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Lack of complete and comprehensive inventory of all gas
leaks over the lifetime of pipelines



Missing Pipeline History Files



Missing records showing reused pipe



Missing and incomplete metallurgical reports678
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CPSD requests that the Commission draw adverse inferences against
PG&E with respect to the missing and incomplete records listed above. As
discussed in Section 5.2.1.2 above, we have found that adverse inferences should
be drawn against PG&E in those instances where it has not been able to provide
documents that it had been required to retain under state or federal statutes or
regulations. As a result, we have already made the following determinations:
Strength Test Records – CPSD alleges that there are 23,760 pipe
segments within Class 3 and 4 High Consequence Areas lacking
strength test records between 1953 and 2010.679 We have
considered this alleged violation in Section 8.3 above and found
CPSD has proven this allegation.
Weld Records – CPSD states that, based on its review of Job Files
at PG&E’s Emeryville storage facility, only 5.7% of the files
contained weld records.680 Consequently, CPSD alleges that
PG&E has either failed to comply with requirements concerning
the creation and retention of weld records. We have considered
this alleged violation in Section 8.4 above and found CPSD has
proven this allegation.
Job Files – CPSD raises various allegations concerning PG&E’s
Job Files. First, it contends that PG&E’s Job Files are incomplete
(missing documents) or missing.681 It also maintains that PG&E
678

CPSD Opening Brief at 165-183.

679

CPSD Opening Brief at 166.

680

CPSD Opening Brief at 167.

681

CPSD Opening Brief at 167-169.
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does not have a master index of Job Files and that there are
multiple copies of the same job file.682 We have considered this
alleged violation in Section 8.1 above and found CPSD has
proven this allegation.
Operating Pressure Records – CPSD notes that PG&E has
admitted that operating pressure records from 1965 – 1970 are no
longer available, and that it is missing operating pressure data
from 1999 for all of its pipelines.683 We have considered these
assertions in Section 8.5 above and found CPSD has proven this
allegation.
GIS Data – CPSD asserts that PG&E knew the Pipeline Survey
Sheets, which were used to populate GIS, had data quality issues,
but did not take any steps to validate the information.684 As a
result, CPSD contends that PG&E’s GIS system contained
inaccurate and erroneous data for key safety attributes, including
wall thickness and longitudinal seams.685 We have considered
these assertions in Section 8.8 above and found CPSD has proven
this allegation.
Leak Data – CPSD asserts that PG&E’s leak data is retained in
separate databases and multiple formats (hard copies and
electronic).686 Consequently, CPSD concludes that leak data is
not readily accessible. Further, CPSD notes that leak data in the
IGIS system contains data entry errors or are missing.687 As a
result, CPSD contends that PG&E has incomplete and inaccurate
safety information. We have considered these assertions in
Section 8.6 above and found CPSD has proven this allegation.

682

CPSD Opening Brief at 169-170.

683

CPSD Opening Brief at 171.

684

CPSD Opening Brief at 172-173.

685

CPSD Opening Brief at 171-172.

686

CPSD Opening Brief at 178.

687

CPSD Opening Brief at 178.
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Pipeline History Files – CPSD asserts that PG&E failed to retain
Pipeline History Files, as required by PG&E’s Standard
Practice 463.7.688 We have considered these assertions in
Section 8.2 above and found CPSD has failed to prove this
allegation.
Reused Pipe Records – CPSD asserts that prior to the San Bruno
explosion, PG&E had not maintained an organized set of records
showing the location and use of reconditioned pipe.689 We have
considered these assertions in Section 8.7 above and found CPSD
has proven this allegation.
In addition to the allegations above, CPSD challenges PG&E’s use of
assumed data values in those instances where there were missing values in
GIS.690 CPSD states PG&E has represented that in those instances where PG&E
did not have records, it would make conservative assumptions about pipeline
attributes based on the era when the pipeline was constructed and the types of
material purchased by PG&E at that time.691 However, CPSD notes that there are
instances where PG&E has revised the assumed values for joint efficiency, wall
thickness and SMYS to either more conservative assumed values or more
conservative known values.692 CPSD maintains that it would be reasonable to
infer that the initial assumed values were not conservative enough to ensure safe

688

CPSD Opening Brief at 179-181.

689

CPSD Opening Brief at 181-182.

690

CPSD notes that PG&E’s audit change log noted that of the 267,247 entries in PG&E’s audit
change log between 1999 and 2010, 112,959 (42%) of the changes were made after the San Bruno
explosion. CPSD contends that these changes were necessary to correct bad GIS records that
existed before the explosion. (CPSD Opening Brief at 174.)

691

CPSD Opening Brief at 174.

692

CPSD Opening Brief at 175 (referring to Exh. CPSD-69).
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operation of its system.693 CPSD further asserts that PG&E’s assumed SMYS
values were above 24,000 psi and, therefore, did not comply with federal
regulations.694
PG&E asserts that CPSD relies on a limited number of changes in PG&E’s
HCA audit change log to incorrectly conclude that any changes in assumed
values in GIS was to correct errors.695 It maintains that CPSD “ignores the
purpose of the audit change log, the significance of the data in the HCA audit
change log, and the multiple potential explanations that contradict CPSD’s
desired inference.”696 Among other things, PG&E notes that the change in
assumed values may be due to “new installation and replacement work, as well
as records validation.”697 PG&E states that CPSD did not prove “a single
pipeline segment in PG&E’s database had an incorrect assumed value that was
later changed, through records research, to a more conservative value.”698
We agree with PG&E that there are many possible explanations why the
assumed values in GIS were revised. Nonetheless, the purpose of the change
would be the same – to correct (or make more accurate) the assumed value in
response to new information that the assumed value was incorrect. It is possible
that PG&E’s had adopted what it had considered to be conservative assumed
data values based on the information that it had at the time, but that new
693

CPSD Opening Brief at 176.

694

CPSD Opening Brief at 176.

695

PG&E Reply Brief at 132.

696

PG&E Reply Brief at 132.

697

PG&E Reply Brief at 133.

698

PG&E Reply Brief at 133.
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information demonstrated that a more conservative value was appropriate.
However, the burden of producing this evidence rests with PG&E. Consistent
with our discussion regarding the setting of MAOP under the Grandfather
Clause in Section 5.7 above, PG&E must have sufficient documents to support
the assumed data values utilized in GIS. As we have found in other parts of this
decision, PG&E has failed to maintain the design, maintenance and operating
records as required by state and federal regulations, statutes and its own
standard practices. Thus, to the extent PG&E did not have records to support the
initial assumed values, we infer that the initial assumed values were not
conservative enough to ensure safe operation of PG&E’s pipeline system. This
would constitute a violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451.
Finally, CPSD contends that PG&E failed to keep all gas pipeline failure
metallurgical reports at the PG&E Metallurgical Testing Library and Archive in
San Ramon. CPSD further notes that the reports that were retained there were
not easily accessible or complete.699 CPSD states that it had conducted interviews
with PG&E staff in the Materials Chemistry Support Group (known as ATS) and
was informed that not all of the reports prepared by third party contractors
relating to analytical investigations undertaken by the Gas Transmission
Division Integrity Management program were provided for long term storage.700
CPSD further notes that records stored at San Ramon were often incomplete or

699

CPSD Opening Brief at 183.

700

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-80.
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missing.701 CPSD therefore maintains that this is a serious recordkeeping
deficiency.
PG&E disputes CPSD’s conclusions, noting that the allegations focused
primarily on the way the metallurgical reports were organized, but did not
establish violations of law.702 PG&E further notes the Duller/North Report, at best,
“establishes that PG&E has not inventoried its ATS records,” not that any records
are missing.703
As we have repeatedly stated above, PG&E bears the responsibility for
creating and retaining the records necessary to ensure safe operation of its
natural gas transmission pipeline system. Regardless of whether PG&E takes a
centralized or decentralized approach to recordkeeping, retains documents in
hardcopy or digital format, the ATS Metallurgical Testing Library and Archive is
a source of information for integrity management process. As such, reports of
metallurgical testing and inspection work performed by a third-party that impact
integrity management should be stored there.
Additionally, aside from arguing that it is not required to store these
reports in a specific location or format, PG&E has not explained how these
records are made known and available to employees. Consequently, even if the
reports had been retained, there is no assurance that they would be included in
evaluating a pipeline’s integrity.
For these reasons, we find that PG&E’s failure to retain all gas pipeline
failure metallurgical reports and make them known and available to employees
701

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-80 – 6-81.

702

PG&E Reply Brief at 138.

703

PG&E Reply Brief at 139.
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negatively impacts PG&E’s integrity management process. This means that
PG&E could not ensure safe operation of its pipeline system. This would
constitute a violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451.
9.2.2. Mandatory Recordkeeping Requirements
CPSD contends that the violations it has identified above are “proof of a
systematic failure of PG&E management to comprehensively address mandatory
recordkeeping requirements across PG&E’s gas transmission system.”704 CPSD
raises three points in particular:
 Prior to September 9, 2010, no one in PG&E’s Gas
Transmission Division had formal responsibility for
coordinating records management across all the different
business units and offices.705 Further, PG&E staff was not
trained or educated in records management.706
 Between 1948 and 1967, no PG&E staff had recordkeeping
responsibilities across the gas transmission part of the
company.707
 The PwC Report concluded that information was not
“managed as a corporate asset” and observed that
employees faced various challenges to access
information.708
PG&E argues that CPSD improperly concluded that PwC’s
recommendations regarding PG&E’s recent recordkeeping practices meant that
PG&E’s management has historically not addressed recordkeeping
704

CPSD Opening Brief at 183.

705

CPSD Opening Brief at 184.

706

CPSD Opening Brief at 185.

707

CPSD Opening Brief at 184.

708

CPSD Opening Brief at 185.
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requirements.709 It contends that CPSD’s assertions are based on conjecture, not
evidence in the record, and attempts to place the burden on PG&E to prove that
its recordkeeping practices were not adequate. Further, PG&E argues that CPSD
is barred from raising any allegations concerning how PG&E had allocated its
recordkeeping responsibilities 45 to 65 years ago under the doctrine of laches.710
Nonetheless, it notes that various documents in the record show PG&E’s records
retention regulations and guidance documents dated back to the 1915.711
Further, PG&E’s records retention Standards Practices from 1951 to 2010
identified the PG&E employees “responsible for supervision of the preservation
and indexing of records.”712
Although PG&E identifies a number of documents relating to the records
retention policies and procedures, none of these documents directly respond to
the assertions raised by CPSD. As we have discussed elsewhere in this decision,
PG&E has not always created, managed or retained gas transmission pipeline
records as required by federal and state statutes and regulations or GO 112.
Based on the record, it would appear that PG&E established uniform
recordkeeping requirements for all corporate documents, and delegated Division
Managers to determine the records to be retained. However, there is nothing in
the record that would indicate that employees in the business units or locations

709

PG&E Reply Brief at 139.

710

PG&E Reply Brief at 139-140.

711

PG&E Reply Brief at 140.

712

PG&E Reply Brief at 140.
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were educated on records management and the importance of various types of
records.
PG&E states that it has historically “made pragmatic recordkeeping
choices aimed at making important gas safety records available to those who use
them.”713 However, due to relocations or business reorganizations, valuable
records had the potential to be inadvertently lost or discarded. Further,
decisions on what records to be retained or discarded in office moves and
relocations took into consideration regulations in effect at that time and “were
influenced by operational needs, storage availability and cost, engineering
judgment, and recordkeeping requirements.”714 Based on PG&E’s decentralized
recordkeeping approach and the evidence in the record, we agree with CPSD
that there was no coordination of PG&E’s gas transmission pipeline records
across the company.
Finally, as discussed in Section 5.5 above, we find that CPSD is not barred
from raising this assertion under the doctrine of laches. CPSD was unaware that
PG&E’s corporate recordkeeping policies meant that there was no actual
coordination of recordkeeping policies across the various business units and
locations until after the San Bruno explosion. Once it was made aware of this
fact, CPSD raised its allegations in a timely manner.

713

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-8.

714

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2A-9.
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9.2.3. Quality of Records Management
CPSD concludes that PG&E’s lack of management oversight resulted in
records and data that were substandard in quality.715 In particular, CPSD notes
that key records were not easily identifiable and accessible to employees and
staff was not educated about records management. It also notes that the PwC
report had stated that PG&E’s paper and electronic records contained gaps and
errors.716 CPSD believes that PG&E’s substandard records management resulted
in inconsistent recordkeeping, which prevented easy and efficient access to key
records necessary to operate and maintain the gas transmission system.717
We agree with CPSD that PG&E’s records contained missing, inaccurate,
incomplete or duplicative records and data. Since these shortcomings may be
measured objectively with respect to compliance with regulatory requirements,
there is a likelihood that the actual quality of the records that are available are
substandard. Consequently, we agree with CPSD that PG&E’s failure to
establish consistent company-wide practices to maintain and retain mandatory
records for the safe operation of its gas transmission pipeline system can be
attributed to poor management oversight.
CPSD has argued that the shortfalls in PG&E’s records management
activities are violations of 49 CFR 192.709; Pub. Util. Code § 451; Section 107 of
GO 112, 112A and 112B; and ASME B.31.8.718 As we have discussed elsewhere in
this decision, failure to maintain strength test and pressure test records, leak
715

CPSD Opening Brief at 165.

716

CPSD Opening Brief at 191.

717

CPSD Opening Brief at 193.

718

CPSD Opening Brief at 165.
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records and weld records, as well as other records mandated by statute or
regulations, is a violation of 49 CFR 192.709; Section 107 of GO 112, 112A and
112B; and ASME B.31.8. PG&E management’s failure to provide proper
oversight over its records management activities has resulted in the company’s
failure to retain records needed to operate and maintain PG&E’s gas
transmission pipeline system in a safe manner, as required by Pub. Util. Code
§ 451. Based on our discussion above, we find that the shortcomings in PG&E’s
records management activities violate 49 CFR 192.709; Pub. Util. Code § 451;
Section 107 of GO 112, 112A and 112B; and ASME B.31.8.
PG&E has argued that the violations raised in this section are the same as
Violations 16 - 27 raised by CPSD witness Felts. Even if this violation overlaps or
is similar to other violations raised by CPSD, it should be considered on its own.
PG&E’s lack of management oversight did not simply result in incomplete,
missing or incorrect records and data. It also prevented PG&E line employees
from properly maintaining and retaining the records and data, may have
contributed to erroneous decisions regarding pipeline replacement, or incorrect
risk assessments. As previously discussed, this will go, at a minimum, towards
assessing the severity of violations at the time we consider fines and remedies.
We agree with CPSD that the beginning date of Violation A should be set
at 1955. As CPSD explains, this date was a conservative estimate and based on
the date the ASME B.31.8 standard was enacted.719 Consistent with our
discussion regarding the end date for Felts Violation 16 in Section 8.1 above, we

719

4 RT at 638:19-25 (CPSD/Duller).
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(find that the end date of this violation should be set as December 20, 2012, the
effective date of the PSEP Decision.
9.3.

Records Retention (Violation B)

In Violation B, CPSD contends that some of PG&E’s retention
requirements did not comply with the law.720 CPSD further maintains that PG&E
has failed to comply with its own internal records retention requirements.721
9.3.1. Failure to Comply With Mandatory
Records Retention Requirements
(Violations B.1 – B.5)
9.3.1.1. CPSD Allegations
CPSD contends that PG&E has failed to comply with mandatory records
retention requirements with respect to the following documents:
 Leak Survey Maps (Violation B.1) – PG&E Standard
Practice USP-4 requires Leak Survey Maps to be retained
for nine years.722 However, CPSD states that ASME B.31.8
§ 851.6 requires these maps be retained for the life of the
facility.723 CPSD further notes that the CFR has required
operators to keep leak survey records for either 5 years or
until the next leak survey record is made, whichever is
longer.724 CPSD argues that PG&E’s minimum retention
period of 9 years would not ensure that an existing leak
survey map would be replaced with a new one. CPSD

720

CPSD Opening Brief at 194.

721

CPSD Opening Brief at 200.

722

Exh. CPSD-18 USP4: Records Retention and Disposal Guidance for Transmission and
Distribution Systems (P2-230.pdf) at 1.
723

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-34:23-24.

724

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-34; see also 49 CFR 192.709.
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asserts that the duration of this violation is from April 16,
2010 to September 9, 2010.725
 Line Patrol Reports (Violation B.2) – In 1964, PG&E’s
retention period for line patrol reports was 1 year in the
office and three years total.726 PG&E’s retention periods in
1994, 2005 and 2008 were for the life of the facility for all
numbered transmission lines and 3 years for all others.727
However, CPSD states that ASME B.31.8 § 851.5 required
line patrol reports be retained for the life of the facility.728
Additionally, CPSD notes that 49 CFR 192.709 required line
patrol reports be retained for the life of the facility. CPSD
asserts that the duration of this violation is from September
1, 1964 to September 9, 2010.729
 Line Inspection Reports (Violation B.3) – Since 1964,
PG&E’s retention period for line inspection reports was
three years.730 However, CPSD states that ASME B.31.8
required that these reports be retained for the life of the
facility.731 It further notes that by June 6, 1996, the CFR
required inspection records be retained for five years, or
until the next line inspection report or records were made,

725

CPSD Opening Brief at 198.

726

Retention Schedule for Records in the Division (P2-195.pdf) at 12.

727

Guide to Retention of Company Documents (P2-212.pdf) at 41; PG&E Guide to Record
Retention, issued May 8, 2006, (P2-225.pdf) at 43; USP4: Records Retention and Disposal
Guidance for Transmission and Distribution Systems (P2-230.pdf) at 14.

728

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-35.

729

CPSD Opening Brief at 199.

730

Retention Schedule for Records in the Division (P2-195.pdf) at 12; Guide to Retention of
Company Documents (P2-212.pdf) at 41; PG&E Guide to Record Retention, issued May 8, 2006,
(P2-225.pdf) at 43; USP4: Records Retention and Disposal Guidance for Transmission and
Distribution Systems (P2-230.pdf) at 14.

731

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-35.
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whichever was greater. CPSD asserts that the duration of
this violation is from April 6, 1994 to September 9, 2010.732
 Pressure Test Records (Violation B.4) – PG&E’s retention
period for pressure test records was six years in 1964.733
The retention period was subsequently reduced to three
years in 1994.734 CPSD notes that since 1955, ASME B.31.8
required pressure test records be retained for the life of the
facility. Additionally, CPSD notes that since August 19,
1970, 49 CFR 192.517 required pipeline operators to retain
for the life of the facility records showing the operator's
name, name of employee making the test, test medium
used, test pressure, test duration, pressure recording charts
or other record of pressure readings, leaks and failures
noted and their disposition for all pipelines operating at
hoop stresses of 30% or more of SMYS. CPSD asserts that
the duration of this violation is from April 6, 1994 to
September 9, 2010.735
 Transmission Line Inspections (Violation B.5) –
Transmission line inspection reports include patrol
maintenance reports, trouble reports, and line logs.
PG&E’s retention period for these records is six years.
However, CPSD contends that since 1955, ASME B.31.8
required these records be retained for the life of the
facility.736 It further notes that the C.F.R. also required that
these types of records be retained for the life of the facility.
CPSD asserts that the duration of this violation is from
September 1, 1964 to September 9, 2010.737
732

CPSD Opening Brief at 199.

733

Retention Schedule for Records in the Division (P2-195.pdf), revised September 1, 1964, at 9.

734

Guide to Retention of Company Documents (P2-212.pdf) at 40; PG&E Guide to Record
Retention, issued May 8, 2006, (P2-225.pdf) at 42.

735

CPSD Opening Brief at 199.

736

Exh. CPSD-6 at 6-36.

737

CPSD Opening Brief at 200.
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9.3.1.2. PG&E’s Response
PG&E raises four general arguments in response to CPSD’s allegations. It
first argues that CPSD witnesses Duller/North focused on corporate retention
schedules, not the retention schedules in the Gas Transmission Standards (Gas
Standards).738 PG&E states that the Gas Standards are used by the gas
organization on a daily basis and that the retention schedules in the Gas
Transmission Standards are consistent with ASME B.31.8 and 49 CFR 192.739
PG&E further states that it had informed CPSD that gas operations followed the
gas records retention schedules in the Gas Standards and that PG&E witness
Phillips submitted testimony regarding the Gas Standards.740 Additionally,
PG&E cites to testimony from PG&E witness Dunn, who evaluated PG&E’s
corporate and operational records retention policies and standards.741 PG&E
asserts that since CPSD failed to consider the Gas Standards, Violations
B.1 through B.5 are unfounded.
PG&E next contends that CPSD failed to consider the overlapping and
inconsistent records retention requirements between the FPC (later FERC)
requirements742 and requirements set forth in GO-112, ASME B.31.8 and 49 CFR

738

PG&E Opening Brief at 143. PG&E states the Gas Standards may be found in documents
P2-1149 – P2-1244. (Exh. PG&E-61 at 2-24.)

739

PG&E Opening Brief at 143-144; PG&E Reply Brief at 142. For example, PG&E notes that
the Gas Standards required that “Leak Survey Inspections” and/or “Leak Survey Logs”, and
line patrol reports be retained for the life of the facility. (PG&E Opening Brief at 147 & 149.)

740

PG&E Opening Brief at 144; PG&E Reply Brief at 142.

741

PG&E Opening Brief at 144.

742

These requirements are found in 18 CFR 225.
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192.743 It states that it identified these inconsistencies to the Commission and
“helped the Commission address them through the adoption of FA-570 in
1976.”744 Consequently, PG&E argues that the need to reconcile these
inconsistencies should not be considered records retention violations.745
PG&E’s third argument is that CPSD’s violations reflect hindsight
judgments and do not reflect the “day-to-day realities of operating or regulating
a gas utility.”746 In particular, PG&E notes that CPSD has audited PG&E’s gas
records over the past 50 years and is only now asserting records retention
schedule errors that occurred in 1964.747
PG&E’s final general argument is that Violations B.1 through B.6 “lack
internal logic and legal sense.”748 For example, PG&E states that CPSD policy
witness Halligan had testified that CPSD would not seek enforcement of ASME
B.31.8 after GO 112-C came into effect in 1971. However, CPSD alleged ASME
B.31.8 violations in Violations B.2, B.3, B.4 and B.5 that began after 1971.
Consequently, PG&E contends that these violations are inconsistent with CPSD
policy witness Halligan’s testimony.749
In addition to these general arguments in response to CPSD’s alleged
violations, PG&E asserts that the nine-year retention period for Leak Survey
743

PG&E Opening Brief at 144-145.

744

PG&E Opening Brief at 144.

745

PG&E Opening Brief at 145.

746

PG&E Opening Brief at 145

747

PG&E Opening Brief at 145.

748

PG&E Opening Brief at 145.

749

PG&E Opening Brief at 146.
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Maps (Violation B.1) complies with the requirement in 49 CFR 192.709(c) since
PG&E’s interval for conducting leak surveys were at least once each calendar
year.750 Consequently, “an existing leak survey map will be replaced with a new
one multiple times within the nine-year retention period.”751
PG&E further argues that although CPSD had found that PG&E’s retention
period for line inspection reports complied with federal regulations, it
nonetheless concluded that PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 and ASME
B.31.8 between 1994 through September 2010.752 PG&E states that Violation B.3 is
based on CPSD’s erroneous conclusion that both Pub. Util. Code § 451 and
ASME B.31.8 required line inspection reports to be retained for the life of the
facility. PG&E argues that there is no violation because the 49 CFR 192.709(c)
had eliminated the “life of the facility” requirement in 1996.753 Further, PG&E
contends that CPSD cannot assert a violation of ASME B.31.8 violation for any
period after 1971, as CPSD policy witness Halligan had testified that CPSD did
not seek enforcement of ASME B.31.8 after GO 112-C came into effect.
PG&E also contends that CPSD improperly concludes that the term “Gas
High Pressure Test Record” in the corporate records retention schedule refers to
the pressure test records specified in 49 CFR 192.517.754 PG&E states that the
“Gas High Pressure Test Record” retention schedule is based on FPC (later
FERC) regulations, not 49 CFR 192.517. It further argues that 49 CFR 192.517
750

PG&E Opening Brief at 147.

751

PG&E Opening Brief at 147.

752

PG&E Opening Brief at 149.

753

PG&E Opening Brief at 150.

754

PG&E Opening Brief at 151.
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does not refer to pressure test records as “Gas High Pressure Test Records.” As
such, PG&E asserts that “Gas High Pressure Test Record” concerns a different
type of record and there is no violation.
9.3.1.3. Discussion
The evidence in this proceeding identifies a multitude of retention
schedules which are applicable to different functional areas and operating
divisions. In some instances, different operating groups will establish different
retention periods for the same document. Although it is true that the Gas
Standards specified records retention periods that complied with 49 CFR 192, the
record does not support PG&E’s assertions that the Gas Standards set the
retention periods of gas transmission pipeline records.
The directive contained in paragraph 2 of the OII had requested PG&E to
explain and identify its policy and practices between 1955 and August 2010 for
maintaining, among other things, “records of operations, including but not
limited to gas pressure,” “records of leaks, electronic problems, and other
transmission pipeline anomalies noted by PG&E,” and “records of all
inspections, tests, and safety risk analyses done on transmission pipes.”755
Further, PG&E was directed to provide “all written PG&E manuals or written
documents in use during this period which state such policies and practices.”756
In its response to this directive, PG&E provided copies of its records
retention policy for various categories of documents and stated “As of

755

OII at 17-18 (slip op.).

756

OII at 18 (slip op.).
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August 2010, PG&E’s overarching or umbrella retention policy was Utility
Standard Policy (USP) 4, ‘Record Retention and Disposal.’”757 It further added:
Underlying USP 4 are other documents, including the Utility’s
“Guide to Record Retention” (Guide) (P2-2), which contains
more detailed record retention information broken down by
operational area. Additionally, PG&E’s “Records Retention
and Disposal Guidance for Transmission & Distribution
Systems” (T&D Guidance) (P2-3) was issued by Engineering
and Operations and by Energy Delivery pursuant to USP 4.
Finally, retention period guidance is also found within other
PG&E gas transmission documents. These documents are
being produced as P2-5 to P2-190 along with an
accompanying index.758
On September 30, 2011, PG&E responded to CPSD Data Request 4,
questions 2 and 12. These two questions asked for PG&E’s retention practices
and policies regarding leak records and whether PG&E had any retention
policies that exceeded federal or state requirements. PG&E responded that it had
reviewed the “[r]ecord retention legal requirements with PG&E’s policies and
procedures as of September 9, 2010” and identified various P2 documents
between P2-30 and P2-142 that exceeded federal or state retention
requirements.759 PG&E further identified A-Forms and SP 460.21-7,

757

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2-1.

758

PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response at 2-1.

759

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 14) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 4, Q2, Attachment 1
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_004-Q02-atch1.pdf).
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“Investigation and Reporting of Accidents and Material Failures Involving Gas
Equipment.”760
On November 10, 2011, PG&E responded to CPSD Data Request 23,
question 26 which asked: “Does PG&E have any individual record retention
guidelines or retention schedules beyond those identified in the corporate record
retention policy? If so, please provide copies of all current and historical versions
of them.”761 PG&E identified pages 194-199 in Attachment 2A of its June 20, 2011
filing and pages 7 - 9 of the “Chapter 2 and 2A Index of Attachments.”762 PG&E
also attached nine documents of other documents. The documents referenced in
PG&E’s response consist of:
 Documents P2-191 – P2-233 (documents listed on pages
194-199 in Attachment 2A of its June 20, 2011 filing);
 Documents P2-157 – 220 (documents listed on pages 7 - 9 of
the “Chapter 2 and 2A Index of Attachments”);
 Guide to Record Retention, Gas Supply (dated 10/28/11),
with retention justification based on FERC regulations
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII DR CPUC_023Q26Atch01.pdf);
 USP 4, dated 10/1/10 (GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII
DR CPUC_023-Q26Atch02.pdf);

760

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 14) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 4, Q12 at 2
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_004-Q12.pdf). The earliest copy of an A-Form
is P2-1152.pdf; SP 460.21-7 is P2-508.pdf.

761

Exh. CPSD-42 (emphasis added); see, also Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 23) PG&E’s Response to
CPSD Data Request 23, Q 26 at 1 (GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOIl_DR_CPUC_023-Q26.pdf).

762

Exh. CPSD-42; see also Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 23) PG&E’s Response to CPSD Data Request 23,
Q26 at 1 (GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOIl_DR_CPUC_023-Q26.pdf).
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 USP 4, dated 11/11/10
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII DR CPUC_023Q26Atch03.pdf);
 USP 4, dated 12/23/10
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII DR CPUC_023Q26Atch04.pdf);
 GOV 7001S – Record Retention and Disposal Standard,
dated 2/16/11 (GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII DR
CPUC_023-Q26Atch05.pdf);
 SP 210.4-3 – Retaining and Destroying Records – General
Office Departments, dated 10/1/88
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII DR CPUC_023Q26Atch06.pdf);
 SP 210.4-4 – Retaining and Destroying Records – Operating
Regions, dated 10/1/88
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII DR CPUC_023Q26Atch07.pdf);
 Guide to Regional Record Retention, dated 12/17/91
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII DR CPUC_023Q26Atch08.pdf);
 Guide to Record Retention (IT), dated 2010; and
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII DR CPUC_023Q26Atch09.pdf).
On December 15, 2011, PG&E responded to CPSD Data Request 18,
question 15 seeking information about the documentation of daily activities at
the construction site during a transmission line construction project and the
retention period for these documents. PG&E’s response referred to its response
to CPSD Data Request 17, questions 1 and 2.763 In those referenced responses,

763

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 18) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 18, Q15 at 1
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_018-Q15.pdf).
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PG&E provided a copy of “CGT Construction As-Built and Appropriate Reports
Checklist,”764 which does not specify any retention requirements, and stated that
there was no requirement to retain field engineer notes.765
On January 3, 2012, PG&E responded to CPSD Data Request 25,
questions 2 and 8. CPSD Data Request 25, question 2 asked, among other things,
Provide copies of all past and present document management,
document control and records management standards,
policies, procedures, manuals, directives, instructions,
standard practices and retention schedules used by PG&E
since 1948, that relate to any aspect of the management of either
physical or electronic records.766
PG&E’s response to question 2 referred to pages 194-199 in Attachment 2A
of its June 20, 2011 filing and pages 7 - 9 of the “Chapter 2 and 2A Index of
Attachments.”767 CPSD Data Request 25, question 8(b) asked PG&E to “State
how PG&E's document retention policies and practices have evolved over the
period 1948-2011. Indicate the level of compliance to these policies over this
time.” In response, PG&E referred to Chapter 2A of PG&E’s June 20, 2011

764

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 17) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 17, Q1, Attachment 1
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_017-Q01Atch01.pdf). This document appears
to be an updated version of P2-580.pdf, “CGT Construction As-Built and Pressure Report
Checklist.”

765

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 17) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 17,
Q2(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_017-Q02.)

766

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 23) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 25, Q2(g) at 2 (emphasis
added) (GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_025-Q02-Part1_REDACTED.pdf).

767

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 23) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 25, Q2(g) at 5
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_025-Q02-Part1_REDACTED.pdf).
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Response, which discussed USP 4 and GOV7001S.768 PG&E subsequently
submitted a supplemental response to question 8(b) on June 11, 2012, in which it
produced “documents concerning CPUC resolutions that have impacted the
company's document retention policies and practices.”769 These resolutions
included Resolution FA-570.
As PG&E noted, its Gas Standards were contained in the document range
of P2-1149 – P2-1244. However, despite PG&E’s assertions that the Gas
Standards governed the day-to-day operations of Gas Operations, PG&E does
not directly refer to these documents in its June 20, 2011 response or any data
responses, even when asked about record retention guidelines or retention
schedules beyond those identified in its corporate record retention policy.
Rather, PG&E only refers to documents that its own records expert states “offer
only limited insight” into PG&E’s records management program.770 We agree
with CPSD that PG&E’s filings and data request responses would lead to the
conclusion that PG&E was either confused about its own retention schedules771
or deliberately did not provide complete responses to CPSD’s data requests. If
the former, then the testimony of PG&E’s witnesses is outweighed by
contradictory evidence. If the latter, then PG&E’s actions could be construed as
an attempt to mislead the Commission in violation of Rule 1.1.
768

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 23) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 25, Q8(b)
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_02S-Q08_REDACTED_01.pdf at 2-3;
GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_02S-Q08_REDACTED_02.pdf at 2-3).

769

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 23) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 25, Q8(b),First Supplemental
Response (GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_02S-Q08(b)Supp1_REDACTED.pdf).

770

Exh. PG&E-62 at MD-12 (PG&E/Dunn).

771

CPSD Reply Brief at 115.
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We are also not persuaded that any shortcomings in PG&E’s records
retention requirements is the result of overlapping and inconsistent records
retention requirements between the requirements contained in 18 CFR 225 and
the requirements contained in GO-112, ASME B.31.8 and 49 CFR 192. Contrary
to PG&E’s belief, the FERC does not have safety oversight over gas transmission
pipelines. Indeed, the FERC regulations regarding recordkeeping requirements
for gas utilities specifically state:
The regulations in this part should not be construed as
excusing compliance with other lawful requirements of any
other governmental body, Federal or State, prescribing other
record keeping requirements, or for preservation of records
for periods longer than those prescribed in this part.772
PG&E witness Phillips also acknowledges that Resolution FA 570 did not
relieve PG&E of its records responsibilities under 49 CFR 192.773 He further
agreed that Resolution FA 570 was issued by the Commission’s Finance and
Accounting Division, which had no safety oversight over gas pipeline safety.
Thus, there was no need to reconcile any overlapping or inconsistent
record retention requirements, and the longer retention periods contained in
GO 112, ASME B.31.8 and 49 CFR 192 to ensure the safe operations of PG&E’s
gas transmission lines would have remained in effect. Moreover,
notwithstanding the alleged inconsistencies and overlap, USP4 and other
“corporate retention schedules” relied primarily on the FERC regulations, while
the Gas Standards retention periods referred to 49 CFR 192. Thus, PG&E also
772

Exh. PG&E-69, Attachment D, Regulations to Govern the Preservation of Records of Public
Utilities and Licensees and Natural Gas Companies (FERC Order 450), effective January 1, 1972
at 70 (18 CFR 225.2, subdiv. (a)(2)).

773

7 RT 1099:23 – 1100:4 (PG&E/Phillips).
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recognized that these different retention periods had different purposes and
were to be applied to different parts of its organization.
We further disagree with PG&E’s assertions that CPSD could not assert
recordkeeping violations under Pub. Util. Code § 451 and ASME B.31.8 if PG&E
were in compliance with 49 CFR 192. PG&E fails to acknowledge that
49 CFR 192 represents the minimum requirements, and that the states could
impose stricter requirements. Thus, compliance with the federal regulations
does not necessarily mean that a utility has not violated state statutes or
regulations. Decision 78513, which adopted GO 112-C, states:
This Commission by Resolution No. G-1499, ordered that said
Part 192 be adopted to supplement General Orders Nos. 112-B
and 94-A of the Commission, and that all standards in said
general orders, to the extent they are additional or more
stringent than the Minimum Federal Safety Standards, shall
remain in effect.774
Similarly, Decision 95-08-053, which adopted GO 112-E, states:
The Commission continues to retain the ability to develop its
own specific requirements. In no instance does a separate
California requirement reduce the federal standard.
California standards must be either the same as or more
stringent than the federal standards. Generally, where
separate California standards were previously adopted, they
remain, except in certain instances where they were found not
to be necessary, such as reporting level requirements for
incidents.775
The ASME B.31.8 standards, which included a “life of the facility”
retention period for various records, were adopted by the Commission in
774

Exh. PG&E-5 (Decision No. 78513) at 3.

775

Exh. PG&E-7 (Decision 95-08-053) at 9.
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GO 112. In Decision 78513 and Decision 95-08-053, the Commission notes that
49 CFR 192 was to supplement, not replace, existing regulations. Additionally,
unless expressly stated, the more stringent California standards would remain.
There is no express statement that the “life of facility” retention period adopted
in GO 112 is no longer in effect. As such, the ASME B.31.8 standards are still
applicable.
Finally, we agree that the start dates stated by CPSD for violations
B.1 through B.5 should be adopted. Contrary to PG&E’s assertions, we do not
find that any of these dates are inconsistent with the testimony of CPSD witness
Halligan. As CPSD notes Ms. Halligan had stated that CPSD would not assert
any new violation of ASME B.31.8 after GO 112-C took effect in 1971 to avoid
counting a single violation multiple times.776 Thus, there is no inconsistency.
For the reasons discussed above, we find the following violations:
 Leak Survey Maps (Violation B.1) – PG&E failed to retain
records of Leak Survey Maps as long as the line remains in
service as required by ASME B.31.8 § 851.5. This violation
began on April 16, 2010, the effective date of the update of
USP4 (P2-230.pdf).
 Line Patrol Reports (Violation B.2) – PG&E failed to retain
records of Line Patrol Reports as long as the line remains in
service as required by ASME B.31.8 § 851.5. This violation
began on September 1, 1964, the effective date of Retention
Schedule for Records in the Division (P2-195.pdf).
 Line Inspection Reports (Violation B.3) – PG&E failed to
retain Line Inspection Reports as long as the line remains
in service as required by ASME B.31.8 § 851.5. This
violation began on December 17, 1991, the date of Guide to
776

CPSD Reply Brief at 120-121.
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Regional Record Retention
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII DR CPUC_023Q26Atch08.pdf).
 Pressure Test Records (Violation B.4) – PG&E failed to
retain pressure test records for the useful life of the
pipeline as required by ASME B.31.8 § 841.417. This
violation began on September 1, 1964, the effective date of
Retention Schedule for Records in the Division
(P2-195.pdf).


Transmission Line Inspections (Violation B.5) – PG&E
failed to retain line inspection reports as long as the line
remains in service as required by ASME B.31.8 § 851.5.
This violation began on September 1, 1964, the effective
date of Retention Schedule for Records in the Division
(P2-195.pdf).

We further agree with CPSD that failure to comply with mandatory
records retention requirements is a continuing violation. However, we do not
agree that Violations B.1 through B.5 ended on September 9, 2010, the date of the
San Bruno explosion and fire. Rather, consistent with our discussion regarding
the end date for Felts Violation 16 in Section 8.1 above, we find that Violations
B.1 through B.5 continued until December 20, 2012, the effective date of the PSEP
Decision.
9.3.2. Failure to Comply With Internal
Records Retention Requirements
(Violation B.6)
In addition to establishing retention schedules with shorter retention
periods than mandated under ASME B.31.8 and 49 C.F.R., CPSD contends that
PG&E failed to follow its own record retention requirements from 1955 to 2010.777

777

CPSD Opening Brief at 200.
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For example, and by reference to Violation A.1, CPSD notes that Standard
Practice 463.7 required PG&E to retain Pipeline History Files for the life of the
facility. Additionally, CPSD states that PG&E’s retention requirements required
PG&E to retain strength test records for the life of the facility.778 CPSD further
identifies various findings in the PwC Report it believes would lead to the
conclusion that PG&E employees were not properly trained on records retention
requirements and, thus, failed to comply with PG&E’s internal retention
requirements.779 Finally, CPSD argues that PG&E’s own admissions in this
proceeding support a reasonable inference that it did not follow its own retention
requirements.780
CPSD asserts that PG&E has violated 49 CFR 192.13(c) for failing to
comply with its own internal retention requirements. CPSD maintains that this
violation began in 1955 and continued until 2010.781
PG&E refutes CPSD’s allegations by reiterating that Standard Practice
463.7 had required the retention of Pipeline History Files.782 PG&E asserts that
once this standard practice had been rescinded, there was no law mandating that
Pipeline History Files be retained.783
PG&E further believes that CPSD’s arguments about pressure records had
already been presented in Felts Violations 3 and 18 and Duller/North Violation
778

CPSD Opening Brief at 201.

779

CPSD Opening Brief at 202-204.

780

CPSD Opening Brief at 204-205.

781

CPSD Opening Brief at 202 & 208.

782

PG&E Opening Brief at 153.

783

PG&E Opening Brief at 154; PG&E Reply Brief at 149.
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A.1. PG&E states that its response to this portion of Violation B.6 is the same as
for the prior alleged violations. PG&E states that because CPSD has failed to
prove that PG&E had failed to retain pressure records, CPSD cannot prove that
PG&E failed to comply with its internal retention policy.784
Finally, PG&E asserts that CPSD’s reliance on the PwC Report to support
an alleged violation of 49 CFR 192.13 is misplaced.785 PG&E contends the PwC
Report “was created to provide high-level findings, and does not provide a
sufficient basis to support a violation.”786 More importantly, PG&E maintains
that its Gas Operations organization followed the Gas Standards in accordance
with federal standards.
As noted by PG&E, we have already considered many of the facts
underlying Violation B.6. Based on our discussion in Section 8.2 above, we find
that PG&E has not violated its internal policies with respect to the retention of
Pipeline History Files. However, consistent with Sections 7.2 and 8.3, we find
that PG&E has violated its internal policies with respect to the retention of
pressure test records. As we discussed in those previous sections, PG&E was to
retain pressure test records for the life of the facility but failed to do so. PG&E’s
internal retention policies also mandate a life-of-the-facility retention period.
Since PG&E has failed to meet the life-of-the-facility retention period mandated
by federal and state regulations, it has also failed to comply with its internal
retention policies. This failure constitutes a violation of 49 CFR 192.13(c).

784

PG&E Reply Brief at 150.

785

Id.

786

Id.
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We further agree with CPSD that the findings in the final PwC report
suggest that employees may not be complying with the standard practices. For
example, the PwC Report recommends that PG&E “Perform Gas Operations
Compliance review on RIM Program components, such as Corporate Records
Management Policy, Retention Schedules and other related RIM procedures.”787
This recommendation was predicated upon a finding that there was “no clearly
defined, comprehensive process to map regulatory recordkeeping requirements
to business processes, record types and procedures.”788 As we discuss in
Section 9.3.1 above, a single type of document (e.g., leak surveys) may be subject
to different retention periods depending upon the entity issuing the standard
(e.g., corporate vs. gas operations). Based on the confusion presented by these
various retention requirements, it is reasonable to infer that employees may not
be following the proper retention policies, in violation of 49 CFR 192.13(c).
We are not persuaded by PG&E’s arguments that the PwC Report does not
provide sufficient basis to support CPSD’s assertions since it was intended to
present high-level findings of “the current state of records and information
management in the Gas Operations organization.”789 As noted by TURN witness
Long, the various problems identified by CPSD witnesses Duller/North “are
quite similar to the problems that the PwC Report finds still plague PG&E.”790
Thus, TURN concludes “the PwC Report both corroborates the findings and
787

Exh. TURN-16, Appendix B, Gas Operations Records and Information Management Assessment,
at 64-65.

788

Exh. TURN-16, Gas Operations Records and Information Management Assessment, Appendix B
at 64-65.

789

PG&E Reply Brief at 150.

790

Exh. TURN-16 at 6:2-3 (TURN/Long).
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analysis of the Duller and North Report and underscores the depth and
persistence of the problems in PG&E’s record-keeping for its gas operations.”791
Based on the above, we agree with CPSD that the start date for this
violation is 1955. We further agree with CPSD that this is a continuing violation,
since every day that an employee does not comply with the internal records
retention requirements would result in an additional day that records associated
with ensuring the safe operation of PG&E’s gas transmission line are not
available. Consistent with our discussion regarding the end date for Felts
Violation 16 in Section 8.1 above, we find that this violation continued until
December 20, 2012, the effective date of the PSEP Decision.
9.4.

Other Safety/Pipeline Integrity
Violations (Violation C)

9.4.1. Violation C.1: Wrong Year Used as
Upper Limit in Gas Pipeline
Replacement Program
In 1985, PG&E launched the Gas Pipeline Replacement Program (GPRP).792
The objectives of the GPRP were to assess transmission pipe with non-standard
welds and/or non-standard joints as candidates for replacement.793
In advance of launching the GPRP, PG&E hired Bechtel Petroleum, Inc.
(Bechtel) to conduct a risk analysis to develop a methodology and database to
prioritize replacement of transmission line segments and distribution mains.

791

Exh. TURN-16 at 6:6-9 (TURN/Long).

792

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-52:5 (PG&E/Roth).

793

Exh. PG&E-35, Gas Pipeline Replacement & Rehabilitation Program (Bechtel 1995 Report),
prepared by Bechtel Corporation, dated May 1995, at 2-1.
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Bechtel submitted its preliminary risk assessment in January 1984.794 In
evaluating the likelihood of a pipeline segment to fail, Bechtel considered
8 variables – age, leak history, girth and weld type, test type, coating type,
longitudinal joint efficiency, butt joint type and future performance.795 With
respect to the variables related to the quality of the manufactured pipe,
longitudinal joint efficiency and butt joint type, the Bechtel 1984 Report stated that
pipes with unusual longitudinal seams (SPIRAL, A.O. Smith) or joints (such as
bell-bell chill ring (BBCR) and bell-spigot (BLSP) joint types) had a greater
potential to fail and, thus, were given a higher priority for replacement.796 The
Bechtel 1984 Report further noted that these types of manufacturing techniques
only appeared in the “prior to 1950 lines.”797
In a June 1988 update of its risk analysis report, Bechtel revised this
determination to state that these types of manufacturing techniques only
appeared in “lines installed prior to 1947.”798 This update also revised the risk
value assigned to the variables, as well as the risk weighting.799 In 1994, Bechtel

See Exh. CPSD-55, Pipeline Replacement Program Transmission Line Risk Analysis, Revision 0
(Bechtel 1984 Report), prepared by Bechtel Corporation, dated January 1984.

794

795

Exh. CPSD-55 at 5 – 12.

796

Exh. CPSD-55 at 11.

797

Exh. CPSD-55 at 11.

798

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 14) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 5, Q11, Attachment 4 at
9(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_LegalDivision_005-Q11Atch04.pdf). This risk
assessment is referred to as the Bechtel 1988 Report.

799

Compare CPSD-55 at 11-12 (risk value of 8 for BBCR and 18% weighting for pipe quality)
and CPSD-18 (Disc 14) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 5, Q11, Attachment 4 at 10
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_LegalDivision_005-Q11Atch04.pdf) (risk value of 0.53
for BBCR and 13% weighting for joint type variable).
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was asked to review further revisions to the GPRP. Bechtel’s report of its review
was issued in May 1995.
In Violation C.1, CPSD contends that PG&E did not access its Job Files to
identify the types of joints contained on Lines 132 and 151. As a result, the 1995
GPRP incorrectly set the cut-off year for replacement as lines installed prior to
1947 and, thus, excluded these two pipelines.800 In support of its assertions,
CPSD cites a March 2007 memo (March 2007 Memo) which identified Lines 132
and 151 as having BBCR and BLSP joint types.801
CPSD contends that because information in the Job Files was not readily
accessible, PG&E failed to identify that Lines 132 and 151 had problematic
joints.802 Additionally, CPSD notes that since PG&E could not confirm that it had
not used reconditioned pipe in the construction of Segment 180, there is no
assurance that it did not contain BBCR or BLSP joints.803 CPSD further contends
that even after PG&E had been informed of that Line 132 contained 15,000 feet of
BBCR type joints and Line 151 had contained more than 68,000 feet of BLSP type
joints, PG&E failed to properly re-consider whether to replace these lines.804
CPSD believes that if Line 132 had been included in the GPRP and replaced, the
San Bruno rupture and fire could have been avoided.805 Consequently, CPSD

800

CPSD Opening Brief at 209.

801

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 26) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 44, Q1(a), Attachment 32
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_044-Q01 (a)Atch32_REDACTED.pdf).

802

CPSD Opening Brief at 209.

803

CPSD Opening Brief at 210-211.

804

CPSD Opening Brief at 210-211.

805

CPSD Opening Brief at 213; CPSD Reply Brief at 130.
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contends that PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by excluding Lines 132 and
151 from the GPRP. CPSD contends that this violation began in 1995 and
continued until September 9, 2010.
PG&E argues that CPSD’s assertions are without merit. It first notes that
Segment 180 of Line 132 had been constructed using the beveled-edge girth weld
configuration. PG&E contends that because this type of weld was superior to
BBCR and BLSP girth welds and less susceptible to ground movement-related
failure, Segment 180 would not have fallen into the scope of the GPRP.806 PG&E
further notes it had contemplated replacing portions of Line 132 that had suspect
girth welds as part of the GPRP.807 Finally, PG&E notes that there is no evidence
to support CPSD’s assertions that Segment 180 had been constructed with
salvaged pipe.808
We find that CPSD has presented sufficient evidence to conclude that the
GPRP did not include all pipelines that may have used BBCR and/or BLSP girth
welds. The Bechtel 1988 Report had revised the upper limit because Bechtel had
determined BBCR and/or BLSP girth welds only appeared in “lines installed
prior to 1947.”809 However, the March 2007 Memo identified two jobs installed
after 1947 that had BBCR and BLSP joints.810 Job Estimate 98015 had installed
“15691 feet of BBCR 24” OD pipe” on Line 132 and that Job Estimate 98174 had
806

PG&E Opening Brief at 156.

807

PG&E Reply Brief at 152 (citing Exh. PG&E-65 at Tab 3-19).

808

PG&E Reply Brief at 152.

809

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 14) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 5, Q11, Attachment 4 at 9
(GasTransmissionSystemRecordsOII_DR_LegalDivision_005-Q11Atch04.pdf).

810

According to the March 2007 Memo, PG&E considers the date the job is completed the
“installation date.”
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installed “68268 feet of BLSP 6.625: OD pipe” on Line 151.811 Job Estimate 98015
was in operation on December 6, 1948, with work completed on December 5,
1951. Job Estimate 98174 was in operation on December 12, 1947, with work
completed on June 17, 1948. Based on the information provided, PG&E should
have included both of these jobs under the GPRP. However, it failed to do so
because the records were not considered at the time of the Bechtel 1988 Report.
While PG&E did set the upper limit for GPRP as 1947, there were records
suggesting that BBCR and BLSP joints had been installed after that date. By
failing to even consider these jobs, which met the criteria to be considered for
replacement under the GPRP, PG&E could not ensure that it was operating those
portions of Lines 132 and 151 in a safe manner. This would constitute a violation
of Pub. Util. Code § 451.
Because we have determined that PG&E’s Job Files were not complete and
easily accessible,812 we agree with CPSD that PG&E may not have set the proper
cutoff date for pipeline to be considered under the GPRP. As highlighted by the
March 2007 Memo, by equating installation date with project completion date,
PG&E does not appear to take into consideration projects that began prior to
1947 but completed years later. This recordkeeping methodology may also result
in PG&E’s failure to properly identify pipeline segments that should be
considered under the GPRP.
We have already considered and addressed CPSD’s arguments concerning
the possibility that PG&E used salvaged pipe in the construction of
811

Exh. CPSD-18 (Disc 26) PG&E Response to CPSD Data Request 44, Q1(a), Attachment 32
(GasTransmi ssionSystemRecordsOII_DR_CPUC_044-Q01 (a)Atch32_REDACTED.pdf).

812

See Section 8.1 above.
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Segment 180.813 While we cannot completely agree with CPSD’s assertions that
Segment 180 would have fallen within the scope of the GPRP, we do agree that
PG&E’s failure to track salvaged pipe in its gas transmission pipeline system
prevented PG&E from knowing which portions of pipeline should be reviewed
and considered in the GPRP.
For these reasons, we find that PG&E has violated Pub. Util. Code § 451.
We find that the start date of this violation is June 1988, when the Bechtel 1988
Report revised the upper limit for the GPRP from 1950 to 1947. PG&E’s GPRP
was intended to assess, prioritize and replace pipeline segments. This would be
a continuing violation since failure to have records to ensure that all pipe
segments falling within the scope of the GPRP would prevent these segments
from ever being evaluated and replaced. Consistent with our discussion
regarding the end date for Felts Violation 16 in Section 8.1 above, we find that
this violation continued until December 20, 2012, the effective date of the PSEP
Decision.
9.4.2. Violation C.2: Impact of Inferior Records on
Predicting Earthquake Damage
CPSD asserts that because PG&E did not have accurate records of all
pipelines in the ground, including the location of reconditioned pipe, it could not
precisely identify which pipelines are prone to earthquake damage and take the
necessary corrective action.814 CPSD notes that a 1992 Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) study had observed that pipelines built between
1930 and 1950 had suffered disproportionately severe damage in large
813

See Section 7.1.1 above.

814

CPSD Opening Brief at 213.
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earthquakes. CPSD states that since PG&E had missing and inaccurate
information about its pipelines, including manufacture dates and weld
information, PG&E could not properly identify which of its transmission
pipelines are prone to severe damage in a large earthquake.815 In particular,
CPSD contends that if PG&E had maintained accurate and complete records, it
would have concluded that Line 132 fell within the scope of the FEMA study and
therefore was prone to damage and potential failure during a large earthquake.816
CPSD contends that PG&E’s failure to maintain complete and accurate
pipeline records “compromises the safe operation of PG&E’s gas transmission
pipeline system because of the harm that could result to areas near pipes that are
prone to damage and failure during a large earthquake” and is, therefore, a
violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451 and ASME B.31.8.817 CPSD states that although
PG&E was aware of its recordkeeping shortfalls prior to 1992, it sets the start
date of Violation C.2 as 1992 because it is the publication date of the FEMA
study. CPSD states that this is a continuing violation, as PG&E’s “poor quality
data and records compromised the safety of its gas transmission pipeline system
on a daily basis.”818 CPSD states that Violation C.2 ran until September 9, 2010.
PG&E contends that CPSD reliance on the 1992 FEMA report is
unfounded. It notes that this report “provides no evidence regarding PG&E’s
program addressing ground movement risks.”819 In contrast, PG&E notes that
815

CPSD Opening Brief at 217-218.

816

CPSD Opening Brief at 216-217.

817

CPSD Opening Brief at 213.

818

CPSD Opening Brief at 218.

819

PG&E Reply Brief at 153.
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PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response discussed how PG&E addressed risks associated
with ground movement, including earthquakes.820 PG&E further argues that
although CPSD witnesses Duller and North are not engineers, they are alleging a
violation regarding the age, specification and weld quality of reconditioned
pipe – an area outside of the scope of their expertise.821
Although PG&E does extensively discuss the various actions it has
undertaken to assess seismic risks in PG&E’s June 20, 2011 Response, this
discussion does not address the issue raised in Violation C.2 – that missing and
inaccurate pipeline records prevented PG&E from properly identifying those
pipelines that were prone to damage during severe earthquakes. Similarly, the
testimony of PG&E witness Roth focuses on the data analysis and management
tools used in assessing seismic risk.822 While we make no determinations
regarding the ability of these tools to identify which pipelines would be prone to
earthquake damage and the corrective action taken, we do not believe PG&E can
properly identify these pipelines if the underlying data is incorrect or missing.
The 1992 FEMA study made the following observations:
Older pipelines, including welded pipelines built before 1950
in accordance with quality control standards less stringent
than those used currently, as well as segmented case iron
pipelines, have been severely damaged…823
820

PG&E Reply Brief at 153.

821

PG&E Opening Brief at 159-160.

822

Exh. PG&E-61 at 3-49:4 – 3-51:24 (PG&E/Roth).

823

Exh. CPSD-61 at 6-91 (citing Earthquake Resistant Construction of Gas and Liquid Fuel Pipeline
Systems Serving, or Regulated by, the Federal Government, Federal Emergency Management
Agency, FEMA-233, July 1992 at 45). A copy of this study may be found in Exh. CPSD-18
(Exhibits Disc 1) Duller/North Testimony Exhibits, 045.pdf.
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Before the early 1930’s, steel pipelines in California were often
constructed under quality control less stringent than that
imposed today.824
As we determined in Felts Violation 23,825 PG&E has failed to keep records
of all reused and reconditioned pipe used in its transmission pipeline system.
Based on the evidence in the record, PG&E’s pipeline system contains
reconditioned pipe that was manufactured between 1929 and 1949. Based on this
information, there is a likelihood that the unaccounted-for reconditioned pipe in
PG&E’s system is of a similar vintage and would have fallen within the scope of
the FEMA study. Additionally, PG&E misidentifies the vintage of known
reconditioned pipe, as GIS equates the date of re-installation as the date of
manufacture, even if the reconditioned pipe had been initially used decades ago.
Compounding to this error, GIS sets the date of installation as the date a job is
completed.826 Based on PG&E’s practice to set the installation date of a pipeline
as the latest date possible, any assumed values for pipe specification would
likely not reflect the actual characteristics of the reconditioned pipe. This lack of
accurate pipe records would result in an inability to identify those pipelines
prone to extensive damage or failure during some earthquakes.
Based on the above, we find that CPSD has demonstrated that PG&E’s
failure to have accurate and complete pipeline records compromises the safe
operation of PG&E’s gas transmission pipeline system by impeding PG&E’s
824

Exh. CPSD-61 at 6-91 (citing Earthquake Resistant Construction of Gas and Liquid Fuel Pipeline
Systems Serving, or Regulated by, the Federal Government, Federal Emergency Management
Agency, FEMA-233, July 1992 at 13). A copy of this study may be found in Exh. CPSD-18
(Exhibits Disc 1) Duller/North Testimony Exhibits, 045.pdf.

825

See Section 8.7 above.

826

See Section 9.4.1 above; March 2007 Memo.
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ability to precisely identify those pipe segments and pipelines that have a greater
potential of failing during a large earthquake. Consequently, PG&E has violated
Pub. Util. Code § 451.
We agree with CPSD that the start date for this violation is June 1992, the
date the FEMA study was published. Although PG&E may have known that it
was missing or had inaccurate pipeline records prior to this date, we agree with
CPSD that this date represents the date PG&E was informed of the consequences
of its recordkeeping shortcomings as related to earthquake damage. We further
find that this is a continuing violation, as PG&E did not take action to correct its
recordkeeping shortfalls, even though it had been informed of these deficiencies
in the Bechtel 1984 Report. Consistent with our discussion regarding the end date
for Felts Violation 16 in Section 8.1 above, we find that this violation continued
until December 20, 2012, the effective date of the PSEP Decision.
9.4.3. Violation C.3: Leak Records
In Violation C.3, CPSD contends that PG&E has “failed to maintain a
definitive, complete and readily accessible database of all gas leaks for their
pipeline system.”827 We have already considered and addressed this allegation
in other parts of this Decision, including:
 Section 8.6, regarding PG&E’s failure to migrate all
historical leak records from one system to another; to
ensure the accuracy of leak information entered into IGIS;
and non-compliant leak survey programs and leak survey
records.
 Section 8.9 regarding integrity management decisions
being rendered ineffective because PG&E had based
827

PG&E Opening Brief at 11.
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decisions upon poor quality, incomplete and inconsistent
leak data.
In addressing these issues, we have found that PG&E violated Pub. Util.
Code § 451. Although Violation C.3 addresses the consequences of poor
recordkeeping of pipeline leak information, we have already considered and
reached a decision on each of the specific points identified above. PG&E has not
provided any new information to rebut these assertions. Consequently, we
affirm the determinations we made in prior Sections.
We agree with CPSD that Violation C.3 began in 1957, the year PG&E
began to formally document the detection and repair of leaks. We agree that this
should be considered a continuing violation. Consistent with our discussion
regarding the end date for Felts Violation 16 in Section 8.1 above, we find that
this violation continued until December 20, 2012, the effective date of the PSEP
Decision.
10.

Intervenors’ Alleged Violations
Intervenors have generally discussed all allegations under the appropriate

CPSD allegation. Further, we have addressed DRA’s proposal for an
Independent Monitor in Section 5.8 above, and DRA’s and TURN’s arguments
that the costs associated with correcting PG&E’s recordkeeping deficiencies
should be considered disallowed under Pub. Util. Code § 463 in Section 5.9
above.
10.1. CCSF
CCSF raises the following allegations that we have already addressed
elsewhere in this decision:
 CCSF raises two allegations regarding the Grandfather
Clause and its relationship to recordkeeping
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requirements.828 We have addressed both of these issues in
Section 5.7.
 CCSF contends that PG&E was unable to verify the MAOP
of its pipelines because the necessary records had been lost,
destroyed or never created.829 CCSF contends that this is
an area where “PG&E’s officers and employees of PG&E
have not been ‘ever conscious of the importance of safe
operating practices and facilities and of their obligation to
the public in that respect.’”830 We have addressed these
allegations in our discussion of Duller/North Violations A
and B.
 CCSF raises two allegations regarding the impact of
PG&E’s recordkeeping practices on PG&E’s Integrity
Management Program.831 We have addressed these issues
in Sections 8.9 and 9.2.1.
CCSF also alleges that PG&E violated 49 CFR 192.909(a) by failing to
document changes to its integrity management program and the reason for the
change.832 As support, CCSF notes that on February 22, 2011, PG&E submitted a
copy of its Risk Management Instruction (RMI-06), which described PG&E’s
practice for reestablishing MAOP in its pipelines, to the NTSB.833 CCSF states
that the version submitted to the NTSB had been identified as “Revision 0” of
RMI-06. However, on April 6, 2011, PG&E informed the NTSB and CPSD that
the version of RMI-06 it had submitted in February was an “unapproved
828

CCSF Opening Brief at 16-18.

829

CCSF Opening Brief at 28-30.

830

CCSF Opening Brief at 29-30.

831

CCSF Opening Brief at 30-31.

832

CCSF Opening Brief at 35-36.

833

Exh. CCSF-4, Exhibit 3 (PG&E Amended Response to NTSB Data Request 0396-005),
Attachment B.
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version.”834 PG&E included a copy of RMI-06 version 0 (dated March 12, 2008)
that was in effect at the time of their submission and a copy of the
currently-effective RMI-06 version 1 (dated April 5, 2011).
CCSF asserts “Procedures governing Integrity Management actions, such
as ones concerning increasing pressure on transmission lines, must be
maintained so that such documents are readily retrievable, protected from
damage, and secured sufficiently to prevent unauthorized changes.”835 CCSF
contends that PG&E was either not properly managing the records to identify
changes to its TIMP or, at best, lost version control, when it provided a
unapproved draft of RMI-06 revision 1 to the NTSB.
Additionally, CCSF notes that the copy of RMI-06 submitted in February
stated “PG&E has made a decision to only reprioritize those pipeline segments
that exceeded the historic 5 year MOP plus 10% of the historic 5 year MOP.”
Although neither RMI-06 revision 0, nor the currently-effective RMI-06 revision 1
contains the 10 percent provision, CCSF asserts that the version of RMI-06
submitted to the NTSB in February reflects PG&E’s existing practices at the
time.836
Although CCSF witness Gawronski had discussed the inconsistencies
surrounding PG&E’s submittal of RMI-06 to the NTSB in his testimony,837 CCSF
had not provided sufficient notice to PG&E that it would be alleging a violation
of 49 CFR 192.909(a). As such, CCSF cannot raise this alleged violation at this
834

Exh. CCSF-4, Exhibit 4 at 2.

835

CCSF Opening Brief at 36-37.

836

CCSF Opening Brief at 37-38.

837

Exh. CCSF-4 at 12:18 – 15:13 (CCSF/Gawronski).
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time. Nevertheless, we have taken CCSF’s testimony into account as part of our
consideration of CPSD’s Duller/North violation A.1 concerning the quality of
PG&E’s records management.
10.2. CARE
CARE alleges no separate violations. It generally supports PG&E in this
proceeding.
11.

Conclusion
The Table of Violations and Offenses set forth in Appendix B compiles the

violations we have determined in the foregoing discussion. Pursuant to Pub.
Util. Code § 2108, each day’s continuance of a violation is a separate and distinct
offense. Accordingly, for each violation, the table indicates the date or date
range when the violation occurred as the basis for determining the total number
of offenses committed by PG&E.
12.

Transcript Corrections
PG&E proposes various corrections to the transcripts.838 No parties have

opposed PG&E’s corrections and they are hereby accepted.
13.

Confirmation of Rulings
As expected from a proceeding of this complexity and high level of

contention, parties have made numerous requests and filed a large number of
motions. The assigned ALJ has issued filed, electronic and oral rulings in
response to these motions. This decision confirms all rulings issued in response
to the motions.

838

PG&E Opening Brief, Appendix E.
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On July 28, 2014, San Bruno filed Motion of the City of San Bruno For An
Order To Show Cause Why Pacific Gas And Electric Company Should Not Be Held In
Violation of Commission Rule of Practice And Procedure 8.3(b) (Rule Against Ex Parte
Communications) and for Sanctions and Fees.839 In its motion, San Bruno alleges 41
separate instances where PG&E communicated with Commissioner Peevey
concerning the level of the penalty to be imposed in the Pipeline OIIs. On
November 10, 2014, San Bruno filed Motion for Evidentiary Hearing on City of
San Bruno’s Motion for an Order to Show Cause as to Why Pacific Gas and Electric
Company Should Not Be Held in Violation of Commission Rule of Practice And
Procedure 8.3(B) and for Sanctions and Fees.840
All the above motions were opposed by PG&E. Due to seriousness of the
allegations raised by the City of San Bruno in these motions, the assigned ALJ
shall determine whether further action is warranted.
On October 15, 2014, CPSD filed Motion of the Consumer Protection and
Safety Division To Strike Extra-Record Material from Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Appeals of Presiding Officers' Decisions.841 This motion was opposed by PG&E and
supported by San Bruno. CPSD’s motion concerns statements made in PG&E’s
appeals of this POD, the San Bruno POD and the Fines and Remedies POD.
CPSD contends that in all three of these appeals, PG&E includes references to
alleged PG&E shareholder funding to argue that a lower penalty should be
imposed.842 CPSD argues that this is in direct violation of our June 3, 2013
839

This motion was also filed in I.11-11-009 and I.12-01-007.

840

This motion was also filed in I.11-11-009 and I.12-01-007.

841

This motion was also filed in I.11-11-009 and I.12-01-007.

842

CPSD Motion to Strike at 4.
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Ruling. Therefore, CPSD requests that these references be struck from the
appeals. We have reviewed the references identified by CPSD in Exhibit F of the
Declaration of Harvey Y. Morris in Support of Motion to Strike that was attached to
the CPSD Motion to Strike and agree that PG&E has referred to extra-record
evidence in its appeals. Moreover, our June 3, 2013 Ruling had ordered PG&E to
remove extra-record evidence from its coordinated brief on fines and remedies.
PG&E’s inclusion of the very same extra-record evidence in its appeals can only
be construed as a direct violation of our June 3, 2013 Ruling. Accordingly, we
grant the CPSD Motion to Strike and strike from PG&E’s appeals of this POD, the
San Bruno POD and the Fines and Remedies POD the references to extra-record
evidence identified by CPSD in Exhibit F of the Declaration of Harvey Y. Morris in
Support of Motion to Strike. Further, we give no weight to any references to
shareholder funding of safety improvements to PG&E’s gas transmission
pipeline system unless those references are supported by record evidence that
has been tested and subject to cross-examination.
CPSD also filed on October 15, 2014 Motion of the Consumer Protection and
Safety Division for an Order to Show Cause as to Why Pacific Gas and Electric
Company Should not be Held in Contempt, or Fines Imposed (CPSD OSC Motion).
This motion was opposed by PG&E and supported by San Bruno. CPSD alleges
PG&E’s inclusion of extra-record evidence regarding alleged PG&E shareholder
funding violates a June 3, 2013 Ruling. As discussed above, we agree that
PG&E’s inclusion of this extra-record evidence in its appeals rises to the level of a
violation of our June 3, 2013 Ruling and sanctions should be imposed.
Nonetheless, we decline to grant the CPSD OSC Motion in this instance.
Our decision to not grant the CPSD OSC Motion does not diminish the
seriousness of this violation. PG&E’s apparent failure to comply with our June 3,
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2014 Ruling is a serious violation. However, the Commission has already
initiated other enforcement proceedings against PG&E for violations associated
with its natural gas pipeline system,843 and we will also be considering in this
proceeding whether further action should be taken concerning the alleged
ex parte communications violations. If further action is taken against PG&E for
violations of the Commission’s ex parte rules, it could require significant
Commission resources and result in further sanctions imposed on PG&E. In
light of those considerations, we do not believe that it is prudent in this instance
to expend additional Commission resources to pursue this violation, especially
since we have ordered the extra-record evidence to be struck from PG&E’s
appeals.
On November 14, 2014, CSB filed Motion to Strike Extra-Record Material from
Pacific Gas and Electric Company's Response to Appeals and Requests for Review of the
Presiding Offices' Decision on Fine and Remedies.844 The motion concerns a footnote
in the Fines and Remedies POD and will, therefore, will not be addressed here.
On December 15, 2014, CSB filed City of San Bruno's Motion to Compel
Pacific Gas and Electric Company to Respond to Data Request Seeking Production of
Documents and to Appoint a Special Discovery Master, or in the Alternative, to Set
Aside Submission and Reopen the Record; Declaration of Britt K. Strottman in Support
of City of San Bruno's Motion to Compel Pacific Gas and Electric Company to Respond
to Data Request Seeking Production of Documents and to Appoint a Special Discovery
Master, or in the Alternative, to Set Aside Submission and Reopen the Record; Proposed
See, e.g., Order Instituting Investigation and Order to Show Cause on the Commission’s Own
Motion into the Operations and Practices of Pacific Gas and Electric Company with respect to
Facilities Records for its Natural Gas Distribution System Pipelines (I.14-11-008).
843

844

This motion was also filed in I.11-02-016 and I.12-01-007.
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Ruling Granting Motion of the City of San Bruno to Compel Discovery and Appointing
a Special Discovery Master.845 This motion, concerning 65,000 email
communications between PG&E and the Commission, is essentially the same as a
motion filed in Application (A.) 13-12-012. In a January 13, 2015 ALJ Ruling
issued in A.13-12-012, CSB’s motion to compel was granted in part and denied in
part. As such, San Bruno’s motion in this proceeding is rendered moot.
Unless specifically discussed in this section, all outstanding motions filed
in this proceeding that have not yet been ruled on are hereby denied.
14.

Appeals of Presiding Officer’s Decision
PG&E and CPSD filed appeals of the Presiding Officer’s Decision (POD)

on October 2, 2014. CPSD filed its responses on October 27, 2014. The grounds
of the appeals are discussed below. Where noted, the POD has been revised in
response to the appeals or requests for review. In all other respects, the appeals
and requests for review are denied.
14.1. Pub. Util. Code § 451
PG&E contends that Pub. Util. Code § 451 is a ratemaking statute and
cannot be interpreted as imposing a general safety obligation on utilities or serve
as a basis for imposing penalties.846 Among other things, PG&E states that § 451
is placed within the “Rates” article of the Public Utilities Code and that the
language of the statute “requires a balancing of rates against the proper level of

845

This motion was also filed in I.11-02-016 and I.12-01-007.

Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Appeal of the Presiding Officer’s Decision (PG&E Appeal), filed
in I.11-02-016 on October 2, 2014, at 2. PG&E has raised similar arguments in its appeals of the
violations PODs issued in I.11-11-009 and I.12-01-007 and the coordinated POD on fines and
remedies issued in this proceeding, I.11-11-009 and I.12-01-007.

846
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service.”847 Further, PG&E argues that Pub. Util. Code § 451 cannot be read as
imposing a stand-alone safety obligation, as that would “render superfluous
entire provisions of the Public Utilities Code and every Commission regulations
that requires any safety measure of any kind.”848 Finally, PG&E asserts that Pub.
Util. Code § 451 cannot be interpreted “to incorporate separate industry
standards and regulations.”849
PG&E’s statutory construction argument is contradicted by Gay Law
Students Ass’n v. Pac. Tel & Tel. Co. (Gay Law Students Ass’n) (1979) 24 Cal.3d 458.
In Gay Law Students Ass’n, the California Supreme Court addressed a complaint
alleging in part that PT&T illegally practiced discrimination against homosexuals
in the hiring, firing and promotion of employees. The complainant sought
declaratory and injunctive relief to prevent PT&T from continuing such practices.
The Court rejected PT&T’s argument that Pub. Util. Code § 453(a) was “limited
only to a prohibition of rate or service-oriented discrimination.”850 Rather, the
Court found that Pub. Util. Code § 453(a) “prohibits a public utility from
engaging in arbitrary employment discrimination.”851 As relevant here, Pub.
Util. Code § 453 is also within Article 1 of the Pubic Utilities Code. Thus, just as
the California Supreme Court held that Pub. Util. Code § 453 is not limited as a
ratemaking provision, Pub. Util. Code § 451 cannot be limited in that way either.
Finally, PG&E fails to recognize Pub. Util. Code § 6 which states: “Division, part,
847

PG&E Appeal at 4.

848

PG&E Appeal at 5.

849

PG&E Appeal at 8.

850

Gay Law Students Ass’n v. Pac. Tel & Tel. Co., 24 Cal.3d at 478.

851

Gay Law Students Ass’n v. Pac. Tel & Tel. Co., 24 Cal.3d at 475.
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chapter, article, and section headings do not in any manner affect the scope,
meaning, or intent of the provisions of this code.” PG&E’s reliance on the
heading of an article in its attempt to undermine Pub. Util. Code § 451’s safety
obligation is contrary to Pub. Util. Coe § 6 and we therefore reject it.
PG&E’s attempt to frame Pub. Util. Code § 451 as a balancing of rates and
service is equally unconvincing. In Cingular, the California Court of Appeal
upheld the Commission’s imposition of a fine on a wireless carrier under Pub.
Util. Code § 451 even though the court found that the Commission was
preempted by federal law from regulating rates of wireless carriers. In other
words, the court held that the Commission may find violations under the second
paragraph of Pub. Util. Code § 451, even where the first paragraph is
inapplicable and no balancing of rates and service is at issue.852 Moreover, even
under the construct described by PG&E, i.e., that Pub. Util. Code § 451 provides
for a balancing of rates and other considerations that include safety, there is
nothing to suggest that safety is not an absolute duty under Pub. Util. Code
§ 451. The fact that the safety obligation appears in an article entitled “Rates”
does not diminish the significance of that obligation.
PG&E challenges the Commission’s reliance on Cingular on the grounds
that “Cingular had nothing to do with safety.”853 However, we did not rely on
Cingular for the proposition that Pub. Util. Code § 451 serves as a basis for safety
requirements.854 Rather, Cingular affirms our conclusion that the second

852

Pacific Bell Wireless (Cingular) v. PUC, supra, 140 Cal.App. 4th at 723.

853

PG&E Appeal at 21, fn. 84.

This second paragraph states, in relevant part: “Every public utility shall furnish and
maintain such adequate, efficient, just, and reasonable service, instrumentalities, equipment,
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paragraph of Pub. Util. Code § 451 is a stand-alone provision, independent of
ratemaking. Indeed, the Cingular Court stated: “Even in the absence of a specific
statute, rule or order barring the imposition of an EFT without a grace period, or
barring the specific nondisclosures identified by the Commission in this case,
Cingular can be charged with knowing its actions violated section 451’s
requirement that it provide ‘adequate, efficient, just and reasonable service’ to its
customers.”855 Similarly in this instance, PG&E can be charged with violating
Pub Util. Code § 451 for not providing “instrumentalities, equipment, and
facilities” necessary to promote the safety of its customers. Cingular clearly
supports this conclusion.
PG&E’s argument that Pub. Util. Code § 451 cannot be read as imposing a
stand-alone safety obligation has been rejected by the California Courts. The
California Court of Appeal has cited numerous instances where Pub. Util. Code
§ 451’s mandate for public utilities to operate safely has been invoked on a
stand-alone basis.856 In Cingular the California Court of Appeals specifically
addressed the Section 451 vagueness argument and rejected it. The Court
examined Cingular’s alleged conduct and rhetorically asked: “how could
[Cingular] have notice that this conduct would violate section 451?”857 The Court
found that Cingular could reasonably discern from the Commission’s
interpretations of Pub. Util. Code § 451 that its conduct in that case would violate

and facilities … as are necessary to promote the safety, health, comfort, and convenience of its
patrons, employees and the public.”
855

Cingular, supra, 140 Cal.App. 4th at 740.
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the statute. Similarly here, the Violations PODs do not impose “arbitrary or
capricious” interpretations on Pub. Util. Code § 451, but in fact grounds the
violations in well-known industry standards and guidelines in effect in the 1950s.
PG&E was more than adequately on notice that standards such as ASME B.31.8
created guidelines for good safety practices. In addition, in Carey v. Pacific Gas &
Electric Company [D.99-04-029] (1999) 85 Cal. P.U.C.2d 682, the Commission
specifically invoked Pub. Util. Code § 451 for a stand-alone safety violation.
We further disagree with PG&E’s argument that interpreting Pub. Util.
Code § 451 as imposing a stand-alone safety obligation would render the entire
provisions of the Public Utilities Code and Commission regulations that require
any safety measure superfluous. Section 5.3.2 specifically addresses this
allegation and discusses the complementary relationship between the general,
overarching safety obligation established by Pub. Util. Code § 451 and other,
specific gas pipeline safety requirements.
14.2. Number of Violations
PG&E asserts that the POD “inflates the total number of violations by
repeatedly finding duplicative violations … and by improperly characterizing
one-time events as ‘continuing’ violations.”858 We consider both challenges
below and find them to be baseless.
14.2.1. Duplicative and Overlapping Violations
PG&E contends that the POD improperly inflates the total number of
violations by finding “multiple and overlapping violations of the same statutory

858

PG&E Appeal at 10.
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and regulatory provisions based on the same conduct and course of conduct.”859
By way of example, PG&E contends that Violations 21 and 22 (concerning leak
records) are duplicates. However, these two violations pertain to different
periods of time. Violation 21 pertained to violations occurring prior to 1970
through 2010, while Violation 22 pertained to violations after 1970 through
2010.860 Due to the overlap in time the POD combined these two separately
charged violations into a single violation. Consequently, there is no overlap in
these two violations.
Additionally, PG&E appears to suggest that the POD found these
violations because of the “decentralized nature of [PG&E’s leak] records.”861
PG&E is incorrect. The POD clearly notes that regardless of PG&E’s approach to
recordkeeping (centralized vs. decentralized), “it is still required to retain records
to ensure the safe operation of its gas transmission pipeline system.”862 PG&E’s
violation is based on its failure to retain leak records and for failing to have
accurate and complete leak records. This failure prevented PG&E from
operating its pipeline system safely as required by Pub. Util. Code § 451.
PG&E next contends that Violations 21 and 22 duplicate Violation C.3.863
We disagree. Although these violations relate to leak records, they address two
distinct activities. Violations 21 and 22 concern leak records with inaccurate
PG&E Appeal at 10 (citing De Anza Santa Cruz Mobile Home Estates Homeowners Ass’n. v. De
Anza Santa Cruz Mobile Estates (2001) 94 Cal.App.4th 890, 912 and Troensgaard v. Silvercrest Indus.
Inc. (1985) 175. Cal. App.3d 218, 227-228).
859

860
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861
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POD at 204.
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PG&E Appeal at 11.
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and/or missing data, while Violation C.3 concerns PG&E’s failure to maintain a
“definitive, complete and readily accessible database of all leaks for their
pipeline system.”864 PG&E bases its arguments that these violations are
duplicative on the grounds that the violations “are premised on the same course
of conduct, namely PG&E’s historic practices for maintaining leak records.”865
However, as we have discussed elsewhere in this POD, PG&E’s “same course of
conduct” consisted of multiple discrete courses of action, each of which would be
considered a violation. In this instance, PG&E’s “historic practices” resulted in
both failing to maintain complete and accurate leak records and failing to
maintain a database to access leak information. Accordingly, we find PG&E’s
arguments to be without merit.
PG&E further asserts that the POD “contains violations premised on
conduct that is more properly construed as a subset of the conduct described” in
another violation.866 PG&E notes Violation 1 should be subsumed within
Violation 2 because the pipeline specifications for Segment 180 are a subset of the
records the Recordkeeping POD finds should be included in the job files.867
However, Violation 1 relates to the lack of pipe inventory records, while
Violation 2 concerns the lack of design or construction records for the
construction for the installation of Segment 180. These are distinct violations and
PG&E is incorrect that Violation 1 should not be counted as an independent
violation.
864

POD at 168-169 & 245-246.

865

PG&E Appeal at 11.
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PG&E believes that the majority of the violations found in the POD
“constitute a single violation.”868 However, PG&E fails to identify what it
believes to be the single violation. As such, we give little weight to this
argument. Moreover, even if the same conduct or course of conduct were at
issue, we do not accept PG&E’s contention that a single course or instance of
conduct can only lead to a single violation. Violation of each regulation or
statute is a separate and distinct offense. Applying PG&E’s arguments lead to
absurd results.869 Accordingly, PG&E can and should be held responsible for its
multiple violations of different laws.
14.2.2. Continuing Violations
PG&E asserts that the POD incorrectly concludes that many of the
violations are continuing in nature. According to PG&E, the language in Pub.
Util. Code § 2108 “applies only to violations that continue over time, not to the
subsequent consequences of finite events that themselves constitute a

868

PG&E Appeal at 11.

Consider the following hypothetical: Albert is in a club and takes a speedball (heroin and
cocaine). He decides to leave, but he doesn't have a car, because his license has been suspended
for a prior drug DUI that he is still on probation for. He steals the car keys of one of his
companions and takes their car. As he drives off, Albert hits another car but keeps going until
he crashes into a light pole. The police come and arrest him. Albert is charged with: 1) driving
with a suspended license (Vehicle Code § 14601); 2) driving under the influence of drugs
(Vehicle Code § 23152(e)); 3) being under the influence of a controlled substance (Health and
Safety Code § 11550(a)); 4) driving or taking a vehicle that is not his own (Vehicle Code
§ 10851); 5) hit-and-run (Vehicle Code § 20002); and 6) a probation revocation (and resulting
penalties) on his prior drug DUI. Under PG&E's "fundamental principle" theory, Albert could
only be charged with one count of a drug DUI, as he really only did one thing wrong (driving
while under the influence of drugs). Or, to take PG&E’s argument to its logical extreme, the
only thing Albert really did wrong was taking the drugs (the rest flowing from that one course
of conduct), so he could only be charged with one count of being under the influence of a
controlled substance.
869
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violation.”870 Based on its interpretation, PG&E maintains that a violation may
only be considered continuing “when the misconduct at issue was actually
ongoing.”871 As support, PG&E cites to People ex rel. Younger v. Superior Court
(1976) 16 Cal. 3d 30, which resolved a statutory ambiguity in Water Code
Section 13350(a) by holding that a penalty for an unlawful oil deposit should be
based on each day the process of deposit lasted, and not each day the oil
remained on the water.872 Thus, in its appeal, PG&E argues that the continued
absence of a record is not continuing violation until the record appears.873
PG&E raises the same arguments in its briefs and appeals of the other
PODs. We have considered these arguments and found them to be without
merit. As discussed in Section 5.4 of the POD, PG&E has an ongoing obligation
to have the information required by regulations or statute relevant to the safe
operations of its gas transmission pipeline system. Thus, each day that PG&E
failed to fulfill this obligation constituted a separate offense. Such a conclusion is
entirely consistent with Younger, which states
It appears that the Legislature by enacting section 13340,
subdivision (a) (3) [of the Water Code], was concerned with
persons who caused oil spills day after day – in other words,
with persons who intentionally or negligently caused oil to be
deposited regularly or over a period of time. By imposing an
additional penalty for each day that the person continues to

870

PG&E Appeal at 12 (emphasis in original).

871

PG&E Appeal at 13.

872

PG&E does not assert that Pub. Util. Code § 2108 is ambiguous.
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deposit the oil in the waters, the Legislature provides an
effective deterrent to continuous or chronic violations.874
Accordingly, the POD correctly concluded that the violations were
continuing in nature.
14.3. Spoliation
PG&E argues that the PODs misapplies the spoliation doctrine.875 It
contends “[s]poliation is ‘the destruction or significant alteration of evidence, or
the failure to preserve property for another's use as evidence in pending or
reasonably foreseeable litigation.’”876 According to PG&E, the Recordkeeping
POD illogically concludes that PG&E should have been on notice that as far back
as 80 years ago there would have been future litigation that would have required
PG&E to preserve its documents.877 PG&E contends litigation is “reasonably
foreseeable” if there is an identifiable specific claim, not the “mere existence of a
potential claim or the distant possibility of litigation.”878
PG&E raised these same arguments in its appeal of the Fines and
Remedies POD.879 However, as stated in Reeves v. MV Transportation (2010) 186
Cal. App. 4th 666, 681: “In order for an adverse inference to arise from the
destruction of evidence, the party having control over the evidence must have

874

Younger, supra, 16 Cal. 3d at 44.

875

PG&E Appeal at 14.
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PG&E Appeal at 14.
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PG&E Appeal at 14.
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PG&E Appeal at 15 (citation omitted).

See Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Appeal of the Presiding Officer’s Decision, filed October 2,
2014 in I.12-01-007, I.11-02-016, and I.11-11-009, at 33-36.
879
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had an obligation to preserve it at the time it was destroyed.”880 Thus, the
first question is whether PG&E had a duty or obligation to preserve the
documents in question, not whether PG&E reasonably foresaw or anticipated
litigation. PG&E’s argument, however, narrows the spoliation doctrine by
arguing that the duty to preserve documents only arises if there is “pending or
reasonably foreseeable litigation.” In essence, PG&E argues that it had no duty
to create or maintain records of its transmission pipeline system unless it had
advance notice of the initiation of the Pipeline OIIs or civil litigation.
PG&E cites to Willard v. Caterpillar (1995) 40 Cal.App.4th 892, 923 to support
its argument that just because it operated a natural gas pipeline system, it should
not be subject “to a higher standard or automatically put [ ] on notice of
foreseeable litigation regarding every aspect of its pipeline operations.”881
Willard is factually distinguishable. In Willard, the plaintiff was injured while
attempting to repair a tractor, which had been manufactured by defendant 35
years before. In determining that the spoliation doctrine was not applicable, the
Willard Court stated: “if Caterpillar destroyed documents which were routinely
requested in ongoing or clearly foreseeable products liability lawsuits involving
the D7-C tractor and claims similar to Willard's, its conduct might be
characterized as unfair to foreseeable future plaintiffs.”882 However, since the
company routinely destroyed these documents and there was evidence that
although there were thousands of the model D7-C tractors in use, there had been
only one other accident similar to the plaintiff’s. In contrast, PG&E was not only
880

Reeves, supra, 186 Cal.App.4th at p. 681 (citing Kronish v. U.S. (2d Cir., 1998) 150 F.3d 112, 126).
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required to retain the documents at issue, it should have reasonably foreseen
some sort of future litigation resulting from the operation of something as
inherently dangerous as flammable natural gas. As DRA notes: “It is not a
mystery, nor has it been a mystery for as long as gas utilities have existed, that
pressurized natural gas is an explosive material, transporting pressurized natural
gas is a highly dangerous activity, and it therefore requires a high degree of care
to safely operate a high pressure gas pipeline system.”883
Moreover, for a typical company that may or may not face litigation at any
given time, the focus on whether litigation is reasonably foreseeable is generally
an appropriate standard. The relationship of a regulated utility to its regulator,
however, is different than the relationship of a company to the courts. A
company may become subject to the authority of the courts in the context of
litigation, or it may not. A regulated utility is always under the authority of its
regulatory agency. Thus, it is entirely foreseeable that the records of the
installation, testing and maintenance of PG&E’s gas transmission pipeline system
would be the routine subject of administrative proceedings and necessary to
ensure the safe operation of its system and the safety of the public. Courts have
held that destruction of evidence in violation of a regulation that requires its
retention can give rise to an inference of spoliation.884
As relevant here, utilities such as PG&E have a statutory duty to maintain
records under Pub. Util. Code §§ 313 and 314. These provisions would be
rendered meaningless if PG&E could destroy or discard any records at its
883

DRA Opening Brief at 14.

See, e.g. Byrnie v. Town of Cromwell, 243 F.3d 95, 108-109 (2nd Cir. 2001); Hicks v. Gates Rubber
Co., 833 F.2d 1406, 1409 (10th Cir. 1987).
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discretion. In addition, 49 C.F.R. § 192 requires PG&E to maintain and retain
records concerning the design, installation, maintenance and operation of its gas
transmission pipeline system.885 In other words, PG&E is always under a duty to
maintain records relevant to the safe and reliable operation of its natural gas
transmission pipeline system.
PG&E further argues that the POD could not rely on adverse inference to
decide issues against PG&E because “the record did not contain any evidence
that PG&E actually failed to create or maintain adequate records, or that the lack
of a particular record impacted PG&E’s operations.”886 PG&E argues that even if
adverse inference were permissible, CPSD still bore the burden of proof.887
PG&E is essentially arguing that CPSD must present some evidence that
the non-existence of relevant documents was because PG&E intentionally or
inadvertently destroyed or discarded records, failed to create the records at issue,
or if PG&E did create such records, lost them without knowing it had lost them.
Regardless of the reason, the result is the same: relevant evidence is missing. It
would not be fair for PG&E to benefit in this litigation as a result of the absence
of records that PG&E was under a duty to maintain, whether that absence is the
result of intentional destruction, inadvertent loss, or failure to create those
records.
The effect of the missing evidence on this proceeding is fundamentally
identical to the effect of spoliation on a court proceeding. There are a number of
See, e.g., 49 C.F.R. § 192.709, which specifies the record to be maintained for transmission
lines and the retention period.
885
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potential remedies that are available under such circumstances.888 Thus, we
properly exercised our discretion in determining that the application of the
traditional remedy for spoliation would be appropriate and applied an adverse
inference to the lack of evidence that PG&E was under a duty to maintain.
14.4. Hindsight
PG&E claims that the POD improperly finds violations based on hindsight,
i.e., “facts and standards that PG&E did not know and could not have known
existed or applied at the time the violation occurred.”889 Citing Lambert v.
California, PG&E arg3ues that even for strict liability offenses, “while the party
need not intend for the violation to occur, the facts that render the conduct
unlawful must at least be discernible to the party at the time.”890 PG&E asserts
the POD violates this by using the 2009 GARP standards to support violations
going back to 1955.”891
PG&E’s reliance is misplaced. In Lambert, the appellant had “no actual
knowledge of the requirement that she register” pursuant to a city ordinance that
required felons to register within five days. In other words, the appellant knew
that she was a felon. What she did not know is that the law required felons to
register with the city. Here, in contrast, PG&E not only knew that it was
required to operate its gas transmission pipeline system in a safe manner, but
also that it was required to create, manage and maintain gas transmission

See, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center v. Superior Court (1998) 18 Cal.4th 1, 11-13 (listing remedies for
spoliation of evidence).
888
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pipeline records in accordance with federal and state statutes and regulations,
and with GO 112 to ensure safe operations.
Contrary to PG&E’s unsupported assertions, the GARP does not establish
new standards for evaluating records management practices. Rather, as noted by
PG&E witness Dunn, “the GARP principles themselves are fairly innocuous and
do not represent anything new or earth shattering in the industry.”892 Moreover,
regardless of the period of time, PG&E’s recordkeeping practices would be
judged by whether: there was proper management oversight; there were policies
and procedures in place regarding the creation, retention and disposition of
records; the records were authentic and reliable; confidential records were
protected and secure; the recordkeeping policies complied with applicable laws
and regulations; and, the records could be received in a timely manner.
Accordingly PG&E’s claim that the POD bases violations on hindsight has no
merit.
14.5. Rule 1.1 of the Commission’s Rules
of Practice and Procedure
PG&E asserts that the POD misapplies Rule 1.1 of the Commission’s Rules
of Practice and Procedure (Rule 1.1) by concluding that the Rule does not require
there to be an intention to mislead the Commission.893 According to PG&E, “the
verb ‘mislead,’ particularly as used in [the] context [of Rule 1.1], necessarily
implies a purposeful action.”894 Further, it asserts that the terms “artifice” and
“false statement” also incorporate an element of intentional deception.
892

Exh. PG&E-62 at MD-9:10-11 (PG&E/Dunn).

893

See, PG&E Appeal at 18.

894

PG&E Appeal at 18.
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Additionally, PG&E cites to a line of Commission decisions and court orders that
it believes supports its arguments.
PG&E’s arguments are without merit. As relevant to PG&E’s arguments,
Rule 1.1 states that a party shall “never … mislead the Commission or its staff by
an artifice or false statement of fact or law.” While the term “artifice” requires
intention, a “false statement” does not. A statement does not have to be
intentionally false in order to be false. Rather, it may be false due to carelessness,
ignorance or mistake. The Commission is equally misled regardless of whether
the statement was intended to be false or not. Thus, if the sentence had ended
with the term “artifice,” PG&E would be correct that there must be an intention
to mislead. However, the inclusion of “or false statement” shows that intent is
not required.
Moreover, PG&E’s interpretation is not supported by the plain language of
Rule 1.1. Nowhere does the plain language of Rule 1.1 refer to mens rea, state of
mind, or purposeful intent. To interpret Rule 1.1 as proposed by PG&E would
effectively rewrite the Rule to include the word “knowingly”, “purposely” or
“intentionally” before the term “mislead.” Such an interpretation, however,
would be contrary to the rules of statutory construction.
Prior Commission decisions have held that a violation of Rule 1.1 can
result from a reckless or grossly negligent act. As we previously held: “The
misleading or misrepresentation that occurs as a result of the reckless or grossly
negligent act can cause the Commission to expend additional staff resources in
trying to resolve the misleading statement.” 895
Re Facilities-based Cellular Carriers and Their Practices, Operations and Conduct in Connection
with their Siting of Towers (D.94-11-018) (1994) 57 Cal. PUC 2d 176, 204; see also, Order Instituting

895
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PG&E’s reliance on penal or criminal cases is also unavailing. The Pipeline
OIIs are not criminal cases, so the requirements for proving a criminal offense do
not apply. As we have discussed elsewhere in this decision, the relationship
between the Commission and the utilities it regulates is very different than that
between the court and a litigant. As a regulator, the Commission needs accurate
information from the utility in order to, among other things, ensure that it is
providing just, reasonable and safe service. Further, the utility is under an
obligation to provide information to the Commission under state law,896 and
presumably that information needs to be accurate. Thus, regardless of whether
the Commission received wrong information because PG&E intended to deceive
the Commission, or because PG&E was negligent, the end result is the same – the
Commission was misled.
As discussed in Section 7.4 of the POD, PG&E “had failed to verify that its
security system had been configured to operate as specified, failed to take steps
to preserve any recordings from the security cameras at the Brentwood Facility,
and failed to inquire with Corporate Affairs whether the security tapes were
subject to the preservation order.” PG&E’s gross negligence resulted in
misleading information being provided to CPSD, which caused CPSD staff to
expend additional time and resources. Similarly, PG&E’s failure to identify all
the people in Milpitas Terminal handling the pressure problem on September 9,

Investigation Into Southern California Edison Company's Electric Line Construction, Operation, and
Maintenance Practices Southern California Edison Company (D.04-04-065) 2004 Cal. PUC LEXIS
207 at *53.
896

See, e.g., Pub. Util. Code §§ 313, 314, 581, 582, 584 and 702.
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2010 or who were present at the Milpitas Terminal after 5:00 p.m. on that date
prejudiced CPSD’s investigation.
Based on these considerations, the POD properly found violations of
Rule 1.1.
14.6. Due Process
In addition to arguing that the POD improperly characterizes Pub. Util.
Code § 451 as establishing an independent safety standard, PG&E contends the
POD fails to “discuss what that standard might be in practice.”897 Specifically,
PG&E states that CPSD and the POD have used different definitions of the
meaning and scope of Pub. Util. Code § 451. According to PG&E, CPSD and the
POD have not articulated a “consistent position on the safety standard
purportedly inherent in [Pub. Util. Code] § 451” because this standard has been
referred in various terms.898 Thus, PG&E contends the POD deprives PG&E of
“the constitutionally required fair notice of the standards to which it would
subsequently be held.”899
Section 5.3.3 of the POD considered and rejected PG&E’s arguments
regarding notice to comply with Pub. Util. Code § 451. Moreover, that section
rejected PG&E’s arguments that Pub. Util. Code § 451 “offers no instruction or
direction by which a utility could reasonably determine the ‘conduct that is
forbidden or required.’”900

PG&E Appeal at 20. Section 14.1 above addresses and rejects PG&E’s arguments that Pub.
Util. Code § 451 does not impose a stand-alone safety standard.
897

898

PG&E Appeal at 20-21.

899

PG&E Appeal at 22.

900

PG&E Appeal at 19 (citing FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc. (2012) 132 S. Ct. 2307, 2317).
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Pub. Util. Code § 451, and is predecessor, California Public Utilities Act,
Article II, Section 13(b), have required since 1912 that public utilities, including
PG&E, to
furnish and maintain such adequate, efficient, just, and
reasonable service, instrumentalities, equipment, and facilities
. . . as are necessary to promote the safety, health, comfort, and
convenience of its patrons, employees, and the public.
Additionally, as noted by CPSD: “In 1953, the California Supreme Court
affirmed that section 451 creates a ‘general duty [of the utility] to exercise
reasonable care in operating its system to avoid unreasonable risks of harm to
the persons and property of its customers.’”901 Thus, it is somewhat surprising
that PG&E claims that it did not know what recordkeeping practices were
necessary to operate its pipeline system in a safe manner.
PG&E takes the position that Pub. Util. Code § 451 must provide PG&E
with “specific or enforceable pipeline safety standard, rule or practices.”902
However, as CPSD notes, this argument is directly at odds with PG&E’s
representations to the Commission in 1957, where PG&E argued that “specific
rules could actually undermine safety if they fostered tote compliance, and if
they were deemed to replace PG&E’s fundamental responsibilities to provide
safety in the design, construction, testing, operation, and maintenance of its gas
transmission pipelines.”903 As discussed elsewhere in the POD, PG&E has
represented that it had voluntarily complied with ASME B.31.8 prior to the
Response of the Consumer Protection and Safety Division to Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s
Appeal of the Presiding Officer’s Decision (CPSD Response), filed October 27, 2014, at 27 (citations
omitted).

901

902
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903

CPSD Response at 29 – 30.
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adoption of GO 112.904 Since 1961, PG&E has been required to comply with the
standards and rules adopted in GO 112 and its subsequent revisions. Since 1970,
PG&E has been subject to the requirements of 49 C.F.R. § 192. Accordingly,
PG&E’s claims that it had insufficient notice about applicable standards, rules or
practices related to operating a safe gas transmission pipeline system are without
merit.
14.7. CPSD’s Appeal
CPSD identifies various internal inconsistencies and typographical errors
in the POD. We find that these inconsistencies and errors should be corrected as
proposed by CPSD. None of these corrections are substantive in nature.
CPSD further notes that in its discussion of administrative laches in
Section 5.5, the POD incorrectly identifies CPSD as responsible for initiating a
formal investigation. CPSD states that pursuant to Rule 5.1 of the Commission’s
Rules of Practice and Procedure, the Commission, not Commission staff, initiates
formal investigations. Thus, CPSD proposes that the statement be corrected to
indicate that the Commission, not CPSD, initiated this proceeding.905 We agree
that this error should be corrected.

Indeed, PG&E has noted that some of its former employees were members of the ASME
B.31.1.8 subcommittee. (Pacific Gas and Electric Company Response, April 18, 2011, Ch. 1
at 1-5.)

904

Consumer Protection and Safety Division’s Appeal of the Presiding Officer’s Decision, filed
October 2, 2014, at 6.

905
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Assignment of Proceeding
Michael Picker is the assigned Commissioner906 and Amy C. Yip-Kikugawa

is the assigned Administrative Law Judge in this proceeding.
Findings of Fact
1. On September 9, 2010, a 30-inch diameter segment of natural gas
transmission pipeline owned and operated by PG&E ruptured in a residential
area in San Bruno.
2. On January 3, 2011, the NTSB issued Safety Recommendation P-10-2 and -3
(Urgent) and P-10-4 in which it expressed its concern over the adequacy of
PG&E’s recordkeeping practices.
3. Based on the Safety Recommendation, as well as a January 26, 2011
statement by the Chair of the NTSB regarding the safety implications of PG&E’s
recordkeeping practices, the Commission decided to open this OII.
4. PG&E submitted documents and data in response to the directives in the
OII between April 18, 2011 and March 19, 2012.
5. CPSD submitted two separate reports on its investigation on March 12,
2012. The first was titled Report and Testimony of Margaret Felts, and the second
was titled Records Management within the Gas Transmission Division of Pacific Gas
and Electric Company Prior to the Natural Gas Transmission Pipeline Rupture and Fire,
San Bruno, California September 9, 2010.
6. The Report and Testimony of Margaret Felts focused primarily on
1) recordkeeping issues related to the September 9, 2010 San Bruno incident, and

Michel Peter Florio had previously been the assigned Commissioner. Commissioner Florio
recused himself from further participation in the Pipeline OIIs on October 15, 2014. This
proceeding was reassigned to Commissioner Picker on October 16, 2014.

906
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2) recordkeeping issues related to the integrity management program and
integrity management risk assessment model used to prioritize the replacement
of pipe within PG&E’s system.
7. The Records Management within the Gas Transmission Division of Pacific Gas
and Electric Company prior to the Natural Gas Transmission Pipeline Rupture and Fire,
San Bruno, California September 9, 2010 focused on “organization, access, storage,
preservation, and retention of Gas Transmission records and related
documentation.”
8. Fines and remedies associated with any violations found in this proceeding
will be considered in a coordinated fashion with I.11-11-009 and I.12-01-007.
9. ASME B.31.8, published in 1935, set industry standards for gas
transmission operators.
10. AMSE B.31.8 was substantially revised in 1955. The 1955 revisions
established requirements for testing of pipeline prior to operation and required
an operator to maintain test records for the operational life of the asset.
11. ASME B.31.8 contains specific recordkeeping requirements associated
with the design, installation, operations and maintenance of transmission
pipeline systems.
12. Although compliance with ASME B.31.8 was not required, PG&E stated
that it voluntarily followed these standards.
13. GO 112, Rules Governing Design, Construction, Testing, Maintenance and
Operations of Utility Gas Transmission and Distribution Piping Systems, was adopted
by the Commission in 1960.
14. GO 112 generally incorporated the standards contained in the 1958
version of ASME B.31.8 and included a specific section on records.
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15. In 1970, the Commission adopted the minimum Federal Pipeline Safety
Standards contained in 49 C.F.R. Part 192, as well as some additional state
requirements, in GO 112-C.
16. Decision 95-08-053 adopted GO 112-E, which included a new
Section 104.1 that automatically incorporated any revisions to the Federal
Pipeline Safety Standards, 49 C.F.R. Parts 190, 191, 192, 193 and 199.
17. In 1970, the Office of Pipeline Safety promulgated rules regarding the
minimum federal pipeline safety standards.
18. 49 C.F.R. Parts 191 and 192 contain reporting and recordkeeping
requirements.
19. PG&E had its own internal policies and practices concerning the
acquisition, maintenance and retention of records.
20. PG&E’s Corporation Standard GOV-2011S, Guidance Documents Standard
Rev. 0, issued on July 12, 2010, establishes the standards for PG&E Corporation’s
and its affiliates’ and subsidiaries’ creation, review, maintenance and
cancellation of all procedural guidelines and manuals.
ISSUES OF GENERAL APPLICABILITY
21. The standard of proof in Commission investigation proceedings is by a
preponderance of the evidence.
22. Revocation of PG&E’s certificate of public convenience and necessity is
not a potential remedy in this proceeding.
23. CPSD has alleged violations that have continued for decades,
unremediated by PG&E.
24. The Commission has declined to apply the clear and convincing standard
even in cases where license revocation was at issue.
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25. PG&E acknowledges that pipeline records were lost or misplaced,
destroyed, or missing.
26. PG&E has a statutory obligation to preserve records related to the testing
and/or maintenance of its pipeline system.
27. PG&E has been unable to produce records pertinent to CPSD’s
investigation.
28. Since 1970, Federal Regulations require PG&E to keep and maintain for
the life of the pipeline component various documents about pipeline repairs and
to keep for five years or longer other specified pipeline data.
29. Prior to 1970, ASME B.31.8 and GO 112 included comparable records
retention requirements.
30. PG&E destroyed pipeline records.
31. PG&E failure to produce requested safety records has denied CPSD the
evidence necessary to prove facts at issue.
32. CPSD witness Felts explained the basis for the start dates for her alleged
violations.
33. CPSD witness Felts did not have an independent basis for the end dates
for her alleged violations.
34. CPSD witnesses Duller/North explained the basis for the start and end
dates for their alleged violations.
35. Of the 37 separate violations alleged by CPSD, all but 3 invoke Pub. Util.
Code § 451.
36. The Federal Regulations set the minimum requirements of necessary
records to be retained for a pipeline operator to operate is pipeline system in a
safe manner.
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37. PG&E was aware that its recordkeeping and integrity management
programs were deficient prior to the San Bruno explosion.
38. CPSD’s alleged violations under Pub, Util. Code § 451 are based on
assessing PG&E’s compliance with federal and state regulations, ASME B.31.8,
and industry standards.
39. Although CPSD had regularly conducted audits of PG&E’s gas operations
in the past, there was never any representation by CPSD that these audits were a
comprehensive review of PG&E’s recordkeeping practices.
40. PG&E’s failure to preserve a required record would suggest that it is
missing information regarding the pipe segment’s wall thickness, design
pressure, or yield strength. If not cured, this recordkeeping deficiency would
continue over a period of time.
41. Once CPSD became aware of the severity of PG&E’s recordkeeping
practices, it acted promptly and initiated this investigation within months of the
San Bruno explosion.
42. PG&E knew by 1984, if not earlier, that there were recordkeeping
deficiencies in its gas system.
43. The NTSB articulated the “traceable, verifiable, and complete”
requirement in Safety Recommendation P-10-2 and -3 (Urgent) issued on
January 3, 2011.
44. PHMSA clarified its interpretation of the terms “traceable, verifiable and
complete” in a May 7, 2012 Advisory Bulletin.
45. The requirement to maintain records that would allow for the safe
operation of a pipeline system is not new, but something that has been expected
at all times.
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46. Prior to 1961, pipeline operators in California voluntarily followed the
ASME B.31.8 standards, which included standards for pressure testing for pipe
after construction and before operation and the type of test to be performed.
47. ASME B.31.8 § 841.417 specified that records of these pressure tests were
to be retained for the useful life of the pipeline.
48. In 1961, GO 112 made compliance with the ASME B.31.8 standards
mandatory.
49. In 1970, 49 C.F.R. 192.505 set the requirements for strength test of steel
pipe to operate at a hoop stress of 30% or more of SMYS; 49 C.F.R. 192.517
required that a record of these tests be retained for the useful life of the pipeline.
50. 49 CFR 192.619 specifies the requirements for setting the MAOP for a
pipeline.
51. For pipeline installed prior to 1971, and for which an operator lacks
records for setting MAOP, 49 CFR 192.619(c) , also referred to as the
“Grandfather Clause,” allows a pipeline operator to “operate a segment of
pipeline found to be in satisfactory condition, considering its operating and
maintenance history, at the highest actual operating pressure to which the
segment was subjected” between 1965 and 1970.
52. Decision 12-12-030 determined that a natural gas system operator must
undertake four separate affirmative obligations in order to comply with
49 CFR 619(c).
53. Although D.12-12-030 approved cost recovery and associated rate
increases for the first phase of PG&E’s Pipeline Safety Enhancement Program,
these rate increases were subject to refund based on adjustments adopted in the
Pipeline OIIs.
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ALLEGED RECORDS VIOLATIONS RELATING TO LINE 132,
SEGMENT 180
Design and Installation of Segment 180
54. Job number GM 136471 is the construction project that installed
Segment 180, Line 132 in 1956.
55. Currently, PG&E does not know the source of the section of pipe in
Segment 180 that failed.
56. Without source information and specifications, PG&E lacked the
necessary design factors to calculate the acceptable operating stress for this
section of pipe during its life of service in Line 132.
57. Because PG&E lacked records about the pipe installed in Line 132, it
operated the line without knowing whether the operating pressure exceeded the
limits set by code to ensure safe operations.
58. PG&E’s records do not establish whether the failed pipe section was
reused pipe, salvaged from some other location in the PG&E transmission
system.
59. Since PG&E has no records of the source of pipe that is Line 132,
Segment 180, it cannot prove that the pipe was new.
60. PG&E’s records cannot establish the manufacturer or specifications for
the failed pipe.
61. If the failed pipe was salvaged, PG&E had no records that show that it
was cleaned, inspected, or hydrostatically tested to establish the appropriate
MAOP during service in Line 132.
62. If the failed pipe was salvaged, PG&E failed to meet the inspection and
other minimum requirements for the safe reuse of salvaged pipe.
63. PG&E’s records do not foreclose the possibility that the failed pipe was
slated to be junked and was instead installed at San Bruno.
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64. The unavailability of construction records for Line 132 undermined the
safe operation of the line.
65. PG&E failed to create and/or retain construction records for GM 136471,
the project that installed Segment 180.
66. After the pipeline explosion on September 9, 2010, PG&E did locate a Job
File for GM 136471 in historical accounting records kept at the Bayshore Records
Center in San Francisco, a facility where PG&E kept inactive records.
67. The Job File for GM 136471 contains accounting records that provide
some information regarding requisitions for pipe, but no actual design or
construction records.
68. The Job File for GM 136471 contains nothing to identify the source of the
pipe used in the job, pipe specifications, previous pipe service (if any), or
anything pertaining to its installation.
69. PG&E operated Segment 180 for 55 years without construction drawings
showing the details of installation.
70. The absence of records detailing the construction of Segment 180 created
an unsafe condition.
Operations and Maintenance of Line 132
71. In 1955, PG&E represented to this Commission that it following the
ASME B.31.8 standard.
72. There are no records confirming that the pipeline installed as Segment 180
met the design specifications for the project.
73. There are no records that PG&E conducted a pressure test on
Segment 180.
74. In 1978, the San Francisco Division reduced the MAOP for sections of
Line 132 to 390 psi.
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75. PG&E operated Line 132 at an MAOP of 390 psi for 26 years.
76. In 2003, PG&E determined that the 1978 reduction in MAOP was in error
because two pressure logs from 1968 showed that Line 132 had been operated at
400 psi.
77. PG&E has either lost or cannot locate the records which once existed that
formed the basis for reducing the MAOP for sections of Line 132 to 390 psi.
78. Despite having no records that Segment 180 had met the design
specifications and been tested at 400 psi, PG&E decided in 2004 that the correct
MAOP for Line 132 was 400 psi.
79. Starting in 2004, and continuing until September 2010, the MAOP for
sections of Line 132 was set at 400 psi.
80. The evidence does not support the claim that the MAOP of 390 psi was
erroneous.
81. PG&E operated Line 132 at 400 psi on at least three occasions: December
11, 2003, December 9, 2008, and September 9, 2010.
82. PG&E could operate Line 132 at 400 psi if the MAOP for Line 132 had
been tested at 400 psi.
83. Regulations require a hydrostatic test before uprating a pipeline segment.
84. Operating a high-pressure gas transmission above its maximum
allowable operating pressure is inherently unsafe because it may damage the
integrity of the pipe and can result in pipe failure.
The San Bruno Explosion
85. When problems occurred in the electrical system on September 9, 2010,
personnel at Milpitas Terminal and in the San Francisco Gas Control Room
lacked the records of the maintenance sequence of steps that could have helped
them determine and resolve the cause of the problems.
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86. An adequate Clearance Procedure might have helped to identify the
source of the electrical problem that led to the over pressuring of the Peninsula
pipelines and, thus, might have averted the San Bruno explosion.
87. An adequate Clearance Procedure could have made recovery quicker
because there would have been a traceable step-by-step record of each change
that has been made to the electrical system.
88. PG&E failed to follow its own safety procedures to create a clearance
record for the electrical work performed at the Milpitas Terminal on
September 9, 2010.
89. If PG&E personnel had followed the clearance procedure on September 9,
2010, drawings would have been readily available to the maintenance crew
during the work and to Gas Control personnel who were attempting to help once
problems arose.
90. On September 9, 2010, PG&E personnel at the Milpitas Terminal had
access to an outdated map and control room personnel had access to an
incomplete diagram of the Milpitas Terminal.
91. Inaccurate representations of the system, either in hard copy or electronic,
can lead to inappropriate and unsafe operational decisions during regular
operations as well as during emergencies.
92. Due to PG&E’s recordkeeping shortfalls, operators lacked the data
essential for fully understanding what was happening in its gas transmission
system when things went wrong at the Milpitas Terminal on September 9, 2010.
Violations Arising from CPSD Investigation
93. The Commission and PG&E’s General Counsel both directed that all
evidence relevant to the San Bruno explosion be preserved.
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94. PG&E’s data response from October 10, 2011 stating that the Brentwood
facility video recording for September 9 and 10, 2010 was overwritten after
60 days was contradicted by PG&E’s own later data response from March 9, 2012
that no video was recorded.
95. Because PG&E’s October 10, 2011 and March 9, 2012 data responses are
contradictory, one or both of them must be false.
96. In several data responses to CPSD, PG&E failed to identify all people
present at the Milpitas Terminal who were working on the pressure problem on
September 9, 2010.
ALLEGED GENERAL RECORDS VIOLATIONS FOR ALL
TRANSMISSION LINES INCLUDING LINE 132
Job Files
97. PG&E refers to the job file that contains original documents as the
“master job file.”
98. The master job file is the file of record.
99. Job Files are PG&E’s primary source of information about the
construction of PG&E’s pipelines.
100. PG&E has identified Job Files as its primary source of information about
pipeline characteristics.
101. PG&E does not have a central repository for Job Files.
102. PG&E does not dispute that records in Job Files have been discarded or
misplaced.
103. PG&E issues job numbers for all jobs in all lines of business within the
utility, not just Gas Transmission.
104. PG&E does not have a system-wide index of all job numbers.
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105. PG&E will make duplicate copies of Job Files, which are located in field
offices.
106. Job Files in field offices may include documents that are not in the
master job file.
107. PG&E employees have spent a total of 250,000 man days of work to
gather, review, catalogue and index, copy and analyze PG&E Job Files for all
phases of its MAOP validation.
Pipeline History Files
108. Pipeline History Files contained substantially the same information as
Job Files, but were organized linearly along the line by mile point.
109. Pipeline History Files are comprised of copies of records obtained from
other sources.
110. Pipeline History Files were the source of data used to develop PG&E’s
Pipeline Survey Sheets.
111. Data from the Pipeline Survey Sheets were used to populate PG&E’s
Geographic Information System.
112. Standard Practice 463.7, effective December 1, 1969, specified that the
Pipeline History File was to be maintained for the life of the facility.
113. Standard Practice 463.7 was discontinued in 1987.
114. PG&E had not been able to find any Pipeline History Files.
115. Other than Standard Practice 463.7, there is no statutory or regulatory
requirement for PG&E to retain Pipeline History Files.
Design and Pressure Test Records
116. ASME B.31.8 § 841.417 requires pressure test records to be retained for
the life of the pipe.
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117. PG&E identified 23,760 pipeline segments designated as Class 3 and 4
High Consequence Areas as lacking strength test records.
118. PG&E is not the only gas transmission pipeline operator with missing
pressure test records.
119. Although the Federal Regulations do not define the term “segment,”
PG&E has defined that term in its implementation of the Federal Regulations.
120. It is impossible to ascertain whether pressure test records are missing
because no pressure test had been conducted, no record of the pressure test had
been created, or the record of the pressure test had been lost or destroyed.
Weld Maps and Weld Inspection Records
121. PG&E has generally conducted two types of tests to identify weld
defects before putting pipe into service.
122. Pre-test weld inspection test records are to be placed in Job Files.
123. PG&E generally would identify on the A-Form any post-installation
weld defects or failures at the time it detected and repaired a pipe leak.
124. Copies of A-Forms are maintained in either Job Files or in separate files
located in the local office.
125. PG&E testified in 1955 that its construction practices included weld
inspections.
126. Only 6% of PG&E’s Job Files contain weld inspection reports.
127. Most of PG&E’s Job Files are missing weld records.
128. It is unknown whether PG&E may have created weld records, but
destroyed or discarded them at some time after creating them.
129. Failure to retain weld maps does not render PG&E’s operations unsafe –
just more difficult.
130. PG&E’s practices do not require the retention of weld maps in Job Files.
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Operating Pressure Records
131. Operating pressure records track the operating pressure history over the
life of a pipe.
132. PG&E is missing years of operating pressure records.
133. 49 C.F.R. 192.917 requires operators to consider operating pressure data
for integrity management purposes and to evaluate whether cyclic fatigue or
other loading conditions could lead to a failure of a deformation or defect in the
pipe.
134. ASME B.31.8 requires gas pipeline operators to keep necessary records
to administer its operations and maintenance procedures and to modify its plans
as required.
135. Since at least 1955, PG&E would have created and retained operating
pressure records to ensure that its gas transmission pipelines were operated and
maintained safely.
Leak Records
136. PG&E has had a leak detection program in place since at least 1958.
137. Standard Practice 460.21-4, established in 1958, required records of leaks
discovered, repairs and routine leak survey tests were to be retained for as long
as the section of pipe remained in service, plus six years.
138. A-Forms were used to report specific data on pipeline leakage.
139. Over time, A-Forms have required that more detailed data be collected.
140. Information from the A-Forms were retained in electronic recordkeeping
leak systems starting in the 1970’s, first on a mainframe computer, then on a PC
system.
141. When leak data was transferred from PC Leaks to PG&E’s IGIS system
in 1999, only data for leaks not yet repaired was transferred over.
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142. PG&E still retains leak and leak repair data on its mainframe system and
in GIS.
143. Leak records are important to the safe operation of a gas pipeline
system, as they provide information regarding the condition of the pipe.
144. A 1985 report prepared by Bechtel Petroleum noted the inaccuracy and
lack of various data variables in PG&E’s records.
145. Inaccurate and incomplete data in PG&E’s hardcopy and electronic leak
reports and missing leak reports would prevent PG&E from operating its
pipeline system safely as required by Pub. Util. Code § 451.
Records to Track Salvaged and Reused Pipe
146. PG&E commonly reused pipe in its transmission system prior to 1970.
147. PG&E did not keep track of where used pipe was reinstalled.
148. After PG&E installed its reused pipe, PG&E could not identify the
location of the pipe and its characteristics and specifications.
149. ASME B.31.8 § 817 permits the reuse of pipe if it is properly inspected,
repaired and tested.
150. PG&E’s witness states that if reconditioning of pipe had been done, there
would be charges for the work performed.
151. GIS equates the date of pipe installation as the date of manufacture.
152. Continued use of unidentified reused or reconditioned pipe presents
safety risks, especially when GIS records reflect installation date, rather than
manufacture, date.
Data in Pipeline Survey Sheets and the
Geographic Information System
153. PG&E began to develop GIS in the early 1990s.
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154. GIS was populated with pipeline data from existing pipeline survey
sheets in 1995.
155. Pipeline data from the pipeline survey sheets were not checked for
accuracy at the time the data was entered into GIS.
156. PG&E’s Quality Assurance/Quality Control program only verified that
the data on the pipeline survey sheets were correctly entered into GIS, not that
the data on the pipeline survey sheets were accurate.
157. GIS contains erroneous and inaccurate data.
158. PG&E indicated that each mile its entire transmission system has one or
more assumed or unknown values in GIS.
159. Gas control operators, engineers, maintenance personnel and emergency
responders rely on data in GIS for making their decisions.
160. PG&E’s integrity management system utilizes GIS as a primary source of
data.
161. PG&E witness Keas has no personal knowledge of other sources of data,
other than GIS, used for integrity management.
162. Inaccurate, missing or assumed data in PG&E’s GIS system does not
allow PG&E to operate its gas transmission system in a safe manner.
Integrity Management Risk Model
163. Integrity management is the process by which PG&E evaluates the safety
risk to its gas pipes, and prioritizes the replacement of pipe or other safety
measures to most effectively reduce that risk and the danger to the public of gas
pipe failure.
164. PG&E has known since 1985 that its pipeline data and records were
incomplete, inaccurate and inadequate.
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165. PG&E’s Risk Management Procedure, RMP-08, recognizes the need to
verify the quality and consistency of data used for integrity management.
166. PG&E’s integrity management decisions have been made using
incomplete, inaccurate, and assumed data values.
Missing Report for 1988 Weld Failure
167. In 1988, PG&E had identified a pinhole leak on a longitudinal weld in a
section of 30 inch pipe on Line 132.
168. The identified section of pipe was removed and found to contain several
weld shrinkage cracks that were determined to be pre-service defects.
169. There is insufficient evidence to conclude that PG&E had prepared a
separate report as part of its inspection of the weld failure.
170. PG&E was aware of the pre-service defect in the longitudinal weld based
on all the other documentation concerning this weld failure and subsequent
inspection.
Missing Report for 1963 Weld Failure
171. In 1963, there was a fire and explosion on Line 109.
172. PG&E requested a report from a consulting metallurgist on the quality of
a circumferential weld and the probable causes of the rupture.
173. PG&E is unable to locate a copy of the consulting metallurgist’s report.
174. Unlike a pinhole leak in a longitudinal weld, an explosion of a section of
a gas transmission pipeline that was likely caused by a defective circumferential
weld is not irrelevant or insignificant.
175. Under PG&E’s policies, this type of weld inspection report would be
included in the job file and retained for the life of the pipeline.
ALLEGED VIOLATIONS PREDICATED ON THE REPORTS AND
TESTIMONY OF DR. PAUL DULLER AND ALISON NORTH
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176. The GARP principles are accountability, transparency, integrity,
protection, compliance, availability, retention and disposition.
177. Consultants at PwC used GARP as a source for evaluating PG&E’s Gas
Records and Information Management Assessment effort.
178. PG&E witness Dunn did not review any of PG&E’s Job Files or pipeline
records and, thus, has no first-hand knowledge of PG&E’s recordkeeping
practices.
General Records Management (Violation A)
179. PG&E is missing strength test records for 23,760 pipe segments within
Class 3 and 4 High Consequence Areas.
180. More than 94% of PG&E’s Job Files in its Emeryville storage facility are
missing weld records.
181. There are large numbers of Job Files missing from PG&E’s current
master collection in Emeryville.
182. PG&E is missing Job Files for pipelines throughout its system.
183. PG&E has numerous Job Files that are incomplete (missing documents).
184. PG&E is missing operating pressure records from 1965 – 1970 and 1999.
185. PG&E’s GIS system contains inaccurate and erroneous data for key
safety attributes, including wall thickness and longitudinal seams.
186. PG&E retains leak data in separate databases and multiple formats (hard
copies and electronic).
187. PG&E’s leak data is not readily accessible.
188. Leak data in the IGIS system contains data entry errors or are missing.
189. Prior to the San Bruno explosion, PG&E had not maintained an
organized set or records showing the location and use of reconditioned pipe.
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190. PG&E uses assumed data values in those instances where there were
missing values in GIS.
191. PG&E has revised assumed values for joint efficiency, wall thickness and
SMYS to either more conservative assumed values or more conservative known
values.
192. PG&E must have sufficient documents to support the assumed data
values utilized in GIS.
193. PG&E’s revision of assumed data values in GIS to more conservative
assumed, or known, data values means that the initial assumed values were not
conservative enough to ensure safe operation of PG&E’s pipeline system.
194. Many of PG&E’s pipeline failure metallurgical reports are missing and
PG&E’s Analytical Report Library, which contains PG&E’s metallurgical reports,
is incomplete.
195. PG&E’s employees in the business units or locations were not educated
on records management and the importance of various types of records.
196. There was no coordination of PG&E’s gas transmission pipeline records
across the company.
197. PG&E management failed to comprehensively address mandatory
recordkeeping requirements across PG&E’s gas transmission system.
198. PG&E’s failure to establish consistent company-wide practices to
maintain and retain mandatory records for the safe operation of its gas
transmission pipeline records can be attributed to poor management oversight.
199. PG&E’s lack of management oversight prevented PG&E line employees
from properly maintaining and retaining the essential pipeline records and data,
may have contributed to erroneous decisions regarding pipeline replacement, or
incorrect risk assessments.
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Records Retention (Violation B)
200. PG&E has multiple records retention schedules which are applicable to
different functional and operating divisions. Consequently, a single type of
document (e.g., leak surveys) may be subject to different retention periods.
201. The Gas Standards specified records retention periods that complied
with 49 CFR 192.
202. PG&E’s response to CPSD data requests regarding records retention
policies and standards does not identify the Gas Standards as governing the dayto-day operations of Gas Operations.
203. The FERC does not have safety oversight over gas transmission
pipelines.
204. FERC Order 450 states that its regulations do not excuse compliance
with other lawful requirements or for preserving records for periods longer than
prescribed in 18 CFR 225.
205. The requirements contained in 49 CFR 192 represent the minimum
safety requirements and states could impose stricter requirements.
206. In Decision 78513 and D.95-08-053, the Commission noted that
49 CFR 192 supplemented, but did not replace, the existing, more stringent
requirements under GO 112.
207. The actions underlying Violations B.2, B.3 and B.4 all began prior
to 1971.
208. PG&E’s internal policies mandate that pressure test records be
maintained for the life of the facility.
209. Based on the confusion presented by PG&E’s various retention
standards and guidelines, employees may not be following the records retention
policies mandated by the ASME B.31.8, GO 112 and 49 CFR 192.
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Other Safety/Pipeline Integrity Violations (Violation C)
210. PG&E launched its Gas Pipeline Replacement Program in 1985.
211. PG&E hired Bechtel Petroleum, Inc. to conduct a risk analysis to develop
a methodology and database to prioritize replacement of transmission line
segments and distribution mains.
212. Pipes with unusual (SPIRAL or A.O. Smith) longitudinal seams have a
greater potential to fail.
213. Pipes with unusual (BBCR or BLSP) joints have a greater potential to fail.
214. The Bechtel 1984 Report noted that pipes with unusual longitudinal seams
or joints only appeared in the “prior to 1950 lines.”
215. The Bechtel 1988 Report determined that pipes with unusual longitudinal
seams or joints only appeared in “lines installed prior to 1947.”
216. A March 2007 Memo identified sections of Lines 132 and 151 installed
after 1947 that contained BBCR and BLSP joints.
217. PG&E did not re-consider whether to include sections of Lines 132 and
151 installed after 1947 that contained BBCR and BLSP joints in the Gas Pipeline
Replacement Program.
218. Since PG&E’s Job Files were not complete and easily accessible, PG&E
may not have set the proper cutoff date for pipeline to be considered in the Gas
Pipeline Replacement Program.
219. PG&E equates installation date of a job with project completion date,
even though the project completion date may be years after the pipeline is in
operation.
220. PG&E does not track the location of re-used and reconditioned pipe
installed in its gas transmission pipeline system.
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221. GIS records the date of re-installation of re-used and reconditioned pipe
as the date of manufacture.
222. PG&E’s gas transmission pipeline system contains reconditioned pipe
that was manufactured between 1929 and 1949.
223. The 1992 FEMA study observed that older pipelines, including welded
pipelines built before 1950, were constructed under less stringent quality control
standards and more likely to fail in the event of a large earthquake.
224. Line 132 may contain older pipe of the vintage that is within the scope of
the 1992 FEMA study and is, therefore, prone to damage and potential failure
during a large earthquake.
225. PG&E did not migrate all historical leak records from one electronic
database system to another.
226. PG&E did not verify the accuracy of leak information entered into IGIS.
227. PG&E failed to perform timely leak surveys.
228. PG&E has based its integrity management decisions on poor quality,
incomplete and inconsistent leak data.
Alleged Violations Raised by Intervenors
229. PG&E failed to perform timely leak surveys.
230. Intervenors discussed all allegations under the appropriate CPSD
allegation.
Conclusions of Law
Issues of General Applicability
1. None of the potential non-monetary sanctions identified by PG&E rise to
the level of depriving PG&E of a fundamental right.
2. Under Pub. Util. Code § 2108, each day’s continuance of a violation is a
separate and distinct offense.
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3. In an enforcement proceeding, CPSD generally has the burden of proving a
violation.
4. The doctrine of spoliation of evidence may apply when litigation was
reasonably foreseeable and when there is a duty to preserve evidence.
5. The doctrine of spoliation is applicable in this proceeding.
6. Traditional remedies for spoliation do not include a burden shifting
approach.
7. The Commission should draw the strongest possible adverse inference
against PG&E in reference to missing records.
8. PG&E has the burden of producing evidence that any violations found to
be continuing offenses have either been cured or are incapable of being cured.
9. Pub. Util. Code § 451 requires all public utilities to provide and maintain
“adequate, efficient, just and reasonable” services and facilities as are necessary
for the “safety, health, comfort, and convenience” of its customers and the public.
10. Pub. Util. Code § 451 serves as a separate and individual basis for finding
safety violations.
11. There is nothing to suggest that safety is not an absolute duty under Pub.
Util. Code § 451.
12. The text of Pub. Util. Code § 451 is unambiguous.
13. There is no redundancy or superfluity in the co-existence of the general
overarching safety obligation established by Pub. Util. code § 451 and specific
safety requirements such as those set forth in GO 112.
14. PG&E had an obligation to safely maintain its pipeline facilities prior to
the adoption of GO 112.
15. Compliance with ASME B.31.8 was relevant to assessing whether PG&E
fulfilled the safety obligation under Pub. Util. Code § 451.
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16. The Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act serves as a complement to the
general safety obligation under Pub. Util. Code § 451.
17. PG&E had sufficient prior notice that it could be found to have violated
Pub. Util. Code § 451 because of deficient recordkeeping practices.
18. PG&E’s recordkeeping deficiency that is not cured is properly considered
a continuing violation under Pub. Util. Code § 2108.
19. The public safety mandate in Pub. Util. Code § 451, as well as the
recordkeeping requirements in ASME B.31.8, GO 112 and 49 C.F.R, are intended
to protect the public from the inherent dangers associated with transporting gas
under high pressure. Therefore, to conclude that this enforcement action is
barred by laches would undermine this public safety mandate.
20. The application of administrative laches is barred as a matter of law.
21. PG&E has failed to demonstrate that CPSD unreasonably delayed
bringing forward these charges.
22. PG&E has failed to demonstrate that it suffered prejudice as a result of
CPSD’s alleged unreasonable delay in bringing forward this enforcement
proceeding.
23. To find that the doctrine of laches would serve as a bar to bringing
enforcement proceedings for longstanding violations that were only recently
discovered would limit the Commission’s ability to impose penalties to deter
future wrongdoing.
24. PHMSA’s interpretation of the terms “traceable, verifiable and complete”
does not impose any requirements that were not already required under
49 C.F.R 192.
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25. The requirement to maintain records that will allow for the safe operation
of a pipeline system is not new, but something that has been expected at all
times.
26. There is no violation of due process in applying the “traceable, verifiable
and complete” requirement to PG&E’s recordkeeping activities prior to
January 3, 2011.
27. 49 CFR 192.619 does not relieve pipeline operators from maintaining and
retaining the records necessary for the operation and maintenance of pipelines
installed prior to 1971.
28. 49 CFR 192.619 (c), along with the recordkeeping requirements contained
in other sections of 49 CFR 192, should be interpreted as requiring pipeline
operators to retain pipeline design, construction, operating history, material and
component records, as well as pressure test records for pipelines installed prior
to 1971.
29. 49 CFR 192.619(c) does not exempt operators from the recordkeeping
requirements mandated under ASME B.31.8, 49 CFR 192, or GO 112-E and its
predecessors
30. The issue of whether to include a disallowance pursuant to Pub. Util.
Code § 463 as one of the remedies for violations found in this proceeding shall be
considered in our subsequent decision on fines and remedies.
31. It is within our discretion to invite and permit intervenors to fully
participate in our enforcement proceedings, including participation by alleging
violations.
Alleged Violations Relating to Line 132, Segment 180
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32. It would be reasonable to infer that PG&E had used salvaged pipe in
Segment 180 and did not follow ASME B.31.8 requirements with respect to the
re-use of used pipe.
33. PG&E’s lack of accurate and sufficient records to determine whether it
had used salvaged pipe in Segment 180 impacted its ability to safely maintain
and operate this segment in violation of Pub. Util. Code § 451. (Felts Violation 1)
This violation ran from 1956 to September 9, 2010.
34. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 for failing to retain the necessary
design and construction records in Job File GM 136471 for the construction of
Segment 180. (Felts Violation 2) This violation ran from 1956 to September 9,
2010.
35. PG&E violated ASME B.31.8 § 841 and Pub. Util. Code § 451 for failing to
perform a post-installation pressure test on Segment 180 and retaining the record
of that test for the life of the facility. (Felts Violation 3) This violation ran from
1956 to September 9, 2010.
36. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by increasing the MAOP of Line 132
from 390 psi to 400 psi without conducting a hydrostatic test. (Felts Violation 4)
This violation ran from December 10, 2003 to September 9, 2010.
37. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by operating Line 132 above 390 psi
on December 11, 2003, December 9, 2008 and September 9, 2010 without having
records to substantiate the higher operating pressure. (Felts Violation 11) These
constitute three separate violations. The first violation ran from December 11,
2003 to September 9, 2010; the second violation ran from December 9, 2008 to
September 9, 2010; and the final violation occurred on September 9, 2010.
38. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by failing to provide the proper
clearance procedures for work performed at the Milpitas Terminal on
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September 9, 2010. (Felts Violation 5) This violation ran from August 27, 2010 to
September 9, 2010.
39. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by failing to have accurate drawings
and computer diagrams of the Milpitas Terminal. (Felts Violation 7) This
violation ran from December 2, 2009 to July 2011.
40. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by failing to have accurate SCADA
diagrams. (Felts Violation 7 and 9) This violation ran from December 2, 2009 to
October 27, 2010.
41. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by failing to have the necessary
backup software readily available at the Milpitas Terminal on September 9, 2010.
(Felts Violation 8) This violation occurred on September 9, 2010.
42. A violation of Rule 1.1 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and
Procedure can result from a reckless or grossly negligent act.
43. PG&E’s actions regarding the existence of a video recording in Camera 6
shortly after the San Bruno explosion was grossly negligent.
44. PG&E’s October 10, 2011 data response about the video recording for
Camera 6 misled Commission staff and impeded their investigation into the
San Bruno explosion. (Felts Violation 13) This is a violation of Rule 1.1 of the
Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure.
45. Failure to identify all personnel that CPSD seeks can impede CPSD’s
investigation and compromise the Commission’s ability to make a fully informed
decision.
46. PG&E violated Rule 1.1 by misleading CPSD in two separate data
responses regarding personnel present at the Milpitas Terminal who were
working on the pressure problem on September 9, 2010. (Felts Violation 14) The
first violation occurred on October 10, 2011, PG&E’s response to DR 30, Q 8.d;
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the second violation occurred on December 17, 2011, PG&E’s response to DR 30,
Q 2. Both violations ran until January 15, 2012.
Alleged Violations Relating to All Transmission Lines,
Including Line 132
47. An adverse inference should be drawn against PG&E that it has missing
Job Files.
48. An adverse inference should be drawn against PG&E that it has
incomplete Job Files.
49. Failure to comply with the mandates of D.12-12-030 shall subject it to
penalties under Pub. Util. Code § 2107.
50. PG&E’s recordkeeping practices with respect to Job Files adversely
impacts its ability to operate its gas transmission pipeline system in a safe
manner and violates Pub. Util. Code § 451. (Felts Violation 16) This violation ran
from 1987 to December 12, 2012.
51. There is no statutory or legal requirement to retain duplicate copies of
pipeline records in separate files.
52. The requirement to maintain Pipeline History Files rests solely on
Standard Practice 463.7. Once that standard practice was rescinded, there was no
longer any requirement to maintain Pipeline History Files.
53. An adverse inference should be drawn against PG&E that in those
instances where it does not have records of strength test, the tests were never
conducted, the tests were conducted but no records were created, or the strength
test records were destroyed.
54. PG&E has failed to retain pressure test records for all segments of its gas
transmission pipeline system as required by Pub. Util. Code § 451, ASME B.31.8,
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GO 112 through 112-B and PG&E’s internal records retention policies. (Felts
Violation 18) This violation ran from 1956 through December 20, 2012.
55. It is reasonable to infer that PG&E lost or destroyed weld inspection
reports.
56. PG&E violated ASME B.31.8 § 828.2, GO 112 through 112-B § 206.1,
49 CFR 192.241 and 192.243 and PG&E’s Standard Practice 1605 by failing to
retain weld inspection reports. (Felts Violation 19) This violation ran from 1955
through December 20, 2012.
57. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 for failing to maintain records
necessary to ensure the safe operations of its gas transmission pipeline system by
failing to create and retain operating pressure records over the life of the pipe.
(Felts Violation 20) This violation ran from 1955 to December 17, 2004.
58. It is reasonable to infer that during the period covered by the OII, PG&E
prepared leak records that contained inaccurate and incomplete data.
59. Information in A-Forms should be complete and accurate, whether they
are completed in 1930 or 2010.
60. Starting in 1955, inaccurate and incomplete data in PG&E’s leak reports
would prevent PG&E from operating its gas transmission pipeline system safely,
as required by Pub. Util. Code § 451. (Felts Violations 21 and 22) This violation
ran from 1955 to December 20, 2012.
61. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by failing to retain records of
reconditioned and reused pipe in its transmission pipeline system. (Felts
Violation 23) This violation ran from 1940 to December 20, 2012.
62. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by failing to ensure the accuracy of
data in its GIS system and assuming values for missing data that were not
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conservative. (Felts Violation 24) This violation ran from 1995 to December 20,
2012.
63. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 because its ability to assess the
integrity of its pipeline system and effectively manage risk is compromised by
the availability and accuracy of its pipeline data. (Felts Violation 25) This
Violation ran from December 17, 2004 to December 20, 2012.
64. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 for failing to retain a metallurgist
report concerning a 1963 fire and explosion on Line 109 caused by a failure in a
circumferential weld. (Felts Violation 27) This violation ran from 1963 to
December 20, 2012.
Allegations Predicated on Duller/North Report
65. The GARP principles and the Information Governance Maturity Model
do not create a new standard for evaluating PG&E’s recordkeeping practices.
66. CPSD is not precluded from using GARP to evaluate PG&E’s records
management.
67. Prevailing industry practice is not a basis for determining reasonableness
if the practice violates federal or state laws, regulations or requirements.
68. CPSD has proven that PG&E failed to retain strength test records.
69. CPSD has proven that PG&E failed to retain weld records.
70. CPSD has proven that PG&E’s Job Files are incomplete or missing; that
there is no master index of Job Files, and that there are duplicate copies of Job
Files.
71. CPSD has proven that PG&E failed to retain operating pressure records
from 1965 to 1970.
72. CPSD has proven that PG&E’s GIS system contained inaccurate and
erroneous data for key safety attributes.
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73. CPSD has proven that PG&E failed to retain leak data and that the leak
data in IGIS contains data entry errors or missing data.
74. CPSD has not proven that PG&E violated Standard Practice 463.7 by
failing to retain Pipeline History Files.
75. CPSD has proven that PG&E failed to maintain an organized set of
records showing the location and use of reconditioned pipe.
76. The purpose of the change log would be to correct (or make more
accurate) the assumed value of data in GIS.
77. PG&E bears the burden to prove that it had sufficient documents to
support the assumed data values adopted in GIS.
78. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 to the extent that it adopted
assumed values that are not supported by the record.
79. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by failing to retain all gas pipeline
failure metallurgical reports and make them available
80. The record does not support a conclusion that PG&E’s employees in the
business units or locations were educated on records management and the
importance of various types of records.
81. Based on PG&E’s decentralized recordkeeping approach, there was no
coordination of PG&E’s gas transmission pipeline records across the company.
82. Because PG&E’s records contain missing, inaccurate, incomplete or
duplicative records and data, the quality of the data that is available is suspect.
83. PG&E’s failure to establish consistent company-wide practices to
maintain and retain mandatory records for the safe operation of its gas
transmission pipeline system can be attributed to poor management oversight.
84. The shortcomings in PG&E’s records management activities has resulted
in PG&E’s inability to operate and maintain PG&E’s gas transmission line in a
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safe manner and violate Pub. Util. Code § 451; GO 112 through 112-B,
Section 107; ASME B.31.8. (Duller/North Violation A.1) This violation ran from
1955 to December 20, 2012.
85. PG&E’s failure to mention that the Gas Standards govern the day-to-day
operations of its Gas Operations group in its data responses suggests that PG&E
was either confused about its own retention schedules or deliberately did not
provide complete responses to CPSD.
86. Resolution FA 570 does not relieve PG&E of its records responsibilities
under 49 CFR 192.
87. The Commission adoption of 49 CFR 192 was to supplement, not replace
existing regulations. Therefore, the stricter requirements adopted in
GO 112 remained in effect.
88. PG&E violated ASME B.31.8 § 851.5 by failing to retain records of Leak
Survey Maps for as long as the line remains in service. (Duller/North
Violation B.1) This violation ran from April 16, 2010 to December 20, 2012.
89. PG&E violated ASME B.31.8 § 851.5 by failing to retain records of Line
Patrol Reports for as long as the line remains in service. (Duller/North
Violation B.2) This violation ran from September 1, 1964 to December 20, 2012.
90. PG&E violated ASME B.31.8 § 851.5 by failing to retain records of Line
Inspection Reports as long as the line remains in service. (Duller/North
Violation B.3) This violation ran from December 17, 1991 to December 20, 2012.
91. PG&E violated ASME B.31.8 § 851.417 by failing to retain pressure test
records for the useful life of the pipeline. (Duller/North Violation B.4) This
violation ran from September 1, 1964 to December 20, 2012.
92. PG&E violated ASME B.31.8 § 851.5 by failing to retain records of
transmission line inspections for as long as the line remains in service.
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(Duller/North Violation B.5) This violation ran from September 1, 1964 to
December 20, 2012.
93. The PwC Report findings suggest that PG&E employees may not be
complying with the company’s records retention policies.
94. PG&E violated 49 CFR 13(c) for failing to comply with its internal records
retention policies. (Duller/North Violation B.6) This violation ran from 1955 to
December 20, 2012.
95. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 by failing to identify and include in
the GPRP all pipe segments with unusual longitudinal seams and joints.
(Duller/North Violation C.1) This violation ran from June 1988 to December 20,
2012.
96. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 because missing and inaccurate
pipeline records prevented PG&E from properly identifying and replacing those
pipelines that were prone to damage during severe earthquakes. (Duller/North
Violation C.2) This violation ran from June 1992 to December 20, 2012.
97. PG&E violated Pub. Util. Code § 451 for failing to maintain a definitive,
complete and readily accessible database of all gas leaks for their pipeline
system. (Duller/North Violation C.3) This violation ran from 1957 to
December 20, 2012.
98. CCSF did not provide sufficient notice to PG&E that it would be alleging
a violation of 49 CFR 192.909(a).
99. All rulings issued by the assigned ALJ should be confirmed.
100. This proceeding should remain open to consider the fines and remedies
to be imposed as a result of the violations found in this decision.
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IT IS ORDERED that:
1. Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) has violated American Society
of Mechanical Engineers B.31.8, Public Utility Code Section 451, General
Order 112, and regulations set forth in Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations
Part 192 for failing to maintain its gas transmission pipeline records in a manner
to allow safe operation of its gas transmission pipeline system. PG&E has also
violated Rule 1.1 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure for
providing incorrect and misleading information to Commission staff. The fines
and remedies to be imposed as a result of the violations found in this decision
shall be considered in coordination with Investigations (I.) 11-11-009 and
I.12-01-007.
2. Investigation 11-02-016 remains open.
This order is effective today.
Dated

, at San Francisco, California.
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